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ABSTRACT
The objective of this thesis is to analyse the current structure of manufacturing in
Tasmania, in terms of enterprise size, location of ownership and control, and other
attributes of enterprises whicharerelevant to the processes of change in regional economic
structure andemployment. Thethesis argues that this is dependent on an understanding
of management behaviour andstrategy. To satisfy this objective, research adopts a neo-
Marxist perspective which emphasises the dynamics of accumulation, power, crisis and
conflict within capitalist production. Empirical research evaluates the dynamics of
production activities, utilising a process-based approach to investigate the underlying
mechanisms producing change within the economy, with particular reference to the
specific historic, social and spatial conditions within which these mechanisms are
operating. Thekey element of this process-based approach is an intensive study of 166
manufactiuing enterprises throughout Tasmania, centring upon their activities between
1980 and 1985. The research builds upon a narrow range of theoretically-informed
studies which focus upon therole ofenterprise managers asindividual anddynamic actors
in generating structural change.
As a conceptual structure, research is organised within the segmented economy
framework developed by Taylor and Thrift (1981a, 1982a). The segmented economy
framework isparticularly valuable in that it recognises the variability ofenterprise strategy
and the importance of power relations both within and between business enterprises.
Within the thesis, power relations assessed are those between Tasmanian establishments
of multi-site enterprises, independent enterprises in Tasmania, and Tasmanian branch
plants and their head offices located outside the state.
In terms of total enterprises, Tasmania's manufacturing sector is dominanted by
small and medium-sized owner-managed indigenous firms manufacturing largely for the
limited local market. In terms ofemployment, however, the state's manufacturing sector
is dominated by a few large non-locally owned enterprises manufacturing resource-based,
and to a lesser extent filtered-down, products for markets outside the state.
Within virtually all indigenous and non-locally owned multi-site firms, branch
establishments hold very little power, as most are both small and functionally dependent
upon the Tasmanian head office. Within non-locally owned enterprises, the degree of
power granted to Tasmanian managers is also low, as control over the relations of
economic ownership and possession ofcapital is held by senior managers of the parent
organisation located outside the state. While a number ofmanufacturers are engaged in
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either subcontract or franchise activities, few firms aredependent upon these relationships
for a large share of their total income. Inaddition, most inter-organisational relationships
are between firms of similar size. Only a few small indigenous firms are operationally
dependent upon large manufacturers.
The constraints to growth and strategies adopted by Tasmanian manufacturers
between 1980 and 1985 are highly complex. Less than one-halfof both indigenous and
non-locallyowned enterprises adopteddominant strategies which were expansion-based
over the study period. While most small and medium-sized indigenous operations
maintained their level of employment, the majority of both large indigenous and non-
locally owned firms shed jobsin anattempt to restructure their operations byreducing the
amountof labour-time required in the productionprocess.
While small and medium-sized indigenous firms appear most likely to generate
future employment growth within the state's manufacturing sector, significant job gains
can only berealised overa long period as few managers of indigenous operations possess
the desire or ability to expand markedly the scale of their operations. The dynamic nature
of Tasmania's manufacturing economy highlights both the utility of a process-based
approach to the study of business organisation, and the need to continually monitor the
changes taking place within regional economies.
Theauthor concludes thestudy pinpoints important aspects of the relationships and
behaviour which help toexplain changing pattems ofindustrial activity and employment in
Tasmania, and that the extension of the segmented economy approach to a detailed
regional study of intra and inter-organisational power relations was both valid and
extremely worthwhile.
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ENTERPRISE CONFIDENTTALTTY
The empirical chapters within this thesis are largely based on interviews undertaken with
166 senior managers of manufacturing enterprises throughout Tasmania. As a condition
of each interview, respondents were assured that details obtained in the siuvey relating to
potentially sensitive issues such as employment, turnover, investment and competitive
strategies would not be published without their prior consent. Names of firms have been
used where the sourceis publiclyavailable (eg. from annual reports and newspapers) and
where consent for the firm's name to be used with interview data has been given. The
names of firms are not givenwhere it would breach the understanding of confidentiality.
Throughout the thesis, somefirms are thus referred to by name while others are identified
only by the industry in which they operate.
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT
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1.1 INTRODUCTION
Much has been written in recent years on the role of large and small business
organisations, and of local and non-local ownership in regional development. It is clear
from this literature that enterprise size and ownership are useful categories in
understanding some of the different processes which influence enterprise strategy,
decision-making and spatial patterns of economic activity. Unfortunately, analyses of
large and small enterprises on the one hand, and indigenous and non-locally owned
enterprises on the other, havelargely beenconducted quite independently, and there is a
paucity of hterature linking the two groups.
The purpose of this studyis to analyse the manufacturing sector of the Tasmanian
economy in terms of enterprise size, location of ownership and control, and other
attributes of enterprises which appear important indetermining enterprise behaviour and
strategy. To fulfil this purpose it is considered necessary to adopt a process-based
approach which explicitly recognises both the structure and dynamism of the capitalist
system of which the Tasmanian economy is a part, and the varying objectives and
capacities ofthe individuals involved indecision making. Relationships ofrelative power
and dependence between enterprises, labour and the state are also important, as is a
consideration of the unique features of the local environment which cause the capitalist
system to have theparticular expression it does in the study area. Included within this is
the need for a historical perspective of the social and spatial evolution of the area, to
understand theantecedents of the present structure ofproduction activity.
Given these requirements, it is necessary that the study is grounded in theories
which most adequately conceptualise the dynamics ofcapitalist production and the ways in
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which individual business organisations interact within the capitalist economic system. In
particular, a framework developed from Marx's conceptualisation of the capitalist system
is accepted as the most useful general theoretical position from which to examine the
nature of capitalist production. By highlighting the importance of crisis, conflict and
power relations between social classes a Marxist-based framework is able to suggest, by
means of abstraction, the general social and economic structures through which the
accumulation of capital takes place. Throughout the study, these general structures are
related to concretesituations by identifying the specific processesthroughwhichthey are
operating in Tasmania. In focusing upon the activities of individual business
organisations, theempirical studyis structured within the segmented economy framework
developed by Taylor andThrift (1981a), as it currently represents a mostuseful conceptual
structure through which to undertake a process-based approach to business organisation.
The segmented economy framework is particularly valuable in that it recognises the
variability of enterprise strategy and the importance of power relations both within and
between business enterprises.
The primary objectives of the thesis are:
1. To define thecurrent structure of manufacturing in Tasmania, in categories useful for
understanding processes at work, and withparticular reference to the implications of
indigenous andnon-local ownership, enterprise sizeandthe nature of power
relations within and between enterprises.
2. To describe processes involved in thedynamics of structural change andenterprise
strategy in Tasmanian manufacturing, with particular reference to the period since
1980.
3. To expand the utility of the segmented economy approach of business organisation,
by using empirical evidencebasedupona regional economy.
In centring upon the activities of business organisations, the thesis builds upon a
relatively narrow range of theoretically-informed studies which focus upon the role of
enterprise managers as individual anddynamic actors in generating structural change. As
Taylor (1984b) notes, thereexists '...a clearneedto morecarefully considerthe role of the
enterprise or business organisation in the realisation of industrial and economic
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restructuring' (p. 3). Although other authors such as Baron and Bielby (1980), Hayter
(1981), andMarshall (1982a) havegiven support toward enterprise-based research, only a
few studies havebeenpublished to date. In Australia, such studies have included Taylor
and Thrift's (1981a, 1982a, 1984) work on segmentation, the corporate case studies
presented by various authors in Taylor (1984a), and Hanson's (1985) research on
manufacturing linkages in Launceston.
1.2 THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
The following sections outline the theoretical basis for the thesis, from which
empirical research is structmed. Discussion begins by summarising the key elements
within a process-based approach, and highlighting some of the recent literature in which
authors have centred upon processes taking place atthe level of business enterprise. The
link between abstract theory anda process-based approach is identified, andneo-classical
and Marxist theories of capitalist development are evaluated in light of their ability to
provide a general framework within which toexamine the dynamics of structural change.
It is then suggested thata new conceptualisation has become a necessity within industrial
and regional research asthe intemationalisation ofeconomic activity has given rise tonew
and more powerful forms ofbusiness organisation, the activities ofwhich are increasingly
complex. Regionally-based studies must operate within a theoretical framework which
recognises the regional implications ofcapital restructuring ona global scale.
Finally, the segmented economy approach to business organisation is evaluated in
light of itsprogression from behavioural and neo-Marxist approaches to research within
industrial geography. It is suggested that the segmented economy approach is a useful
conceptual framework within which to structure a process-based approach to business
organisation, withinthe contextof a dynamic capitalist environment.
1.3 THE PROCESS-BASED APPROACH TO ENTERPRISE RESEARCH
Several recent studies linking structural change and the activities of business
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organisations have adopted a process-based approach to empirical investigation (Massey
and Meegan, 1979a; Clarke, 1982a, 1984b; Fagan, 1984; Peck and Townsend, 1984; Le
Heron, 1986). Rather than setting out to discover the recurrent regularities among
enterprises, this thesis will focus upon the underlyingmechanisms which produce change
and the specific conditions within which these mechanisms are operating. Positivist
smdies based upon hypothesis testing make the assumption that concrete relations take
place within a closed system, and can be appropriately tested against a theoreticalmodelof
pre-determined structures. However, as Williams (1981) notes:
'...the presupposition of closed systems imposes a passive element, insofar as
the attendant assumption that lawsare identified wiA a constant conjunction of
events implies that a hypothesis (which in general describes an empirical
regularity) is refuted simply by observation. By considering the existence of
closed systems as nothingmore than a special case, (a process-based approach)
relinquishes any commitment to the ascription of reality by empirical criteria
alone. Our objects of inquiry are not events, but the generative mechanisms and
structures which produce manifest phenomena and which form the real basis for
causal laws' (p. 37)
Fundamental to a process-based perspectiveis the understanding that economicand
social processes are subject to change over time and space, and must therefore be
examined in lightof themediating circumstances which produce them (Sayer, 1982,1984,
1985a; Gore, 1984). In particular, Sayer (1982, p. 69-70) notes the importance of
recognising that relations between objects involve both internal/necessary and
external/contingent relations. Within the capitalist system, for instance, the relation
between government and the taxation system is internal in the sense thatthe operation of
each is to some extent dependent upon the existence of theother. However, the precise
nature of their relationship is dependent upon a number of external and contingently related
factors such as the current tax legislation, government taxation policies, and pressures
generated by private enterprise. Thus, relations between objects such as govemment and
the taxation system may generate entirely different outcomes, dependent upon the specific
conditionswhich prevail at any one particularplace and time.
For example, while the adoption of technology by industry is seen as a major cause
of employment loss within manufacturing (Fothergill and Gudgin, 1982), the possibility
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that new technologies may lead to additional employment cannot be ignored. Each
outcome is dependent upon a numberof contingent conditions such as corporate strategy,
the nature of new technologies, the level of existing technology and market opportunities.
The work of Massey and Meegan (1979b) suggests that employment change must be
viewed in light of shifts in productivityas well as output, and that, for example, similar
employment changefigures for regions suchas theSouthEast and West Midlands during
the 1970s were the product of very different combinations of processes taking place.
While in the SouthEast, net employment growthwas associated with increases in output
being above rises inproductivity, the West Midlands experienced net employment growth
resulting from low output growth and productivity losses.
Clarke's (1982a, 1984b) research focuses upon the new international division of
labour within theUK based transnational ICILtd, suggesting that thecurrent geographical
pattern of labour use must be understood in terms of its historic, social and corporate
specific context. For example, Clarke concludes that the intemationalisation of ICI's
plastics division outside theUK was primarily theresult of a strategy aimed atestablishing
local market-oriented production facilities in North America and Western Europe. Clearly,
research on the new international division of labour (NIDL) must consider factors other
than employment, if the processes creating change are to be fully understood. The
particular form which any spatial division of labour takes, differs within and between
sectors, based upon specific corporate strategies and the changing conditions of
production (Massey, 1978a). AsSayer (1982) has suggested, theoretical concepts such as
the NIDL, product-cycle model and core-periphery relationships cannot bear too much
theoretical weight, given that they do not fully address the underlying processes taking
place which produce change. Such concepts require intensive empirical investigation in
order to define and examine thespecific circumstances within which they are operating.
Empirical research within this thesis evaluates the dynamics of structural change
from theactivities carried outat the level of business enterprise. Examination of processes
which areinfluencing change are made within a historical andlocationaUy specific context.
In taking this approach, the thesis is able to focus upon the nature of specific relationships
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within and between business organisations which influence the performance of both
individual enterprises and the Tasmanian economy. Examination of business
organisations currently offers one of the most promising avenues of research within a
theoretically informed process-based framework, as the business organisation is the level
at which macro and micro forces within the economy interact and ultimately produce
change.
1.4 THE ROLE OF THEORY IN THE THESIS
In order to examine the structure and activities of business organisations in
Tasmania, empirical research is organised within a framework grounded in the more
general theories of the capitahst system. Whileabstract theories cannotbe expected to lead
directly to an understanding of thespecific character of organisations in Tasmania, they are
importantin that they providea general structure withinwhich to examine the processes,
such as those between capital and labour, which influence the particular expression of
capitalism within the local area. Without this theoretical base, empirical research is likely
to treat business organisations in isolation from the crucial external relationships which
influence their performance within theregion, and a process-based approach is likely to
producelittle more than a weakly structured collection of descriptive information. Abstract
theory and a process-based approach are interrelated, in that the identification ofprocess
provides a bridge between abstraction and theoretically-informed empirical analysis
(Figure 1.1).
In general, abstract theories emphasise the deterministic nature of market structures
(eg. equilibrium anddisequilibrium mechanisms) rather than the importance of individual
actors (eg. government agencies andbusiness organisations) in influencing economic and
social change. However, a process-based approach is able to formalise abstract stractures
by examining their concrete situations, within which individual actors are operating
(Sayer, 1985a; Wilde and Pagan, 1988). For example, while abstract theory might
emphasise the general relations between therestructuring of capital and spatial divisions of
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Figure 1.1: The Process-Based Approach in Industrial Research
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labour, a process-based approach would focus upon the specific form of such relations
taking place in actual situations.
In developing a theoretical framework for the thesis, neo-classical approaches are
firmly rejected as a useful way in which to examine the specific social and economic
expressions of the capitalist system. Rather, a perspective which evaluates the ways in
which regional inequality occurs within the capitalist system, is much more appropriate.
The following sections outline the foundations for general theories of regional equality and
inequality, emphasising the inadequacies of equilibrium theory in dealing with the
dynamic natureof capitalist production, and thelimitations of abstract theoryin general.
1.4.1 Neo-Classical Theory
Although the neo-classical approach to development has, in recent years, been
rejected by many regional theorists, it dominated growth theory and regional planning
within many industrialisedcountries until at least the 1970s (Matthews, 1983). The neo
classical approach explicitly assumes that in a freely operating economy, apart from any
forms of government intervention, market forces alone are sufficient to maintain balance
among regions.
In developing a general equilibrium theory, neo-classical models assume that:
1. Allfirms operate within a perfectly competitive market, where prices are equalised
through trade, and identical information and technologies are obtainable at any
location.
2. There are zero transport costs.
3. Managers haveperfect knowledge of allcosts andbenefits of allparticular locations
and scales of production.
4. Capital will locate at thepoint of highest rate ofreturn to assets employed.
5. Labour is free to migrate away from areas ofhigh unemployment and low wages.
6. The combination of4 and 5 wiU guarantee full regional employment in the economy.
In abstracting from real world conditions the neo-classical approach derives the
mechanisms which lead to equilibrium, manipulating capital, labour and other economic
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resources as if they were simply passive and predictable objects operating within a closed
system. Factors such as scale economies, consumer tastes and preferences, variation in
the availability of resources, and the nature of innovation and technology, are all thrown
together under the 'other things being equal' umbrella. By focusing upon the conditions
leading to equilibrium in the economy neo-classicalmodels are static, neglecting entirely
the changing relations of economic and social activity. Any imbalance withinthe economy
is considered to be the result of governmentinterference rather than being flaws within a
freely operating market system. For example, the regional economist Coucheme (1978a,
1978b) argues that, in Canada, federal transfer payments made to provinces have been a
major factor in generating regional disparities.
Muchlike the neo-classical model, theKeynesian approach to capitalist development
concentrates on the ways in which regional balance can occur within national economies,
rather than on how imbalance does occur (Holland, 1976a). However, the Keynesian
approach is different from the neo-classical in that it recognises that market forces alone
are not sufficient to guarantee full employment and equal prosperity between regions.
Capitalist economies are considered to be constantly shifting between periods of growth
and stagnation, and it is believed that government action (primarily through its monetary
andfiscal policies) is necessary to reduce these fluctuations in capitalist activity. Although
Keynes himselfwas primarily concerned with the sectoral rather than spatialpolicies of
government, the majority of regional policyinitiatives dining the post-warera, in countries
such as Britain and Canada, were very much aligned to the Keynesian philosophy that
government action could bring about equilibrium conditions. The creation of assisted
areas and development zones, as well as incentives such as relocation grants, tax
concessions and favourable access to resources which were granted to private industry,
were all designed to increase theeconomic andsocial prosperity of lagging or peripheral
regions within each country (Ewers and Wettman, 1980). While such policies met with
limited success in the short term, it soon became evident that their narrow focus upon
national issues was inadequate in dealing with thelocal impacts of the global recession and
restructuringof capitalwhich began to takeplace in the 1970s.
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1.4.2 Marxist Theory - The Dynamics of Capitalist Production
In sharp contrast to neo-classical and Keynesian theories, Marxist approaches to
industrialorganisationand spatialdevelopment focus upon the dynamics of inter-capitalist
competition and accumulation, suggesting that regional disparities are either a necessary
precondition for the accumulation of capital (Harvey, 1982) or are '...simply unfortunate,
but inevitable, by-products of the capitalist mode of production' (Browett, 1984,p. 156).
The key elementin the Marxistperspective is that capitalaccumulation is the driving force
within capitalist society (Mandel, 1973; Amin, 1976; Holland, 1976b; Stilwell, 1982;
Matthews, 1983), and is dependent upon the capitalist's ability to generatenot only use-
values (commodities having the capacity to satisfy human wants) but surplus-value (the
value of commodities over and above the cost of wages paid to labour during the
production process), which can then be re-employed as capital (Marx, Capital. V. 1, p.
579). Issues relating to crisis, power and inequality are central to the Marxist framework
whichrecognises that regional disparity is theresult of botheconomic and social processes
occurring overspace (Fine, 1982). Indeed, the writings of Marxfocus primarily uponthe
unequal distribution of wealth among classesrather than regions. For Marx, 'the forces of
production cannot be discussed without reference to class relations which grow out of
them' (Matthews, 1983, p. 51). The capitalist class which, by definition, maintains
control over the means of production, accumulates the surplus-value generated by other
classes, such as those employed as wage labour, during the production process.
Spatial Components
Froma Marxist perspective capital is invested not merely where it is most profitable,
but also where organisations can maintain the greatest control over the accumulation of
profits. The spatial distribution of capital is based upon organisational strategies which are
influenced by a number of factors including the availability of labour, suitable markets,
access to information and technology, and resources. Within most industrialised
countries, the majorityof capital is controlled from major urban centreswhichoffer access
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to large supplies of skilled and unskilled labour, a wide range of essential intermediate
services and substantial markets (Watts, 1972; Westaway, 1974a; Marshall, 1979;
Malecki, 1980; Oakey, et al. 1980). For example, as early as 1963 some 93 per cent of
Australia's 887 largest corporations' financial assets were located in Melbourne and
Sydney, with the trend toward increased concentration of capital between the two cities
continuing into the 1980s (Taylor and Thrift, 1980; O'Connor, 1986).
Marxist theory asserts that the accumulation of capital within major centres is
benefited by the existence of less developed regions which provide additional markets for
externally based goods and services, as well as providing pools of labour for externally
based organisationswhich choose to locate production facilities there. Leakages of profits
and taxation revenue, and the transfer of raw or semi-processed materials to larger urban
centres for the production of finished goods suggests that the way in which capital is
invested over space, and the system of production which follows, largely determine the
forms of capital accumulation and centralisationwhich take place. The majority of abstract
Marxist literature contends that unequal class relations manifest themselves over space,
with capitalists in highly developed areas asserting control over and benefiting from
classes located in less developed areas, primarily employed in production activities.
Thus, regional disparities are seen as the result of capitalists located within highly
developed regions, asserting and maintaining control over those located within less
developed regions (LDRs), rather than the result of LDRs simply lacking the indigenous
resources to generate economic and social wealth. According to Marx, the 'centralisation
(of capital) completes the work of accumulation by enablingindustrial capitahsts to extend
the scale of their operations' (Capital. V. 1, p. 627). Although Marx was concerned
primarilywith the sectoralconcentration andcentralisation of capital,many authors later
extended the concept of accumulation into more precise spatial terms.
1.4.3 Limitations to Abstract Theory
In its pure abstract form, Marxist, as well as neo-classical theory, tends to assume
that market structures ultimately determine the outcome of capital-labour relations (eg.
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generate equilibrium or accumulation). In abstracting from real world conditions, both
theories are unable to detail the role of government and business organisations in the
process of spatial development. The importance of institutional factors such as trade
barriers and national wage policies, which have greatly influenced the economic and social
development in countries like Australia, are widely neglected at the abstract level. As
Sayer (1985b) points out, abstraction also tends to separate processes from the concrete
spatial forms within which they operate. As a result, the dynamics of space are often
either disregarded or evaluated as phenomena independent of economic and social
processes taking place. The adherence to this 'spatial separatist theme' is considered by
several authors to be one of the key weaknesses in regional theory (Sack, 1974, 1980;
Gore, 1984, Massey, 1984).
However, from the preceding discussion it is concluded that abstractMarxist theory
provides the most useful general framework from which to undertake a process-based
study of capitalist behaviour. By focusing upon the organisation of capitalistproduction
and the importance of power in determiningclass relations, Marxist theory is much more
dynamic than neo-classicalapproaches focusing upon market exchange mechanisms which
lead to general equilibrium.
Recent debate concerning abstraction (Sack, 1980; Sayer, 1982, 1985b, 1985c) has
come at a crucial time in the evolution of neo-Marxist theory, as the concern for
conceptualisation within geographic research has grown, and neo-Marxistapproaches are
providing the foundation for an increasing number of studies. Sayer's concerns regarding
abstraction centreupon several issues, the mostnotable being whathe terms 'misleading
stereotypes' of the spatial division of labour, the product-cycle theory, branch plant
economies and patterns of foreign direct investment (Sayer, 1985b). In each case, (and
for abstract theory in general), Sayer warns that research must not assume that concrete
forms can be 'read off directly from abstract relationships. Instead, research must
consider the specific circumstances within which branch plants, product-cycles, etc. are
functioning.
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The following paragraphs illustrate the need for greater conceptualisation within
industrial research, emphasising the dramatic increase in international business activity and
Marxist-based contributions to research on crisis and restmcturing.
1.5 THEORETICAL NECESSITY AND THE INTERNATIONALISATION OF
ECONOMIC ACTIVITY
Since the late 1970s, research in industrial geography has begun to place greater
emphasis upon the conceptualisation of processes whichproduce industrial restructuring.
In part, this is due to both the decline in policy-oriented research (particularly in the UK)
and the push by a number of researchers to bring theory back into the mainstream of
industrial research (Marshall, 1982a; Wood, 1982; Massey, 1984; Sayer, 1985a). Most
industrial research undertakenin the 1970s was concernedprimarily with the activities of
business organisations and economic restmcturing within national boundaries.
These studies touched upon numerous issues including corporate organisation
(Erickson, 1980), product-cycles (Park and Wheeler, 1983, 1984), research and
development (Thwaites, 1977, 1978a; Malecki, 1980), information flows (Westaway,
1974a; Goddard and Pye, 1977), industrial location (Townroe, 1972; Wood, 1978) and
the implications of non-localownership within regions (Atkins, 1973; Fim, 1975; Dicken,
1976). While this research did much to develop the understanding of business
organisations within industrial geography, it was later criticised for its failure todevelop a
theoretical framework within which to examine the business enterprise (Taylor, 1984b),
and its inadequacy in dealing with the effects of international forms of industrial
restmcturing (Thrift, 1985). The national orientation of much of this research was, in
part, related to the formulation and evaluation of Keynesian-based employment policies
implemented during the 1970s (Ewers andWettmann, 1980). By the end of the 1970s,
when it was evident that Keynesian policy measures had failed to address the underlying
causes of regional decline, industrial research was forced to reconsider its position in
relation to development issues.
Crises in theory are often associated with crises in the real world, as established
theories lack the flexibility to address new forms of social and economic relations
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(Massey, 1984, p. 3). Most certainly, the movement toward more intensive theoretical
consideration has become a necessity within industrial geography, brought about, in part,
by the need to develop a framework within which to examine the dynamic changes in
capitalist production over the past two decades. Most notable has been the growth of
transnational corporations (TNCs), which has had a profound effect upon the distribution
of production activities and thecreation and maintenance of uneven development.
Although TNCshave been in operation for overa hundredyears (Hertner and Jones,
1986; Dixon et al.. 1986), they received very little attention until the 1970s when the
dramatic growth in both the numberand net assetsof TNCs generated a massive amount
of literature within economics and geography. While the majority of economic research
has been highly quantitative, dealing with the development and strucmre of TNCs, the
geographic literature has contributed primarily to the valuable qualitative debate linking the
activities of TNCs, the new international division of labour, and implications of uneven
spatial development (Susman, 1981; Clarke, 1982a, 1984b; Watts, 1982). Theincreasing
number andpower of TNCs have greatly influenced theglobal distribution of production,
investment, andlabour utilisation. Taylor andThrift (1982c) note that although the size of
TNCs has tended to increase since 1970, a greater number of small TNCs have also
emerged and taken advantage of foreign production opportunities. The growth of TNCs
has also reduced the effectiveness of many national and regional development policies as
corporate expansion and diversification are undertaken on a worldwide basis, often
bypassing less developed regions within the host country in favour of more attractive
locations internationally (Watts, 1980).
Authors includingTaylor and Thrift (1982a, 1982c, 1984) and Gibson and Horvath
(1983a, 1983b) have suggested that an even more complex form ofbusiness organisation,
theglobal corporation, has developed as transnationals continue to expand and diversify
their operations (Figure 1.2). For the global corporation, international activities often
incorporate multiproduct operations located in many countries, structuredwithin several
semi-autonomous operating divisions. According to Clarke (1982b), the most distinct
characteristic of the global corporation is its focus upon global strategies which view the
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Figure 1.2: The Diversification of Transnational Capital
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world as one market, rather than as a collection of separate and distinct national markets.
Other commentators including Gibson and Horvath (1983b) stress that it is global
production systems which differentiate global from transnational capital. In either case,
the diversity of activity and autonomous nature of the global corporation's international
operations further lessen the corporation's ties to thehost country within which it is based.
The intemationalisation of business activity represents a significant development
within the world economic system, where for the first time workers in industrialised
countries must bid for their share of employment on the global labour market. The
worldwide recession of the 1970s brought an end to the unprecedented growth in
economic activity which tookplacein industrialised countries duringthe 1950s and 1960s.
Rising inflation, energy costs, and the increasingpower of labour have all contributed to a
general decline in the rate of profit realised by capital, reducing the attractiveness of
industrialised countries as locations for firms to invest and expand their operations.
Conversely, a few less developed countries (LDCs) including some in Asia, Latin and
South America, and Africa have, for a number of reasons, become viable alternatives as
locations for investment. Frobel, etal. (1980) outlines several preconditions which have
facilitated theintemationalisation of capital, in general, andthe shift in investment between
industrialised andless developed countries, in particular.
First, many LDCs have an almost inexhaustible supply of labour, particularly in
urban areas. The introduction of agricultural capital which reduced the labour
requirements within rural areas has led to an increase inrural-urban migration aspeople
search for employment alternatives. Labour costs arevery low within most LDCs, often
only 10-20 per cent of those in industrialised countries (Table 1.1). Moreover, labour
within most LDCs is not unionised and generally non-militant, giving capital greater
control in setting wage andemployment levels. Workers are also available for shiftwork,
night work, working onweekends and longer working hours, often atproductivity levels
similar to those reahsed in industrialised countries.
Second, the nature of technology and production processes within business
organisations expanding into LDCs often permits the development of several specialised
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Table 1.1: Table of Comparative International Labour Costs in the
Textile Industry, April 1981
Single Shift Double Shift Treble Shift
Country Total
Cost
per hr.
Index
Total
Cost
per hr.
Index
Total
Cost
per hr.
Index
UK (base) 2.678 100 3.186 100 3.481 100
Italy 3.259 122 3.499 110 4.943 121
West Germany 3.561 133 3.696 116 3.913 115
Canada 3.596 134 3.564 112 3.613 109
United States 3.134 117 3.134 98 3.157 96
Portugal 1.076 40 1.777 37 1.799 42
Colombia 0.950 36 1.121 35 1.304 26
Brazil 0.840 31 1.009 32 10.65 31
Peru 0.611 23 0.620 19 0.637 19
India 0.342 13 0.345 11 0.416 11
Philippines 0.276 10 0.276 9 0.282 8
Indonesia 0.166 6 0.169 5 0.168 5
Source: From Taylor and Thrift (1982c), (eds.), The Geop-aphv of Multinationals, p. 7.
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plants, eachproducing componentry or a narrow range of finished products. This type of
fragmentedproductionstructure reduces the timerequiredto train labour at each plant, as
many tasks can be carried out with minimal levels of skill. Frobel also argues that by
maintaininga workforce of low or semi-skilled workers, capital is able to ensure greater
control over labour within LDCs.
Finally, thevastimprovements which have taken place in management andtransport
technology have also facilitated the shift in investment between industrialised and less
developed countries. Advances in bulk and container shipping, airfreight, data processing
and satellite communications has meant that for certain industries the location of
management andproduction is, in part, independent of distance. Lower production costs
realised in LDCs may far outweigh increases in transport or communication costs. For
example, the US based Unisys Corporation produces electronic components in Brazil,
airfreighting them to plants in Texas and California where they are integrated into the
company's computer hardware. Although the freight charges represent a significant part
of the production cost structure, the low costandhighproductivity of the workforce have
madeUnisys' operations in Brazil highly profitable (Unisys Corporation, 1987).
The explanations for transnational development within LDCs must clearly be
examined in light of their historical andcorporate specific context. Much depends on both
the nature of the industry and the development strategy of the LDC involved. For
example, certain industries such as textiles, pubhshing and electronics may bebetter suited
toLDC locations than others such asmachinery and heavy engineering. In addition, the
establishment of production free zones and other state inducements to overseas investment
determine the type and level ofbusiness activity attracted to LDCs. Simply tosuggest that
transnational business organisations locate in LDCs in an attempt to gain control over
labour and to maximise absolute surplus-value, is highly anachronistic (Henderson,
1986), particularly since the majority of foreign direct investment since 1970 has taken
place within and between industrialised nations (Gaffikin and Nickson, 1984; Morris,
1987). Taylor (1985) also questions the importance of LDCs as locations for labour-
intensive mass production ofproducts in the final stages oftheir product-cycle. Taylor
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argues that explanations of LDC location based upon the product-cycle model make the
erroneous assumptions that mass production needs to be labour intensive and that high
volume production is the only way to achieve cost savings.
It is clear, however, that the intemationalisation of business activity has greatly
influenced (either directly or indirectly) the performance of national and regional
economies on a global scale. In their search for profit, many large national and
transnational corporations have adopted an investment strategy which favours new
overseas development over the expansion of existing operations, or which actually
rationalises existing operations by centralisinga portion of the production process at a new
investment location. For example, in 1984 the UK based transnational Cadbury
SchweppesPLC closed the cocoa bean processingoperations at its Malaysian,Australian
and New Zealand plants, establishing a centralised cocoa mass production facility in
Singapore, MacRobertson Foods Pte Ltd, which currently supplies the group's Pacific
requirements. Although each of these plants function within autonomous operating
divisions, the decision to centralise cocoa production in Singapore was made in the UK,
on the basis of group strategy and profitability rather than on an assessment of how such a
decision would affect the local region within which each plant is located. Moreover,
organisations which significantly reduce theirproduction costs by successfully investing
in LDCs, may greatlyaffect the competitive position of otherplantsbidding for a shareof
the worldwide product market. A joint venture between the government of Thailand and
Belgium interests in 1984,for instance, resulted in the establishment of a 60,000 tonne per
annum zinc smelter which has adversely affected the sales performance of other zinc
producers in Australia and South America, competingin the Pacific region (EZ Industries
Ltd, 1986). In order to encourage foreign investment, the government of Thailand offered
major concessions to capital, including the subsidisation of construction costs and
guarantees minimising the rate of wage increases.
Given the significant growth in international forms of economic activity, it has
become imperative that regionally-based smdies of industrial change are based upon
theories which address the nature of external forces influencing change locally. This
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requires that research is concerned not only with the strategiesand decisions of capital at
both the national and global scale,but also the implications of changing capital-labour and
capital-state relations occurring over space. As Wood (1982) notes, such studies '...will
need to emerge from a theoretical framework which can demonstrate the direct and indirect
geographical impacts of technical change, of corporate and capital restructuring, of
international competition and changing patterns of comparative advantage, and the
operations of multinational companies' (p. 581).
At present, it is suggested that neo-Marxist theory offers the most comprehensive
framework within which to examine thedynamics ofcapitalist production. Thefollowing
section summarises the ways in which neo-Marxist approaches haveattempted to structure
therelationships between economic crises, theintemationalisation of capital, andchanges
in the relations of capitahst production over space.
1.6 NEO-MARXIST INTERPRETATIONS - CRISIS AND RESTRUCTURING IN
THE GLOBAL CONTEXT
Since the mid-1970s a number of researchers have attempted to extend abstract
Marxist theory (discussed earlier) to explanations of the global restructuring of capital
(Walker, 1978; Gibson and Horvath, 1983a, 1983b; Andreff, 1984; Massey, 1984).
Although authors approach global restructuring from a number ofMarxist interpretations,
most would agree that transnational corporations are an inevitable outcome of the capitahst
system ofproduction, and that other existing economic theories are inadequate in dealing
with the process of restructuring and growth of global capital (Fagan, et al.. 1981).
Moreover, while someresearch has linkedthe economic stagnation of the 1970s to factors
such as the decline in growth-producing innovations (for example, see the literature
following Kondratieff, 1979), neo-Marxists would claim that they fail to link stagnation
with the underlying process of profitable accumulation which is the driving force of
capitahst production.
From a neo-Marxist perspective, economic crises and the restructuring of capital
involves foiu" primary stages (Figure 1.3):
1. Ruptures in the process of capital accumulation.
Figure 1.3: Global and Regional Responses to Crises in Accumulation
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2. Corporate response to crises.
3. State response to crises.
4. Changes in the relations of production over space
1.6.1 Ruptures in the Process of Accumulation
The startingpoint for the creation of economic crises within capitalistproduction, is
the disruption of profitable accumulation. Within the neo-Marxist literature the three
factors most often considered responsible for the disraption of accumulation are increased
competition, the fluctuations of business-cycles and the tendency for profit rates to fall
(Weeks, 1982; Webber and Foot, 1984). Harvey (1975), suggests that the fluctuations of
business-cycles are dependent upon variable movements in the rate of profit. As profit
rates fall, so does the level of investment. Firms which survive downturns in profit are
only able to generate new investment once new production relations are introduced, such
as the adoption of new technology, product innovations, or changes in capital-labour
relations. Once new investment is undertaken, the conditions for successful accumulation
may return and create an upswing in the business-cycle.
The notion that the general rate of profit within capitalist production will decline in
the long-term is often repeated within the neo-Marxist literature, and can be traced back to
the original writings of Marx (Capital. V. Ill, p. 213). It is proposed that over time, the
required investment in fixed capital becomes more expensive relative to the surplus-value
which can beextracted from existing production processes, and since theratio ofsurplus-
value to the valueof total capital investment determines the rate of profit, this rate must
eventually fall. Others including Devine (1980) have evaluated the issue in more
contemporary terms, implying that declining profit rates are often associated with over
investment in capital as organisations faced with increasing competition attempt to
maximise short-run returns in the market place.
1.6.2 Corporate Response to Crises
Faced with crises in accumulation, the restructuring of capital in the corporate
context can take many forms, some ofwhich may have important spatial relations. During
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restructuring, capital may seek to restore high rates of profits and accumulation by
devaluing or replacing outdated fixed capital and by increasing its control over the labour
process (Bradbury, 1985). Individual operations within the corporate structure are
evaluatedin terms of theirproductivity, profitabilityand the overall development strategies
of the corporation. The options open to capital are many and varied, including the closure
or sale of unprofitable operations, the transfer of operations to more profitable locations or
the reorganisation of productionand servicefunctions within existing operations. Periods
of economic depression and the subsequent restructuring which takes place, have a
'cleansing role' in the economy, as unprofitable operations are abandoned and investment
is directed into more profitable activities (Stilwell, 1982).
Accordingto Gibson and Horvath (1983a), thecurrentphaseof restructuring can be
traced to declining sectoral rates of profitwithin the monopoly submode (primarily large
national firms) of production. Firms which expanded the scope of their activities and
increased their market powerwithinnational boundaries during the post war period had,
by the 1970s, begun to encounter falling profits and increased competition from
establishednational and emerging international organisations. In response to the crises in
profitable accumulation, Gibson andHorvath argue thatthe monopoly submode gaveway
to a new global submode of production in the attempt to restructme production relations
andrestore the conditions forprofitable accumulation. Global capital is muchmoremobile
than monopoly capital since the evolution of production technology has enabled the
development of smaller, specialisedproduction sites to take place on a world scale. This
being the case, capital's ability to relocate its production activitiesis increased, in as much
as the costs of closure andrelocation arerelatively low. Thus, global poolsof labour have
become more accessible as the global submode ofproduction has developed, themobility
of capital has increased as organisations continue to search for low cost, revenue
producing locations for production segments within the globally-integrated production
system.
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1.6.3 State Response to Crises
While most neo-Marxist research focuses upon the corporate response to economic
crises, the responseby government alsoplaysan important role in the processof corporate
restructuring, through the introduction of either direct or indirect measures which influence
the reorganisation and relocation of capital. As with private corporations, a wide range of
optionsis open to the state duringperiods of crises, with the actions taken depending upon
a host of conditions including the nature of crises within the indigenous and foreign
sectors of the economy, the form of initial corporate response to the crises, and the state's
policy toward appropriate short and long term solutions to the current crises. State aid to
depressed industry may take the form of increased protection against imported goods,
taxation allowances, grants for R&D and marketing, or more direct forms such as direct
cash payments to industry. These forms of assistance demonstrate the accommodating
nature of thestate toward large corporations, particularly in light of theincreasing mobility
of capital and intemationalisation of economic activity. The neo-Marxist position, which
views the role of the state as managing the affairs of the capitalist class, stresses that
'...theactions of the statefollow more or lessdirectly from the needsof capital' (Stilwell,
1983, p. 205). Solutions to crises may, however, be beyond the reachof governments, in
which case theyareforced to seek alternative sources of investment andemployment.
The periodof globaleconomic recession following the crisesof the mid-1970s has,
in two respects, reduced the effectiveness of conventional forms of state development
policy. First, recentdevelopments in production-based technologies have generated an
important conflict between employment and productivity. The competitive business
climate of the past decade has dictated, more than ever, that capital must constantly
increase its productivity in order to survive. At the same time, technological advances
have enabled capital to achieve greater productivity byincreasing therateofoutput relative
to the required labourinputs. The most visible outcome of this relationship has beenthe
dramatic decrease in manufacturing employment within industrialised countries since 1970
(Handy, 1984). During periods of crises, corporate solutions in the short-run are more
likely toinvolve changes invariable capital (labour) rather than changes inconstant capital
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which is much less flexible, particularly given the rapid development of potential labour-
reducing technologies.
This recent tendency for capital to increase productivity at the expense of labour
inputs within manufacturing stands in marked opposition to traditional state policies of
employment creation. Prior to the 1970s, statepolicies were primarilyaimed at increasing
employmentby encouraging (and at times, financing) increased output among producers.
Now that dramatic changes have occurred within labour-output relations, the state must
reassess its position in regard to employment policy. State response to crises must
consider boththe implications of employment losswithin thecommunity andthecorporate
sector's need to remain competitive.
Second, the growth and concentration of global capital have, for a number of
reasons, reducedthepowerof individual federal andregionalgovemments in dictating the
terms of regional growth. Evidence suggests that the sectoral and spatial concentration of
capital associated with the expansion of transnational and global corporations has led to the
centralisation of corporateresponsibility within largebusinessorganisations (Watts, 1972,
1981). In particular, the marked increase in take-over andmerger activity, the route by
which most large corporations have grown, has important implications in terms of the
spatial reorganisation of corporate power anddecision making. As business organisations
have grown, responsibility has become more clearly divided between management
responsible for growth strategies and management responsible for the day to day
operations of the individual corporate segments. The acquisition of smaller and less
powerful business organisations has often resulted in the transfer of theirkey operating
functions andpersonnel to external head office locations, reducing thenumber of locally-
based senior managers. Moreover, the newly acquired organisations may losetheir sense
of identity with, and any feeling of responsibility to, the local region. In effect, this
reduces the power of the state in dealing with corporate restructuring, since local
management is often removed from thecreation ofcorporate adjustment strategies which
influence the local operation (Westaway, 1974b).
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In addition, the mobility and intemationalisation of capital have increased the
regional competition for new investmentwithin industrialised countries. This often places
national, state and local governments at odds with one another, as each attempts to secure
(for its own 'region') a share of new business activity. From a neo-Marxist perspective,
competition between governments plays directly into the hands of capital which seeks to
gain the most favourable operating conditions possible. For example, the competition
among state governments in Australia to attract investment in the post-war period has
resulted in the states subsidising the operations of capital. Competition between the states
encouraged the inefficient distribution of production resources as capital often took
advantage of state subsidies byestablishing a number of small plants in separate states.
1.6.4 Changes in the Relations of Production Over Space
As the preceding discussion suggests, corporate responses to crises in accumulation
are dependent upon factors such as enterprise strategy, state action, and the continuing
conflict between capital and labour. Together, these factors interact to form new relations
of production under which capital is able to return to profitable conditions of
accumulation.
Yet space also hasan important rolein theprocess of restructuring. Given thatMarx
was concerned primarily with class, rather than spatial relations of production, the neo-
Marxist literature has presented anumber ofdifferent scenarios as tohow space and capital
are relatedin periods of crises. At oneextreme is theproposition that accumulation, and
the conflict between capital and labour, occur independently of space. Space is simply a
passive object upon which the impacts of the social reorganisation of production can be
mapped. At the other extreme, 'space' is viewed as a causal factor in the restructuring
process. As Sayer (1985c) notes, 'perhaps the most common error (in conceptualising
space) is the implicit assumption that because space only exists where it is constituted by
objects, it is wholly reducible to them' (p. 57). To suggest space itself as a causal factor
eliminates any understanding ofthe actual processes involved in the spatial reorganisation
of production.
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Recent work by authors including Massey (1984, 1985), Sayer (1985c) and Urry
(1985) calls for a more relational conceptualisation of space in which space and the
process of restructuring are seen as interacting. In particular, the link between the
restructuring of capitaland spatial changemust consider the existing spatialorganisation of
technology, labour, resources, etc. which influences enterprise strategy and the form
which capital-labour relations take. Implicit within this conceptualisation is a concern for
the historical conditions which have brought about the current organisation of locational
opportunities over space. Although the spatialreorganisation of capitalis not an inevitable
outcome of the restructuring process, neo-Marxistsargue that it is one of the fundamental
means by whichcapital is ableto assert andmaintain its control overlabour. Clearly, the
degree to which capital is able to reorganise production over space, is determined by the
factorsof production(eg. labourand material requirements) specific to individualbusiness
organisations. For instance, in periods of crises, resource-based industries already
committed to substantial levels of fixed capital investment are likely to have fewer
adjustment options available to them than other, more mobile, industries.
Quite clearly, the intemationalisation of capital has added a new and dynamic
dimension to structural-spatial relationships as concentration of power on a global scale
highlights, more than ever, the complexity of relations between regional, federal and
global interests. 'In essence, our understanding ofregional decline is a recognition that
increasingly, no region is exclusive or independent, and that fluctuations which occur in a
national economy, or indeed in the global factory, are the sum of the differences between
and within regions' (Bradbury, 1985, p. 54).
1.6.5 Empirical Applications of Neo-Marxist Theory
The preceding discussion summarises the vast amount of neo-Marxist literature on
crises and restructuring which has been published since the mid-1970s. Many of the
earlier contributions to this literature (Harvey, 1975; Massey, 1978a, 1979) were, out of
necessity, very abstract in their approach to regional economic and social change. This
level of abstraction was to be expected, as neo-classical principles were so firmly
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embedded within the regional literature, and the more radical interpretations of current
regional issues were only just being expanded from the abstract writings of authors such
as Marx.
By the early 1980s, neo-Maixistliterature hadbecome more widely published, as its
acceptance as an alternative framework to neo-classical and Keynesian theory had grown.
Although neo-Marxist conceptualisation had gained a larger following, the majority of
publications remained abstract in scope, and calls were made for neo-Marxist literature to
confront the contemporary empirical issues facing industrial geographers (Walker and
Storper, 1981). Within the next few years, several important articles were published,
includingDargavel (1984), Pagan (1984) and Taylor and Thrift (1984), which extended
primarily Marxist-based concepts to empirical studies concerning business organisations
andtheir role in producing stmctural change. The empirical contributions of Dargavel and
Pagan are briefly summarised below, while the work of Taylor and Thrift is explored in
greater detail later in the chapter.
The research undertaken by Dargavel and Pagan (both in Taylor 1984a), centres
upon the capital, labour and state relations which have guided the development of
Tasmania's pulpandpapercompanies (Dargavel, 1984), and Australia's largest industrial
organisation. The Broken ffill Proprietary Co. Ltd (BHP) (Pagan, 1984). Dargavel's
research suggests that the development of Tasmania's pulp and paper monopolies has
demonstrated the degree towhich large multi-regional companies are able to successfully
accumulate capital and maintain control over the state, within a small, open economy.
Moreover, reserve army of labour mechanisms, the extraction of surplus-value and the
power of large over small business organisations are alldiscussed in lightof their concrete
forms within the Tasmanian pulp andpaper industry.
Pagan takes a similar approach in his study of BHP, as the organisation's
development is broken down and discussed in terms of five specific development periods.
Withineach period. Pagan details the particular set of capital, labour and staterelations
which existed, as well as theirspatial consequences (Table 1.2). Initially established as a
silver mining company over 100 years ago, BHP developed into a steel monopoly during
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Table 1.2: Capital Labour and State Relations in the Context of BHP's Development
Per lod Pr ine1 pa relations between BHP Ltd and * Ma 1n elemen t s of
capltal 1abour the state geographical structure
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control (SA, NSW).
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(1915-1935) (scale, markets) workforce and corrmun ity; ment and reproduction Newcas tie area.
- joint venture A linkage; unionisation (coal A of workforce (NSW), - industrial linkage based
- interlocks with banks. tteel]. beginnings of tariff on steel,
- turbulence In depression protection (Federal). - further development of
early 1930s (esp. coal); prohibition of iron ere iron ore mining (SA).
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result of falling wage
ratei (1930t).
STEEL MON3POL1ST - central 1 sat ion of cons011 dat1 on 0f - use of Iron resources - multliocational steel
(1935-1950) capltal (Al A S specialised 1ndus trial in bargaining for new pr oduc er (NSW),
absorbed), workforce at Newcastle, inve s tmen t (SA ), - highly vertically-
- takeovers of British beginnings at Port - war tIme coali 11 on integrated production
basic fabricators, Kemb1 a, betwe en state and s t r uc t ur e (inc.
- high vertical integra wartime mobilisation. cap 1tal (BHP-Feder a 1); transport, shipyard),
tion to maintain - strategic dispersal - beginnings of geograph
mo n 0 p 0 i y . (Feder al). ical dispersal (SA).
DIVERSIFYING STEEL
MONDFOLIST
(1 950-1970)
RESTRUCTURING
MINERALS AM) ENERGY
CORPORATION
(1970-1983)
- continued cenirsMia-
tion of capital,
- Increased interlocki
wl th banks and f Inan-
cial rnstitutioni,
- mineral boom* enga|e-
ment with Inter
nal lonal capl tal.
- further integration
with f i nance capital,
- further engagement
with t r ans na t i enaI
capi tal ,
- further international-
i sat I on (Utah bid),
- movement of capital
between sectors and
spatially,
- centralisation of
capital In resourees;
- conflict within capital
ever steel pol1cy.
Source: Fagan, 1984, p. 120-21.
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states for Industrial
development (NSW, WA,
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lic sector resources to
BHP production centres
(SA),
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world parity oil pricing
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the post war era through strategies of vertical integration, and gaining the support the
Australian Federal government in the form of tariff protection and favourable access to
required resources. Since 1970, BHP has shifted focus by rationalising its steel
operations, increasing its centralisation of capital within its resource divisions and
becoming more involved in transnational development. Pagan's historical approach to the
development of BHP emphasisesthe value of intensive research methods in analysing the
processes underlying structural change at the enterprise level.
Studies such as Dargavel's and Pagan's represent an important development in the
evolution of neo-Marxist theory within industrial geography. Both studies adopta process-
based approach to investigation, as theyare meticulous in discussing the spatial aspects of
restructuring in terms of the uniquehistoric and locationally specificrelationships between
corporate strategy and statepolicy. Havingoutlinedthe utilityof neo-Marxistexplanations
of crises and restructuring withincapitalism, the final section of this chapter summarises
the segmented economy framework within which a process-based approach to business
organisation is structured in Tasmania.
1.7 THE SEGMENTED ECONOMY APPROACH TO BUSINESS ORGANISATION
The segmented economyframework developedby Taylor and Thrift (1981a, 1982a,
1982b, 1983a, 1983b, 1983c, 1983d, 1984) currently offers a most useful conceptual
framework from which to examine the dynamic capital, labour and state relations of
concernto an increasing number of neo-Marxist based studies of economic restructuring at
the regional level. For the Tasmanian study, the segmented economy framework is
particularly useful in that it focuses upon the power relations within and between various
fractions of capital, recognising that business enterprises vary in terms of their goals,
strategies, and ability to dictate the terms of theirowndevelopment.
1.7.1 Extensions of Organisation and Behavioural Theory
In developing a segmented economy framework Taylor and Thrifthave expanded
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upon the conceptualisation of business organisations offered in the organisation science
and behavioural geography literature. While organisationtheory deals extensively with the
internal environment of business organisations, Taylor and Thrift suggest that several
difficulties have arisen in transferring the model from its origins within organisation
science to spatial studies of industrial location and organisation (Marshall, 1979,
McDermott, 1974, 1977; McDermott and Taylor, 1976, 1982). First, the organisation
theory literature has not developed a consistent theorisation of the external environment
although individual studies empirically evaluatetherole of externaltechnological, political,
sociological and economic forces which affect the internal relations of the firm. Second,
being essentially an aspatial model, the relevance and conceptualisation of space in the
external environment is not considered. Third, most studies within organisation theory
focus upon large business organisations at the expense of a more broadly-based account of
the internal conditions within firms of various size and organisational complexity. The
segmented economy approach overcomes these deficiencies by integrating an
organisational level of analysis within a framework which also conceptualises the relations
between firms at the interlocational level and broader social and economic forces which
influence organisations at the political economy level.
Additionally, the segmented economy framework improves upon behavioural
approaches to business organisation within industrial geography. According to Massey
(1984), Taylor (1984b), and Hood (1987), the primary weakness of behavioural research
has been its failure to develop a comprehensive theoretical framework within which to
examine the business organisation. Without this framework, behavioural studies have
generated a fragmented literature on industrial location, the implications of external
ownership, information flows, firm sizeandproduct-cycles. In particular, studies of large
and small business organisations have tendedto neglect the importance of powerrelations
between firms.
Research on Large and Small Business Organisations
Since the late 1970s numerous studies haveevaluated the structure andperformance
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of small firms (Storey, 1981, 1982, 1983; Mason, 1983, 1984; Frank, et al. 1984) and
large business organisations (Parsons, 1972; Watts, 1972,1980; Taylor and Thrift, 1980;
Hayter and Watts, 1983).
Research on large business organisationshas documentedboth the increasingpower
among large corporations (Locksley and Ward, 1979; Parsons, 1972; Taylor and Thrift,
1980), and changes taking placewithin individual firms or industries dominated by large
corporate interests (Clarke, 1982a;Pagan, 1984; Lewis, 1987; Sinclair and Walker, 1982;
Watts, 1980). The increasing power among large (predominantly transnational)
corporations has already been discussed (section 1.5). Most of these studies are based
upon aggregate national data, and evaluate the stracture of a country's largest 100, 500 or
1,000 companies. Concentration of power is then analysed, based upon factors such as
employment, contribution to wage income, turnover, value-added andcapital expenditure
relative to smaller business organisations. Several studies of individual firms and
industries have been published since 1980. Such studies are invaluable, given that they
have dealtprimarily with thecorporate andspatial effects of economic restructuring. In
particular, studies of corporate restructuring have demonstrated the importance of an
enterprise-based approach, as the nature of restructuring and its impact upon corporate
development varies between business organisations.
Disillusionment with regional policies favouring large business organisations, and
early evidence stressing the importance of small firms in regional growth (Birch, 1979),
have generated a substantial literature on small firms since 1980. The literature has taken
four general directions: including studies of new firm formation (Cross, 1981; Lloyd and
Mason, 1984; Storey, 1981); employment change within smallfirms (Birch, 1979; Lewis
and Williams, 1984; Mason, 1984); policy issues related to small firm development
(Proud, 1985; Frank et al. 1984); and the role of small firms within national economies
(Johns, et al, 1983; Storey, 1983). However, the underlying rationale of most research
has been to study the performance and needs of small firms within a policy-oriented
framework.
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Research on large and small firms since 1980 has most certainly produced valuable
information on the growth and restructuring of business organisations. Notwithstanding,
several conceptualand empiricalweaknesses withinthe literature have limited the utilityof
research conclusions, and demonstrate the need for more comprehensive studiesof large
and small business organisations. In particular, the lack of conceptualisation presented in
the literature has led to Taylor's (1984b,1984c) criticismthat because large and small firms
have been treated independently, the cracial relations between them have been ignored.
Without adopting a comprehensive approach to business organisation, research has paid
little attention to the differences in power between firms and their influence upon inter-
organisational linkages.
' ...the interrelationships between business organisations have often been
treated too simplistically in industrial geography and certainly, almost
exclusively in terms of the exchange of goods and information as so-called
material and information linkages. By focussing on the exchange
relationships betweenpairs of plants and even then focussing only on the
geographical dimensions of those relationships, industrialgeographers have
at bestunderstated andat worstignored theunequal powerrelationships that
exist between pairs and sets of organisations; unequal relationships that
manifest themselves in such commercial arrangements as licensing,
franchising, subcontracting, the manipulation of trade credit and access to
funds in general' (Taylor and Thrift, 1982a, p. 1601).
In fact, they suggest that industrial geography has become preoccupied with the
interlocational level of research, neglecting notonly unequal power relationships between
firms but also the broader influences of the political economy upon business
organisations. So while studies of large firm concentration have examined the spatial
patterns of development (Taylor and Thrift, 1980) and the loss of regional autonomy
(Watts, 1972), very little is suggested about the effects of increasing concentration of
monopolyand globalcapitalupon smallerfirms. Additionally, while studiesof individual
large firms and industries have dealt adequately with the internal reorganisation of
production activities, few studies have analysed enteiprise or industry restructuring within
a broader context incorporating the economic and social implications for local
communities, regions and the smallfmn sector(Adrian and Evans, 1984).
Small firm research has also underplayed the importance of small and large firm
relationships as the emphasis upon policy has encouraged a narrow research focus upon
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regional studies of formation rates and employment generation. Other potentially
important research themes such as linkages between small and large fiims, the role of the
informal economy, and the importance of franchising, licensing and subcontract
arrangements to small firms have received relatively little attention. Only in the last few
years have authors other than Taylor and Thrift come forward to support the importance of
small and large firm relationships within a comprehensiveresearch methodology (Duchd
and Savey, 1987; Mason and Harrison, 1985; McLoughlin, 1985). Research into these
relationships is crucial if studies of business organisation are to go beyond the simple
description of patterns, and address the relevant processes producing enterprise growth
and decline. As Massey (1984) suggests, small and large firms only present themselves
as useful categories of analysis upon understanding the social nature of capital, and its
effect upon enterprise power and strategy. Without this understanding it is difficult to
define, empirically, the actual processes taking place.
In response to the deficiencies within behavioural research, Taylor and Thrift's
segmented economy framework presents a perspective based upon segmentation, power
relations and organisational transformation within the space economy (Taylor and Thrift,
1982a). Extending the sectoral studies of business and labour market dualism within the
economic and sociological literature (Averitt, 1968; Bluestone, etal. 1973; Tolbert, etal.
1980), emphasis is placed upon theactivities of business organisations (from small family
enterprises to global corporations) and the establishments comprising them.
At an interlocational level, segmentation is defined in terms of thedegree of power
which organisations possess in relation to one another. Specifically, the power of
organisations varies in relation to managerial ability, development strategy, requirements
for finance capital, and the natureof operational linkages to other organisations withinthe
segmented economy. Intra-organisational power relations are defined in terms of each
establishment's relation to the organisation as a whole. The degree of power which
individual establishments possess is dependent upon their rolein generating profits for the
organisation, their abihty to compete against other establishments within thecompany for
operatingresources, and the degree of control whichthey are able to maintain over their
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own operation.
Both segments and the organisations within them are in constant change. As
organisations grow or decline they (or the establishments within them) may move from
one segment to another. As new forms of accumulation and power networks emerge, new
segments may be bom while existing segments changecharacteror even collapse (Taylor
and Thrift, 1984). The importance of power relations and forms of accumulation cannot
be overemphasised in defining the segmented economy, and for this reason the model
represents an important development within industrial research. The segmented economy
framework provides a theoretical structure through which a neo-Marxist approach to
business organisation becomes possible. Asnoted earlier in thechapter, oneof themajor
criticisms of Marxist-based approaches in industrial research is thatthey haveemphasised
controlling stractures rather than individualactors in explanations of economic and social
change. Thesegmented economy approach allows patterns of accumulation andpower to
be observednot as abstractor aggregate relations, but throughthe activities of individual
organisations through which changes actuallytake place.
Thefollowing paragraphs outline thecurrent pattem of segmentation as defined by
Taylorand Thrift, and the way the segmented economy approach is used within the thesis.
1.7.2 The Current Pattern of Segmentation
In defining the current pattem of segmentation within developed countries, Taylor
and Thrift (1983c, 1984) assert that the primary division based upon power and market
control lies between smallerfirms and large business organisations (Figure 1.4). In
general, small firms operateat a single location while large business organisations tend to
contain several operating divisions located at a number of sites. These two primary
segments are each comprised of several other segments in which firms share similar
strategies, organisational stmctures andpower within the marketplace.
Smaller Firms
The small firm sector can be further broken down into leader, intermediate and
Figure 1.4: The Current Pattern of Segmentation According to Tayior and Thrift
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laggard segments. The leader segment, probably containing the fewest number of small
firms, is characterised by young dynamic organisations reliant upon a substantial level of
entrepreneurial ability in developing new products and processes, and in achieving market
leadership. The managers of leader firms are most often risk-takers, and for this reason
leader small firms face a greater possibility of success or failure than firms adopting more
conservative growth strategies. Taylor and Thrift also suggest that leader firms are the
small firms most likely to evolve into large business organisations. However, there are
several factors working against this includingdifficulties in obtainingfinance capital, the
susceptibility of innovative small firms to takeover andmerger activities, and the inability
of high growthsmall firms to survive recessionary periods in marketactivity.
Small leader firms often require substantial levels of investment to finance the
continued rapid development of their products or services. As the firm grows, so does its
requirement for investment capital. However, these firms often lack the collateral
necessary to secure major loans for high risk development. Even where loans are granted,
the commitment to immediate repayments at commercial rates of interestpresentsa further
restraint to growth. The uncertainties of usingcash flow for long-termfinancing increase
the leader firm's dependence upon institutional sources of finance. Operating under
financial constraint, some firms may accept funding from large business organisations
which thenassume partialownership of the small firm. In some cases small firms maybe
taken over by larger firms which want to obtain a particular expertise or control over a
product or service which represents a potential threat to theirowndevelopment. Another
constraint to the continued growth of some small leader firms is their inability to survive
periods of recession. Many firms are dependent upon a single product or service to
maintain the cash flow needed to meet short-term financial commitments. A fall in demand
could, in a relatively short time, force theowners to sellthe firmor closeit down entirely.
The second small firm segment within Taylor and Thrift's model includes
intermediate firins which tend to be older and more stable than leader firms. Many
intermediate firms operate within a specific market niche, the existence of which often
depends on the goodwill or indifference of large business organisations (Taylor and
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Thrift, 1981a).
Following Averitt (1968), Taylor and Thrift identify two types of intermediate small
firms. First, there are loyal opposition firms which focus upon specific market segments
not served by large business organisations. Loyal opposition fibrms tend to offer a single
or limited range of products and services, and rarely present a direct challenge to the
market leadership of the more powerful large business organisations. Rather, competition
between loyal opposition and larger firms is typically limited to only a smallportionof the
larger firm's primary market. Second, satellite firms are closely tied to large business
organisations through either subcontract, franchise, license or market price arrangements.
Growth among satellite firms is, in part, dependent upon the changing production and
marketing strategies of large business organisations.
The third smallfirm segmentidentifiedby Taylorand Thrift includes laggard firms
which often haveminimum potential forcontinued development. Once again, thesegment
can be further divided into two groups. First, satisfied firms are often run by owners
who perceive growth as a threat to their control over the business (Churchill and Lewis,
1983; Moore, 1959). Having adopted a strategy of survival, with the business purposely
being kept small, the survival of these firms is often measured in terms of the owner's
lifetime. Second, craftsman firms arethose which have beenestablished bypersons with
a particular skill. Many craftsman frnns often exist on a part-time basis as the owners are
notdependent upon theoperation as their only source of income. Thecapital needs of the
craftsman firm are often minimal and can often besatisfied bythe personal savings of the
owner and his immediate family.
Large Business Organisations
According to Taylor and Thrift, large businessorganisations can be divided into two
primary segments, comprising multi-divisional and global organisations (Figure 1.4).
Multi-divisional organisations comprise the dominant large business organisation
segment, andinclude regional, national andtransnational organisations. Taylor andThrift
subdivide multi-divisional organisations into leader, intermediate, laggard and support
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segments. Depending on the specific firm, these segments can range from small branch
plants to large semi-autonomous subsidiary companies of the parent organisation. Several
segments can occupy the same establishment or be located thousands of kilometres apart.
Moreover, all four segments may not be represented in some smaller multi-divisional
organisations. The key factor differentiating individual segments within multi-divisional
organisations is the role which each segment plays in satisfying the overall goals of the
organisation. Once these roles are established, the segments can be further differentiated
on the basis of market orientation, labour requirements, capital intensity and the power
which each segment possesses within the multi-divisionalorganisation (Figure 1.5).
Leader segments are responsible for the long-term growth of the organisation and are
engaged in high risk activities aimed at developing new products or services. However
the potential for future profits justifies the large share of internal funds frequently used to
finance them. Leader segments are often associatedwith regional or national head offices,
where senior managementcan maintain contactwith their activitieson a daily basis (Crum
and Gudgin, 1976, Stephens and Holly, 1981; Thwaites, 1978a). Intermediate segments
produce established products or market established skills of the organisation. They are
responsible for generating the majority of profits used to finance the organisation's current
activities and short-term developments. Laggard segments produce goods or market
services which are gradually becoming obsolete. The markets they serve generate less
demand or have becomehighly competitive in recentyears, enabling the segmentto realise
only low (albeit steady) levels of profit. Laggard segments also employ less skilled labour
than leader or intermediate segments, and most managerial personnel are engaged in
process control rather than in developmentor marketing activities.
Supportsegments provide general services to each divisionwithin the organisation,
including those involving personnel, administrative, financial and technology support
functions. Taylor and Thrift also suggest that for transnational organisations, support
segments play a key role in transfer-pricing activities.
Although Taylor and Thrift (1984) conclude that leader, intermediate and laggard
segments within multi-divisional organisations are 'dynamically linked in a three-part
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product or market-cycle' (p. 75), Taylor's later criticisms of the product-cycle model
(Taylor, 1985, 1987), imply that the linkages between these segments must be defined in
terms of the more detailed processesoccurring betweenthem. In particular,the tendency
to explain concrete relations directly from abstractions such as those defined within the
product-cycle model, ignores the external contingencies influencing the environment
within which each segment is operating. The notion of intra-organisational power
relationships, rather than simple product differentiation, must be of central concern in
evaluating the pattern and significance of segmentation within multi-divisional
organisations.
The global segmenthas only become important within the last twenty years and is
linked to the transition from monopoly to global capital within developed countries
(Gibson and Horvath, 1983a). The global segment includes only the largest of firms
having integrated production systems spanning several countries. Marketing and
development strategies are made on a global, rather than nationalbasis. Taylor and Thrift
(1984) note that while theglobal segment also consists of leader, intermediate, laggard and
support segments, theseorganisations are 'reduced to expedient investment opportunities
linked by support operations and carefully orchestrated transfer-pricing mechanisms' (p.
76).
1.7.3 Power Structures Within the Segmented Economy
Asthe preceding discussion suggests, the pattem of segmentation at any particular
timeis largelya function of the powerrelationships whichexist at both the interlocational
(eg. between small andlargefirms) andintra-organisational (eg. between establishments
within multi-locational organisations) levels of business activity.
Power relations at theinterlocational level are defined in terms of theorganisation's
access to necessary operatingresources, andthe degreeto whichit is able to control (either
intentionally or unintentionally) the resources available to other firms. Expanding upon
Taylor and Thrift (1982a), the following factors are suggested as influencing the level of
power which business organisations possess.
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1. The current market share.
2. Bargaining power in bidding for contracts.
3. Manipulation of trade credit.
4. Access to finance.
5. Access to R&D, and other forms of innovative activities.
6. Managerial expertise and the degreeofmanagement specialisation.
7. Differential levels of taxation which favour particular firms over others.
8. Dependence uponsubcontract, license andmarketprice arrangements.
9. Preferential access to natural resomces or other raw materials.
10. Preferential access to state funding, loan guarantees, etc.
11. Partial ownership of one firmby seniormanagement of another.
In addition to these factors, the power relations between individual establishments of
multi-locational (ordivisional) organisations aredependent upon the level of operational
autonomy granted to each establishment (particularly in key areas of product design,
pricing, marketing and investment planning), and the success of each establishment in
bidding against other establishments for a larger share of corporate development
expenditure. Power relations between establishments are influenced as much by the
historical succession of corporate strategies as by the current strategies aimed at future
development. Together, these strategies determine not only the power relations between
establishments, but also the potential contribution of each establishment to the
development of the region within which it is based.
The hypothesised power structure of the segmented economy is shown in Figure
1.6. Taylor and Kissling (1983) argue that leader segments within large business
organisations possess the greatest degree of power while small craftsman firms hold the
least power. Between these extremes, it is suggested that leader small firms may possess
as much power as intermediate segments of large business organisations. Depending
upon their relation to larger firms, small loyal opposition and satellite firms typically hold
as much poweras support and laggard segments within largebusiness organisations.
Companies and divisions
in the corporate sector
Small firm sector
Figure 1.6: Power Networks in the Segmented Economy
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From the previous discussion it is concluded that the segmented economy approach
currently represents the most comprehensive framework through which to examine the
activities of business organisations. The model resolves many of the limitations within
behavioural industrial research and offers a theoretical structure within which to undertake
a neo-Marxist investigation of power and inequality within the capitalist system.
1.7.4 Empirical Extensions of the Segmented Economy Framework
Following Taylor and Thrift's (1981a) initial paper on business organisation
segmentation, several empiricalstudies basedupon their framework have been published.
Research has focused upon segmentation in relation to the West Midlands ironfoundry
industry (Taylor and Thrift, 1982b), the UK electronics industry (Taylor and Thrift,
1983d), Australian manufacturing (Taylor and Thrift, 1984), airline power networks of
the South Pacific (Taylor and Kissling, 1983), the Fijian economy (Taylor, 1983,1984d,
1986), and research and innovation within business enterprises (Morphet, 1987).
Although each of these studies support business organisations as dynamic agents of
economic change, they have taken a number of different approaches to the identification of
segmentation per se. Some of the early studies (Taylor and Thrift, 1982b, 1983d, 1984)
were, out of necessity, preliminary attempts to extend the concept of segmentation to
empirical research. For example, Taylor and Thrift's (1982b) study of the West Midlands
ironfoundry industry offers a reinterpretation of previous linkage studies by examining the
linkages between groups of organisations characterising various segments within the
ironfoundry industry. Segmentation is defined from existing secondary data providing a
limited range of information on enterprise size, ownership, products manufactured, and
the scale of production and technology used.
In their study of Australian manufacturing, Taylorand Thrift attemptto demonstrate
the spatialexpression of segmentation within the manufacturing sector (Taylorand Thrift,
1984). Analysis is also basedupon existing secondary data as forty-one industry sectors
within theAustralian Standard Industrial Classification areplaced into segments following
a clusteranalysis involving thirty attributes for each sector. As defined by the resulting
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clusters, the three dominant segments are mapped over more than 1,500 Local
Government Areas across Australia. Establishments of global and multidivisional
organisations are demonstrated to be highly localised in each state, focusing upon the
major urbancentres and moreremoteresource-based projects. Corporate intermediate and
laggard, as well as most small firm segments, are much less oriented toward these areas.
Studies of both the West Midlands ironfoundry industry and Australian Manufacturing
demonstrate the utility of the segmented economy approach based upon secondary data.
However, both studies are limitedin that segments aredefinedon the basisof quantitative
analysis rather than through the identification of more detailed processes taking place
between business organisations. Without looking at processes at the enterprise level,
these studies are unable to identify thevariations in strategy, intra-organisational power
relations, andcapital-state relations which influence the nature of segmentation.
In contrast to the research utilising secondary data, other studies of segmentation
have focused more intensively upon the strategies and activities of individual business
organisations. One of the most comprehensive studies to date has been Taylor and
Kisshng's work on resource dependence andpower networks among airlines of the South
Pacific (Taylor andKissling, 1983). In particular, the authors investigate unequal power
relationships which exist between large international carriers andthe small regional airlines
which have grown in importance since the 1960s. Through the identification of processes
between each airline, power networks are defined interms ofequity holdings, interlocking
directorships, aircraft leasing arrangements, technical and maintenance linkages, and
government action topromote cooperation among carriers operating in the region. Taylor
and Kissling conclude that the evolving network of power relationships has greatly
influenced the ability of the smaller carriers to strengthen their position in the region and
expand into other external .markets.
Taylor's research on the Fijian economy also adopts an intensive approach in
identifying the patterns and implications of segmentation (Taylor, 1983, 1984d, 1986).
Following the completion of a report to the FijiEmployment andDevelopment Mission
(Taylor, 1983), Taylor has published separate papers on the role of foreign owned
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transnationals, and the transfer of valuemechanisms operating in Fiji. Moreover, Taylor's
research on Fiji represents the only research on segmentation to date which has
investigated the power relations both within and between business organisations. In his
paper on the development of foreign transnationals, Taylor (1986) highlights the
predominanceof foreign ownedcorporate enterprises within the Fijian economy,over 90
per cent of which are classified as belonging to laggard or intermediate segments.
Notwithstanding, manyof these transnationals are able to assert their authority over small
indigenous firms, primarily through a number of formal and informal subcontract
relationships which have emerged in recent years. Taylor alsoexamines the importance of
such relationships in terms of intra and inter organisational transfer of value mechanisms
operating between Fijiansubsidiaries and their foreign-based parentcompanies (Taylor,
1984d). Through thesemechanisms, Taylorestimates that $F30 million a year has been
transferred out of Fiji by foreign owned transnationals. The transfers involved include the
trading of goods, dividends paid, interest payments on loans, andvarious fees paid to the
parent company for patents and services.
Both Taylor's workon Fiji and Taylorand Kissling's studyof SouthPacific airlines
have provided useful insight into theprocesses behind thecreation of power networks and
the identification of enterprise segmentation. The Tasmanian study extends this body of
research by structuring a process-based approach to business organisation, within the
context of a segmented economy framework focusing upon the dynamics of a regional
manufacturing economy.
1.8 THESIS STRUCTURE WITHIN THE CONTEXT OF A SEGMENTED
ECONOMY FRAMEWORK
Within the thesis, empirical research centres upon theprocesses occurring within and
between manufacturing enterprises, as well as the processes between enterprises and other
agents within the broaderpolitical economy. These relationships, within the historical
context ofTasmania's industrial development, will determine the particular expression of
capitalist production and enterprise segmentation operating within the local region. The
regional pattern of segmentation may be quite similar to, ordifferent from, that suggested
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by Taylor and Thrift (Figure 1.4). For instance, some segments of large business
organisations may be entirely absent from the regional economy while the small firm
sector may comprise a more complex pattern of segmentation. In either case,
segmentation is contingent upon the unique network of power relations within and
between business organisations. As Berger and Piore (1980) conclude, it is the notion of
segmentation, rather than the number of segments, which is critical to the theoretical
framework (p. 142). The objective of the thesis is not to 'test' the pattern of segmentation
in Tasmania against the pattern described by Taylor and Thrift. What is crucial, is that
empirical research within the local region focuses upon relationships which present
themselves as useful categories for analysis.
In applying a segmented economy approach to the Tasmanian manufacturing
economy, it is important to note that investigation focuses upon a region where resource-
based activities represent a major share of manufacturing employment and output, large
business organisations are primarily represented through the establishment of branch
plants, and the focus of research must be placed upon the local operational unit, and the
decisions affecting it, rather than on the larger business organisation. Within the context
of the Tasmanian economy, some of the key relationships to be investigated are those
between small and large business organisations, power relations within business
organisations and the relationsinfluencing Tasmanian manufacturing organisationsat the
broader political economy level.
Relations between small and large business organisations incorporate the nature of
subcontract, license, market and financial arrangements. Of particular concern is the
degree to which small firms are dependent upon larger firms for necessary operating
resources and as destinations of output. The levelof competition between small and large
firms, and the strategies under which large firms have integrated smaller firms into their
production or marketing operations are also important. Power relations within business
organisations include relations between establishments of multi-plant enterprises within
Tasmania, as well as the relations between Tasmanian branch plants and their externally
located parent organisation. Of central importance are powernetworks resulting from
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patterns of established operational linkages, the level of autonomy granted to Tasmanian
branch plants and shifts in functional responsibility between branch plants and the parent
organisation. In studying intra-organisational power relations between Tasmanian
enterprises and other establishments of the parent organisation outside the state, the thesis
empirically examines the importance of local enterprises in the overall process of
accumulation by the parent company.
Power relations at the broader political economy level can be subdivided into two
types of interactions. First are the interactions between business organisations and
government authorities at the state, federal and international levels. At the state and federal
level, policies concerning industry protection, development incentives, business taxation
and resource allocation influence, and are influenced by, the power which some business
organisations possess over others. Although not as direct, the policies of foreign
governments also influencethe powerof somelocally-based organisations by determining
their access to resources and markets overseas, and setting the conditions under which
foreign direct investment can take place. Second, understanding the relations between
local producers and the global corporate environment is crucial in identifying the
competitive position of organisations which sell their products in export markets. The
market position of an organisation within a global context is likelyto influence thepowerit
holds within the regional economy.
The following paragraphs summarise the theoretical and empiricalobjectives of the
remaining chapters of the thesis.
1.8.1 Chapter Organisation
Eachof theremaining chapters contribute to theunderstanding of segmentation and
powerrelations within theTasmanian manufacturing economy. Chapters 2 and3 establish
the empirical stracture and background to the study, while Chapters 4 through 6 focus
upon the processes underlying power networks, stractural change and segmentation
within business organisations.
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Chapter 2 details the empirical structure of the thesis. In particular, the basis for a
questionnaire approach to investigation is presented and the survey structure is outlined.
Several operational definitions are addressed and the relevant literature on external
ownership is summarised as this distinction is crucial in understanding processes taking
place within the regional manufacturing economy.
Chapter 3 summarises the events leading up to the present phase of Australian
industrial restructuring, and describes the current economic context within which
Australian, and particularly Tasmanian, manufacturers are operating. The general
structure of Tasmania's manufacturing sector is also established based upon industry,
ownership, firm size and market orientation.
Chapter 4 establishes the functional and power relationships taking place within
multi-plant firms, and between firms in Tasmania. Within multi-plant firms, research
centres upon the functional relations between establishments, autonomy of each
establishment and shifts in responsibility between establishments since 1980. Relations
between firms highlight the nature of subcontract, franchise, license and market
arrangements, particularlyas they influence the power networks between small and large
firms.
Chapter 5 establishes the nature of enterprise differentiation within Tasmania's
indigenous and non-locally ownedmanufacturing sectors. Segmentation within the non-
locally owned sector is identified in terms of the operational rolewhich local branch plants
maintain within their parentorganisation. Power relations between non-locally owned
enterprises andtheir parent companies arealso evaluated. Thefinal portion of thechapter
differentiates indigenous manufacturing enterprises on thebasis of owner-managed versus
manager-operated organisations, as these groupspresent themselves as useful categories
within which to evaluate processes taking place.
Chapter 6 examines theconstraints to growth within indigenous andexternal capital,
and the strategies adopted by manufacturing enterprises between 1980 and 1985. Given
the strategies adopted by Tasmania's manufacturers, structural changes taking place are
also described. Emphasis is given to changes in employment, investmentand the volume
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of manufactured output between 1980 and 1985.
The final chapter summarises the empirical research, highlighting the nature of
segmentation and power relations within Tasmania's manufacturing sector. Policy issues
are also discussed in light of the thesis' empirical results. Particular attention is given to
the potential for development policies aimed at Tasmania's indigenous small firm sector.
In addition, the utility of a segmented economy approach to evidence provided at the
regional level of investigation is also assessed.
CHAPTER 2
EMPIRICAL APPROACH TO INVESTIGATION
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The objective of this chapter is to establish the empirical approach to investigation.
To satisfy this objective, the chapter is divided into three sections. First, the thesis' focus
upon manufacturingactivitiesis qualifiedin tight of the growing concem among industrial
geographers that research must integrate service (as well as production) activities into
studies of industrial change. Second, the previous enterprise-based research on external
control is summarised as this literature is relevant in developing the thesis' empirical
structure. It is argued that although this research has addressed some important issues
related to enterprisestructme and development, the lack of conceptualisation of processes
andthe primacy given to mereemployment numbers has limited the utility of theenterprise
approach to date. Third, it is arguedthat a survey-based approach to empiricalresearchis
necessary as published data for Tasmania are inadequate for undertaking an intensive
study of business organisation. Several operational terms are defined and the structure of
the manufacturing surveyis detailed in reference to the primaryresearchobjectives.
2.1 THE IMPORTANCE OF MANUFACTURING COMPARED WITH SERVICE
ACTIVITIES
While subsequent empirical research focuses primarily upon structure andchange
within Tasmania's manufacturing sector, it is recognised thatdue account mustbe given to
the role of both manufacturing and serviceindustries within regional economies. Since
1980, several authors have criticised thebiaswithin industrial research toward production-
based activities (Barlow, 1972;Daniels, 1983; Linge, 1986;Wood, 1986). These authors
argue that industrial research mustevaluate the role of serviceindustries, not merely as
supportive activities, but as industries capable of creating and maintaining regional
growth. In particular, attention has focused upon the role of intermediate (orproducer)
servicesin generating economic activity and employment growthsince 1970.
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Over the last two decades, employment growth in service industries has far outpaced
that in manufacturing in most advanced economies (Bacon and Eltis, 1976; Thirlwall,
1982; Kellerman, 1985). Increasing national and global competition, combined with the
rapid adoption of new technologies, has led to significant employment loss within
manufacturing. At the same time, societies have increasingly emphasised innovation,
modernisation and community welfare as important social values which have facilitated the
rapid development of sophisticated and specialised service activities. By 1981, service
industries employed over 60 per cent of the total workforce within several countries
including the US, Canada, the UK and Australia.
In fact, one of the central arguments advocating service industries as the leading
sector in economic development is that employment in intermediate services has increased
while manufacturing employment has decreased within most advanced economies. This
trend refutes the proposition of those who supportmanufacturing as the leading sector,
and believe that growth in service industries is largely dependent upon continued
investment in production-based activities (FothergiU and Gudgin, 1982; Gertler, 1986).
Moreover, those supporting manufacturing as the leading sector argue that although
manufacturing has shedemployment, it hasprimarily been in response to significant gains
in productivity which have generated higher levels of earnings at the expense of labour
inputs. They suggest that services, on the other hand, have increased productivity at a
much slowerrate, which has led to the service sector, in aggregate, increasing its shareof
totalemployment. However, recent hterature on service industries argues against this by
proposing that measures of productivity based upon employment change do not apply
equally to both manufactiuing and services (Daniels, 1983).
Given the arguments presentedin support for both manufacturingand services, the
conclusion mustbe that both sectors possess theability to generate economic activity, and
playan important role in theprocess ofregional change. Rather than presenting a casefor
one or the other sectors 'leading' economic development, research must consider more
carefully the linkages between manufacturing and service industries. To date, research
has evaluated these linkages primarily in relation to manufacturing industrydemand for
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intermediate services (Burrows and Town, 1971; Britton, 1974; Marshall, 1980, 1982b;
Schamp, 1987). These studies have provided important information on both the decision
process involvedin purchasing services and the demandfor external servicesbased upon
the ownership, size, organisational structure andprocess sophistication of manufacturing
firms.
Future research, however, must concentrate on the integration of production and
serviceactivities. As competitionwithinmanufacturing has increased, the supply side of
production, and access to process and other technical innovations, have become more
critical. In an attempt to increase their competitiveness, many firms have directed more
resources toward activities such as product design, public relations, product advertising,
market research and sales promotion. Goddard's (1978) research concludes thatnearly 40
per cent of jobs in manufacturing are currently in support activities outside production,
and suggests that this figure is even higher among the more successful, technically
innovative firms and industries. Clearly, the growth of intermediate service activities must
take into account changes taking place within manufacturing firms as well as within
independent service organisations. It is not simply growth, but also therestructuring of
production activities whichhaverelevant implications for serviceemployment.
While the Tasmanian study centres upon manufacturing firms, examination of
structure and change withinorganisations considers bothproduction and non-production
activities. In applyingan intensiveapproach to business organisations the thesis is able to
qualify many of therelations between enterprise restructuring and the changing nature of
servicelinkages, both internal and extemal to the firm. In particular, the thesis evaluates
changes in 'non-production' employment within manufacturing firms, shifts in capital
expenditure betweenproductionandnon-production activities, the integration of service
industries and manufacturing firms through subcontract arrangements, and the nature of
intermediate service linkages between Tasmanian branch plants andtheparentfirmlocated
outside the state. Once again, research can only begin to understand such complex
relations by giving consideration to the corporate-specific context within which
restructuring has taken place.
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Before detailing the methodological framework of the thesis, the following section
briefly summarises the research within industrial geography on external control. Both the
organisation of the manufacturing survey and empirical discussion throughout the thesis
are, to a large extent, structured around the processes operating within non-locally owned
Tasmanian enterprises. Discussion highlights the central arguments presented in the
literature to date, as well as its more important weaknesses.
2.2 RESEARCH ON EXTERNAL CONTROL AND REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT
While the relationship between ownership characterand regional development has
received little attention in Austraha, it has been the centre of considerable research in the
US and UK since the mid-1970s. In particular, attention has been given to the effects of
high levels of externalownership within 'peripheral' and non-metropolitan areas. Much
of the research emerged from a growing disenchantment with national development
policieswhich had failed to lessenregional disparities, despitemanyyears of substantial
government funding toward thedevelopment of industry within economically and socially
depressed areas. Throughout the 1960s and 1970s the cornerstone of regionalpolicy in
advanced economies such as Canada andBritain was to attract mobile industries away
from core regions to these depressed areas. Although in its initial stages this policy
seemedto provide satisfactory employment results, by the late 1970s it came under severe
criticism asthe industries attracted todevelopment areas failed toprovide anadequate base
for long term economic growth (Moore st_al, 1982; Hayter, 1982; Mawson and Miller,
1982).
As the failings of regional policy became increasingly obvious, a number of studies
began to consider the role of external ownership (or branch plants) in regional
development. In particular, the research of Atkins (1973), Fim (1975) and Townroe
(1975) was instmmental in providing the conceptual and empirical foundations for other
studies to be published over the next decade. Throughout this literature, research has
focused upon the potential advantages and disadvantages of branch plant development.
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The central arguments favouring external ownership include:
1. Funds for capital investment are more readily available, given that most branches
have access to finance through the parent company.
2. Branches have the advantage of utilising the parent company's established supply
and marketing networks, thus eliminating the cost of having to establish these
themselves. TTiis is particularly an importantelementfor peripherallylocated
branches whose markets lie over a wide national or international area.
3. Branchplantshave greater access to technology and innovation through theircontact
with the parent company.
4. Branches which are linked to the parent company's technological development
pro^ams provide valuable spin-offs to theindigenous firm sector in thelocal
region.
5. Cyclical downturns provide less ofa threat tobranches which are able to draw upon
the parent company's resources for tempor^ support. Indigenous firms lacking
these back-up sources may only have the choices of rationalisation or closure.
Conversely, someof the arguments against external ownership are that:
1. The parent company underwhicha branch plant operatesis often insensitive to the
local development needs of the community within which its branch is located.
2. Br^ches are notinte^ated into the local economy when they obtain the majority of
theirmaterial and service requirements through theparentcompany.
3. Branches setup solely asproduction units donot provide many employment
opportunities in technical and management areas.
4. Branches setup asproduction units with low operational autonomy lack the desire to
excel.
5. Branches producing standardised products primarily draw upon female and
unskilled labour receiving lower wages, thus reducing a region's total wage income.
Support for and against branch plant development has come from anextensive range
of research. In general, however, individual studies tend to centre upon one of four
primary aspects of external ownership. These are branch plant material and service
linkages (McDermott, 1976; Northern Region Strategy Team, 1977; Marshall, 1979),
employment change within branch and indigenous enterprises (Townroe, 1975; O'Farrell,
1985; O'Farrell and Crouchley, 1985), closure rates among branch and indigenous
enterprises (Atkins, 1973; Sant, 1974; Barkley, 1978; Erickson, 1980), andtheeffects of
merger andtakeover activity within regional economies (Brue, 1972, 1975; Smith, 1979;
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Udell, 1969). Within these four central research themes, more detailed studies have also
considered branch plant performance based upon varying forms of corporate ownership
(Dicken, 1976; Erickson, 1980), the role of branch plants as agents of technical change
(Oakey, Thwaites and Nash, 1980; Oakey, 1983b), and the nature of external ownership
and control within specific industries (Watts, 1975,1981).
This diverse literature has led to varying conclusions about the relationship between
ownership and regional development. At a general level, research undertaken in the UK
has been more favourable toward extemal ownership than have studies undertaken in the
US. For example, Atkins' (1973) study of UK assisted areas demonstrates that the
annual closure rate of 2.1 per cent among branch plants was not significantly higher than
the rate of closure among indigenous plants. Smith (1979) concludes that although branch
plants generated fewer jobs than indigenousfirms in the Northem Region of England, this
probably reflects higher productivity among the more capital intensive branch operations.
Conversely, Erickson's (1980) research on closure rates in non-metropolitan Wisconsin
suggests that branch plants within lagging industry groups (eg. textiles and clothing) are
likely to close at twice the rate of branch and indigenous plantsproducing faster growing,
high technology products. Barkley's (1978) study in non-metropolitan Iowa proposes
that communities with a high concentration of branch plantsexperience greaterdifficulty in
maintaining or increasing their industrial base, as branches are much more likely than
locally owned firms to eventually transfer their operations out of the local area.
Unfortunately, meaningful comparisons between studies is difficult as each has adopted
different methodologiesand timeframes within whichownership has been examined.
While studies of extemal control are commendable for their contribution to the
development of enterprise-based research within industrial geography, there are several
deficiencies to be considered. First, many studiesfail to differentiate between ownership
and control in their evaluation of branch plantperformance. Although the ownership of a
plant may lie outside the local region, the degree of control which the extemal head office
maintains over its operation is dependent upon a number of factors includingthe natureof
productsproduced,the characterof the marketin whichthe branchplant sells its products.
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and the management policies of the parent organisation. Too often in the literature this
important relationship between ownership and control has been ignored, and the location
of control is simply defined as being in the region where the headquarters of a branch
plant is located. Several studies including Townroe (1975) and Marshall (1979) have
examdned the level of autonomy granted to branch plants. However, patterns of
employment change, linkages and closure rates have largely been analysed in relation to
the location of the external head office as opposed to measures of autonomy. Crucial
relations between branch plant performance and the nature of intra-organisational
networks of power and control have virtually been unexplored.
Second, although most studies make brief reference to branch plant performance on
the basis of plant size, research has not given adequate consideration to the dynamics of
small and large branch plants within regional economies. The preoccupation with
employmentchange and closure rates has overshadowed other important factors related to
branchversus indigenous development. These includethe nature of competition between
smaller branch plants and indigenous firms, and the extent to which different sized branch
plants are engaged in non-production activities. Also important is the degree to which
small andmedium branch plantsmustcompete with othersimilar plantswithin theparent
organisation for investment resources andaccess to market areas. The Tasmanian study
addresses many of these issues in order to understand better the relations between branch
plant size, position within the parent organisation and competitive performance within
both local and external markets.
Third, a lackof a conceptual framework has limited theutility of an enterprise-based
approach. Most often, studiesof branchplant performance have been groundedin a brief
theoretical discussion of multi-plant organisational structure and its implicationfor branch
plant development, rather than moregeneral theories of business organisations within the
capitalist system. Two notable exceptions have been Park and Wheeler (1983), who
based their work on the product-cycle model, and Hayter's (1982) research on truncation
within regional economies. In particular, the notion of truncation presents itself as a
useful conceptualisation, although it is difficult to measure empirically. Within most
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research, however, emphasis has been placed upon regional policy implications, and
spatial patterns of employment growth and plant closures, at the expense of greater
conceptualisation and empirical research focusing upon the corporate-specific processes
producing regional change. Even though many studies are based upon establishment level
data, research discussion and conclusions are based primarily upon aggregate regional
patterns of branch and indigenous performance. By concentrating upon power networks,
corporate strategy and segmentation within Tasmanian business organisations, the thesis
overcomes this weakness by integrating aggregate regionaldata with qualitative process-
based information at the level of the individual business enterprise.
2.2.1 Ownership and Control - The Present Context of Research
The policy focus of most ownership studies during the 1970s and early 1980shas
resulted in research which is concerned primarily with the identification of control within
regions, and the comparison of branch and indigenous plant performance. Quite clearly,
current research must go beyond such simple distinctions in order to qualify the
importance of ownership and control within the broader context of economic recession
and therestmcturing of business organisations over the pastten years. As Dicken argued
over a decade ago, the importance of control:
'...cannot be divorced realistically from the strategy being followed by an
enterprise andthe structure it hasevolved to implement thatstrategy. Thisis
inherently a dynamic phenomenon: the behaviour of any business enterprise
is a function of its position along its development path or trajectory which
implies both its previous positions and its planned future direction...thus,
identification of controlper se is but thevery first step; on its own it teUs us
little about the existing and potential impact of multiplant business
enterprises on localcommunities or larger regions' (Dicken, 1976, p. 410).
With recent evidence suggesting that the decentralisation of branch plants intoless-
developed areas has declined sharply since the mid-1970s (Todtling, 1984, p. 407), the
regional implications of restructuring within multiplant business organisations hasbecome
increasingly important. Whatis needed is a greater conceptualisation of external control,
particularly in terms of the relations and functions ofeconomic ownership (Massey, 1984;
Ricketts, 1987). The degree to which branchplants are divorced from the conditions of
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ownership reflects upon their ability to develop strategies undertake investment, and
maintain control over the process of accumulation. The nature of economic ownership
within branch plants also affects the character of the local labour processes, in that labour
may be forced to negotiate with externally-located managers who ultimately maintain full
ownership. The regional character of restructuring and changing forms of capital-labour
relations can only be understood after first identifying the conditions of economic
ownership within branch plants.
Having identified the limitations within the research on external control, the
remainder of this chapteraddresses the empirical approach to investigation. In presenting
a process-based account of power, segmentation and structural change taking place within
Tasmania's manufacturing economy, the thesis' empirical objectives are to:
(1) Detail at an extensive (or aggregate) level, the current structure of
manufacturing and assess how it has changed since 1980.
(2) Examine both thepotential for change and actual changes takingplace at
the enterprise level. This requires an intensive study of strategy and
behaviour of individual enterprises.
(3) Place the structure of the state's manufacturing economy within the broader
context of the national and global economic environment.
Theseobjectives demand a comprehensive methodology integrating aggregate data
andinformation provided at thebusiness organisation level. Thefollowing sections detail
the methodology employed in the study.
2.3 STUDY AREA
Empirical research centres upon the activities of manufacturing enterprises in
Tasmania, encompassing the local, national and global relations which influence the
state's manufacturing economy. Tasmania, the smallest of the six Australian states
(68,300 km2), lies 250 km south of Melbourne (Figure 2.1a). Tasmania's population of
442,100persons in 1984/85 represented 2.8 per cent of the Australian total (Tasmanian
Year Book, 1986). The distribution of population within Tasmania is concentrated into
three distinct regions (Figure 2.1b). These arethesouth andeast, which focuses upon the
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Figure 2.1: Study Area and Regional Divisions
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state capital of Hobart; the north and north east, which centres upon Launceston; and the
west and north west, which focuses upon the two coastal cities of Bumie and Devonport.
Research by Wilde (1975, 1979) and Hanson (1985) suggests that these three statistical
divisions represent the most useful regional breakdown below the state level on the basis
of joiu-ney to work patterns, market areas of local manufactmers, and rural-urban
interaction fields. Since manufactiuing activity within each region is concentrated in one
or two dominant urban areas, the thesisadopts these divisions for regional analysis within
the state. Later chapters wiU show that the majority of operational linkages among
manufacturers are within the local region in which they are based.
Outside of the four largest urban areas, which contain 66 per cent of the total state
population (Table 2.1), the population is scattered among several small mining towns on
the west coast, resort and fishing communities on the east coast, and the two smaller
islands located north of the main island. Almost one-third of the state's land area remains
uninhabited, primarily due to the ruggedness and inaccessibility of the west and south
west, but Tasmania stillcontains the mostdecentralised population of any Australian state,
with only 42 per cent of the population residing in the capitalcity of Hobart (Table 2.2).
The implications of the state's decentralised population anditsposition as theonly island
state of Australia are discussed in Chapter 3.
2.4 OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS
Before identifying the data sources used in the analysis, and detailing the survey
approachto investigation, severalterms used throughout the thesis are defined within the
context of the Tasmanian study. In particular, attention is given to the term region as it
applies toTasmania, and the delimination ofmanufacturing, the manufacturing enterprise,
and enterprise ownership.
2.4.1 Tasmania as a Regional Identity
The thesis centres upon Tasmania as a unique region within the Australian and
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Table 2.1: Population of Principal Tasmanian Municipalities,
1985
LGAI Persons
% of Total
Tasmanian Population
Hobart 2 184 610 41.7
Launceston 62460 14.1
Devonport 25 300 5.7
Bumie 21210 4.8
Total 293 580 66.3
1 Local Government Area
2 Incorporating Hobart, Glenorchy, Clarence, Brighton,
Kingborough, New Norfolk and Sorell LGAs.
Source: A.B.S., Tasmanian Year Book. 1986.
Table 2.2: Population Concentration in Australian Capital Cities,
1985
Population
Persons %of
Qty (•000) State Total
Adelaide (SA) 979.6 72.3
Perth (WA) 483.4 71.0
Melboume (VIC) 2 890.7 70.8
Sydney (NSW) 3 358.6 62.0
Brisbane (QLD) 1 146.6 45.7
Hobart (TAS) 184.6 41.7
Source: A.B.S., Australian Year Book. 1986.
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global space economy. Several criticisms have been made against regionally-based
studies which fail to qualify the reasonsfor taking the region as a pre-givenentity. For
instance, it has been argued by Massey (1978a) that regions must be constituted as an
effectof analysis, and that theprocess of uneven development does not implya pre-given
regionalisation (p. 110). Others including Browett (1984), Markusen (1979), and Sayer
(1985a) postulate that theprocess ofdevelopment is far toocomplex to reduce the spatial
outcomes into homogeneous regions. This latter argument presents the views of those
whobase theircriticisms upon a more general concern for the conceptuahsation of space
within studies of economicrestructuring. In particular, they argue that regionalisation is
likely to cut across important processes of restructuring and under-development, and
inappropriately weighttheregion as a theoretically significant entity.
Theprimary justification for accepting Tasmania as a distinct regional economy is its
position as a separate political identity within the Australian federal system. Historical
patterns of control, power networks and industrial restructuring have influenced the
current structure of the state's manufacturing sector and the Tasmanian government's
ability to generate and maintain long-term economic growth. Focusing upon an
independent political region allows the thesis more fully to consider the relationship
between enterprise activity and policies initiated at the political economy level. The study
of Tasmania as a region is also important as its physical separation fi-om the Australian
mainland presents several difficulties for enterprises which are reliant upon mainland-
based firms for services and material inputs, and as destinations for manufactured
products. Given that manufacturers in other states do not face these difficulties, it is
important tounderstand the ways inwhich Tasmanian enterprises have responded to their
separation from mainland markets, and the implications this has had for the state's
economic development
2.4.2 Manufacturing
The thesis is largely concemed with enterprises which are engaged inmanufacturing
activities. In defining manufacturing for the Tasmanian study, the thesis adopts the
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Australian Bureau of Statistics' interpretation thatmanufacturing relates to the '...physical
or chemical transformation of materials or components into new products, whether the
work is performed by power-driven machines or by hand' (ABS, 1983). Under this
definition, packaging, repair work, installation and maintenance are not considered to be
manufacturing activities since they do not result in the generation of new products.
Additionally, enterprises engaged in the fabrication of manufactured componentry (for
example, window furnishings and pre-moulded kitchen units) are considered as
manufacturers only if the fabrication is carried out on a regular basis within the firm's own
plant. Fabrication undertaken outside theplant during installation of the product is not
regarded as manufacturing.
Foran enterprise to be included in the study, it wasdecided thatat least 25 percent
of total incomereceivedby the Tasmanian operation during 1985mustcomefrom the sale
or transfer of products manufactured by the operation in Tasmania. This follows
Hanson's study of manufacturing enterprises in Launceston, in which he suggests that
Tasmanian manufacturers tend to undertake a greater range of industrial activities (eg.
including installation, maintenance and repair) than firms located in larger urban areas
(Hanson, 1985, p. 81). Byadopting a minimum limit of 25 percent, the present study is
thus able to ensure coverage of allmanufacturing related activities. In itspresent context,
income refers to all earnings received by the Tasmanian operation for sale of its
manufactured products, the provision of personal or professional services, maintenance,
installation, repair work, wholesale and retail activities, and proceeds of equity
investments in non-related companies and share markets.
In examining enterprises in which manufacturing mayrepresent only oneof several
important activities, empirical research investigates a number of strategies which are
critical to the understanding of enterprise restracturing in Tasmanian manufacturing. In
particular, the decision to invest in manufacturing or non-production activities, and
strategies ofdiversification into activities related toan enterprise's manufacturing base are
important aspects ofenterprise restructuring, and are often related to the particular position
of Tasmanian manufacturers operating within a limited local market. If the empirical
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research was to focus only upon those enterprises wholly or predominantly engaged in
manufacturing, many of the strategies particular to the Tasmanian manufacturing
environment would be overlooked. However, great care is taken in ensuring that
enterprises meet the 25 per cent incomerequirement for the sale or transfer of products
manufactured in Tasmania.
Classification of Manufacturing Industry
Throughout the thesis, classification of manufacturing activities is based upon the
Australian StandardIndustrialClassification (ASIC) of 1983. Although the identification
of processes requires that considerable attention be given to the individual enterprise and
the detailed industrial environment within which it operates, some aggregate analysis by
manufacturing industry is undertaken at thetwo digit, ASIC subdivision level (Table 2.3).
Enterprises areplaced, by theresearcher, within the subdivision in which themajority of
income was received in 1985 from the sale of products manufactured in Tasmania.
However, thisdoes not apply where autonomous operating divisions within an enterprise
manufacture products in different subdivisions, and can be clearly divided in terms of
employment, management stmcture, and products manufactured. For these enterprises,
each operatingdivision is placedwithin the subdivision in which it manufactures, and is
analysed independently.
In total, only 21 (4.5 per cent) enterprises included in the study manufacture
products in more than one subdivision. Twenty of these enterprises manufacture products
within two subdivisions, while one enterprise manufactures (sawn timber, clay bricks and
glass) within three subdivisions. Ofthese 21 enterprises, only one firm (producing timber
products and writing papers) can be disaggregated into two ASIC subdivisions since the
remainder did not have independent operating divisions.
2.4.3 The Tasmanian Enterprise
TheTasmanian enterprise is the primary level at which investigation is undertaken in
this study. For the current study, the enterprise is defined as an operational unit
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Table 2.3: Manufacturing Industry Subdivisions Used in the
Tasmanian Study
Subdivision Description
21 Food and beverage products
23 Textiles
24 Clothing and Footwear
25 Wood, wood products and furniture
26 Paper, paper products, printing and
publishing
27 Chemical, petroleum and coal
products
28 Non-metallic mineral products
29 Basic metal products
31 Fabricated metal products
32 Transport equipment
33 Other machinery and equipment
34 Leather, rubber, plastic and other
miscellaneous manufactured
products
Source: Australian Standard Industrial Classification, 1983 edition.
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comprising all the operations (including subsidiary companies) in Tasmania of a single
operating legal entity. To identify the processes affecting individual enterprises, the
crucial element in defining the Tasmanian enterprise is its independence as a decision
making body. Enterprises which are owned by interests outside the state are defined on
the basis of their operational autonomy and group reporting structures. Thus, Tasmanian
operations of the same parent organisation which operate independently of one another
within the stateare treated as two separate enterprises (Figure 2.2A&B). Although these
enterprises may report directly to the same group or divisional head office outside the
state,each enterprise is considered by the parentcompany to be an independent operation
within Tasmania. In applying this classification it is, therefore, ensured that independent
enterprises of the same parent company are in no way responsible to one another in
Tasmania. Non-locallyowned operations within Tasmania which report to the same head
office within the state aredefined as establishments within a single Tasmanian enterprise
(Figure 2.2C).
Given that the thesis is concerned with changes which have taken place among
Tasmanian enterprises between 1980 and 1985, empirical research incorporates onlythose
enterprises whichwere in operation in Tasmania throughout the studyperiod. Thus, it is
recognised thatresearch centres upon structure and change within surviving enterprises.
A lack of comprehensivedata sources prohibited the inclusion of new firm formation and
firm closures within the present study. However, familiarity with the study area suggests
that most new firm formation and closure activity has taken place within the small firm
sector, and has had negligible impactuponemployment and the nature of segmentation
within the state's manufacturing economy since 1980.
2.4.4 The Business Establishment
Tasmanian enterprises, as defined for this study, may be single site operations or
comprise a number of separate establishments throughout the state. Specifically, the
establishment covers all the operations of an enterprise conducted at or from a single
location. Each establishment may undertake a single activity or a number of activities, and
5 I
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Figure 2.2: Delineation of Enterprise and Establishment for Non-Locally Owned Tasmanian
Manufacturers
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while the Tasmanian enterprise as a whole must meet the definitional requirements of a
manufacturing operation (see section 2.4.2), individual establishments within the
enterprise may be solely engaged in non-production (ie. retailing, transport or storage)
activities. In defining the nature of segmentation within the state's manufacturing
economy it is important to qualify the operational and power relations between
establishments within multi-site enterprises, and how these relations have changed over
the study period. Strategies of product development, diversification, market penetration
and investmentin productionversus non-production activities each affect the power which
establishments possess within the overall enterprise. The establishment is thus a crucial
elementin understanding the process and spatial implications of enterprise restructuring.
2.4.5 Enterprise Ownership
The divisionbetweenindigenous and non-local ownership is importantin evaluating
structure and change within Tasmania's manufacturing economy, as the majority of the
manufacturing workforce is employed by enterprises which are externally-owned. In
order to compare the performance of indigenous and non-locally owned enterprises it is
first necessary to establish a criterion uponwhichownership is determined.
Legally, ultimate control over the activities of the business organisation is vested in
the shareholders. Within small enterprises, ownership is typically heldby those directly
involved with the day to day operation of thefirm. Within large organisations, however,
it is the board of directors which monitors the activities of the organisation on a
continuous basis and makes the majority of key developmentdecisions. If an individual
or group acting together owns 50 per cent or more of the total outstanding stock, they
possess the voting power to determine the composition of the board of directors and thus
possess ultimate control of theorganisation. If thestock is widely dispersed among many
shareholders, an amount less than 50percentis often sufficient for maintaining control.
For the Tasmanian study, an enterprise is considered to be non-locally owned if:
(1) More than 50 per centof its equity sharecapital is heldby individuals or
companies located outside Tasmania,
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and
(2) no individual or group acting together in Tasmania possesses a share
concentration greater than 30 per cent,
and
(3) the majority of board members reside outside the state.
Enterprises owned jointly (50 per cent each) by Tasmanian and external interests are
defined on the basis of share concentrations among individuals and the location of board
members. Only two enterprises were found to be jointly owned, with both subsequently
being classified as indigenous operations since the respective local managing directors
each control the entire 50 per cent Tasmanian share interest. Three other non-locally
owned enterprises required detailed investigation to determine the extent of share
concentrations among Tasmanian interests. For most enterprises, however, the
identification of ultimate ownership was straightforward, requiring only reference to
annual reports and contact with senior management in either Tasmania or on the mainland.
Branch Plants and Subsidiary Companies
Throughout the thesis, reference is made to non-locally owned enterprises in
Tasmaniawhichare eitherbranch or subsidiary operations of an externally-located parent
company. While both types of enterprisesare non-locally owned, subsidiary operations
represent a separate legal entitywithin the largerbusiness organisation. Branchplants,on
the other hand, are simply individual establishments under the direct jurisdiction of the
controlling parent company. The majority of non-locally owned enterprises having
subsidiary status manufacture a range of primarily resource-based products which is
unique to theparent company's Tasmanian operation. Theestablishment of theoperation
as a separate subsidiary company within the parent organisation facilitates group reporting
and accounting procedures, based upon product and market independence of the
Tasmanian enterprise.
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2.5 INFORMATION SOURCES
In order for empirical research to satisfy the thesis objectives, investigation must
draw upon several sources of information.
Aggregate secondarydata are used extensively in the first sectionsof chapter three to
establish the historical context within which Tasmanianmanufacturing has developed and
the current economic climate in which manufacturers are operating. The backgroundto
restructuring within Australian manufacturing is also explained with reference to
Australia's role within the global economic system and Tasmania's position within the
national economy. Comparisons between Tasmania andthe rest of Australia are largely
dependent upon information obtained from the recent literature onindustrial restructuring
in the Pacific region, and data published by the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS).
Additionally, unpublished data on industry by ownership are obtained from the ABS
integrated register system so that patterns of externalownership within Australia can be
assessed for each state. The integrated register system represents a continually updated
database on business enterprises andestablishments within each state. Whilethe system
provides the most currentinformation on industry structure and activity, several problems
involved in updating the directory suggest that thenumber of units recorded at anydate
may not represent the number of units actually operational at that time. The main
variations arise because units which have ceased operation may not be identified as
'deaths' on the register for some time. Nevertheless, the register is the most useful source
of general information on industry by ownership within Australia.
Although published data is required to establish the aggregate structure of the
Australian and Tasmanian manufactiuing economy, it is clearly inadequate as a means to
investigate the detailed processes underlying segmentation and power networks among
enterprises in Tasmania. Several studies including Jackson (1984) and Marshall (1982a)
conclude thatpublished statistics can seldom be disaggregated beyondthe industry level.
In particular, Marshall (1982a) argues that industrial research in the 1980s must combine
aggregate information with information gained through an intensive study of business
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organisations (p. 1677). This is certainly necessary in Tasmania where the small number
of manufacturers (N=459) prohibits the detailed breakdownof published statisticsbecause
of strict confidentiality rules applied. In general, the ABS policy regarding the dissection
of published data is to censor any cell in which there are less than seven enterprises
operating. Thus, any dissection of Tasmanian manufacturing by ownership would be
virtually useless as six of the twelve ASIC subdivisions within the non-local sector
containfewer than seven enterprises. An intensive approachto investigation requires that
information be collected directly from the business enterprise. Therefore, information
concerning the detailed structure of organisations, and identification of processeswithin
the thesis are based primarily upon a survey of manufacturing enterprises throughout
Tasmania. The following sections detail thedesign of the survey and the methodology
employed in completing the interviews.
2,6 SURVEY DESIGN
The survey structure utilised in the empirical analysis centres upon five primary
areas of investigation, including:
1. The organisational structure of manufacturing enterprises.
2. Operational andpowerrelations between enterprises in Tasmania.
3. Operational and power relations within multi-establishment enterprises in
Tasmania.
4. Operational and power relations between non-locally owned enterprises
and their parent &ms outside Tasmania.
5. The nature of structural change and enterprise strategy within Tasmanian
manufacturing between 1980 and 1985.
The structure of investigation demands that the nature of information obtained from each
enterprise is, in part, dependent upon its ownership status and the number of
establishments it controls in Tasmania. In deriving the final survey structure it was thus
decided to produce two separate surveys: one for indigenous and the other for non-locally
owned enterprises (see Appendix 1). The two surveys are identical apart from several
additional questions which are included in the survey of non-locally owned enterprises.
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concerning the nature of relations between the Tasmanian enterprise and the parent firm
outside the state. Each survey also contains an identical set of questions which pertain
only to multi-establishment enterprises in Tasmania. These questions were simply omitted
in interviews undertaken with single-establishment operations. Information obtained
within each of the five areas of investigation includes the following:
(* indicates information which is relevant only to non-locally owned enterprises)
2.6.1 Organisational Structure of Enterprises
current ownership of the enterprise
details of any ownership changes which have occurred since the enterprise began
operations in Tasmania
* legal status of the enterprise (private or pubhcly owned, branch or subsidiary)
number and location of establishments within Tasmania
year in which each establishment becameoperationalwithin the enterprise
importance of non-production activities in the enterprise'searly development
length of time the enterprise has manufacturedproducts in Tasmania
* location of direct reporting head office outside the state
* location of group head office
* legal statusof theparentcompany to which theTasmanian enterprise belongs (public
or private, independentlyowned or a subsidiaryof another firm)
each product group'spercentage contribution to the totalvalue of sales (or transfer)
of products manufacturedby the Tasmanianoperation in 1980and 1985
within each product group:
- the primary form of material inputs (raw materials, semi-manufactured or finished
components)
- the percentage of inputs purchasedfrom suppliersor agents in Tasmania
- the primary level of processing (one-off, batch or continuous production runs)
- the final form of the manufactured product(s) (semi-manufactured, finished
componentry or final product)
- spatial sales distribution of manufactured product(s) (by percentage value sold
throughout Tasmania, to customerson the mainland and overseas)
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2.6.2 Operational and Power Relations Between Enterprises in Tasmania
primary inputs used in the manufacturing process and the degree to which the
Tasmanian enterprise is dependent upon a few key suppliers
sales methods used by the Tasmanian enterprise (wholesalers, retailers, direct sales
to the public, government tenders and transfers of products to other establishments
of the parent firm outsideTasmania),and the degreeto which Ae enterprise is
dependent upona fewkey customers or a particular marketing strategy
the importance of subcontract work as a source of income for the Tasmanian
enterprise
- subcontract income as a percentage of total turnover during 1980,1983 and 1985
- percentage of subcontract income during 1985 received from the five most
important clients
- other specificdetailsconcerning the five mostimportantclients (includingtheir
name, location, and the natureof subcontract workundertaken for them by the
Tasmanian enterprise)
the importance of subcontract workcontracted out by the Tasmanian enterprise
- subcontract costs as a percentage of total costs during 1980,1983 and 1985
- percentage of subcontract costs during 1985 allocated to the five most
importantsubcontractors working for the Tasmanian enterprise
- otherspecific details concerning thefive most important subcontractors (including
their name, location and the nature of subcontract work undertaken for the
Tasmanian enterprise)
the position of the Tasmanian enterprise as a franchisee or licensee of another firm
- the typeof franchise or licence involved (eg. retail, product design)
- how long the arrangement been in operation
- details of the franchisor(s) involved (including their location)
- thepercentage of theTasmanian enterprise's total turnover during 1985 resulting
fromthe sale of goods or services under franchise or licence arrangements to
another firm
the position of the Tasmanian enterprise as a franchisor or licensor to another firm
- the type of franchise or licence involved
- how long the arrangement has been in operation
- details of the franchisee(s) involved (including their location)
- the percentage of total turnover during 1985received from other firms
operating underfranchise or licenceto theTasmanian enterprise
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market agreements between enterprises in Tasmania (including formal and
informal arrangements)
2.6.3 Operational and Power Relations Within Multi-Establishment
Enterprises in Tasmania
activities undertaken at each establishment (ie. manufacturing, retailing,
wholesaling, etc.)
position each establishment holds within the overall chain of enterprise operations
occupancy status of each establishment (owned, rented or leased)
product(s) produced at each establishment which is engaged in
manufacturing activities
autonomy between individual establishments and the enterprise's head office in
Tasmania
the nature of on-line computerandothercommunication linkagesbetween
establishments of the Tasmanian enterprise
- importance of recent developments in terms of the enterprise's administrative
structure and autonomy granted to each establishment
location at which business services were undertaken within the enterprise during
1985, and how this had changed since 1980
shifts in functional responsibilities between establishments from 1980 to 1985
- functions involved (eg. accounting, marketing, product design)
- reasons for the shift(s) taking place
- establishments involved in the transfer
- resulting change in thetype ofemployment (managerial, clerical, production, etc.)
at each establishment
enterprise development strategyand its effectupon individual establishmentswithin
the operation
2.6.4 * Operational and Power Relations Between Non-Locally Owned
Enterprises and the Parent Firm Outside Tasmania
product independenceof the Tasmanian enterprise
- products manufactured by theenterprise in Tasmania which arenotalso produced
by other establishments of the parent company outside the state
- productsmanufactured by both the Tasmanian enterpriseand other establishments
of the parent company outside Tasmania
- strategies behind the product range manufactured in Tasmania (ie. tied to local
resource, the parentcompany having similar operations in each state, etc.)
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- percentage of turnover in 1985 from the sale of manufactured products which are
unique to the Tasmanian enterprise
dependency upon the parent company outside the state for material inputs used in the
manufacturing process
dependency upon the parent company outside the state as a destination of products
manufactured by the enterprise in Tasmania
- percentage of turnover in 1985 from the sale or transfer of manufactured products
to other establishments of the parent firm outside Tasmania
the importance of the parent company as a sourceof finance for capital investment
undert^en by the Tasmanian enterprise between 1980-85
shift(s)in functional responsibility betweenthe Tasmanian enterpriseand
establishments of the parent company outside Tasmania between 1980-85
- functions involved (eg. accounting, marketing, product design)
- reasons for the shift(s) taking place
- direction of shift(s) (into or out of Tasmania)
- resulting change in employment (managerial, clerical, production, etc.) within the
Tasmanian enterprise
the natureof on-linecomputer andothercommunication linkages between the
Tasmanianenterprise and establishments of the parent company outside the state
- importance of recent developments in terms of autonomy and administrative
structure of the Tasmanian enterprise
independence of the Tasmanian enterprise in planning andcarrying out its business
service requirements
- type of services required by the enterprise
- parent company as a source of supply
- changes in service activity between 1980-85
level of autonomy grantedto theTasmanian enterprise
- changes between 1980-85
2.6.5 The Nature of Structural Change and Enterprise Strategy Between
1980 and 1985
capital investment
- total value of investments made by the enterprise in Tasmania between
1980-85
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- details of each major investment
type of investment (land, building, transport, etc.)
investment in replacement or additional equipment?
alter existing technology, output or employment?
new or used, purchased or leased?
location of the investment in Tasmania
location at which the decision was made to undertake the
investment
primary and secondary sources of finance
- details of capital investment to which the Tasmanian enterprise is committed within
the ensuing twelve months
- total book value of assets (land, buildings, machinery & equipment) held by the
enterprise in Tasmania during 1985
tumover
- total tumover by the enterprise in 1980 and 1985
- percentageof tumover during 1985accountedfor by goods actually manufactured
by the enterprise in Tasmania
how and why this percentage has changed since 1980
output
- percentage change in physical output of manufactured products between 1980-85
product changes
- details of any new product(s) manufacturedby the enterprise in Tasmania between
1980-85
new product(s) or alteration of product(s) already beingproduced?
source of new products* (transfer or branch of product(s) from an
establishment of the parent firm on the mainland, or &st produced in
Tasmania)
- details of any product(s) discontinued by the enterprise in Tasmania between 1980-
85
type of product(s)
reason(s) for discontinuation
employment during 1980 and 1985
male and female
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full-time and part-time
by employment type (managerial, clerical, production, etc.)
qualitative information concerning:
future strategies of the enterprise in Tasmania
major barriers to growth
managers' perspective on the role of the state government in encouraging
local manufacturing
Emphasis throughout much of the survey is on changes which have taken place
within the enterprise between 1980 and 1985. The decision to base the survey upon the
five year study period was made for two reasons. First, it was necessary to select a
timeframe within which respondents could accurately recall the specific details of the
enterprise's operations. Given the level of detail required, it was believed that reference to
1980 was possible without having to consult historical records. Second, the particular set
of economic events which influenced the state's economy between 1980 and 1985
highlight the importance of understanding the nature of segmentation and structural
changes taldng place throughout the period. While it is argued that the five year period, in
aggregate, represented the continuation of a long-term decline within the Tasmanian (and
Austrahan) manufacturing economy, the periodbetween 1982and 1984was particularly
difficult for most manufacturers throughout the state. During this time, high interestrates
severely curtailed both private and public sector investment in construction activities.
Tasmanian sawmillers dependent upon export sales faced a virtual collapse of the
Victorian timber market, and many industries deferred major investment projects due to
uncertainty overratesof tariffprotection in thewake of the 1983 federal election. By late
1984 the economy had recovered to levels similar to those experienced in 1980. The
particular five year study period thus permits an examination of segmentation and
enterprise strategy within the contextof a short-term acceleration in declining economic
conditions and therangeof adjustments made at thelevelof business enterprise.
A central objective in designing the survey was to obtain as much information as
possible at the establishment level. The degree of power which an enterprise holds is best
observed through the activities of its individual operating units in relation to both one
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another and the market within which each is operating. Emphasis upon the establishment
is particularly important in examining enterprises which are more diversified and control a
number of establishments engaged in very different activities.
The final structure of the survey is organised in such a way as to maximise the
response rate to each questionand to obtain the greatest possible degree of accuracyfrom
each respondent. The order of questions within the survey is thus based upon the
complexity and confidentiality of the information required. Questions most readily
answerable and least likely to be regarded as confidential were asked during the early
phasesof each interview. Questions requiring more detailed responses or containing more
sensitive material were placed in the latter half of the interview schedule. Whenever
possible, questions were also grouped on thebasis of a particular topic (such as marketing
or investment) so that transition between topics was made clear to the respondent,
allowing him to focus upon one specific aspect of the enterprise's operation at a time. The
order of questions within the survey is as follows:
(*indicates information which is relevant only to non-locally owned enterprises)
Question
Number Central Topic
1 ownership of the enterprise
2 operational details of each establishment
3 historical details of the enterprise (changes in ownership, importance of non-
production activities, length of operation)
4-6* details of the parent company to which the Tasmanian enterprise belongs (legal
status, location of reporting and group head offices)
7-8 details of each product group (type of inputs used, input/output linkages, nature
of processing undertakenand form of finalproduct)
9 specific information conceming thesource ofprimary material inputs (to
establish whether the enterprise is dependent upona few suppliers)
10-13* operational hnkages between the Tasmanian enterprise andestablishments of the
parent company outside the state
14 operational linkages between establishments of theenterprise in Tasmania
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15 details of new products produced by the enterprise in Tasmania between 1980-
85
16 details of products discontinued between 1980-85
17-18 sales methods (wholesalers, retailers, etc.) used by the enterprise during 1985
19 capital investment between 1980-85
20 details of investments to which the enterprise is committed within the next 12
months
21 totalvalue of assetsheldby the enterprise in Tasmania during 1985
22-23* shifts in responsibility betweenthe enterpriseand establishments of the
parent company outside Tasmania between 1980-85
24 shifts in responsibility between establishments of the enterprise in Tasmania
between 1980-85
25* details of on-linecomputer linkages between the enterprise and establishments of
the parent company outside Tasmania
26 details of on-line computer linkages between establishments of theenterprise in
Tasmania
27 details concerning the usage of other communications technologies (ie. telex,
facsimile, dedicate phone lines, etc.)
28-29 locations at which business services are undertaken, and how they may have
changed between 1980-85
30 locations at which keyoperational decisions aremade within (orfor*) the
enterprise, and how they may have changed between 1980-85
31* specific purchasing limits of the enterprise, above which approval is required
fi-om the parent company outsideTasmania
32-33 nature of subcontract work undertaken bytheenterprise in Tasmania
34-35 nature of worksubcontracted out by the enterprise
36 details of theenterprise's involvement as a franchisee operation
37-38 details of the enterprise's role as a franchisor to other firms
39-40 turnover during 1980 and 1985
41 sales of goods manufactured by the enterprise in Tasmania, as a percentage of
total turnover during 1985
42-43 detailsof employment by theenterprise during 1980
44 changein the volume of manufactured outputbetween 1980-85
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Much of the information obtained throughout the survey is based upon categorical
data. However, the identification of processes and enterprise strategies requires more than
the respondent's answers to a set of standardised questions presented in the survey. For
this reason, most questions were followed-up by a series of informal prompts intended to
obtain additional qualitative information regarding the particular circumstances within
which various decisions were made or events had taken place. By obtaining more detailed
qualitative information, the prompts also provide a way to check the reliability and
accuracy of the respondent'sinitial reply to a particularquestion. For questions relating to
investment spending, the value of capital assets, turnover and employment, it was desired
to obtain exact monetary values and numbers of persons employed. Given that these
represent some of the most sensitive questions in the survey, respondents refusing to
provide detailed information were then asked to select a category, comprising a range of
values, within which the precise value was located.
The final sections of the chapter summarise the way in which enterprises were
selected for study, and the methodology employed in conducting the interviews.
2.7 ENTERPRISE SELECTION
The database utilised in the study includes 166 manufacturing enterprises throughout
Tasmania, selected from a comprehensive listing of all known manufacturers compiled
jointly by the author and the Tasmanian Development Authority (TDA). Between
Septemberand November 1984 the author wasemployed full-time by the TDA to assist in
updating the Tasmanian Manufacturers Directory (TDA, 1985). Duringthe three month
period, the list of manufacturers was compiled from previous directories, information
obtained from several state government departments and cross-references made against a
listing of manufacturers provided by the Hobart office of the Australian Bureau of
Statistics. A briefpostal questionnaire, requesting general information on ownership,
organisational structure, products manufactured and employment, was then sent to all
enterprises believed to be involved in production activities. In addition, the TDA
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undertook an extensive media campaign throughout the state, encouraging all
manufacturers to either reply to the questionnaire or to contact the Authority if theyhad not
yet received one.
The author's direct involvement in designing the TDA's questionnaire and
undertaking follow-up contactwith individual enterprises was invaluable in ensuring that
all organisations included in the directory were manufacturers, and that sufficient (and
accurate) detail on ownership, industry andemployment wasavailable for subsequent use
in selecting enterprises for thesis research. It is strongly believed that the directory
ultimately providedthe best possible listing of manufacturing enterprises from which to
select the database utilised in the thesis.
Following thethesis objectives outlined in Chapter 1, themajor criteria in selecting
enterprises were to represent:
1. The activities of indigenous and non-locally owned enterprises in Tasmanian
manufacturing.
2. Small, medium and large business organisations.
3. A proportionate number of enterprises from each of the state's three major
regions (see Figure 2.1).
4. Multi-establishment enterprises.
5. A wide range of enterprises by industry.
Of these, representation of enterprises by ownership, employment size and location was
regarded as most critical. Using five employment groups, the population of enterprises
derived from the manufacturers directory is presented in Figure 2.3. Thedecision to use
these five groups in the selection procedure was based upon a general familiarity of
enterprise structure in Tasmania. Definitions of small, medium andlarge firms used in
laterchapters are given in section 3.4, andare aligned more closely with theidentification
of process.
Because of the population of enterprises shown in Figure 2.3, it was possible to
include all 86 non-locally owned enterprises and all 15 locally owned enterprises
employing over 1(X) persons. Afurther 27 locally owned, multi-establishment enterprises
employing less than 100 persons were included so that all multi-establishment operations
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Figure 2.3: Population of Manufacturing Enterprises By Location
of Tasmanian Head Office
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in Tasmania were selected for study. Finally, aninformed non-random stratified sample
of 40 locally owned single-establishment enterprises, employing fewer than 100 persons,
was included to bring the total number of indigenous enterprises to 82. Stratified by
employment size and the location of enterprise head office, the number of enterprises
selected in each region is roughly proportional to the population shown in Figure 2.3.
The final database of the study is summarised in Table 2.4 The refusal of oneindigenous
and one non-locally owned enterprise (each employing over 100 persons) to take part in
the study, brought thefinal database to 166 manufacturing enterprises. Although a further
four indigenous enterprises refused to take part, and six subsequently failed to meet the
definitional requirements of a manufacturing operation (see section 2.4.2), they were all
small single-establishment enterprises which were subsequently replaced within the
sample. In total, the 166 enterprises included in the study employed 92 per cent of
Tasmania's manufacturing workforce in 1985.
Given that the 40locally owned single-establishment enterprises, employing under
100 persons, represent a 12 per cent sample of the population fi^om which they were
selected, these enterprises are weighted sothat aggregate comparisons between indigenous
and non-locally owned firms are based upon the total number ofmanufacturing enterprises
in Tasmania. Each enterprise is weighted according to its location and average
employment during 1985 to estimate, asclosely aspossible, thepopulation from which it
was selected (see Appendix 2). The highest weights apply tothose enterprises employing
the fewest people, as the largest share (48.6 per cent) of indigenous operations employ
fewer than 10 persons. Conversely, enterprises employing between 26 and 99 persons
are well represented in the sample which was selected, and are assigned the lowest
weights. Throughout the study, care is taken to ensure that the relevance of processes
relating to small indigenous enterprises is not overstated through the application of the
weighting procedure. Weighting isprimarily undertaken inorder toidentify the general
character of the state's indigenous manufacturing sector (Chapters 3 and5) and thenature
of stmctural change between 1980 and 1985 (Chapter 6), andprecedes themore detailed
investigation ofprocesses within and between business organisations.
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Table 2.4: Enterprises Included in the Final Database
Enterprise Group
Non-Locally Owned
Single Establishment
Multi-Establishment
Total
Locally Owned
Over 1(X) Employees
Single Establishment
Multi-Establishment
Under 100 Employees
Single Establishment
Multi-Establishment
Total
All Enterprises
Ntunber
of Firms
51
34
85
2
12
40
27
81
166
Percentage
of Firms
100
100 1
100
100 1
100
12
100
22
36
1 Within this group, allenterprises were tobeincluded in the database, butoneenterprise
declined to take part. The 100% thus refers to the percentage of remaining enterprises
which were ultimately interviewed.
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2.8 SURVEY ADMINISTRATION
For each of the 166 enterprises included in the study, the author conducted a
personal interviewwith senior management, with all interviews beingcompletedbetween
August 1985 and March 1986. A personal interview approach was clearly the only
satisfactory method to obtain the level of detailed information required from each
enterprise. This method is particularly suitable for Tasmania, where there is only a small
number of manufacturing enterprises to approach. Although postal questionnaires and
phone interviews are less expensive and time consuming, the disadvantages associated
with them are welldocumented (Hanson, 1985; Marshall, 1979; Oakey, 1983a; Townroe,
1971) andwereconsidered far toolimiting for thepresent study.
Prior to approaching each enterprise, asmuch information as possible regarding its
operation was collectedfrom annual reports, localnewspapers anda historical database on
manufacturers maintained by the TDA. This information was invaluable as a general
introduction to the activities of each enterprise, and saved considerable time during the
interviews which would have otherwise been spent detailing thebasic organisational and
product structure of the enterprise. Instead, this information was quickly confirmed with
each respondent at the beginning of the interview. In many instances, background
research on individual enterprises also provided information on specific investment
projects, product developments or market strategies which could be followed-up as
informal prompts during the interview with senior management. Moreover, respondents
were generally more cooperative upon realising that considerable effort had been madp. to
gain an understanding of their operation prior to the interview.
Upon completion of background research, thechiefexecutive (in Tasmania) of each
enterprise was sent a letter of introductionfrom both the TDA and Tasmanian Chamber of
Industries (see Appendix 1), requesting his cooperation in completing the survey. The
letters each summarised the objectives and relevance of the investigation, themanner in
which enterprises were chosen for study and theapproximate length of time theinterview
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would take. Additionally, the letters guaranteed that all information obtained would
remain strictly confidential. At the time, the author was actually engaged as a consultant to
the TDA, investigating the performance of non-locally owned and indigenous
manufacturing operations between 1980 and 1985 (Hood and Wilde, 1986). The
introductory letters thus make reference to both the consultancy project and thesis
research. Letters were sent to approximately ten enterprises at a time so that interviews
could bescheduled without conflicting with oneanother. Within a few days ofposting the
letters, thechiefexecutive of each enterprise wascontacted by theauthor to confirm that
the enterprise met the definitional requirements ofa manufacturing enterprise (see section
2.4.2), and to schedule an appointment for the interview. This initial contact was by
phone rather than bypersonally visiting the enterprise, as this placed less pressure upon
thechiefexecutive to grant animmediate appointment. Scheduling an appointment over
the phone allowed the chief executive to select a time most suitable for himself, and
minimised the risk of being passed-on to another employee within the organisation likely
to be less knowledgeable of the firm's operations.
All interviews were undertaken by the author in aneffort tomaintain consistency in
approach and interpretation of survey responses. This decision was particularly important
given the amount and significance ofinformal discussion within each interview. During
the interviews, several questions were accompanied by 5 x 7 inch cards containing
information clarifying the question or presenting a list of categorised responses from
which the respondent was requested to select the appropriate answer (see Appendix 1).
The use of cards also maintained the respondent's interest in the survey, helped focus
attention upon specific topics, and minimised the time required tocomplete each interview.
In several instances, interviews concluded without having completed the entire survey.
Usually this was the result ofthe respondent having to consult records containing precise
employment, investment or sales figures. Such information was ultimately posted to the
university orobtained through follow-up phone contact. After completing each interview,
all qualitative information regarding the enterprise was summarised and coded into general
categories so that relevant processes could later be traced tothe specific organisations from
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which they were identified.
2.9 PILOT STUDY AND FINAL ALTERATIONS TO THE SURVEY
In order to assess the content and organisation of the manufacturing survey, a pilot
study was undertaken using ten enterprises selected from the database. A wide range of
operations was chosen based upon ownership, employment size and industry. Each
respondent was aware of the pilot study, and was asked to comment on any specific
difficulties whichwereencountered during thecourse of the interview. Mostrespondents
answered the questions withminimal difficulty andweremost helpful in offering valuable
comments. Upon completing the ten interviews several conclusions were drawn,
including that:
1. The introductory letters from the TDA and Chamber of Industries were
extremely importantin gainingthe cooperation of senior management.
2. The adoptionof a fiveyear study periodwas reasonable, although there
was potentially somedifficulty involvedin interviewing seniorexecutives
who had onlyrecently beenappointed to the Tasmanian enterprise. Where
this occurred, other managers were requested to sit-in on the interview and
assist the chief executive in providing historical information.
3. Mostinterviews tookabout onehourtocomplete, and this appeared to
be themaximum length of time onecould expect managers to maintain
interest and cooperation in thesurvey. With onlya few exceptions, one
visit to eachenterprise wassufficient toobtain the necessary information.
4. A few questions required alteration so that less timewasspent on them
or they appeared less threatening to the respondent.
In particular, changes were made to the following two questions:
Question 7 Several executives refused toprovide information regarding the
percentage contribution of each product group to the total value of sales
during 1980 and 1985. This was particularly evident within enterprises in
which individual product groups contained onlyoneproduct. Thequestion
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was changed to appearless formal, requesting only generalinformation
conceming therelative contribution of eachproduct group overthe study
period.
Question 9 This question, requesting detailed information onindividual suppliers of
material inputs, proved taxing for therespondents and tooktoo longto
complete in relation to theutility of theinformation involved. Thequestion
was shortened, to include information onthethree most important inputs,
their percentage share of total material costs, and the number of usual
suppliers. Further prompts were used to gain additional qualitative
information conceming the nature of dependency relations between the
enterprise and its suppliers.
As a background to the examination of processes working within the local
manufacturing economy, the following chapter establishes the notion of uneven
development character as it applies to Australia, Tasmania, and the state's manufacturing
economy in particular. Apolitical economy approach is undertaken tobring together the
influence of global capital and federal government policy, in directing the form and
magnitude of restructuring taking place within Australia's manufacturing sector. This
background isessential to the understanding ofenterprise segmentation and restmcturing
inthe Tasmanian context. Inaddition, the general stmcture ofmanufacturing inTasmania
isestablished, based upon ownership, industry, market orientation and employment size.
CHAPTER 3
THE AUSTRALIAN AND TASMANIAN
MANUFACTURING ECONOMIES
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The present chapter summarises the events leading up to the present phase of
Australian industrial restructuring, and describes the current economic context within
which Australian, and particularly Tasmanian, manufacturers are operating. The stracture
of manufacturing and nature of economic change within Tasmania canonlybe understood
when viewed in relation to changes occurring at the national and international levels of
spatial activity. Thechapter is therefore divided into four central themes. First, a political
economy approach, highlighting the development and power of capital in Australia, is
used to evaluate Australia's present position within the global economic system.
Extending this approach, the processes andresulting patterns of industrial change within
Australia are then examined in more detail, with particular reference to theperiod since
1970. Third, Tasmania's position within the Australian industrial system, and
participation in thecurrent phase ofnational restructuring are qualified as a background to
the more detailed investigation of business enterprise at the state level. Finally, survey
data are used to provide a general overview of enterprise structure within Tasmania's
manufacturing economy. Following from this general introduction, later chapters focus in
more detail on the processes which have influenced the current structure of enterprise
segmentation in Tasmania.
As argued in Chapter 1, a neo-Marxist approach currently offers the most useful
general theoretical framework through which to examine the spatial impacts of economic
restructuring. Central to the neo-Marxist perspective is that explanations of change are
based upon a general understanding of the relations betweencapital, labourand the state,
rather than a narrowly structured economic analysis of a limited number of factors which
are generalised inorder toexplain patterns ofdevelopment. Several authors have applied a
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neo-Marxistapproach to the studyof Australian industrialdevelopment (Taylorand Thrift,
1981b; Stilwell, 1982, 1983; Alexander, 1983; Gibson andHorvath, 1983a). While these
studies vary in the degree to which they reflect the intensity of Marx's original writings,
each highlights the power of capital and state organisations in the evolution of Australia's
industrial development, given the influencesof foreign ownership and emerging forms of
global capitalisation. The following paragraphs summarisethe development of capital in
Australia, drawing upon several key arguments presented in this literature (Figure 3.1).
3.1 AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT
As demonstrated by Wilde (1986), thepastdecade has seenunprecedented change
within the Australian industrial system. Various authors have linked the present
restructuring crisis within Australian industry to observable outcomes such as the
fragmented structure of certain production activities, the lowproductivity andhighcostof
Australian labour, or the increasing share of the domestic market controlled by foreign
producers. It is argued here however that the current phase of restructuring can onlybe
placed into a proper perspective if the central processes within and between various
segments of capital and state organisations are assessed in terms of their historical and
spatial relations. In adapting this approach, the development of Australia's capital
structure and thenature of capital-state relations are highlighted below. Specific reference
is given to the influence of external capital inAustralia's development, particularly inlight
of the recent concentration of corporate power among transnational and global
corporations.
3.1.1 Capital Development Prior to 1945
Since British colonisation of Australia in 1788, the direction and magnitude of
Australian industrial development have been largely guided by the inflow of foreign
capital. Until the late 1800s British capital was primarily involved in developing
Australia's pastoral and mining sectors as these staple exports were of greatvalue to the
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Figure3.1:AUSTRALIA'SINDUSTRIALDEVELOPMENT
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rapidly industrialising Britain and western Europe. Between 1850 and 1890 in particular
wages, productivity in pastoralism, levels of trade and inflow of capital all increased
markedly. However, by 1890 Australia'smanufacturing sector had developed only to the
stage of small factories producing a limited range of products (mainly foodstuffs and
buildingproducts) which met the immediate needs of the local population. At the time of
federation in 1901, manufacturing industries employed less than 11 per cent of the
Australianworkforce (Linge, 1979a). The majority of power within Australia was held in
mercantile, financial and speculative wealth, controlled by those who had a great deal to
gain fi-om open trade with Britain. However, the global economic recession during the
1890s, a series of droughts in the years following federation, and interruptions in British
capital and trade flows during WorldWar I, contributed to decliningproductivity in the
rural economy and the destabilisationof Australia's dominant merchant class (Gibson and
Horvath, 1983a).
Working against the free trade lobby of merchants and farmers, industrialists and
labour organisations were able to gain increased protection against foreign competition
soon after federation, which allowed Australia to expandits manufacturing base without
having to compete openly against overseas producers. Nonetheless, Australia's transition
to an industrial society was an uneasy one,and it was not until the latterpart of the 1930s
that per capita growth rates were sustained at or above levels realised prior to 1890
(Butlin, 1962). In sharp contrast to theperiodof virtually full employment between 1850
and 1890, unemployment hadrisen to 10.8 percent by 1896 and 11.4 per centby 1921.
During the global depression of theearly 1930s, Australia's unemployment ratepeaked at
over 30percent. By this time, the trade union movement hadexperienced rapid growth
and over 35 per cent of the workforce held union membership (Connell, 1980). The
stagnation of Australia's industrial economy lasted until 1941 when production for the
Allied wareffort began. Demand for defence-related production andthewillingness of the
federal government to help finance industrial expansion provided animportant boost to the
developing basicmetals, fabricated metals andheavy engineering industries.
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3.1.2 Industrialisation Between 1945 and 1974
Immediately following the war, efforts in Britain and Europe centred upon
reconstruction at homerather thanon development overseas, and the limited availability of
shippingand essentialequipment hampered the growth of Australia's industrialbase. By
the late 1940s the global shortage of physicalcapital had eased and savings for Australian
industrial expansion arose from an increase in foreign investment, mineral discoveries
(particularly of gold) and the continuing, albeitstable, profitability of pastoralism. Unlike
most other industrialised countries, rapid industrial development in Australia was not
contingent upon the ability of industrialists to maintain downward pressureon wages in
order to generate a level of capital accumulation necessary to sustain industrialisation.
Rather, 'the traditional source of capital accumulation, the surplus-value of workers, was
partlyreplaced by capital inflow andmineral exports' (McFarlane, 1972, p. 38). Thiswas
particularly the case during the 1950s and 1960s when mineral exports consistently
maintained relatively stable balance of trade figures, and the efficiency of Australia's
manufacturing industry wasguided primarily by the nature of competition among domestic
producers selling within the local market. Under these conditions Australian workers
were able to enjoy steadilyrising averagereal wages.
Industrv Protection
Between 1945 and 1970 the industrial lobby gained increasing strength, and was
backed by numerous organisations including the Associated Chambers of Manufacturers
of Australia, the Australian Industries Development Association, the Manufacturing
Industry Advisory Council, and the Metal Trades Industry Association. These
organisations all lobbied for high levels of industry protection, access to the perceived
benefits of foreign capital (including technology, management skills, new products,
processes and services), and monetary and fiscal policies which would maintain a stable
domestic consumer market. In particular, theMetal TradesIndustry Association has been
extremely influential in securingthe relativelyhigh wage conditionsof Australianworkers
since the 1940s (Rattigan, 1986). Strongly influenced by the industrial lobby, the federal
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government adopted a post-war industrial policy aimed at import substitution and the
establishment of high levels of protection through the use of tariffs, import quotas,
bounties, excise taxes, and export incentives granted to locally-based producers. While
the level of protection varied considerably between industry sectors, the average rate of
assistance for manufacturing as a whole was such that the levelof import penetration into
the domestic market was minimal in the post-warperiod until the mid-1970s (Edwards,
1986). Industries receiving the highest rates of assistance included those producing
textiles, clothing and footwear, transport equipment and fabricated metal products. In
general, these industries were characterised by lowlevels of outputper worker, or were
highly fragmented among firms and locations as production efficiency was less critical
under the Liberal-Country Party coalition's protectionist policy agenda. By 1968 the
average effective rateof assistance granted to industries receiving above average levels of
protection was63per cent, andtheaverage rategranted to manufacturing as a whole was
over 35 per cent. Industries receiving the least amount of assistance were those which had
been either traditionally export oriented (eg. basic metals) or naturally sheltered from
import competition (eg. food and beverage, and non-metallic mineral products). Under
the direction of the Tariff Board (established in 1921), assistance was granted ona made-
to-measure basis, clearly favouring marginal producers and products (Rattigan, 1986).
Behind this tariff wall, Australia developed a broadly-based, stable industrial
structure which was fragmented, technologically deficient and oriented toward the
domestic market (Linge, 1979a). Overseas trade performance among industries receiving
above average rates of assistance has been consistently poor, as their exports as a
percentage of turnover has consistently remained below 6 per cent (lAC, 1986). The
spatial fragmentation of Australian industry was encouraged by the fact that the federal
government's industrial policy was oriented toward sectoral rather than spatial
development planning. The spatial arrangement ofproduction activities was virtually left
to state governments which competed against one another for a larger share of capital
investment. As Stilwell (1983) points out, competition between the states played right into
the hands ofcapital which was often given subsidies, tax concessions, relocation grants or
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cheap supplies of energy and resources to establish or expand operations within a
particular state. Each state also established a preference system whereby locally-based
producers were often granted contracts for public (and in some cases private) development
projects even though inter-state suppliers had submitted tenders which were considerably
lower. Together, state inducements and preferential purchasing schemes encouraged the
inefficient distribution of private capital resources. In order to maximise the benefits of
state assistance, organisations often adopted a strategy of locating small plants within
several states at the expense of establishing a more efficient single-site operation.
In addition to the protection received against overseas producers, the focus of
Australia's growing industrial sector upon the domestic market was also encouraged by
the lack of development undertaken during the war, and the substantial immigration of
Europeans in the post-war period. The level of labour productivity continued to rise until
the 1960s, and manufacturing employment increased until 1974 when it peaked at 1.36
million. However, as Wilde (1981b) notes:
'the inherent weaknesses of Australian manufactirring, insulated from the
world industrial system, were masked during the 1960s by price stability, full
employment and the worldwide stability of exchange rates. In retrospect,
however, it was clear that the growthand prosperityof manufacturing during
the decaderesulted muchless fromproductivity increases than from a growing
domestic market based on a high level of immigration' (p. 5).
The attractiveness of the domestic market and the stability of the internationaleconomy
thus provided a false reassurance to localproducers that Austraha's industrial development
was progressing in such a way as to ensure the long term profitability ofproduction-based
capital. Therewas clearly littleincentive to exportwhenit was possibleto realise adequate
and secure rates of profit within the national market.
The Role of Foreign Investment
While federal policies maintained an insulated trading environment within which
locally-based industry was encouraged to develop, the dominant fractions of capital were
largely those which were foreign-based. Following the war, direct foreign investment
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increased substantially as overseas capital endeavoured to reap the benefits of Australia's
immigration and industry assistance policies. Foreign investment was predominantly
geared toward large-scale production and undertaken by branches controlled by
transnational business organisations. One of the first to set-up operations was General
Motors which established its first production facility in 1945. Soon after, other
transnationals followed, including Ford, Chrysler, IBM, Mobil, Esso and International
Harvester. Crough and Wheelwright (1982) suggest that foreign ownership and control
of Australian enterprise increased bymore than50percentunder theMenzies government
of the 1960s. Although British interests were well represented, the United States, and
laterJapan, werekeen to establish industry behind Australia's trade barriers. As early as
1960, Britain was surpassedby the United States as the largest foreign-based source of
industrial capital (Taylor and Thrift, 1981b). In virtually all cases, transnationals received
the same (or more generous) state andfederally-based incentives offered to indigenous
capital. The attraction of big industry became thecornerstone of statepolicies, andin this
regard, the transnationals were often able to assert maximum authority overotherfractions
of industrial capitalwhichwerelesseffective in competing for stateassistance.
Direct foreign investment into Australia also assisted in encouraging the relative
decline of individually owned and controlled enterprises, many of which found it
increasingly difficult to compete against transnationals for access to operating resources
and market shares. Nevertheless, corporate growth within the indigenous sector
increased, and several large enterprises including the Broken Hill Proprietary Company
Ltd, Colonial Sugar RefiningCo., and Australian PaperManufacturers Ltd consolidated
theirpositions as powerful business organisations. However, by the late 1960s, 80of the
largest 200 enterprises were foreign owned, and foreign control of employment exceeded
50 per cent in a number of industry sectors (Fagan, et al., 1981). The mineral boom of
the late 1960s and early 1970s attracted even greater flows of foreign capital, much of
which was speculative. Foreign mineral investment increased by 300 per cent and by
1972 the American transnational, Utah Development Coiporation, was returning the
highest rates of profit of any company in Australia (Wheelwright, 1972). Concern over
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foreign ownership and the 'selling-off of Australian resources escalated, and in 1975
legislation was passed which required a minimum of 50 per cent indigenous equity
ownership in all mineral ventures except for uranium mining which was to be wholly
owned and controlled by Australian interests.
While it is difficult to quantify the precise impact of foreign ownership in Australia,
considerable doubt exists as to how well the stock of foreign capital established between
1945 and the early 1970s has served the country's long-term economic interests.
Although many of the operations established involved significant investment, they were
largely the result of transnational strategies aimed at securing a profitable share of the
growing Australian market. Most of the operations were based upon technologies
developed overseas,primarily for use in the UnitedStates and Britain (Johns, 1978). The
small size of the Australian market, relative to many other industrialised countries, often
reduced the efficiency of the imported technologies. In many cases, the possibility of
Australian-based subsidiaries of transnational corporations expanding into the growing
Pacific market was constrained by their inward looking market strategies, dependence
upon the parent organisation for finance and new technology, and inability to compete
against other branches of the parent company, located outside Australia, for new markets.
The benefits of foreign ownership in Australia must also be questioned given the
power which overseas capital has been able to exercise over successive federal and state
govemments. Through the mid-1970s the federal government maintained a veryliberal
attitude toward foreign-based enterprise, with considerable sums of public funds being
employed to subsidise its development. The allegiance of foreign-based subsidiaries,
however, clearly lies with the overseas parent company. Major decisions regarding
investment, pricing, employment and productdevelopmentare most often made in relation
to theglobal strategies of theparent organisation rather than thedevelopment objectives of
the Australian federal or state govemments. Considerable debate has also centred upon the
transfer of valuefromAustralian operations of transnational corporations. The transfer of
production andequity-generated profits outof Australia, andtheapplication of intra-firm
transfer pricing mechanisms areperhaps the mostusual means by which transnationals
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seek to appropriate and re-invest the surplus-value generated by their subsidiary
operations. The sectoral and spatial pattern of this re-investment is determined not only by
the viability of individual operations, but by the strategies of the parent companies which
are influenced by the more generaleconomic changes occurring globally (Rich, 1987).
Australia's role within the global economic environment is thus closely linked with
the power held by transnational capital. Several authors, including Taylor and Thrift
(1980) and Fagan,et al. (1981), have followed Wallerstein (1976) by describing Australia
as semi-peripheral, in the sense thatit plays a mediating role between coreandperiphery,
both politically and in terms of the appropriation of surplus-value between industrialised
and less developed nations. Although the world-system approach advocated by
Wallerstein has been criticised for its simplicity (Wilde and Fagan, 1988), the nature of
transnational development within Australia during the post-war boom, and subsequent
debate surrounding its reorganisation since the 1970s (particularly within manufacturing),
demonstrate the dominant nature of foreign-based enterprise throughout Australia's
industrial history.
Concentration of Power
As direct foreign investment increased and corporate organisation of indigenous
enterprise became more firmly established, concentration of industry ownership and
control emerged as one of the key elements in Australia's post-war economic
development, manifesting itself in the establishment of the monopoly submode of
production (Gibson and Horvath, 1983a). Evidence indicates that levels of concentration
in Australia were at least as high as those experiencedin most other industrialised nations
through the early 1970s (Taylor and Thrift, 1980). By 1967 almost one-half of
manufacturing income was generated by the 151 largest enterprises. Taylor and Thrift
note that concentration of ownership was particularly high among Australia's 100 largest
enterprises, especially within the mining, basic minerals processing, transport and
communications sectors. The participation of foreign capital wasclearly strongest in the
mining sector, and the levelling-off ofconcentration after the 1970s was related, inpart, to
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a fall in world mineral demand and a shift in foreign industrial investment from Australian
subsidiaries to the rapidly growing countries of the west Pacific (Helliwell, 1984).
An important spatial component to the sectoral concentration of power has been the
centralisation of head office functions within Melbourne and Sydney. Taylor and Thrift
(1980, p. 277) conclude that the polarisation of control within the Australian space
economy through the mid-1970s had intensified to the point where the national economy
could virtually be viewed as dependent upon decisionsmade in Melbourne and Sydney.
As demonstrated later in the chapter, the concentration of corporate power within
Melbourne and Sydney has greatly influenced the patterns of ownership, control and
industrial development within Tasmania.
Government Policies Toward Global Integration
As earlyas the mid-1960s the pastoral, retailand importtrade lobbies had begun to
pressure the federal government to review its tariff policies. While the protection of
production activities appeared to helpcreate a strong manufacturing sectorfollowing the
war, it became clearby the late 1960s thatAustralia had developed a manufacturing base
which wasnot only heavily protected but ill-equipped to sell its products successfully in
overseas markets.
Australia's share of world trade was below two per cent, and it appeared that
managerial skills often concentrated upon political lobbying rather than on productivity,
product innovation, and aggressive export marketing. The nation's balance of trade
continued to rely upon rural-based exports which, despite the mineral boom of the late
1960s, had begunto face an increasingly volatile worldmarket (Helliwell, 1984). Growth
had begun to shift away from the traditional industrial centresof Europe, Britain and the
United States, to nations of the west Pacific. In the early 1970s the economies of south
east Asia had a combinedGNP which was more than five times that of Australia (Bureau
of Industry Economics, 1978). The region also began to account for a larger share of
Australia's export income, primarily in mineral, rural and resource-based manufactured
products. Conversely, trade with Britain was declining as Britain becamemore aligned
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withEEC tradepolicies, leadingup to its admission to the Community in 1973.
Following the publication of the Vemon Report in 1965 which criticised the
government's tariff policies, the federal Liberal-Country Party coalition appeared
committed to Australia's integrationwith the world economy, and to the establishmentof a
morenarrowly-based, efficient andinternationally competitive manufacturing sector. This
involved reducing protection for internationally uncompetitive industries and allowing
industries in which Australia had a comparative advantage to expand. Following then-
defeat of the Liberal-Country Party coalition in 1972, after thirty years of continuous
government, the federal Labor government adopted a number of policies designed to
encourage the restructuringof manufacturing industry. In 1973 the govemmentreduced
tariffprotection by 25percent. Animportant consideration in applying thereduction was
that it would reduce the disparities in assistance between industry sectors, providing the
impetus for subsequent structural change. The reduction therefore applied to aU products
exceptthosesuch as tobacco andalcohol which weresubject to exciseduties. While some
authors appear to overstate both the immediate and long-term effects of the 25 percent
tariff reduction (for example, see Snape, 1977), others including Wilde (1986) suggest
that its mostcriticalfeature wasto signify the federal Laborgovernment's commitment to
increased integration with the globaleconomy.
The tariff cuts of 1973 were made at a time when the domestic economy was
growing, foreign capital continued to flow into Australia, manufacturing employment was
atits highest point ever and Australia appeared well placed to restracture itsproduction-
base and become a major economic force within the growing Pacific region. However,
the period since 1973 has seen a deterioration in Australia's economic performance, with a
host offactors both internal and external to the Australian economy adversely affecting the
process of profitable accumulation within manufacturing.
3.1.3 Economic Change Since 1974
Within twelve months ofthe Labor govemment's decision to reduce tariffs by 25 per
cent, the global economy entered the most severe economic recession since the Depression
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of the early 1930s. Rising unemployment and wage costs, decreasing levels of foreign
direct investment and a decline in the profitability of production capital have since
characterised Australia's economy. Policies designed to increase Australia's integration
into the global economy have had little effect to date. By 1985 Australia's share of world
trade had fallen to 1.2 per cent, and Australia was the only country in the top ten OECD
nations whose ratio of exports to GDP had declined since 1975 (Australian Manufacturing
Council, 1986, p. 5). More importantly, Australia's export performance has been
decidedly worsethan its trading partners of thePacific region sincethe mid-1970s.
In 1974, the Labor government's commitment to reduced protection appeared to
weaken as the industrial lobby pressured the government intoestablishing import quotas
for a number of industries. Later that year, after fifty-two years of operation, theTariff
Board (traditionally sympathetic to theprotectionist lobby) was replaced by the generally
anti-protectionist Industries Assistance Commission (lAC). A second round of
widespread tariff reductions was undertaken in 1977 following the devaluation of the
Australian dollar and a series of multilateral trade negotiations. The devaluation of the
dollar continued throughout the 1970s and in 1983 the decision was taken by the newly
elected Labor govemment tofloat the dollar on the foreign exchange market. By1986 the
value of Australia's currency had fallen markedly against the currencies of its trading
partners, especially Japan and the United States. Between 1975 and 1986 the value of the
Australian dollar declined by39percent ona trade weighted basis (Figure 3.2).
Although devaluation greatly increased the international price competitiveness of
some locally-produced products, evidence suggests that for many of the producers
continuing to sell only in the domestic market, the effect of the dollar's devaluation has
simply been to increase the price of imported materials, rendering the enterprise even less
competitive against overseas producers (Johns, 1986). In a study ofenterprise behaviour,
in response to thedollar's devaluation, theBureau of Industry Economics notes thatmost
local producers were unwilling to switch from overseas to local suppliers as managers
believed that localmaterial prices would eventually increase in line withmaterials from
overseas (Bureau of Industry Economics, 1985).
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Figure 3.2; Australian Exchange Rate (index 1975=100)
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Moreover, the report suggests that many overseas producers, in an attempt to maintain
theirshare of the Australian market, reduced their profitmargins in order to absorb partof
the price increases brought about by devaluation.
The increasing cost of overseas-based goods and services, combined with static or
falling export prices for many of Australia's agricultural and mineral products, have
resulted in a steady decline inAustralia's terms of trade (the ratio of export prices toimport
prices) since 1970 (Figure 3.3). The terms of trade index fell over 30 per cent between
1974 and 1986, reflecting Australia's dependence upon rural-based industries which
continue to represent the largest share (over 65 per cent) of the nation's export trade
income (ABS data). Australia's balance of trade, generally positive throughout the period
of post-war industrialisation up to 1972, has also deteriorated since the mid-1970s.
Notwithstanding declining prices for export commodities, the volume of Australia's rural
exports remained static between 1979 and 1982due to severe drought conditions. Over
the same period the nation'simportsincreased by over 43 per cent.
In 1986Australia recordedits lowestever balance of trade figmre of -$3.36billion.
Australia's poortrade performance, andexchange losses incurred on debtrepayments to
foreign enterprise, also affected the rising current account deficit from the early 1970s
(Figure 3.4). Australia's gross foreign debt increased from $13.9 billion (11.9 percentof
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GDP) in 1980 to $68.5 billion (33.1 per cent of GDP) in 1985, representing a 393 per
cent increase over the five year period.
Figure 3.3: Australia's Terms of Trade (index 1980 = 100)
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It is estimated that 20 per cent of the 1985 debt figure was attributable to the cumulative
effectsof foreign exchange losses (Australian Manufacturing Council, 1986,p. 9).
Figure 3.4: Australia's Current Account Balance
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By 1985 Australia's poor trade performance, rising foreign debt and the continued fall in
the value of the dollar virtually forced the federal Labor government to adopt a more
restrictive monetary policy to reduce the level of domestic spending. In its decision to
support the dollar, the governmentreacted by increasing interest rates during the second
halfof 1985 (Corden, 1986). Higher interest rateshave since reduced the levelof private
investment. However, the foreign exchange market appears to placelitde confidence in the
ability of the Australian government to confront other important issues such as wage
restraint (Matthews and Valentine, 1986). Although the fall in the dollar has eased
slightly, Australia's overseas credit rating has been reduced.
Neo-Marxist interpretations of thecurrent restracturing crisis in Australia focus upon
the disruption of profitable accumulation within the monopoly submode of capitalist
production. High tariff barriers and import substitution policies common to many
industrialised countries after 1945 limited the scope for continued expansion among
transnational subsidiaries. Declining rates of profit experiencedwithin markets such as
Australia during the 1970s were brought about by factors including rising labour and
energy costs, a decline in population growth associated with thetightening of immigration
policies, and increased competition among major producers within the domestic market.
The resulting crisis in monopoly capital has generated new combinations of investment
and production strategies designed toreestablish the conditions ofprofitable accumulation.
In Australia these strategies have taken numerous directions. The response by
several large indigenous corporations such as HHP and CSR has been to divert
investment out ofproduction capital to other areas including mining and energy projects
(Rich, 1987). Another response has been anincrease in direct and portfolio investment
overseas by indigenous capital, partly encouraged by the relaxation of federal policies
toward Australian investment abroad. In 1979 theEraser Liberal-National Party coalition
declared that earnings from Australian foreign direct investment were allowed to be
retained overseas for reinvestment inworking capital and for committed future expansions
without specific priorexchange control authority. One year later controls on portfolio
investment overseas by Australians were also relaxed, increasing the annual limits to
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$40,000 for individuals, $250,000 for private companies and $2.5 million for public
companies and institutions (ABS, 1985). By 1984 Australian equity investment abroad
totalled $A3,465 million. The largest share of this investment was undertaken in the
United States (46 per cent) and countriesof the west Pacific (27 per cent), while nations of
the EEC accounted for less than nine per cent (Figure 3.5).
Figure 3.5; Australian Equity Investment in Enterprises
Abroad, 1984
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Although Australian investment overseas has increased substantially since themid-1970s,
it clearly reflects the motivation and strategies of individual corporations to maintain or
increase profits, rather than the cooperative effort of Australian capitalists acting in the
interest of national development
The strategies offoreign capital inAustralia, inresponse to declining rates ofprofit,
have also varied considerably. During the period of rapid industrialisation, flows of
foreign capital into Australia were largely in the form of direct investment, which
accounted for more than 90 per cent of all foreign investment between 1945 and 1960.
This share had graduallyfallen to 70 per centby 1970,but it was not until the late 1970s
that annual flows of direct investment declined in real terms while portfolio investment
began toincrease markedly. By 1984 portfolio investment accounted for 77 percent ofall
foreign investment into Australia (ABS, 1985). Direct investment into Australian
manufacturing declined as transnationals pursued a number of strategies, the most visible
being direct investment in some low-wage nations of the west Pacific and the
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establishmentof the global submode of productionin which Australian-based capital plays
a minor role in terms of global strategies and the creation of surplus-value. Many
transnational subsidiaries in Australia have since received lower rates of foreign-based
development capital from their overseas parent company, or have been closed entirely
(Hamilton, 1980). Direct investment into Australian mining has fallen even more
dramatically, with several major projects in control of transnationals having been
purchased by Australian enterprises over the past decade.
The substantial increase in portfolio investment in Australia has included the
purchase of public share issues and real estate, as well as overseasborrowings undertaken
by Australian-based enterprise. Of these, overseas borrowings have been the most
significant, accounting for 92 per cent of annual portfolio investment into Australia by
1984 (ABS, 1985). The increase in foreign borrowings has been encouraged by the
deregulation of Australia's financial market since 1980, allowing the entry of foreign
banks, raising the number of foreign exchange dealers, and increasing state government
access to foreign securities markets. In addition, Australian corporate tax regulations have
encouraged debtoverequity-based financing of new investment (Australian Manufacturing
Council, 1986). While the return to equity is subject to tax, interest payments on
corporate debt are tax deductible. Both indigenous and foreign-owned manufacturing
capital have increased their level of overseas borrowing, placing a greater share of then-
equity in the hands of foreign banks and exposing themselves to fluctuating foreign
exchange rates. The shift todebt-based financing has meant that, for some firms, profits
have to some extent been offset by foreign exchange losses on debt repayments. For
example, theAustralian aluminium producer, Comalco Ltd, recorded an equity-accounted
lossof $A69.13 million in 1985, largely associated with a provision of $A71.1 million for
exchange losses (The Australian. 1 March 1986). Over 90 per cent of the group's one
billion dollars in borrowings were in US dollars, the value of which had appreciated by
almost 40 per cent since 1983.
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The Position of Australian Labour
Several researchers have suggested that wage costs and the increasing power of
labour unions are largelyto blamefor the crisis in Australian capital since 1970 (Morgan,
1986). While many authors have perhaps over-emphasised the importance of increasing
labour power, there is little doubt that developments in Australian industrial relations since
1970 have, to some degree, had a negative effect on labour productivity and the
profitability of capital. Australian industrial relations are based upon a system of
centralised wage fixation where award wages are primarilydetermined at the federal level
by the Conciliation and Arbitration Commission. Wage increases granted by the
Commission tend to flow-on quickly from one industry to another and, since the
introduction of minimum wage legislation in 1966, Australian workers in traditionally low-
wage occupations have typically received higher award rates relative to employees
occupying comparable positions in other industrialisedcountries (Lewis, 1986). Under
the centralised wage system most decisions are made onanindustry-wide basis, providing
little flexibility for variation in applying the award between individual enterprises or
regions. Therigidity of thewage fixing system discourages other forms of management-
labour cooperation (such asjoint decision making orprofit sharing) at the enterprise level.
Each state also maintains its own wages board which serves as a wage-fixing Authority
for employees not covered by federal or Public Service Board awards. In general,
however, federal wage decisions flow on to the state jurisdictions and wage rates vary
little between the states.
The mostdramatic increase in wage costsin thepost-war period occurred between
1972 and 1975. Under the Whitlam Labor government, equal pay legislation was
introduced, major wage gains were granted across all industry sectors and additional
bonuses such as an annual leave loading were introduced. Between March 1972 and
December 1975, average weekly earnings for male employees increased by 96 percent
while the average minimum real cost of female labour increased by over 40 per cent
(Snape, 1977, p. 85). The increase inweekly earnings for all employees averaged 18 per
cent per annum over the three year period (Figure 3.6).
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Figure 3.6: Australian Average Weekly Earnings, Annual
Percentage Change 1
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a
Source: ABS, Average Weekly Earnings, States and Australia, Cat. No. 6302.0
Based upon quarterly figures.
Between 1975 and 1983annual increases in average weeklyearnings eased, but remained
at levels higher than those experienced prior to 1970. In 1983 the Hawke Labor
government, trade unions and business organisations drafted new wage legislation which
provided for wage increases every six months in line with the inflation rate. Under this
'Accord' Australia's unemployment ratefellfrom 10.3 per cent in September 1983 to less
than 8percent in 1986, and percentage wage increases continued todecline through 1985.
Notwithstanding, capital's commitment tothe Accord lessened dramatically after 1983 and
by 1987 the federal government announced thatit would once again consider substantial
changes to the industrial wage system. Although the Accord provided a short-term
solution to the problem of escalating wage increases, labour costs remain high relative to
most of Australia's trading partners,particularly those in the OECD. Since the mid-1970s
total wages as a percentage of GDP have remained above 50 per cent. In addition to the
relatively high award wages, labour on-costs such as leave payments, payroll tax,
superannuation andemployee benefits represent a considerable share of the total wages
paid to labour (Table 3.1).
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Table 3.1: Australian Labour On-Costs, 1986
Percentage of Total Direct
Wage Payments
Leave Payments
Annual Leave 7.1
Annual Leave Loading 1.2
Long Service Leave 1.1
Sick Leave 1.8
Other Leave Taken 0.3
Public Holidays 3.7 15.2
Additional On-Costs
Payroll Tax 6.5
Workers Compensation 3.8
Superannuation 6.2
Other 0.5 17.0
Benefits Provided and Paid Breaks
Employee Benefits 4.9
Paid Breaks 5.5 10.4
Total On-Costs 42.6
Source: Confederationof AustralianIndustries, Survey of Employer On-Costs,
1986
Although the impact of labour on-costs varies in each state, the average national figure of
42.6 per cent shown in Table 3.1 is conservative compared to other estimates which
suggest that on-costs represent over 50 per cent of total wage payments (Rich, 1987).
Union participation has alsocontinued torise since 1974, withover57percentof all
employees belonging to unions in 1986. TheAustralian trade union movement is unique
among industrialised nations, in that it is still characterised by a large number of unions.
In 1986 therewere323 unions, 61 per centof which had less than2,000members. Many
of the smaller unions are craft-based and have beencriticised for their tendency to resist
the adoption of new technologies and work practices (Ewer, et al 1987). Most industries
contain several unions, and demarcation disputes involving only a few key workers have
often disrupted the entire operationof large business organisations. Although the number
of working days lost through industrial disputes varies firom state to state, the international
reputation of Australian industrial relations is generally poor, adversely affecting the
competitiveness of Australian enterprises which regularly tender for overseas sales
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contracts. However, since 1970 both the number of disputes and number of working
days lost have tended to decline (Figure 3.7).
Figure 3.7: Industrial Disputes and Number of Days
Australia
Disputes
Days Lost
Source: ABS, Labour Statistics Australia, 1985, Cat. No. 6101.0
The average duration of strikes hasalso declined due to improvements in the process of
mediation between capital, labour and state authorities. In general, however, labour
power has increased markedly since 1974 as thevalue of wage and benefit gains has far
outpaced rises in the Consumer Price Index, and thenumber of working hours has been
reduced. In 1986 the average hours worked per week in manufacturing had declined to
37.7, well below theaverage formost other industrialised countries (ABS data).
Research and Development
The importance of innovation and the quality ofAustralian research and development
has generated considerable attention in recent years. The degree to which Australian
enterprise can successfully compete in overseas markets, andagainst foreign producers in
thedomestic market, depends on its ability to develop newproducts andprocesses andto
alter existing products to satisfy better customer requirements. The debate surrounding
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Australian R&D centres upon two main concerns. First, the aggregate level of R&D
spending is significantly lower than in most other industrialisednations (Figure 3.8).
Figure 3.8: Gross Expenditure on R&D as a Percentage
of GDP: Selected Industrialised Countries
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Gross Australian expenditure on R&D in 1985 represented only 1.01 per cent of GDP.
Only 20 per centof thisexpenditure wasundertaken by private enterprise, overone-third
of which was foreign owned (ABS, 1985, 5330). Public sector R&D is concentrated in
mining and agriculture, and developments spread relatively quickly toprivate enterprise.
In manufacturing, however, research activity is primarily undertaken bya small number of
large organisations acting on behalfof theirindividual profit motives. In 1985,less than
four percent of manufactured exports were ofR&D intensive products (Nevile, 1985). In
total, less than five per cent of manufacturing enterprises are engaged in formal R&D
programs (Johns, et al. 1983).
Second, although the level of successful innovation among Australian enterprises
engaged in R&D is impressive, the percentage of innovations which is developed into
marketable products within Australia is very low. The success of R&D notonly depends
upon the ability to innovate, but also upon a knowledge of the marketplace and customer
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needs, and the availability of development capital. Many innovations have been conceived
in Australia only to be developed and marketed by organisations located overseas. One
reason for this has been that Australian governments have traditionally done very little to
create an environment within which private enterprise would be encouraged to commit
long-term financing for R&D projects. For example, the government's failure in the
1970s to develop a long-term strategyregarding tariff reductions provided little incentive
for manufacturers to direct funds into research activities, particularly when the planning
horizons for some manufacturers may be ten years or more (Laver, 1986).
However, in 1986 the federal government introduced new measures to encourage
private sector research spending where enterprises are granted a 150 per cent tax
concession on all R&D expenditure. Additionally, discretionary grants were specifically
made available to small companies requiring venture capital for research projects. The
new legislation is particularly encouraging as it reduces the federal government's bias
toward support for large enterprise and covers additional expenditure associated with
service activities and market development. In addition to discretionary grants available
under thefederal Laborgovernment's R&D incentive scheme, venture capitalis provided
through the Management and Investment Companies (MIC) Program. Established in
1984, the MIC programis designed to promote the development of a private sectorventure
capital market in Australia, and to encourage the provision of management skills and
equity finance to young, innovative, fast-growing enterprises (Management and
Investment Companies Licensing Board, 1987, p.2). By 1986, the Management and
Investment Companies Licensing Board had granted licenses to eleven enterprises,
enabling them to act as management investment companies. In 1986, these companies
invested over$35million in various innovative enterprises throughout Australia.
Although successful innovation is vitalif Australian manufacturers are to compete in
external markets, the tme benefits of R&D can only be measured in relation to the overall
position of Australian enterprise at the pohtical economylevel. For instance, the fact that
Australia'smining and agricultural sectors are in somerespects world leaders in terms of
utilising new technologies provides little encouragement when viewed against the
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protectionist policies of foreign governments and subsidising of foreign producers which
have often overshadowedthe comparativeprice advantageof Australia'srural exports.
The Performance of Manufacturing
Since 1970 the difficulties experienced within Australia's manufacturing sector have
both contributed to, and have been a reflection of, the overall decline in the national
economy. Manufacturing has become less important in terms of its contribution to GDP
and total employment. Between 1970 and 1985 manufacturing's share of GDP fell from
22 to 19 per cent, while at the same time the share represented by the service sector
increased from 64 to 71 per cent (Figure 3.9).
Figure 3.9: Sectoral Contribution to Australian
GDP, 1970-1985
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After reaching itspeakin 1974, manufacturing employment declined by21 percent over
the next decade. By 1985 manufacturing employed only 17 per cent of the total
workforce, compared to 25 per cent in 1970. Research on the nature of restructuring
within manufacturing has demonstrated that job loss has not generally been associated
with rising levels of productivity (Rich, 1981).
Rather, the declining profitability of capital has led to a major rationalisation of
manufacturing industry in its effort to survive within a more static domestic market, and
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against an increase in foreign competition. With the comprehensive tariff reductions of
1973 and 1979, the average effective rate of assistance to manufacturing declined from 36
to 23 per cent during the 1970s. Over the same period the percentage of domestic sales
taken by manufactured imports rose from 17 to 23 per cent, increasing in eleven of the
twelve industry subdivisions (lAC, 1981). Percentage gains by foreign competitors were
highest in labour-intensive industries such as clothing and footwear (15.5 per cent),
machinery and equipment (12.3 per cent) and textiles (7.5 per cent), in which Australian
producers suffered a comparative cost disadvantage. Since 1970 the net rate of return to
capital in manufacturing has declined by 48 per cent (Figure 3.10a). Walters and
Dippelsman (1985) suggest that the recovery in the returns to funds employedsince 1983
has largely been offset by the corresponding increase in interest rates on debt, encouraged
by the federal government's macroeconomic policies aimed at supporting the dollar and
reducing domestic demand. The erosion of profits and increasing rates of interest have
discouraged investment since theearly 1970s. Theaverage ageof capital in manufacturing
has steadily increased, and investment which has been undertaken has focused primarily
upon the reduction of labour inputs as a percentage of the overall capital cost structure
(Figure 3.10a&b). While production hasbecome more capital intensive, theproductivity
of Australian labour has risen at a rate which is slower relative to most other OECD
nations (OECD, 1987).
Over the past fifteen years the process of restructuring within manufacturing has
been highly selective, both spatially and between industrial sectors. The impact of rising
labour costs, reduced levels ofprotection, increasing foreign competition, andfalling rates
of profit is dependent upon a number of contingentlyrelated factors, the combination of
which varies over time and space. At a general level, however, it is possible to identify
marked differences in the magnitudeof restmcturing. Comparisonsbetween data from the
1970s and 1980s must be made cautiously due to changes in statistical definitions and the
way in which the data is presented by ABS. Most importantly, industry level data since
1975 have separated out, and published independently, information on single-
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Figure 3.10: Components of Change in Australian Production Capital
Since 1970
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establishment enterprises employing fewer than four persons. In several recent studies
(for example, see Mangan, 1986) authors have (unfortunately) based their analysis of
manufacturing change on data which simply exclude information on small single-
establishment operations in the years following 1975. Although these small operations
employ only a minor share of the total manufacturingworkforce their performance since
the mid-1970s has differed markedly from the group of larger enterprises (Tables 3.2 &
3.3). Failure to consider differencesin performance between the two groups results in an
over-estimation of manufacturing dechne since 1975.
Between 1975 and 1985 the number of small single-establishment enterprises in
Austraha increased by44 percent GSr=4,380) while thenumber of estabhshments among
larger enterprises fell by nearly 26 per cent (N=-9,533). Additionally, employment
increased by 50 per cent (9,929 persons) within the group of smaller enterprises compared
to a 24 per cent employment loss (-320,000 persons) amonglarger enterprises. Over the
ten year period, enterprises employing fewer than four persons thus increased their share
of total establishments in manufacturing from 20 to 34 per cent, and their share of
employmentfrom 1.4 to 2.8 per cent. The aggregate nature of the data only allows for
speculation conceming thereasons for the increasing levelof activity among small single-
establishment enterprises. It appears likely that, in a period of economic decline, more
persons have established theirown small businesses as an alternative to unemployment.
This is supported by the fact that the fastest growth in the number of small enterprises
occurred between 1975 and 1980 when employment loss among larger manufacturing
enterprises was at its highest, and the number of self-employed persons in Australia
increased by 31 per cent (ABS data). The largest absolute gains in employment within
smallmanufacturing enterprises havebeen in craft-based and light fabrication industries in
which small firms aremost likely to occupy product andlocal-market niches not filled by
larger concerns.
Within enterprises employing more than four persons, themagnitude ofrestructuring
has varied considerably between industries. Between 1975 and 1985 both the number of
establishments and employment declined in each of the twelve industry subdivisions
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Table 3.2 : Number of Establishments and Employment in Australian Manufacturing Enterprises
Employing Fewer Than Four Persons, 1975 and 1985
Establishments Employment
Industry 1975
I
1985
^ Change
1975-85 1975
<
1985
Change
1975-85
Food & beverage
products 665 823 23.7 1442 1927 33.6
Textiles 165 262 58.7 341 551 61.5
Clothing & footwear 432 587 35.8 894 1249 39.7
Wood, wood products
and furniture 2 183 3 400 55.7 4186 6 852 63.6
Paper, paper products
publislung & printing 1065 1405 31.9 2127 2 984 40.5
Chemical, petroleum
& coal products 251 237 - 5.5 493 496 .
Non-metallic
mineral products 364 543 49.1 719 1 123 56.1
Basic metal
products 75 140 86.6 175 303 73.1
Fabricated metal
products 1 516 2427 60.0 3 061 5 005 63.5
Transport equipment 446 782 75.3 874 1613 84.5
Industrial machinery
& equipment 1 398 1894 35.4 2 773 3 897 40.5
Miscellaneous
manufacturing 881 1743 97.8 1608 3 494 117.2
Total Manufacturing 9 863 14 243 44.4 19 570 29 499 50.7
Source: ABS, Manufacturing Establishments, Details of Operations ByIndustry Class, Cat. No. 8203.0.
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(Table 3.3). In their examination of manufacturing change between 1970 and 1981
Gibson and Horvath (1983a) imply that at least ten subdivisions could be characterised as
either deindustrialising or rationalising, while only one (petroleumproducts) could be seen
as industrialising. Although the rate of decline in manufacturing has eased since 1981
(Rich, 1988), the general conclusions offered by Gibson and Horvath still hold.
Sectors experiencing the most severe difficulties since the mid-1970s are generally
those which had received the highest level of protection against foreign competition.
These include textiles, clothing and footwear, transport equipment, and consumption
goods industries such as electrical equipment and domestic appliances. Between them,
these five industries accounted for overone-half of theemployment lossin manufacturing
between 1975 and 1985, shedding labour at a rate five times faster than groups receiving
lower rates of assistance (lAC, 1983; Table 3.3). In particular, the textile and clothing
sectors were greatly affected by the 25 per cent tariff reduction of 1973. By 1975 these
industries realised a combined job loss of just under 17,000 persons, and by 1983 real
fixedcapital expenditure in each industry hadfallen by over45 per cent. Thepercentage
of domestic sales taken by imports has risen markedly in both sectors, averaging an
increase of 8 per cent per year between 1969 and 1982 (Mangan, 1986). The
consumptiongoods sector experienced similardifficulties following tariff reductions, and
since the late 1970s has realised the highest level of import competition of all industry
subdivisions (nearly 50 per cent in 1982). Other industries including wood, wood
products and furniture, non-metallic mineral products, fabricated metal products and
transport equipment have also declined substantially since 1970 in terms of both the
numberof establishments and employment. Eachindustry has lost a share of the domestic
market to foreign imports, although the losshasnotbeen as dramatic as thatexperienced
by the most highly assisted group. Compared to the most highly assisted group these
industries contain a greater degree of intra-industry variation in performance, largely due
to the diverse nature of the large and small enterprises which characterise them. This
diversity is evident in the way that individual enterprises are both affected by, and respond
to, periods of economic crisis.
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Table 3.3: Number of Establishments and Employment in Australian Manufacturing
Enterprises Employing Four or More Persons, 1975 and 1985
Establishments Employment
Industry 1975 1985
% Change
1975-85
1975
(•000)
1985
(•000)
% Change
1975-85
Food & beverage
products 4 249 3 387 -20.2 204.17 166.95 -18.2
Textiles 897 656 -26.8 54.61 33.52
-38.6
Clothing & footwear 3 180 2011
-36.7 109.96 74.50 -32.2
Wood, wood products
and furniture 6 038 4 023 -33.3 85.67 72.69 -15.1
Paper, paper products
publishing & printing 3 683 2 972
-19.3 108.03 102.09 - 5.4
Chemical, petroleum
& coal products 1 169 887 -24.1 67.10 55.09
-17.9
Non-metallic
mineral products 1911 1711 -10.4 55.45 38.58 -30.4
Basic metal
products 642 529 -17.6 98.14 76.66
-21.8
Fabricated metal
products 5434 4137 -23.8 119.04 93.22
-21.6
Transport equipment 1608 1308 -18.6 158.88 119.64
-24.6
Industrial machinery
& equipment 5 001 3 778 -24.4 198.97 126.74
-36.2
Miscellaneous
manufacturing 3 332 2212
-33.6 78.37 58.73
-25.0
Total Manufacturing 37 144 27 611
-25.6 1 338.44 1 018.44
-23.9
Source: ABS, Manufacturing Establishments, Details of Operations ByIndustry Class, Cat. No. 8203.0.
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Since 1970 it has clearly been the least assisted industries which have performed
better in terms of employment, tumover, investment, and maintaining their share of the
domestic market. Employment performance was best within paper, paper products,
publishing and printing industries as less than 6,000jobs (-5.4 per cent) have been lost
since 1975 (Table 3.3). Although the number of establishments has fallen by almost 20
per cent the sector has maintained its share (83 per cent) of the domestic market since
1969, despite historically low rates of industry protection. Food, beverage and tobacco
industries alsoperformed wellrelative to other sectors. Whileemployment has declined
18per cent since 1975, therealvalue-added per employee has risen by over 50 per cent
since 1970 and annual real fixed capital expenditure hasconsistently beenpositive. Since
1970 the percentage of thefood andbeverage market taken byforeign producers hasrisen
only from 4.8 to 7.8 per cent. Notwithstanding majoremploymentlosses within the steel
industry, the basic metals sectorhas also performedbetter than several other sectors. Real
investment throughout the 1970s was higher than in any other industry. In 1985 the
sector controlled over90per cent of thedomestic market, andexports as a percentage of
tumover stood at 36percent, well above themanufacturing average of 13.8 per cent (ABS
data).
Along with thesubstantial differences in inter-sectoral performance, therestmcturing
of manufacturing industry since 1970 has also taken a number of distinct spatial forms.
One ofthe most visible has been the decline inthe concentration ofmanufacturing activity
in New SouthWales and Victoria. In 1970 enterprises withinthe two states controlled 75
percentof national manufacturing employment and generated 75per centof total tumover
(Table 3.4). By 1985 both of these figures had fallen to 71 per cent. Between the two
states employment losses inmanufacturing totalled almost 248,000 persons, representing
89per centof the national decline over the period. Victorian manufacturers performed
substantially better asemployment decreased 20percent compared to 30percentin New
South Wales. Rich (1981) demonstrates that the reasons for the varied performance
between the two states are highly complex, and that explanations of change must consider
the historical context of corporate strategies toward restructuring. For example, in
Table 3.4: State Contribution to Employment and Value Added in Australian Manufacturing, 1970 and 1985
1970 1985 1 1970-1985
Employment
Value
Added Emnlovment
Value
Added Employment
Value
Added
State No.
%
of Total
%
of Total No.
%
ofTotal
%
of Total
Absolute
Change
%
Change
%
Change
New South Wales 523,743 40.3 40.9 364,805 35.8 36.6 -158,938 -30.4 -10.5
Victoria 445,705 34.3 33.6 356,687 35.0 34.2
- 89,018 -19.9 1.7
Queensland 110,515 8.5 8.6 109,940 10.7 11.4
- 575 -0.5 32.5
South Australia 118,416 9.1 8.6 92,205 9.0 8.0 - 26,211 -22.1 - 6.9
Westem Australia 62,597 4.8 5.0 64,242 6.3 6.5 1645 2.6 30.0
Tasmania 31,760 2.4 2.7 24,494 2.4 2.4
- 7,266 -22.8 -11.1
Northern Territory /ACT 3,904 0.3 0.6 6,075 0.5 0.9 2,171 55.6 50.0
Total Australia 1,296,640 100.0 100.0 1,018,448 100.0 100.0 -278,192 -21.4 12.2
Source: ABS, ManufacturingEstablishments, Details of Operations By Industry Class, Cat. No. 8203.0.
11985 figures exclude single establishment enterprises employing fewer than four persons.
N5
to
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response to economic crises since 1974, several large corporations have adopted a strategy
of rationalisation and centralisation of production facilities. As Rich (1981) demonstrates,
such strategies have tended to benefit Victoria, as a number of corporations have
transferred a portion of their production facilities from New South Wales to Victoria.
Outside of the two largest states. South Australia suffered the most severe
employment loss (over 26,000 jobs), largely related to its narrow industrial-base in which
enterprises producing consumer durables (formerly dependent upon tariff protection)
employ a disproportionate share of the total workforce. While Tasmanian employment
declined, the state maintained its share (2.4 per cent) of national manufacturing
employment. Queensland, Western Australia, the NorthernTerritory, and the Australian
Capital Territory all marginally increased their relative share of bothnational employment
andvalue-added. Manufacturing employment losswithin all states has beenhighest in the
respective capital cities, reflecting the general trend toward decentralisation at the intra-state
level (Wadley and Rich, 1983).
The State as an Agent in Industrial Restructuring
In contrast to the state's fragmented and contradictory industrial policies of the
1970s, the federal government has taken a much more assertive role in the process of
restructuring since 1980. Rather than undertaking a series of short-term reductions in
protection, the state has introduced several longer-term policies within which capital is
encouraged to become more efficient, and competitive in both the domestic and export
markets. Specific industry programs have targeted the steel, heavy engineering, textiles,
clothing andfootwear, andmotor vehicles industries. In each case thefederal government
has committed itself to a program of between four and seven years in which industry
protection is gradually reduced and government funds are employed to assist in the
restructuring of production capital. Within each programthe rate of decline in industry
protection is tailored to either therestructuring requirements of individual product lines or
the current performance of the industryin terms of production, value-addedand its share
of the domestic market.
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Of all the industry programs currently in progress, the Motor Vehicle Plan has
represented the most determined attempt by the state to involve itself in the process of
capital restructuring. The seven year plan, which commenced in January 1985, is
designed to reduce the number of car companies in Australia from five to three, and the
number of basic productionmodels from thirteen to six (The Australian. 30 May 1984).
Administered by the Automotive Industry Authority, the plan will phase out quota
restrictions on imported cars, andprovidesupport for increasedexport activity. Sincethe
Plan was introduced, export incentives have facilitated the import and export of motor
vehiclecomponentry, allowing Australian-based manufacturers to become more integrated
into the global submode of production. By the end of 1986 Australian exports of brake
and drivetrain components to the US had increased by 21 percent to $463 million.
Although thenumber of producers remains at five, manufacturers have begun to pool their
capital resources. In December 1987 Holden andToyota announced plans to merge their
Australian production operations. The mostvisible means of state support has been the
commitment of $150 million in funds toward automotive research and design to be
undertaken by private enterprise. The decision to grant such a vastamount of funding to
locally-based capital is questionable given that each company is linked to its parent
company's research and design facilities overseas. Although the final outcome of the
government's MotorVehicle Plan is yet to be seen, the policy itself is unique in that the
state virtually dictated tocapital theconditions under which it would develop.
Quite clearly, Australia's current industrial stracture reflects a history of investment
decisions, informed by local conditions and opportunities on the one hand, and by
changes taking place within the global capitalist systemon the other. Between 1945and
the late 1960s, Australia's manufacturing sector grew rapidly as both local and foreign
capital developed to sell within the expanding domestic market. Within a trading
environment protected from foreign competition, the domestic economy flourished andthe
standard of living increased markedly. Since 1970, the performance of the Australian
economy, andthe manufacturing sector in particular, deteriorated greatly as the system of
protection, and the structure ofdevelopment it encouraged, were unable to cope with the
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pressures of an increasingly competitive global economy. Notwithstanding the success of
a few large indigenous enterprises, attempts by the federal government to integrate
Australia into the global economy have largely been unsuccessful to date, andit appears
unlikely thatAustralia willimprove substantially its global economic position in thefuture.
Having established the conditions of crisis within Australian-based production
capital, and some of the central state-capital relations which have influenced the
subsequent nature of restructuring, the remaining sections of the chapter summarise
Tasmania's position within the Australian space economy, andoutline thedevelopment
and current structure of the state's manufacturing sector.
3.2 TASMANIA WITHIN THE AUSTRALIAN ECONOMY
In relation to the Australian economy, Tasmania has often been described as
occupying a peripheral position to the industrial core of New South Wales and Victoria
(Mullins, 1980; Taylor and Thrift, 1981b; Wilde, 1981a; Lohrey and Goldin, 1983;
Hanson, 1985; Hanson and Wilde, 1986, 1988). Relative to these states, Tasmania's
economy is constrained by a small dispersed local market, and is dependent upon a
narrowly-based industrial structure in which resource-based industries employ a major
share of the state's workforce. The current structure of Tasmania's economy, and the
problems associated with it, reflect the history ofAustralian economic development in
which Tasmania has always played a minor role.
Since 1974 and the onset of the long-term world recession, changes taking place
within the Tasmanian economy have largely reflected those occurring at the national and
international levels. Employment in service industries has increased, manufacturing has
declined in importance, and the overall rate of growth in trade and investment has fallen
well below levels achieved during the 1960s. Tasmania's narrowly-based industrial
structure, dependent upon resource-based activities, tended to exacerbate the process of
economic instability. Inorder to understand more fully the factors influencing Tasmania's
economy, and toprovide policyadvice to federal andstategovernments, numerous studies
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have been commissioned and economic forums have taken place since the mid-1970s
(Nimmo, 1976; Callaghan, 1977; Joy Committee, 1977; ANZAAS, 1982; Lohrey and
Goldin, 1983; Jensen eL^, 1984; Wilde, 1984; Hood and Wilde, 1986). Efforts have
focused upon Tasmania's employment and occupational structure, the extent and
implications of non-local ownership, the state's transport system, problems arising from
Tasmania'sdecentralisedpopulation, and opportunities for future economic development.
The following paragraphs briefly summarise several of these issues in relation to the
performance of the state's economy since the mid-1970s.
3.2.1 Employment Change Since the mid-1970s
A comparison of Tasmanian andAustralian emplojnnent changeby industrybetween
1976 and 1985 highlights the problems associated with Tasmania's narrow industrial
structure (Table 3.5). The base year of 1976 is chosen since ABS industry-level data
prior to that date is not comparable with later series. In particular, the industry
composition of the categories publishedfor service employment were changed in 1976.
Between 1976 and 1985, employment data demonstrate that Tasmania's manufacturing,
mining, and construction industries performed worse than the national average on a
percentage change basis. Tasmanian manufacturing declined by 21.7 per cent (6,900
persons)compared to the national declineof only 14.5per cent. Over the period, the most
severe losses within the state's manufacturing sector occurred prior to 1980. Moreover,
between 1973 and 1976, manufacturing declined by 3,700 persons (-12 per cent),
primarily reflecting theemployment shed within the state's textile industries following the
25 per cent tariff reduction in 1973.
Significant job lossalso occurred within Tasmania's mining sector, influenced by its
continued dependence upon only a few metallic minerals, the decreasing ore qualityof
most mines, and development of few new ore bodies. Mining employment within the
state between 1976 and 1985 fell by over 1,000persons (-23.3 per cent), yet increased
more than 17 per cent nationally. The majority of tumover within Tasmania's mining
industryis derived fi-om five metallic minerals (zinc,copper, tin, lead, and iron). With the
Table 3.5; Employment by Industry, Tasmania and Australia, 1976 and 1985
Employment Buiployment Change
Tasmania Australia Tasmania Australia
Industry 1976 1985 1976 1985 1976-85 1976-85
No.
('000)
% No.
(•000)
% No.
('000)
% No.
('000)
% No.
('000)
% No.
('000)
%
Manufacturing 31.7 18.8 24.8 14.0 1,330.2 21.6 1,137.0 17.3 -6.9 -21.7 -193.2 -14.5
Mining 4.3 2.5 3.3 1.9 79.5 1.3 93.7 1.4 - 1.0 -23.3 14.2 17.8
Construction 16.5 9.8 13.1 7.4 511.9 8.3 485.1 7.3 -3.4 -20.6 -26.8
-5.2
Rurall 13.8 8.3 15.5 8.5 393.7 6.4 393.7 5.9 1.7 12.3
-
-
Services 102.5 60.6 120.7 68.2 3,844.1 62.4 4,522.9 68.1 18.2 17.7 678.8 17.6
DistributiveTrades 29.7 17.6 32.6 18.4 1,233.9 20.0 1,318.5 19.9 2.9 9.8 84.6 6.8
Property, Finance and
Business Sovices 9.7 5.7 12.5 7.1 472.2 7.6 652.2 9.8 2.8 28.8 180.0 38.2
Conuniunty Services 25.3 15.0 36.0 20.3 896.6 14.5 1,140.9 Y1.1 10.7 42.3 244.3 27.2
Reoeation 12.9 7.6 11.7 6.6 396.7 6.6 441.8 6.6
- 1.2 -9.3 45.1 11.3
OtherSavices2 24.9 14.7 27.9 15.8 844.7 13.7 969.5 14.6 3.0 12.0 124.8 14.8
TotalEmployment 168.8 100 177.3 100 6,159.4 100 6,632.3 100 8.5 5.0 472.9 7.7
1Includes agriculture, fishing and hunting.
2 Includes electricity, gas and water; transport and storage; communications; public administration and defence
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics, Labour Force Surveys
to
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exception of zinc which is sent primarily to EZ Industries' smelter in Hobart, most of
Tasmania's metallic mineral concentrates are sold in volatile overseas markets. In
particular, world prices for tin and copper have been subject to large fluctuations since
1974. In 1986, depressed export prices and declining ore quality forced Aberfoyle Ltd to
closedown its Cleveland tinmining operation at Luina, in western Tasmania. After nearly
closing down in 1977,Tasmania's only copper mining enterprise, The Mt. Lyell Mining
and Railway Company Ltd, announced in 1985 that it would cease operations at its
Queenstown mine by 1989. Employing over 1,600 persons during the late 1960s, Mt.
Lyell had decreased its workforce to 470 by 1986. In orderto keep Mt. Lyelloperating
until 1989,the state government and the HECcombined forces in 1985to injectover $10
million into the mine. Mt. Lyell's parent company, RenisonGoldfields Consolidated Ltd,
subsequently decided to invest a further $18 million to extend the life of the mine until
1994. Other recently announced investments have also provided some relief to
Tasmania's depressed mining industry. These include Aberfoyle's $6 million
development of the Hellyer silver, lead, zinc, and gold deposit south of Bumie, and an
$8.5 million rehabilitationof the gold mine at Beaconsfield, north west of Launceston.
Tasmania's rural sector increased marginally both in terms of the number of new
jobs provided (1,700) and its percentage contribution to total state employment (Table
3.5). Conversely, on a national basis, Australia's rural sector maintained the number of
persons employed although the sector as a whole declined in terms of its relative
contribution to the total workforce. Although both Tasmanian and Australian service
sector employment increased by over 17.5 per cent, andemployed over 68 per centof the
workforce by 1985, the composition of change within the sector demonstrates that
Tasmania has not kept pace with the national growth of white collar employment. In
particular, the largest employment gain within the Tasmanian service sector was in
community services (42.3 percent), whereas the greatest employment increase nationally
was in property, finance, andbusiness service activities. Research byWilde (1980,1984)
has highlighted Tasmania's dependence upon the public sector for employment growth
(particularly for males) during the 1970s. Between 1971 and 1981, male employment
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within the private sector fell by 1,190 jobs while in the public sector male employment
increased by over 4,000 jobs (Wilde, 1984).
Although total employment in Tasmania increased by more than 8,500 persons
between 1976and 1985, therate of employment growth (5 per cent) was far less than the
national rate of 7.7 per cent. In fact, since the 1960s, Tasmania's rate of employment
growth has been consistently lower than the national average (Table 3.6). As a
consequence, Tasmania's share of the national workforce has declined and the state's
unemploymentrate has typicallybeen amongthe highestin Australia.
Table 3.6: Employed Persons, Tasmania and Australia,
1966-1986
Employed Persons Employment Change
Tasmania's
Share of Total
Year Tasmania
(000)
Australia
(000)
Tasmania
%
Australia
%
Employment
%
1961 126.82 4,052.49 8.86 11.12 3.13
1966 145.20 4,778.76 14.49 17.92 3.04
1971 150.21 5,240.42 3.45 9.66 2.87
1976 163.94 5,788.14 9.14 10.45 2.83
1981 170.40 6,292.63 3.94 8.71 1.11
1986 184.62 7,121.72 8.34 13.17 2.59
Source: ABS, Censusof Population and Housing. 1966-1986
3.2.2 Ownership of Tasmanian Industry
The slow growth rate of white collar employment in Tasmania during the 1970s is
partially explained by thefact thata large share of the state's private sector workforce is
employed by non-locally owned enterprises. Primarily based in Sydney and Melbourne,
these enterprises provide only a small number of white collar jobswithin Tasmania, few
ofwhich are involved with strategic decision-making functions. Initial investigation into
the extent ofnon-local ownership was undertaken by Wilde in 1975 (see Tasmanian Year
Book, No. 10, pp. 404-6), using data obtained from the ABS integrated register system.
Although data from the integrated register issubject to several limitations (see section 2.5),
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estimates in 1975 indicated that approximately 32 per cent of the Tasmanian workforce
(including both the private and public sectors) was employed by non-locally owned
enterprises. In a later study, Wilde also highlighted the concentration of non-local
ownership within Tasmania, estimating that 30 per cent of the state's total mining and
manufacturing workforce was controlled from the boardrooms of only five externally-
based enterprises in 1976 (Wilde, 1981a, p. 223).
Integrated register estimates of the percentage of employment under non-local
ownership for each state during 1986 are shown in Table 3.7.
Table 3.7: Ownership by Location of Controlling Head Office for
Selected Australian Industries, 1986
% of Employment UnderNon-LocalOwnership
Industry NSW VIC SA WA QLD TAS
Manufacturing 39 41 40 41 39 58
Mining 63 57 52 57 57 68
Construction 20 24 10 29 24 23
Wholesale/
Retail Trade 30 31 34 39 37 36
Transport/
Storage 17 33 50 35 51 42
Finance/Business
Services 15 23 33 35 40 39
Community Welfare 40 31 37 52 46 46
All Industries 1 30 30 35 40 39 40
1Includes data for electricity, gas& water, communication, public administration &
defence, andentertainment (forwhich separate details arenotshown).
Source: ABS, Integrated Register System.
In terms of totalemployment, Tasmania and Western Australia contain thehighest level
(40 per cent) of external ownership. Non-local ownership in Tasmania is highest within
manufacturing (58 per cent) and mining (68 per cent), with both sectors containing a
higher percentage ofexternal ownership than any other state. Within the transport/storage
andfinance/business services sectors, the extentof external ownership within New South
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Wales and Victoria is particularly low, reflecting the concentration of head office
employment within Sydney and Melbourne for these industries. A detailed investigation
of the nature of control within non-locally owned Tasmanian manufacturing enterprises is
undertaken in Chapter 5.
3.2.3 Tasmania as an Island Economy
Tasmania's position as Australia's only island state has also influenced the nature of
economic change since 1974. As an island economy, Tasmania suffers the disadvantage
of having to rely upon sea or air freight for all goods tradedinterstate. To guard against
disruptions in transport services to mainlandcentres, Tasmanianfirms typically maintain
higher levels of material stock. This reduces the amount of capital available for other
purposes and necessitates that firms plan their material requirements well in advance.
Long term planning of material stock is often difficult, particularly for small enterprises
which operate in markets guided by frequent changes in consumer tastes, or in
manufacturing industries dominated by batch or one-off production runs of non-
standardised products.
In 1974, the federal government sponsored a commission of inquiry into the
transport problems of Tasmania (Nimmo, 1976). Particular attention was given to the
question of whether Tasmanian freight and passenger rates interstate were higher than
those incurred over similar distances between mainland centres. Following the
committee's submission which demonstrated that Tasmania was in fact disadvantaged in
respect to interstate freight rates, thefederal government introduced theTasmanian Freight
Equalisation Scheme (TFES). Under the scheme, Tasmanian manufacturers are
subsidised for excess transport charges incurred between Tasmania and the mainland.
Although TFES subsidies are not grantedfor bulk, air or overseas cargoes, the schemeis
a vast improvementover the previoussystemin which subsidies were given to the federal
government owned carrier, Australian NationalLine. In 1977, subsidieswere expanded
to include south-bound freight utilised as material inputs for goods manufactured in
Tasmania. Typically, less than 10per centof subsidies apply to south-bound freight.
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Since the introduction of the TFES in 1976, numerous adjustments have influenced
the level of subsidies paid to Tasmanian enterprises. In 1985, significant changes were
introduced which affected enterprises (such as APPM, ANM, EZ, Comalco andEdgells)
receiving the largest subsidy payments. Under the new TFES legislation, subsidies paid
to enterprises claimingover $300,000 annually arereduced by 10per cent, and subsidies
paid to enterprises claiming over $1 million per year are cut by 20 per cent. In 1985,
seven enterprises were subject to the 10per centcutandfivequalified for the20per cent
reduction. In total, these twelve enterprises received 70 per cent of the $30 million in
subsidies paid to claimants in 1985.
While TFES payments alleviate some of the cost disadvantages faced byTasmanian
enterprises in the movement ofmaterial goods across Bass Strait, several other problems
arise from Tasmania's separation from the mainland. First, the transport of goods to the
mainland must coincide with the shipping schedules of a small number of carriers
operating from Tasmanian ports. Within the highly competitive mainland markets,
manufacturers in some industries such asfood products, textiles and clothing compete not
only on a cost basis, but on their ability to meet the short term supply requirements of
wholesale andretail organisations. Tasmanian firms operating in these industries must
utilise airfreight services not covered by TFES payments. Second, the cost ofpersonal
travel and communication between Tasmania and the mainland is high. Third, Tasmanian
enterprises requiring spare parts and materials atshort notice are disadvantaged relative to
their competitors located in larger centres such as Sydney and Melbourne. Mainland
suppliers which prefer to sell goods over the counter are often reluctant to pack and ship
goods to Tasmania, particularly when customers in Tasmania represent only a small
fraction oftheir total turnover. Additionally, goods shipped to Tasmania may not arrive at
the port nearest the consignee. For instance, depending on the shipping line and the
scheduling of services, goods bound for Hobart may arrive in Bumie, requiring the
consignee to either arrange for intrastate transport or wait until the shipping line
accumulates sufficient freight tojustify itssending acontainer byroad toHobart.
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3.2.4 The Influence of Tasmania's Small Dispersed Population
The problems associated with the movement of goods to and from Tasmania are
compounded by the fact that the state's small population limitsthe potential for enterprises
to expand within the localmarket. Theexistence of three distinctmarkets focusing upon
Hobart in the south, Launcestonin the north, and Bumie/Devonport in the north west has
influenced the development of a manufacturing and service structure which is small in
scale, specialised, andoriented toward the demands of thethree market regions.
'Whilst such dispersion of the labour force, local market and industry is
considered a desirable feature in larger, more densely populated areas, it
represents a disadvantage in Tasmania since the essential support for a growing
economy is lacking. There is a restricted range of professional and technical
services within the state since noone centre isof sufficient size toprovide the
threshold level beyond which such functions may be viablyprovided. Thus,
for specialised services, the Tasmanian economy is dependent upon the higher
order mainland centres, particularly Melbourne...' (Hanson, 1985, Appendix
1, p. 19).
The dispersed nature of Tasmania's population has also led to the duplication of
hospital services, education facilities, port authorities, andairports throughout the state.
Intense regional competition for funding between the state owned facilities is
commonplace, and has encouraged a north versus south parochialism which has further
limited state development. The cost ofproviding adequate services to such a dispersed
population, and the limitedrevenueraisingcapacityof the state, have forced Tasmania to
rely upon the Commonwealth for much of the state's revenue and capital funding
requirements. In 1986, Commonwealth payments to Tasmania represented 57.7 per cent
of the state's total revenue receipts (ABS data). On a per capita basis, annual
Commonwealth funding to Tasmania hastraditionally been the highest of aU the states. In
1986, Tasmania's per capita share of $1,854 was 18.5 per cent higher than the nearest
other state, Westem Australia (Table 3.8).
Tasmania's inability tofinance its own infrastructure development is clearly evident
given the amount ofCommonwealth funding which has gone into the state's road, airport,
port, and rail facilities. In 1975, aftermany years of incurring substantial annual losses,
the Tasmanian government handed over full control of the state's rail system (Tasrail) to
the federal government. In order to reduce Tasrail's massive deficit, the federal
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Table 3.8: Commonwealth Payments to the States, 1986
$ Received Per Headof Population
Type NSW VIC QLD SA WA TAS
General Purpose Payments
Recurrent Purposes 691.54 671.46 863.51 967.72 961.57 1162.52
Capital Purposes 33.01 33.94 31.87 53.42 36.86 107.18
Specific Purpose Payments
(Recurrent Purposes)
Education 214.52 248.12 206.31 227.75 230.50 208.94
Health 79.10 64.55 31.95 85.33 71.30 78.92
Social SecurityAVelfare 8.38 7.62 5.89 15.41 9.09 14.70
Housmg/Commimity
Amenities 0.33 0.32 0.16 0.95 1.35 5.20
Rurallndustry 1.70 2.96 8.79 5.58 7.53 0.90
Transport &
Communications - _ 0.27 _ _ 0.45
Otha: 19.45 21.08 11.62 21.72 24.29 17.41
Total 323.47 344.64 275.78 356.74 344.05 326.53
Specific Purpose Payments
(Capital Purposes)
Education 31.19 34.13 36.69 27.07 35.86 24.65
Health 3.12 3.15 3.22 3.16 3.27 4.97
Social Security/Welfare 1.06 1.60 1.45 1.10 1.78 0.90
Housing/Community
Amenides 38.56 35.83 34.57 53.34 45.80 60.38
Rural Industry 0.66 1.04 12.64 1.03 1.85 0.45
Transport &
Communications 73.47 61.59 101.13 71.39 119.23 106.73
OthCT 2.04 1.43 1.45 2.42 13.28 59.70
Total 150.10 138.77 191.16 159.51 221.06 257.78
Total General and Specific
Purpose Payments 1 198.13 1 188.83 1 362.31 1 537.38 1 563.61 1 854.01
Source: ABS. Commonwealth Government Finance. Au.stralia. Cat. No. 5502.0
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government phased out passenger services, reduced the number of branch routes within
the rail network, and concentrated upon the transportation of bulk commodities which
represent over 70 per cent of total revenue. Despite major cutbacks since the 1970s,
Tasrail continues to incur losses of approximately $20million annually. While only a
small number of resource-based industries (primarily transporting timber, cement and
coal) account for the majority of bulk cargo transported by Tasrail, closure of the rail
system wouldplace considerable strain uponboth the transportresources of the resource-
basedenterprises and the state's road system. In 1988, theoperations of Tasrail willonce
again come under review by the federal government. Following that review, it is likely
that Tasrail will cease operations since the federal government's commitment to deficit
funding ends in 1989.
Tasmania's slow rate of employment growth, narrow industrial structure, and
continued reliance upon various forms ofCommonwealth assistance have had a negative
influence upon the performance of the state's economy since 1974. Reductions in
Commonwealth spending have resulted in lower funding to the states, and it appears the
state govemment has few viable options to compensate for its income losses.
The following section presents a brief summary of the state's manufacturing
development to 1980. The summary isprovided as a background tolater chapters which
deal primarily with Tasmania's manufacturing sector between 1980 and 1985.
Discussion, based primarily upon secondary data sources, focuses upon the role which
hydro-electric power and the state's natural resources have played in state govemment
policies toward manufacturing development. The development of Tasmania's largest
manufacturing enterprises is highlighted, as these few large operations employ a major
share of the state's factory workforce and are referenced often in subsequent chapters.
3.3 THE DEVELOPMENT OF TASMANIAN MANUFACTURING TO 1980
Between Tasmanian settlement in 1803 and Australian federation in 1901,
Tasmania's economic development was both small in scale and strongly oriented toward
the needs of the local population. Prior to 1850 manufacturing centred upon metal-
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working, shipbuilding, and flour-milling activities (Linge, 1975). For a short period,
shipbuilding and flour-milling enterprises were engaged in export trade to the recently
established colonies of Victoria, South Australia and New Zealand. Between 1850 and
1890, however, theseexports werereduced considerably as mainland producers became
more competitive and import duties were placed upon Tasmanian products (Linge,
1979b). Colonial governments on the mainland were keen to encourage local
development, and the small scale and decentralised nature of Tasmanian industry
prevented Tasmanian producers from organising themselves and lobbying successfully
against the trade restrictions. Atthe turn of the century Tasmania's population was nearly
175,000, and only 7,000 persons were employed inmanufacturing (ABS data). As Linge
(1979b) suggests, the structural weaknesses of the Tasmanian economy were apparent, as
the cost of constructing roads, rail lines, and port facilities for the small dispersed
population was well beyond the means of the colonial government. Unlike most of the
mainland colonies, which developed outward from one major trading centre, Tasmania's
early development encompassed both the north and south of the island. Hobart and
Launceston were virtually settled at the same time with Launceston, in particular,
benefiting as a destination for migrants and as a service centre for Tasmania's developing
mining industries (Kellaway, 1987). Much of the capital needed to meet the costs of
infrastructure development inTasmania was borrowed from sources in London. By the
late 1800s Tasmania's public debt was over £4.5 million (Linge, 1979b, p. 645).
3.3.1 State Government Policies of Hydro-Industrialisation
From the early 1900s, Tasmania's manufacturing development was guided largely
by statepolicies aimed at what hasbeen dubbed 'hydro-industrialisation' and the attraction
of large resource-based processing industries. In 1914 the state government established
the Hydro-Electric Department (renamed the Hydro-Electric Commission (HEC) in 1930)
and work began on the constmction ofa statewide power network. By 1970 the state grid
included 17 generating stations with a combined generating capacity ofover1million kW
(Tasmanian Year Book, 1973). At that time, Tasmania was unique among Australian
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statesin thatvirtually all its electric powerwasgenerated by hydro-electric facilities. Early
efforts to attract bulk power users were highly successful, particularly when combined
with cheap access to local natural resources. Between the 1950s and the early-1970s, in
particular, both domestic and bulk industrial powerrates in Tasmaniawere considerably
lower than in the mainlandstates (Tumbull, 1981). In the two decades following World
War n, Tasmanian manufacturing employment increased by 14,504 persons, representing
the second highest percentage increase (73.2 per cent) of all Australian states over the
period (Table 3.9). The state'smanufacturing employment peaked at 35,178 persons in
1968, six years prior to the highestever national totalof 1.3millionpersons (ABS data).
By 1954, thevalue of Tasmanian manufacturing production exceeded thevalueof output
within the state's primary industries. In response to the state government's policy of
hydro-industrialisation, several large manufacturing operations were established in
Tasmania.
Table 3.9: Manufacturing Employment by State, 1947-1967
State
Persons Employed
In Manufacturing
1947 1967
Employment Change
1947-1967
Absolute Percentage
New South Wales 333,166 520,324 187,158 56.1
Victoria 260,402 438,490 178,088 68.3
Queensland 80,599 128,603 48,004 59.5
South Australia 68,980 125,053 56,073 81.2
Western Australia 35,454 60,893 25,439 71.7
Tasmania 19,811 34,315 14,504 73.2
Total Australia 799,134 1,312,481 513,347 64.1
Source: ABS, ManufacturingStatistics (various issues)
Of primary importance were mineral processing and forest products industries, the
majority of which were established by mainland or foreign-based capital.
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3.3.2 Mineral Processing Industries
Several large mineral processing operations were established in Tasmania between
1900 and 1980. Attracted by cheap hydro-electric power, lax pollution laws, and to a
lesser extent local raw materials, these enterprises employedapproximately 19 per cent of
the state's manufacturing workforce by 1980. In particular, four enterprisesaccountedfor
the majority of growth within the mineral processing sector. These include EZ Industries
Ltd(EZ), Comalco Aluminium (Bell Bay) Ltd, Tasmanian Electro Metallurgical Company
Pty Ltd (TEMCO), and Tioxide Australia Pty Ltd (Figure 3.11).
EZ Industries Ltd
The first of the major mineral processors to be established was EZ which
commenced zincproduction at Risdon, north of Hobart, in 1917. After a threeyear trial
period during which the electrolytic process utilising Australian zinc concentrate was
developed, the Victorian-based company expanded the plant to raise production to
37,000tpa. By 1980, the Risdon facility wasthe world's second largest producer of zinc,
with an annual capacity of over 200,000 tonnes. Since the 1920s, approximately 30per
cent of the zinc concentrate required for production at Risdon has come from the
company's mine at Rosebery, in western Tasmania. The remainder has come from mines
at Broken ffiU, New South Wales andQueensland. Between 1946 andthe mid-1960s, EZ
was the sole supplier of zinc alloy to Australian die-casting firms. In addition to refined
zinc, the company produces sulphuric acid, superphosphate, and sulphate of ammonia.
Nearly 80 per centof Risdon's output of refined zinc is exported overseas.
Since 1960, thecompany haswithdrawn from theEuropean market in order to focus
upon the more rapidly growing (and somewhat lesscompetitive) markets of the Pacific
region. Despite continued growth inthese markets during the 1960s and 1970s, changes
in the world supply and price ofzinc have greatly influenced the profitability of the Risdon
smelter. For example, during the 1977 financial year, the world zinc price fell by 34 per
cent to $A470 per tonne. As a result, EZ recorded a gross operating loss during 1978.
One year later, however, the price of zinc recovered and EZ enjoyed its highest ever
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Figure 3.11: Tasmanian Mineral Processing Operations, 1980
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annual gross profit of $17 million. In 1980, EZ employed 2,024 persons at Risdon, and
over 1,100 at Rosebery. Since the 1960s, EZ has been the state's second largest bulk
power consumer.
Comalco Aluminium (Bell Bavl Ltd
Tasmania's largest power user is Comalco's aluminium smelter at Bell Bay, north of
Launceston. Established by the federal and Tasmanian governments in 1955, the Bell
Bay plant was the first aluminium smelter to be built in Australia. The smelter was
developed to ensure the supply of aluminium following difficulties importing the metal
during World War U. The original investment atBell Bay was $22.4 million, resulting in
an initial output of 12,000tpa. Given its small production capacity, the Bell Bay smelter
was an immediate commercialfailure as overseas manufacturers were more cost efficient
and able to sell aluminium within the Australian market at a much lower price. In 1961,
the federal government sold itsequity in the smelter (82.6 percent) to Comalco Industries
Pty Ltd, while the Tasmanian government retained its 17.4 percent shareholding. As a
condition ofthe sale, Comalco was required to increase the smelter's capacity. After more
than doubling the capacity to 32,000tpa by 1962, expansions continued to 1981 when the
capacity ofthe plant reached 117,000tpa. Since 1962, bauxite required for the production
ofaluminium has come from Comalco's mine at Weipa innorthem Queensland. In 1968,
Comalco estabhshed apowder metallurgy facility at Bell Bay, employing approximately
35 persons in the production ofaluminium powder and paste. While all powder and paste
is sold to enterprises outside the Comalco group, virtually all ofthe aluminium produced at
Bell Bay istransferred to Comalco's extmsion and fabrication plants throughout Australia.
Following Comalco's fu-st public share issue in 1970, several investments by the
company outside Tasmania have affected the operations at BellBay. In 1971, Comalco
opened a 74,000tpa smelter at Tiwai Point in New Zealand. Eventually upgraded to
244,000tpa, the smelter's output is marketed in New Zealand and overseas. In 1979,
construction of a 206,000tpa smelter began at Boyne Island, in Queensland. Aluminium
production commenced in 1982, with the majority ofoutput destined for South East Asian
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countries. Although neither of thetwonewsmelters hasyetto compete with BellBayas a
supplier of aluminiumto Comalco's secondaryprocessing facilities within Australia, both
are far more technologically advanced and efficient than the smelter at Bell Bay. For
example, the Boyne Islandsmelter is able to produce virtually double the capacity of Bell
Bay, while requiringa workforce of approximately 200 fewerpersons. In 1973, Comalco
transferred alumina production from Bell Bay to the new Queensland Alumina Limited
refinery at Gladstone. The refinery, in which Comalco holds a 30.3 per cent share
interest, supplies the total alumina requirements of Comalco's Bell Bay, Boyne Island,
and Tiwai Point smelters. In 1976, both employment and the range of activities
undertaken at Bell Bay were reduced further as Comalco centralised its research activities
near its head office in Melbourne. Bell Bay lostitsentire research staff of 15 persons as
well as several managers involved in research planning
Despite the construction of Comalco's two new smelters, and the centralisation of
alumina production and research facilities on the mainland, it is possible that the viability
of the Bell Bay smelter was actually strengthened during the 1970s. Substantial
investment by Comalco in its extruded products and consumer products divisions
increased the group's competitiveness against its strongest rivals within the domestic
market, Alcoa and Alcan. While the metal content ofproducts in general has declined an
average of1per cent per year since 1900 (Wilde 1988), domestic aluminium consumption
inAustralia increased by anaverage of7.6percent peryear during the 1970s. At the start
ofthe 1980s, Bell Bay's role within the Comalco group was dependent upon its ability to
compete againstthe BoyneIsland andTiwaiPointsmelters for investment, and to maintain
its position as the largest supplier ofprimary aluminium to the group's extraded products
division.
Tioxide Australia Ptv Ltd
Australian Titan Products Pty Ltd (changed to Tioxide Australia Pty Ltd in 1972), a
subsidiary of the UK-based British Titan Limited, was established in Bumie in 1948.
Producing titanium dioxide pigments for use in paint, paper, plastics, inks, and various
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otherproducts, Tioxide's capacityincreased markedlythroughthe mid-1970s (from 1,500
to 32,000tpa) as the demand for its products within theAustralian market grew steadily.
During the 1970s, theBritish transnational ICIPLC acquired a 50percentshareholding in
the Tioxide group, which consists of eight plants spread throughout Etu-ope, Canada,
South America and Australia. By 1980, the group was the world's second largest
producer (behind DuPont) of titanium dioxide pigments. In terms of groupproduction,
theTasmanian enterprise represents only 7 percent of total output, selling primarily within
Australia. Ilmenite, theprimary mineral used in the manufacture of pigments, is supplied
by theparentcompany's twomining subsidiaries Ilmenite Pty LtdandWestern Sands Ltd,
both located in Western Australia. Minimal competition within the domestic market has
enabled Tioxide to sellvirtually allit produces. The only other Australian producer, SCM
Chemicals Ltd, operates a 36,000tpa plant in Western Australia, exporting most of its
output to Japan. Employing more than 400 persons by 1980, Tioxide is one of the major
employers in Tasmania's north west region.
In addition to Tioxide, two other large non-metallic mineral enterprises, Goliath
Cement Holdings Ltd andAustralian Commonwealth Carbide Company, were established
prior to 1980 (Figure 3.11). Goliath commenced production ofcement atRailton in 1928,
and grew rapidly after1945 to become one ofAustralia's leading producers ofcement and
fibreboard products. With large clay and limestone deposits available at Railton, the
company expanded until 1980 when the plant's annual capacity reached one million
tonnes. Ofall the major mineral processing enterprises in Tasmania, Goliath is the only
company to have the majority of its shareholding held in the state. In 1972, Goliath
diversified its operations in Tasmania by establishing a subsidiary company, Besser
Tasmania Pty Ltd, which manufactures cement bricks for the building industry.
Australian Commonwealth Carbide Company established a carbideworks at Electronain
1956. Protected against foreign competition by high tariffs, the plant operated profitably
until the mid-1970s when the company encountered serious financial difficulties. The
state government was approached for assistance, and injected $14 million into the smelter
between 1976 and 1980. Despite the government's generous but misguided financial
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contribution theplantwas closed in 1981, retrenching theworkforce of 141 persons.
TasmanianElectro MetallurgicalCompanyPtv Ltd
In 1962, TEMCO commenced production offerro manganese atBellBay. TEMCO
was established by BHP in order to supplement the production of ferro alloys at its
Newcastle plant. Expansion of BHP's steel production during thepost-war period called
for additional smelting capacity as imports of ferro alloys increased appreciably. The
advantages of Tasmania's hydro-electric power and deep-water, all-weather port facilities
on theTamar River were sufficient to attract TEMCO to its BellBaylocation. In fact, the
attraction of TEMCO was the last major 'success' of the state government's hydro-
industrialisation policy agenda. In 1966, thecapacity of the smelter wasdoubled with the
commissioning of a second furnace. In 1974, BHP decided to rationalise its ferro alloy
production. The Newcastle smelter, commissioned in 1940, was subsequently closed as
the plant's limited capacityand technological obsolescence made TEMCOthe moreviable
option for future expansion. Between 1974 and 1977, over $40 million was injected into
TEMCO inorder to increase both total capacity and the range offerro alloys produced. By
1980, TEMCO was one of the world's largest producers of alloys for the steel industry,
with a capacity of 130,000tpa of ferro manganese, 25,000tpa of silico manganese and
ferro silicon, and 250,000tpaof manganese sinter. Between 1974 when the Newcastle
smelter was closed and 1980, TEMCO increased its workforce from 160 to 463 persons.
At full capacity, TEMCO consumes 72.5MW of power, 4 per cent of the HEC's total
generating capacity.
3.3.3 Forest Products Industries
At present, approximately one-third (2.8 million ha) of the state's land area is
covered in forests suitable for commercial development (Bowman, 1981). Over two-
thirds of the state's forests are on Crown land, the management of which is largely
controlled by the Tasmanian government. The allocation of Crown forests for private
development dates back to 1898 when Tasmanian legislation was first introduced to
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encourage the establishment of large-scale timber operations (Row, 1980). As noted by
Wood and Kirkpatrick (1984);
' The procedures established at the turn of the century set the ground rules for
subsequent relationships between government and forest-based industries.
The principle of offering exclusive rights over large tracts of state-owned
forest to potential investors was seen as an appropriate means of providing
capital, industrial development, infrastructure, andemployment opportunities
for the state' (p. 218).
Early utilisation of the state's forests was limited to the production of sawn timber, most
of whichwas exported to the mainland. Priorto the 1920s, technologies available within
the pulp and paper industry required the use of softwoods (primarily available in the
northern hemisphere) in the manufacture of pulp. By the mid-1920s, however,
technological developments enabled the use of hardwoods in themanufacturing process.
These developments were encouraged by the Tasmanian government which aimed to
exploit the state's forests. In setting thebasis forthe current forest concession system, the
Tasmanian government passed theWood Pulp andPaper Industry Encouragement Actin
1926 which provided for vast pulpwood concessions to be granted to companies
establishing pulp and paper making operations in Tasmania. By 1980, the state's forest
products industry was dominated by a few large, and predominantly non-locally owned,
manufacturing enterprises (Figure 3.12).
Associated Pub and Paner Mills. Ltd
In 1938, Associated Pulp and Paper Mills, Ltd (APPM) commenced pulp and paper
operations atBumie, and became the first company inAustralia touse eucalypt hardwoods
as the basic material for the manufacture of fine papers. APPM's Bumie pulpwood
concession, granted on a permanent basis in 1936, encompasses almost 150,000haof
Crown forest (Figure 3.13). After 1945, APPM's position as Australia's only producer
of fine writing paper enabled the company to consolidate its share of the protected
domestic market. In 1950, the company expanded into coated papers by establishing a
small coating mill atBallarat, in Victoria. Four years later, APPM diversified itsproduct
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Figure 3.12: Tasmania's Major Forest Products Companies, 1980
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Figure 3.13: Tasmanian Timber Concession Areas, 1985
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base in Tasmania by establishing a subsidiary company, Bumie Timber, to operate a
woodchip and board miU facility adjacent to the Bumie paper operation. Woodchips from
the new facility were used in the local pulp manufacturing process while the timber was
primarily sold to wholesalers on the mainland. By the mid-1950s, APPM's head office
and decision-making functions were firmly based in Melbourne, 25 per cent of the group's
equity was held by foreign capital, and Tasmanian-based shareholding accounted for less
than 3 per cent of the company's total share capital (Lawriwsky, 1978).
In 1961, the Tasmanian government allocatedthe Wesley Vale pulpwood concession
to APPM, and by 1970 the company established a combined paper and coating plant
producing magazine and high grade printing papers at Wesley Vale (Figure 3.12).
Although the initial capacity of theWesley Valeplantwas only40,000 tonnesper annum,
and the adjoining pulp mill promised by the company had not yet been established, the
state govemment granted APPM access to the 208,400ha Wesley Vale pulpwood reserve
area in 1970 (Figure 3.13). With over 343,000ha of pulpwood available within the
WesleyVale concession andreserve areas, APPMconstructed an exportwoodchip mill at
Long Reach, north of Launceston, in 1972 (Figure 3.12). In 1979, APPM outbid the
mainland-based conglomerate Petersville Sleigh Ltd to secure its takeover of Tasmanian
Pulp and Forest Holdings Ltd (TPFH), which operated a woodchip facility at Triabunna
(Figure 3.12). TPFH, Tasmania's first export woodchip operation, had been established
bya group of indigenous sawmillers in 1971. As aresult of the takeover APPM acquired
both the mill and, more significantly, the TPFHeast coast pulpwood concession area,
increasing its statewide timber resource to approximately 77percent (905,400ha) of the
concessions in Crown forests.
Virtually all of Tasmania's woodchip production is linked to long-term contracts
with Japanese pulp andpaper manufacturers. Although Australian enterprises account for
less than 1 per cent of world woodpulp production, they supply 60 per cent of the
hardwood woodchip requirements for Japan's pulp and paper industry (Australia/Japan
Joint Study Group, 1980). Growth in the Japanese pulp and paper market has been
steady since 1970, and the market potential for Tasmanian woodchip producers is limited
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largely by their ability to secure adequate long-termtimber resources. For each producer,
the state government allocates production allowances for timber obtained from the
concession areas. However, there are no restrictions on agreements between the timber
companies and private land owners. Privately owned forests thus represent an additional
resource to the woodchip companies, and considerable efforts have been made to increase
their utilisation. Between 1970 and 1982, 11 million tonnes of timber for woodchip
production were harvested from over 110,000ha of private forest ("The Mercurv. 7
February 1985). In order to ensure the future availability of private timber resources,
APPMestablished the Tasmanian ForestFarmers Program in 1980to encourage andassist
in the development of private plantations in the north east of the state. Since 1979,
Tasmania's export woodchip industry has grown very slowly, maintaining production
levels ofjust over 3 million tonnes per annum.
By 1980, APPM had established itselfas the dominant forest products enterprise in
Tasmania. As well as having access to over 75 per cent of the Crown forest concession
areas, APPM accounted for 60 per cent (2 million tonnes) of the state's total annual
pulpwood production, 25 per cent of Tasmania's sawn timber production, and was the
largest private sector employer in Tasmania (Dargavel, 1984, p. 79). In addition to the
takeover of TPFH, APPM has asserted its power over many of the state's smaller
sawmillers, either through direct takeovers (particularly within the Bumie concession) or
through clearfelling and forest management practiceswhich have restricted the amountof
sawlogs available to the small locally-owned mills (Bowman, 1981). Growth in the
domestic paper industry was steady throughout the post-war period. APPM's success
within thedomestic market was encouraged partly bythefact that theaverage effective rate
of assistance topulp, paper and paperboard manufacturers in Australia has always been at
or below 10per cent. APPM has been most competitive against foreign manufacturers
within the market for uncoated papers, controlling almost 80 per cent of the Australian
market sincethe 1950s (Bureau of Agricultural Economics, 1986).
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Australian Newsprint Mills. Ltd
Prior to World War n, all Australian newsprint was imported from Canada, the UK,
and Scandinavia (Dargavel, 1984). In 1935 a joint venture between Australia's two
largest newspaper companies, John Fairfax and Sons Ltd and The Herald and Weekly
Times Ltd, led to the formation of Australian NewsprintMills, Ltd (ANM). At the time,
Canadian manufacturers supplied approximately 60 per cent of the Australian newsprint
market. A deal was subsequently made between ANM and the Canadian manufacturers
which would increase their market share to 80 per cent, and leave the remaining 20 per
cent to ANM. In 1935, ANM was allocated a 132,000ha pulpwood and timber
concession in the Florentine Valley, one of Tasmania's most productive forest areas
(Figure 3.13). Under the terms of the concession agreement, the company was granted
exclusive rights to all timber (fora period of 111 years) on the condition that it provided
up to 5 per cent of the sawlog timber to local sawmillers.
The newsprint mill, constructed at Boyer, began operations in 1941 with an initifll
annual capacity of 27,000 tonnes (Figure 3.12). During the war, imports of Canadian
newsprint were disrupted, enabling ANM to establish itself firmly within the Australian
market Over the next two decades, an additional paper machine was installed, raising the
capacity of theplant toover 89,000 tonnes by 1960. ANM's additional requirements for
long-fibred kraftpulp were satisfied through longterm supply contracts with several New
Zealand forest products companies. In1963 the Canadian transnational Bowaters granted
its share of the Australian newsprint market to the New Zealand company Tasman Pulp
and Paper. A share exchange of 200,000 ordinary shares was made between Tasman
Pulp and Paper and ANM, securing a share of the Australian marketfor the New Zealand
company (Le Heron, 1986, p. 11). A third paper machine was commissioned byANM in
1969, lifting its annual production to 170,000 tonnes. By 1970, ANM held approximately
40 per cent of the Australian newsprint market.
During the 1970s, ANM's strategy was to strengthen further its current position
within the domestic market and toensure the viability of its newsprint operations into the
1990s. In 1976 two major developments were announced by ANM's management. First,
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the company commissioned a feasibility study to assess the proposedestablishment of a
second newsprint mill, at Albury in New South Wales. The proposed plant would
virtually double the capacity of ANM's newsprint production, and enable the company to
gain control of 75 per cent of the vast softwood plantations owned by the Victorian and
New South Wales governments. HadANM not followed this strategy, it is likely that a
second newsprint manufacturer would have been granted the pulpwood resource and
ultimately threatened the viabilityof the Boyermill. Second,ANM decidedto constmcta
$13 million thermo-mechanical pulp mill at Boyer. Construction of the mill meant that
approximately 142,000 tonnes of radiata pine would bedrawn annually from private and
Forestry Commission plantations in north east Tasmania. More importantly, the mill
would reduce ANM's imports of long fibre craft pulp from 21 to 12 per cent, saving the
company over$37 million per yearin foreign exchange ("Australian Financial Review. 29
June 1978). Contracts for the supply of long fibre pulp from Tasman Pulp and Paper
were terminated after the new pulp mill at Boyer became operational in 1978. ANM
subsequently regained its 16 per cent shareholding held by the New Zealand Company (Le
Heron, 1986).
In 1978 construction of the Albury thermo-mechanical pulping and newsprint mill
began. Eager to secure the development, the New South Wales government provided
generous concessions to ANM. These included tax rebates, subsidies for transporting
production machinery from Sydney andMelbourne, theestablishment of a $1 million road
network adjacent to the mill, and the construction ofover $2.4 million in private housing
for ANM employees. TheAlbury complex was completed in 1981 at a total costof $200
million (almost double the original costprojections of 1978). Oneof themostadvanced
newsprint mills in the world, the Albury plant increased ANM's capacity to 80 per cent
(400,000tpa) of the domestic newsprint market (ANM, 1985). Despite assurances from
ANM management that future investment would not favour Albury over the Boyer milf
several commentators have suggested that ANM's development atAlbury represents 'the
classic lever on the regional state through the re-location ofproduction' (Dargavel, 1984,
p. 83). Although the majority of ANM's board members and shareholders reside outside
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Tasmania, the group's head office remained in Hobart after the Albury mill was
completed.
Australian Paper Manufacturers
In 1959 the 77,300ha Southern Forest Concession, located in the Huon district
south eastof Hobart, wasgranted to Austrahan Paper Manufacturers (APM) on an 80 year
basis (Figure 3.13). APM, Australia's largest manufacturer of pulp, paper and
paperboard products, established a mill at Port Huon to manufacture pelletised hardwood
pulpfor use at threeof its eightpapermiUs located throughout the mainland (Figure 3.12).
In 1962 thePortHuon millcommenced operations, with an initialcapacity of 25,000tpa.
The state govemment provided a major portion of the capital required for infrastructure
development, including the construction of a damat Rileys Creek to ensure thesupply of
fresh water, and the installation of a llOkW power supply line from Hobart. At the time
the mill was established approximately 70 persons were employed in the manufacture of
pulp, one-seventh of the labour input necessary for ANM to produce the same level of
output at its Boyer facility (Dargavel, 1984). Unlike APPM, APM had no interest in
exploiting the sawlog resources of its pulpwood concession. Consequently, indigenous
sawmillers who were logging portions of the Southern Concession prior to 1959
continued to do so after the Port Huon pulp mill was established.
Fortwo decades APM continued to operate the Port Huon mill, maintaining a stable
level of employment while investing only in replacement-capital required to maintain the
mill's operation. Annual production never exceeded 50,000tpa, well below the
sustainable yield of the Southern Concession. In November 1982 APM announced it
would close the mill in late December, giving the state govemmentonly one month to
convince APM to continue operations, or find another company to purchase the mill
Neithersolution wasreached, and within one month approximately 80 mill workers and
260 contractors (employed in cutting and transporting timber) lost their jobs. APM's
decision toclose themillwas made in relation to itsoverall group strategy at a time, when
the Australian paper market was severely depressed. Closure of the Port Huon facility
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presented itself as a viable option since the mill represented only a small percentage of
APM's total group investments.
Following the closure of the mill, the state government immediately revoked APM's
timber rights to the Southern Forest Concession. The mill remained vacant until 1986
when APM's management approached the Tasmanian government with an offer to re
establish its operations in the Huon. In response to APM's offer of employment (albeit
one-half of the previous workforce), the state government granted thecompany short term
access to pulpwoodresources in part of the southern concession. The state government's
subsequent refusal to re-allocate the entire forest concession to APM has prompted the
company to seek federal govemment assistance in maintaining its timber resource ("The
Mercury. 29 September 1987). Since APM was closed in 1985 when the thesis research
commenced, the company was not includedin the surveyof local manufacturers.
Petersville Sleigh Ltd
One of the most recent organisations to establish itself as a major forest products
company in Tasmania is the mainland-based transnational Petersville Sleigh Ltd. In 1971
the company created a separate forest productsdivision. Based in Melbourne, the division
gained entryinto the Tasmanian woodchip industry by taking-over the Launceston-based
company Northern Woodchips Pty Ltd. In 1969 the state govemment granted Northem
Woodchips an export licence to supply approximately 9 million tonnes of eucalypt
woodchips to Japan over a fifteen year period. Unable to raise the capital required to
establish its chip mill at Long Reach (adjacent to APPM's woodchip facility), Northem
Woodchips was forced tocease constmction and was eventually taken-over byPetersville
Sleigh. The mill was completed and woodchip exports commenced in December 1972.
Atthe time, the parent company decided toretain Northem Woodchips as the trading namp.
under which its Tasmanian subsidiaryoperated.
In contrast to the state's two other woodchip facilities operated by APPM, Northem
Woodchips obtained most of its timber from private landas the company was unable to
compete againstAPPM for access to resource held in Crown forests. Instead, contracts
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were made with over 200 private land owners throughout the state to ensure future timber
supplies. In addition, the company itself has purchased more than 23,000ha of land on
which it has utilised the available eucalypt resources and undertaken intensive
reforestation. Under the termsof its export licence agreement. NorthernWoodchips was
committed to reforesting 2,000ha per year over a ten year period which commenced in
1977. Consequently, over one-halfof the company's direct wage and salary earners are
employed in reforestation and forest management activities. In 1980, Northern
Woodchips was renamed Forest Resources, and diversified its Tasmanian forest-based
operations by purchasing one of the state's largest sawmilling companies, Tasmanian
Board Mills.
Tasmania's Independent Sawmills
Quite clearly, the four companies (APPM, ANM, APM, and Forest Resources)
engaged primarily in pulp, paper and woodchip production were, by 1980, dominantin
terms of employment, turnover, and value-added within Tasmania's forest products
sector. The growth of these major companies, and the state government's continued
support for them since the 1930s, have greatly influenced thedevelopment of independent
sawmilling enterprises in Tasmania. In particular, APPM's movement into sawmilling
activities created uncertainties regarding the company's rights to sawlogs within its
pulpwood concessions. Under the concession system, integrated logging activities
favoured the developmentof the major companies over smaller sawmills which had little
input into legislation dictating the conditions under which Crown forest concessions were
to be managed (Dargavel, 1984). Moreover, the state government's willingness togrant
APPM access to itsreserve areas hasfurther strengthened thecompany's control over both
pulpwood and sawlog resources. As the major companies increased their usage of
concession and reserve area resources, the smaller mills were forced torely more heavily
upon private land as opposed to both continuing and non-continuing Crown forest
allocations. Competition for private land often increased the distance between mills and
their timber resources, placing increased pressure upon the profitability of the state's
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smaller operators.
In 1951, the number of sawmills operating in Tasmania peaked at 355. Together,
these mills employed 2,340 persons and produced 293,000m3 of sawn timber. By 1980,
the number of mills fell by 102 (-71 per cent), total employment declined by 22 per cent
(-513 persons), and production of sawn timber increased by 27.6 per cent (80,900m3).
In addition to APPM, several large independent sawmills established themselves as
leading forestproductscompanies. These include KauriTimber, in the northwest region;
Tasmanian Board Mills Ltd, Gunns Holdings, and Tasmanian Softwoods, in the north of
the state; and Risby Forest Industries, Kemp and Denning Ltd, and B.C. Clennett in
southern Tasmania (Figure 3.12). With the exception of Kauri Timber, each of these
companies was developed by indigenous capital. Only Tasmanian Board Mills has since
been acquiredby capital outside the state. In 1980,these seven companies accountedfor
approximately one-half of Tasmania's sawn timber production, nearly 80 per cent of
which was marketed through timber wholesalers in Victoria.
3.3.4 Agricultural and Filtered-Down Processing Activities
Apartfrom the majorresource-based operations, largely attracted to Tasmania by the
state government's policy of hydro-industrialisation andresource concessions, otherlarge
manufacturing enterprises established inTasmania prior to 1980 were primarily production
segments of mainland or overseas corporations, engagedin agricultural or filtered-down
manufacturing activities.
Large scale processing of agricultural products began in northern Tasmania during
World WarII when the federal government established vegetable dehydration plants at
Scottsdale, Ulverstone and Smithton. In 1944, a canning factory was built at Devonport
bythe H.J. Heinz company toservice the govemment's dehydration facilities. Following
the war, the state-owned plants were eventually sold to private enterprise. After an
unsuccessful trial period as a fish canneiy, theUlverstone plant was purchased in 1947 by
International Canners PtyLtdwhich converted thefactory back to vegetable processing.
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specialising in potato products. Later that year, Dewcrisp Products Ltd purchased the
government's Scottsdale plant and expanded production of dehydrated vegetables, and
frozen and canned peas. In 1955, Gordon Edgell Pty Ltd bought the Devonport plant
originally operated by Heinz, and expanded production of canned and frozen green
vegetables. Edgell later acquired the Ulverstone factory from International Canners. At
Scottsdale, Kraft Foods Ltdpurchased Dewcrisp Products in 1961, andwas subsequently
taken overby General JonesPty Ltd in 1974. By 1980, the industryappeared to stabilise,
with General Jones operating at Smithton and Scottsdale, and Edgell-Birdseye (by this
timepart of the Petersville SleighGroup) manufacturing at Devonport and Ulverstone. In
addition to a combined factory workforce of 850persons, the four plantsemployed more
than 1,400 contract vegetable growers throughout northem Tasmania.
Between 1920 and the early 1960s, several large filtered-down industries were
established in Tasmania. In particular, six textile firms, an automotive bearing
manufacturer, a Cadbury's confectionery plant, and a manufacturer of hand tools
accounted for the majority of the workforce employed in filtered-down production
activities by 1970. Tasmania's textile industry, attracted byvarious factors including an
abundant and low cost labour pool, state government incentives, and the availability of
soft water, employed over 4,000persons in 1970. Development favoured the northof the
state, with three enterprises locating in Launceston (Kelsall & Kemp, Coats Patons, and
James Nelson), two locating inDevonport (Tootals and Tascot Templeton), and only one
establishing in Hobart (Universal Textiles). Four of these enterprises were originally
established as wholly-owned subsidiaries of UK-based corporations, while Universal
TextilesandKelsall& Kemp wereoriginally Tasmanian owned.
The 25 percent tariff reduction of 1973 had a devastating influence upon the state's
textile industry. One of the largest enterprises, Kelsall &Kemp, ceased operations. Each
of the other major enterprises cutproduction and reduced employment. Coats Patons, the
state's largest textile manufacturer, decreased its workforce from 2,100 to 591 persons
between 1973 and 1978. In total, the number of textile manufacturers fell by one-half,
and employment within the industry declined by 60 percent (2,400 jobs) between 1970
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and 1980. In the wake of mergers, takeovers, and closures within the textile industry
worldwide during the 1970s, two of the UK-based enterprises (James Nelson and
Tootals) were ultimately purchased by Australian capital, and a third enterprise (Tascot
Templeton) was taken-over by the Malaysian government.
Cadbury Schweppes, the largest of Tasmania's filtered-down enterprises by 1980,
was established near Hobart in 1921. A wholly-owned subsidiary of Cadbury Schweppes
PLC in the UK, the Tasmanian enterprise became the largest confectionery plant in
Australia. In 1967, Cadbury's acquired the Australian operations of MacRobertson Ltd,
which included a new confectionery plant in Melbourne. Initially, the Hobart and
Melbourne plants manufactured similar productlines, but as part of a majorrationalisation
in 1978, theduplication of production ended as each plant began to speciahse inparticular
products. In addition, the Tasmanian enterprise lost some of its autonomy as the group's
computer services division was transferred from Hobart to Melboume.
The manufacture of bearings for the automotive industry began in 1949 when the
Repco Bearing Company was established in Launceston. As a result of technical
agreements reached with the American manufacturer ClevelandGraphic Bronze Ltd in
1954, Repco became theleading supplier of bearings to therapidly expanding Austrahan
car industry between 1960 and 1970. In 1963 a second factory wasopened in Launceston
to accommodate the company's expanded range of engine components, including gears
and brake pistons. A third plant commenced operations in 1974, producing copper alloy
powders for use in the production of self-lubricating bearings and structural parts. By
1980, over 550 personswere employed by Repcoin Launceston.
Thelastof thelarge filtered-down operations to beestablished priorto 1980 was the
Hobart firm Stanley-Titan Pty Ltd, a manufacturer of hand tools, in 1963. Originally a
joint venture between the BHP subsidiary Titan Manufacturing and Stanley Tools (USA)
Ltd, the plant gradually expanded the range ofproducts produced, maintaining itsposition
as the only manufacturer of hand tools in Australia within the Stanley-Titan group.
Following the purchase of BHP's shares in 1972, Stanley became a wholly-owned
subsidiary of Stanley (USA), employing over200 persons in Tasmania.
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Although Tasmania was moderately successful in attracting filtered-down industries
between 1920 and the early 1960s, most of the factories attracted to the state declined in
terms of both employment and output during the 1970s. Since 1970, several factors
including the global recession, changes in the federal arbitration system, and the rising
capital cost structure of hydro-electric development have considerably weakened
Tasmania's ability to encourage the establishment of large filtered-down industries.
The final section of the chapter summarises the structure of Tasmania's
manufacturing economy in 1985, using data obtained from the manufacturing survey.
Particular attention is given to the identification of ownership, enterprise size, industry
structure, andmarket orientation of thestate's manufacturing sector. Subsequent chapters
provide a more intensive investigation into the processes within and between the state's
manufacturing enterprises.
3.4 THE GENERAL STRUCTURE OF MANUFACTURING IN 1985
Given Tasmania's dependence upon resource-based industries, its economy differs
greatly from otherregional economies to which most research on firm size, ownership and
enterprise segmentation has been directed. The majority ofTasmania's primary resource-
based products, including sawntimber, woodchips, paper, zinc, and aluminium are sold
in interstate and overseas markets. Success in these markets often fluctuates widely, due
to the influence of external factors such as world metal prices, exchange rates, and the
domestic building market, upon which Tasmanian manufacturers have little or no
influence. In 1985, total employment among resource-based industries accounted for one-
half of the state's manufacturing workforce (Table 3.10). Moreover, the state's four
largest non-locally owned resource-based enterprises (APPM, EZ, ANM and Comalco)
employed 27 per cent (7,360 persons) of all factory employment. Concentration of
ownership among the four largest resource-based enteiprises hasincreased since 1980, as
the Melbourne-based corporation North Broken Hill Holdings Ltd (NBH) acquired APPM
in 1983 and EZ in 1984. As a result of the acquisitions, NBH became the largest and
most powerful private sector employer in Tasmaina.
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Table 3.10: Manufacturing Employment in Tasmania's
Resource-Based Industries, 1985
Industry
Employment
(persons)
% of Total
Manufacturing
Employment
Timber 4,016 15
Basic metals 3,619 13
Paper products 3,488 13
Fruit & vegetables 1,205 4
Seafood processing 808 3
Furniture (wooden) 489 2
Total 13,625 50
Source: Tasmanian Manufacturing Survey, 1986.
Notwithstanding the fact that Tasmania's four largest resource-based enterprises
employ nearlyone-third of the manufacturing workforce, the numericallydominant unitof
production is the small indigenous enterprise (Figure 3.14A). Over 73 per cent (N=338)
of all enterprises are locally owned andemploy fewer than 50 people. In contrast, only 10
per cent (N=47) of enterprises employ 100or more persons. However, 67 per centof the
manufacturing workforce is employed by these 47enterprises, reinforcing thedominance
of employmentcontrol by the state's few large firms (Figure3.14B). The distribution of
enterprises byemployment size suggests that the small, medium, andlarge enterprise, in
the Tasmanian context, differs from what has been used elsewhere as a definition of firm
size (for example, see Johns et al. 1983; Storey, 1983). Specifically, a reasonable
classification forTasmania defines small firms as those employing fewer than 26persons,
medium firms employing between 26 and99 persons, and largefirms employing 100 or
more persons.
For operational reasons, these definitions are presented here so that reference can be
made to the relations between small, medium, and large enterprises in later chapters.
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Figure 3.14 Employment Control by Size and Ownership of Tasmanian Manufacturing
Enterprises, 1985
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However, the definitions are baseduponan intensive understanding of the organisational
structure and strategies adopted byTasmanian enterprises. For example, small enterprises
are primarily definedin relation to the imposition of state payroll tax. Most enterprises
employing less than 26 persons fall under the $300,000 wage exemption limit, above
which firms are required to pay a 5 per cent tax on their total wage bill. Managers of
small enterprises typically view payroll tax as both a barrier to growth and a means by
which they would become less competitive against enterprises not paying the tax (see
Chapter 6). Small andmedium enterprises are also defined on the basis of organisational
complexity, and thewillingness of managers to delegate authority and takerisks within the
marketplace. Medium andlarge enterprises aredefined on the basis of the separation of
ownership andcontrol, and the capital intensity ofproduction operations. Additionally,
since each of the state's four largest enterprises is significantly larger than other enterprises
employing over 1(X) persons in terms ofemployment and and capitalisation, it is important
to analyse them separately.
In Tasmania, 26,967 persons were employed in manufacturing during 1985 (Table
3.11). The state's 85 non-locally owned enterprises, most of which employ over 100
persons, account for 61 per cent of manufacturing employees, including the majority
(60 per cent) of all female labour. The remaining 39 per cent of the manufacturing
workforce is employed by Tasmania's 374 indigenous enterprises. External control,
measured interms ofemployment share, is strongest inthe basic metals, textile and paper
products industries, where a small number ofnon-local enterprises employ the majority of
the workforce in each sector. In addition, a small number of large non-locally owned
enterprises employs a significant percentage of the workforce in the food products,
transport equipment, andnon-metallic mineral products sectors. Indigenous firms control
overone-half of theworkforce in only oneof thefive largest industries (wood products),
although the indigenous share appears to have decreased slightly over the last decade as
the number of small sawmillers has continued to dechne.
Over 77percent of the manufacturing workforce is employed byenterprises which
are heavily dependent upon sales in export markets. Moreover, indigenous and non-
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Table 3.11: Tasmanian Manufacturing Employment by Location of Controlling Head
Office, 1985
Industry
Number of
Enterprises
Total
Employment 1
% of Total Manufacturing
Emplojnnent
Tasmanian
Owned
Non-Locally
Owned
Tasmanian
Owned
Non-LocaUy
Owned
Basic metal
products 11 4 3,619 2 98
Textiles 9 5 1,568 4 96
Paper, paper products
publishing & printing 27 6 5,159 27 73
Chemical, petroleum
& coal products 21 9 993 35 65
Food & beverage
products 54 19 5,812 36 64
Transport equipment 21 1 948 53 47
Fabricated metal
products 38 13 1,284 54 46
Non-metaUic
mineral products 42 7 1,273 55 45
Wood, wood products
& furniture 67 10 4,579 66 34
Clothing & footwear 8 1 480 72 28
Miscellaneous
manufacturing 35 7 609 77 23
Industrial machinery
& equipment 41 3 642 87 13
Total Manufacturing 374 85 26,967 39 61
Based upon average employment during 1985.
Source: Tasmanian Manufacturing Survey, 1986
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locally ownedenterprises are effectively manufacturing products for two separate markets.
Non-locally owned enterprises are reliant upon markets outside Tasmaniafor an average
of 56 per cent of their total product sales, compared to only 14 per cent for indigenous
enterprises (Table 3.12). Non-locally owned enterprises most dependent upon the
Tasmanian market include those operating in the non-metallic minerals, fabricated metals,
and miscellaneous manufactured products (including plastics, signs, and eyeglasslenses)
sectors. Indigenous enterprises export over50 per centof manufactured products in only
one industry subdivision, clothing and footwear.
In total, 83per cent (N=311) of indigenous enterprises are primarily engaged in the
manufacture of non-resource based products for the Tasmanian market (Figure 3.15).
These enterprises employ 22.8 per cent (5,802 persons) of the state's full-time
manufacturing workforce and over one-third (527 persons) of all part-time workers.
Employment control within the non-locaUy owned sector is greatest among the 26
enterprises primarily manufacturing resource-based products for mainland and overseas
markets. Theseenterprises account for 40 per cent (10,178 persons) of all full-time, and
23.4per cent(368 persons) of all part-time manufacturing employees in Tasmania.
In terms of spatial concentration, employment control among non-locally owned
enterprises is highest within north westem and western Tasmania. In the north west
region, APPM alone employs 32.5 per cent (2,482 persons) of the manufacturing
workforce, in its pulp, paper and timber operations (Table 3.13). Other non-locally
owned enterprises employ a further 32.8 per cent (2,506 persons) of the factory
workforce while indigenous enterprises account for only 34.7 percent (2,642 persons) of
the region's manufacturing employment. The structure of manufacturing in north and
northeastern Tasmania, focusing upon Launceston, is clearly morediversified thanin the
north west region. Of the four largest enterprises, APPM, ANM, and Comalco employ
only 18 per cent (1,471 persons) of the manufacturing workforce. However, employment
control among other non-locally owned enterprises is particularly high (44.2 per cent),
reflecting the large number of filtered-down and timber processing operations which
operatein the region. Indigenous employment is highestin southern and easternTasmania
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Table 3.12: Market Orientation by Industry and Ownership of Tasmanian Manufacturers, 1985
Non-Locally Owned Locally Owned
Enterprises
% Sales
Outside Tasmania Enterprises
% Sales
Outside Tasmania
Induslry No. Mean No. Mean
Clothing & footwear 1 100 8 63
Transport equipment 1 100 21 24
Basic metal products 4 98 11
-
Textiles 5 87 9 -
Wood, wood products
& furniture 10 75 67 24
Paper, paper products
publisMng & printing 6 65 27 _
Food & beverage products 19 56 54 7
Chanical, petroleum
& coal products 9 42 21 _
Industrial machinery
& equipment 3 34 41 11
Non-metaUic mineral
products 7 8 42 25
Fabricated metal products 13 8 38 4
Miscellaneous manufacturing 7 2 35 15
Total Manufacturing 85 56 374 14
Source: Tasmanian Manufacturing Survey, 1986
Figure 3.15: Full and Part-Time Employment by Market Orientation of Tasmanian Enterprises, 1985
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Table 3.13: Regional Distribution of Tasmanian Manufacturing Employment, 1985
Southem & Eastem Tasmania North & N.E. Tasmania N.W. & Western Tasmania Total Tasmania
Ownership Ent.2 Estab.3
Etiployment
No. % Ent. Estab.
Employment
No. % Ent. Estab.
Employment
No. % Ent. Estab.
Employment
No. %
4 Largest 4 2 3 3,419 30.3 1 3 1,471 18.2 1 7 2,482 32.5 4 13 7,372 27.3
Non-Local 30 65 3,171 19.2 31 62 3,569 44.2 20 52 2,506 32.8 81 179 9,246 34.2
Local 188 297 4,687 50.5 107 152 3,020 37.6 79 122 2,642 34.7 374 571 10,349 38.5
Total 220 365 11,277 100.0 139 217 8,060 100.0 100 181 7,630 100.0 459 763 26,967 100.0
1Amap ofthe three regions isprovided inFigure 2.1
2Enterprises
3 Establishments
4 APPM, ANM, EZ and Comalco
Source: Tasmanian Manufacturing Survey, 1986
a>
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(4,687 persons), accounting for over one-half of the manufacturing workforce. APPM,
ANM, andEZcontrol 30.3 percent ofmanufacturing employment while other non-locally
owned operationsemployonly 19.2per cent of theregion'smanufacturing workforce.
The current structureof Tasmania's manufacturing economy is thus one in which a
major share of the factory workforce is employed by a few large non-locally owned
enterprises engaged in resource-based processing for export markets. The state's
indigenous enterprises, predominantly small in scale, are largelyproducing non-resource
basedproducts for theTasmanian market Consequently, direct competition between non-
locally owned and indigenous enterprises within the local market occurs in only a few
industries such as fabricated metal products, non-metallic mineral products, and plastics
manufacturing.
Given this general introduction to the structure of the state's manufacturing
economy, the following chapter focuses more intensively upon the local processes
underlying power relationships within and between manufacturing enterprises in
Tasmania.
CHAPTER 4
ENTERPRISE RELATIONSHIPS WITHIN
TASMANIAN MANUFACTURING
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The objectives of this chapter are to examine the organisational and power relations
between enterprises, and betweenestablishments of multi-sitemanufacturingenterprises in
Tasmania. As indicated in section 2.7, all indigenous and non-locally owned multi-site
Tasmanian enterprises were included in the manufacturing survey. In defining the
organisational relations between establishments of multi-site operations, the spatial
structureof multi-site enterprises is first identified in relation to enterprise ownership, and
to the location of Tasmanian headoffices andtheiraffiliated establishments throughout the
state. After establishing the general spatial structure of multi-site enterprises at an
aggregate level, a more detailed investigation is made into the dominant operational
structures of multi-site firms and the functional linkages between individual establishments
withinTasmanian enterprises. The identification of these dominant operational structures
helps to establish the causal relationships which influence the behaviour of multi-site firms
within the study area, as the structures ultimately reflect a balance between the goals of
enterprise management and theconstraints imposed by the capitalist system in whichfirms
are operating. Power relations between Tasmanian head offices and affiliated
establishments are assessed on the basis of operational autonomy, the control over
operating resources, and shifts in functional responsibilities between establishments
between 1980 and 1985.
Operational and power relationships between enterprises focus upon subcontract,
franchise, licenceandmarketarrangements within Tasmanian manufacturing. Discussion
centres upon the extent of such arrangements within the state'smanufacturing sector, the
strategies behind these relations, and the power networks which emergefrom them.
Evidence from the manufacturing survey indicates that a muchhigherpercentage of
non-locally owned than indigenous manufacturing firms operate from more than one
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establishment in Tasmania. Among most indigenous and non-locally owned multi-site
enterprises, activities outside manufacturing account for a large portion of their total
income. The processes by which multi-site enterprises were established, and the market
strategies they are presently following, are markedly different between indigenous and non-
locally owned firms. While the largest number of both indigenous and non-locally owned
multi-site operations are oriented toward the local market, indigenous branch
establishments are usually located in the region in which the Tasmanian enterprise is
headquartered, while branch establishments of non-locally owned enterprises are more
often located outside the Tasmanian head office region. In general, the focus of most
indigenous multi-site firms upon their headquarters region reflects the fact that most of
these firms were initially established as single-site operations selling within only one of the
state's three regional markets. On the other hand, most non-locally owned multi-site
enterprises were initially established as multi-regional operations to service the entire state
market.
An examination of power relations between branch establishments and their
Tasmanian head offices indicates that the majority of both indigenous and non-locally
owned branch managers have very little control over their own establishment. Most
branch establishments are small and functionally dependent upon their Tasmanian head
office. The nature of operational and power relations between enterprises in Tasmania
demonstrates that most firms engaged in subcontract, franchise and licence activities are
not reliant upon such arrangements for a majorportionof their total income. In addition,
most of these relations are between small ormedium-sized enterprises, and power linkages
between small and large firms are of littie importance.
4.1 RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN ESTABLISHMENTS WITHIN LOCALLY OWNED
MULTI-SITE ENTERPRISES
4.1.1 Spatial Structure of Operations
The survey of Tasmanian manufacturers indicates that 10.4 per cent (N=39) of all
locally owned manufacturing enterprises are multi-site operations. Together, these
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enterprises control over one-quarter (N=159) of all establishments and 41.3 per cent of
employment within Tasmania's indigenous manufacturing sector. The largest number of
multi-site operations (N=19) are headquartered in the Hobart metropolitan area (Figure
4.1C). Of these enterprises, nine function as dual establishment operations and only eight
enterprises have establishments located outside the southern region of the state. The
largest number (N=6)of extemal establishments are located in the northwest region, only
two are located in Launceston, a further two operate in Melbourne and one is located in
Singapore. Of the 13 multi-site enterprises in Launceston, nine have establishments
locatedoutside the northern region (Figure 4.IB). Eight of these enterprises operate 17
establishments in southern Tasmania while six enterprises account for the seven
establishments located in the north west. Onlyone establishment, operating in Melbourne,
is located outside the state. Of the seven multi-site enterprises based in the north west,
four operate outside the region. The largest number of these extemal establishments
(N=l 1) are in Launceston, and a further five are located in Hobart (Figure 4.1A).
The establishments of the state's 39 indigenous multi-site operations are thus
strongly tied to the region in which the Tasmanian enterprise head office is located. In
particular, 82.8 per cent of all establishments controlled by southern-based enterprises,
and 63.6per centof all establishments controlled by enterprises headquartered in the north
west, are located in the respective local region (Table 4.1). Establishments of multi-site
enterprises headquartered in Launceston areratherlessdependent upon theimmediate local
market asonly just overone-half of allestablishments arelocated in thenorthem region.
Launceston's geographic position clearly favours access to markets in Hobart and the
urban centres in the north west region, especially given Launceston's role as one of
Tasmania's major port and distribution centres. In addition to the strong regional
dependence of the state's indigenous multi-site enterprises, there is an even greater
dependence upon Tasmania as the only state in which establishments are located. Of the
159establishments controlled by the 39 multi-site enterprises, less than 1per cent (N=4)
are situated outside the state. The virtual lack of establishments located outside Tasmania
is not surprising given the small size of most indigenous enterprises. Ten of the 39 multi-
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Figure 4.1: Establishment Structure of Locally Owned, Multi-Site Enterprises
in Tasmania
North west and western Tasmania
South and south eastem Tasmania
Source: Tasmanian Manufacturing Survey, 1986
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Table 4.1: Regional Concentration of Establishments Among Locally Owned Multi-Site Enterprises
% of Total Establishments Located In
EstablishmentsEnterprises
Location of Tasmanian
Head Office Tasmania Tasmania Mainland NW/W N/NE S/SE
Total Tasmania
and Mainland
N.W. & Western Tasmania 7 44 0 63.6 25.0 11.4 100.0
North & N.E. Tasmania 13 54 1 13.5 55.0 31.5 100.0
South & S.E. Tasmania 19 57 3 10.5 3.7 82.8 100.0
Total 39 155 4 25.7 27.0 44.6 100.0
Source: Tasmanian Manufacturing Survey, 1986
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site enterprises employ fewer than 26 persons, and all but 12 employ fewer than 100.
Consequently, many branch establishments are extremely small, employing only a few
people. Over one-half of all establishments do not even employ full-time office staff, as
managerial and clerical functions within most small enterprises are centralised at the
Tasmanian head office location (Table 4.2).
Functions Undertaken in Tasmania
While aU 39 multi-site enterprises are dependentupon manufacturing for at least one-
quarter of their total income, many are engaged in a much wider range of activities. On
average, manufacturing accounts for 78 per cent of the total income received by these
enterprises, and only one-thirdof all enterprises (N=13) are engaged solely in production
activities. Of the 159 establishments, only 58 per cent (N=92) are directly involved in
manufacturing (Table 4.2). Other key functions performed by the enterprises include
retailing and service-related activities such as installation, repair and maintenance. Once
again, this reflects the small size and low degree of specialisation among the state's
indigenous multi-site enterprises. Over 70 per cent of enterprises and 40 per cent of
establishments are engaged in retail activities. Although most establishments involved in
retailing are primarily marketing products manufactured by the Tasmanian enterprise,
many supplement the range of products available by selling goods purchased on the
mainland or overseas. In addition to retailing, more than 70 per centof enterprises and 45
per cent of establishments are engagedin installation, repair or maintenance activities for
thepublic (Table 4.2). Tasmania's indigenous multi-site enterprises are clearly oriented
towards theproduction andsale of existing products, as only oneenterprise, a large dairy
products firm based in Devonport, is engaged in research and development on a regular
basis.
Thefollowing paragraphs provide a more intensive investigation into the processes
behindthe current structure of locally owned multi-site enterprises in Tasmania. While the
historic processes which brought about the current structure of multi-site operations vary
enormously among individual enterprises, a detailed knowledge of each firm's activities
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Table 4.2: Functions Undertaken by Locally Owned, Multi-Site Enterprises
in Tasmania
Location ofTasmanian Head Office
Function N.W. & Western North & N.E. South &S.E. Total Tasmania
Manufacturing
Enterprises
No
%
Establishments
No
%
Administration/Clerical
Enterprises
No
%
Establishments
No
%
Retailing
Enterprises
No
%
Establishments
No
%
Wholesaling
Enterprises
No
%
Establishments
No
%
Installation/Maintenance
Enterprises
No
%
Establishments
No
%
Research & Development
Enterprises
No
%
Establishments
No
%
Transport/Distribution
Enterprises
No
%
Establishments
No
7
100
24
54
7
100
26
59
7
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enables the identification of the dominant operational structures of multi-site enterprises.
These operational structures reflect the motives and abilities of enterprise management, as
well as the constraints imposed by the particular capitalist environment within which the
enterprise operates. In Tasmania, both the motivation of management within multi-site
enterprises and the opportunities for physical expansion are influenced by the character of
the state's economy. In particular, the small size and physical separation of Tasmania's
three regional markets, and the separation of Tasmania from mainland markets have a
major influence (see section 3.2). For many of Tasmania's indigenous enterprises, inter
regional or inter-state expansion is beyond the financial means of the firm. Other
enterprises which could finance such development may decline to do so as management
may perceive the geographic dispersion of activities as a threat to their ultimate control
over the organisation. Given the small size of the state's regional markets, the continued
growth of multi-site enterprises usually necessitates either physical expansion or market
development outside the immediate local region. The identification of the current
operational structures among multi-siteenterprises thus represents a most useful reference
point from which to understand the goals of enterprise management and their limitations
given the present structure of Tasmania's capitalistenvironment. Discussion highlights
these structuresand their prevalenceamongmulti-siteenterprises.
4.1.2 Operational Structures of Locally Owned Multi-Site Enterprises
The operational structures of Tasmania's 39 indigenous multi-site enterprises are
defined on the basis of autonomous operating segments within each firm. While most
enterprises are small and canbeidentified on thebasis of a single dominant structure, eight
of the larger enterprises are organised on the basis of a divisional structure in which
separate operating segments follow different strategies. Thus, discussion centres upon 31
enterprises witha single dominant strategy and 16decision-making divisions in theeight
largerenterprises. These 47 semi-autonomous decision-making unitswill be referredto as
operating segments.
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From this current population of indigenous multi-site enterprises, five dominant
operational structures are identified from the questionnaireresponses. The primary factor
distinguishing these structures is the degree to which Tasmanianmanufacturing enterprises
are reliant upon sales within the state. In total, 77 per cent (N=30) of all operating
segments, employing 2,414 persons, are largely dependent upon sales within Tasmania
(Figure 4.2). Two operational structures, single regional market and multi-regional
expansion, further differentiate these locally-oriented segments. Among the 17 segments
orientedtowards exportsales, threedominant stractures are identified. Theyare segments
engagedin resource-based activity, thoseengaged in non-resource basedproduction, and
those segments which have set up establishments outside Tasmania.
Single Regional Market
Almost one-half of the indigenous multi-site segments (N=18) operate in a single
regionalmarket. Together, these segments employ 40 per cent (N=l,772 persons) of the
total workforce within Tasmanian-based, multi-site operations. These segments
manufacture products in only one of the state's three market regions, and are dependent
upon sales within thatregion forvirtually allincome received. Although these enterprises
are similar in terms of their dependence upon a single regional market, there is
considerable variation in the types of processing and marketing which is undertaken.
Specifically, four dominant operational structures exist among enterprises trading within a
single regional market (Figiu-e 4.3).
First, five enterprises are primarilyengagedin one-off fabricationof unstandardised
products. These include firms producing joineryand school clothing in the north west
region, aluminium windows in Launceston and commercial artwork and shopfittings in
Hobart. Each enterprise is small, skill-based, service-oriented and requires relatively low
levels of investment in fixed capital tomaintain its production activities. Serving a final
demand market, each of these enterprises is also involved in the direct retailing of its
products. Three of the five firms have separate retail establishments while the other two
selloutof theirfactory locations. Allbutone enteiprise is a family business, owned and
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operated by either its founder or a second generation family member. Although each
enterprise has expanded to become a multi-site operation, many of the owners reported
that they are satisfied with profits available within the regional market. A strategy of
growth, by expansion into more distant markets, is unlikely to be adopted by these
enterprises.
Second, five multi-site enterprises are manufacturing standardised products for the
regional market in which they are based. These include the largest plant bakery in the
north west region, regional newspapers in each of the three major regions of the state and
a manufacturer of household and industrial chemicals in Hobart. Each of these
enterprises, large in terms of hoth employment and fixed capital investment, has a strong
historical association within its respective region; the bakery in the north west and the three
regional newspapers were all established prior to the Second World War. The bakery,
founded in Bumie, has since established a second production facility in Devonport.
Althougheach of the three regionalnewspapers has establishments located in other regions
of Tasmania, they are small and involved only in gathering local news and advertising
which forms a very minor part of the paper's content. The chemicalmanufacturer operates
two workshops in Hobart which predominantlyemploy handicapped persons. The firm's
manager indicated that strong competition in markets outside the region has made a
strategy of multi-regional expansion virtually impossible, and has limited product sales to
the Hobart area where marketing, distribution costs and production deadlines are within
the means of the operation.
Third, four multi-site enterprises are primarily manufacturing products for sale to
retailers within their local region. Thesecomprise a smallchickenprocessorand egg farm
near Hobart, and three timber operations near Launceston. The fourth group of
indigenous multi-site operations trading within a single regional market is oriented toward
direct retailing in the Hobart area. The group includes a bakery which has established four
hot bread shops in the Hobart area, and three divisional segments of large indigenous
sawnulhng operations which are involved in hardware and timber retaihng.
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Although the types of industries and range of activities undertaken varies between
segments operating within a single regional market, they each share a common focus upon
the local region in which they are based. Information gained during the interviews
indicates that, except for the bakery and three sawmills primarily engaged in retailing, the
18 segments currently serving a single regional market are unlikely to locate additional
establishments outside their head office region. For most of these segments, managers
indicated that branch operations have simply been established as a means to alleviate a lack
of space at the original head office location, and do not reflect a general desire by
management markedly to expand the scale of operations within the region. The southem-
based retail segmentshave been successful in gaininga profitable shareof their respective
markets. While not closing off the option of expansion in Launceston or the north west
region in the future, managers of these segments reported that they did not have any plans
to establish operations outside the Hobart area in the foreseeable future. In particular,
expansion by southern-based hardware and timber retailers into northern Tasmania was
seen as difficult as there already exists a large indigenous enterprise serving Launceston
and much of the north west regional market.
Multi-Regional Expansion
Twelve indigenous enterprises have expanded from a single to a multi-regional
operation (Figure 4.2). Most of these enterprises began as single-site operations serving a
single regional market, andthrough subsequent expansions have established operations in
at least one of the other two regional market areas in Tasmania. Although physical
expansion has taken place, marketing is still concentrated within Tasmania as multi-
regional expansion has provided a strategy by which firms could secure a larger shareof
the statemarket. Multi-regional expansion among the current population of indigenous
enterprises is a relatively recent phenomenon, with all 12 enterprises expanding from
single-region operations in only thelast15 years. In fact, seven of the 12enterprises have
only become multi-regional operations since 1980. Given the limited size of the market in
each of the state's three regions, most branches which have been established outside the
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head office region are small, functionally dependent upon the Tasmanian enterprise head
office, and engaged in a number of activities in addition to manufacturing.
Among the 12 enterprises having establishments in more than one region, three
operational structures are identified (Figure 4.4). First, five enterprises have established
manufacturing operations in each of the regions in which they are located. Two of these
enterprises, a manufacturer of cement building bricks and an asphalt company, are located
in each of the state's three regions. For these enterprises manufacturing is based upon
bulk usage of local raw materials within each region. While the asphalt company tenders
primarily for government contracts, the manufacturer of building bricks sells a large share
of its products within the home building market. Consequently, each of its four
establishments throughout Tasmaniais also engaged in direct retailing. The remaining
three enterprises manufacture within two regions of the state. These are a small electrical
sign company with its head office in Launceston, and a furniture manufacturer and a firm
manufacturing fruit juice which have their headquarters in Hobart. Each of these
enterprises has expanded into a secondregional market since 1980,employing only a few
persons at their branch location. In the case of the Hobart-based fruit juice company,
multi-site operations commenced in 1985 whenit boughtout a mainland-based enterprise
operatingin Launceston. In addition to securinga greater shareof the northem fruit juice
market, the purchase enabledthe indigenous firm to acquireestablished statewidesupply
contracts held with Tasmania's largest food retailer, Coles-Myer Ltd.
The second operational structure comprises four segments which manufacture in
only one region, and then distribute their manufacturedproducts to establishments in other
regionswhich then install, retail, or distribute themlocally. The manufacturing base of all
four of these segments is located in Launceston. Products manufactured by these
enterprises include household chemicals, cellulose fibre insulation, awnings, canvas
products, and fumiture. Typical of these enterprises is the Launceston company which
began producing steeloffice fumiture for thelocal region in 1947. Subsequent expansion
was gradual, with the enterprise diversifying into wooden fumiture in 1963 and lounge
andschool fumiture in 1971. Bythemid-1970s theenterprise employed 40 persons in its
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Launceston factory, and supplieda large share of the local furniture market. Following its
strategy of product diversification within the Launceston market, the family owned
company undertook multi-regional expansion by establishing retail showroom facilities in
Hobart in 1979, and in Bumie in 1982. Both showrooms have since been expanded and
together currently account for over 40 per cent of the company's statewide turnover.
Success achieved through multi-regional expansion and direct retailing has also
encouraged the enterprise to supplement its ownproduct rangewith furniture produced by
manufacturers on the mainland. By 1985, the Launceston factory employed over 70
persons, with a further 20 persons employed in retail and distribution throughout
Tasmania. While there has been a great deal of marketsuccessthroughoutTasmania, the
enterprise continues to sellonlywithin the state. Characteristic of most family ownedand
operated enterprises in Tasmania, the family has no interest in establishing operations on
the mainland or overseas, as the profits available within the state are viewed as sufficient.
In terms of HSkanson's conceptualisation of firm growth, the limits to the rate of
expansion realised bythis enterprise are setlargely by themanagerial constraints imposed
by the owner-manager (HSkanson, 1979, p. 122-23; see section 6.1.1).
The thirdoperational structure among indigenous multi-regional enterprises serving
the Tasmanian market contains three non-production segments of large indigenous
manufacturing operations. The parent companies to which these segments belong are
primarily engaged in the manufacture and export of resource-based products such as
timber, processed fruit, and dairy produce. Within Tasmania each enterprise is also
engaged in one or more non-production activities including storage, transport, retailing,
wholesaling and commercial investment. In each of the three enterprises these non-
production activities are incorporated into operating divisions in which autonomous
management and reporting structures are organised. In one such enterprise, the state's
largest indigenous dairy products operation, a separate retail sales division was established
in 1981 to supply agricultural machinery, farm supplies, anddiscounted dairy produce to
rural markets within the enterprise's milk supply region. The division is based at the
enterprise head office in Devonport and includesfour retail outlets throughout north and
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north westernTasmania. Eachoutlet is small (employing fewer than 10 persons) and two
of the four trading establishments share a building with coolstores, also operated by the
enterprise in the northern part of the state. During the interview with senior management,
the enterprise'smanagingdirectorstated that the company's strategy of expandingits non-
production activities within its milk supply regionwasdesigned both to encourage greater
interaction between the enterprise and the local rural community, and to enable the
company to diversify into a profitable trading environment where risks are minimised due
to the lowrequirement forcapital investment anda strong familiarity with themarket. By
1985, annual trade sales within northern Tasmania exceeded $5million, over 8percent of
the enterprise's total turnover.
Resource-Based Export
Of the 17indigenous multi-site enterprises manufacturing for export markets, 10are
largely engaged in resource-based production activities (Figure 4.2). Together, these 10
enterprises employ nearly 39percent (1,666 persons) of theworkforce of all indigenous
multi-site enterprises. Utilising local timber, non-metallic minerals, and various
agricultural-based resources, most enterprises produce and export semi-processed
materials for use by other manufacturers or building contractorsin mainlanH and overseas
markets. A large share of the sales contracts are held with wholesalers on the mainland,
particularly among enterprises producing sawn timber products for sale in Victoria.
Among the 10 resource-based enterprises, two operational structures are identified (Figure
4.5)
Threeenterprises are small family owned operations engaged in different activities,
including timber production, the manufacture of sandstone blocks, and the processing of
sheepskins, hides and furs. For each of these enterprises, growth is limited by the
availability of both physical resources and managerial expertise needed to develop
additional product lines or enter into new market areas. The Hobart-based processor of
sheepskins, hides and furs commenced operations in 1931, utilising the by-products of
local abattoirs, and furs supplied by local hunters. Selling primarily to mainland
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customers, the company expanded by establishing storage facilities in Bumie (1945) and
Devonport (1970), and a second processing establishment near Launceston in 1947. Until
the late-1960s, trading conditions were extremely stable, enabling the company to expand
into several foreign markets including Japan and Western Europe. Since 1970, however,
profits have been highly erratic dueto fluctuating market prices, interruptions in thesupply
of material inputs, and rapidly increasing wage costs. In 1972 and again in 1981, the
company was forced to dump over 30,000 skins as production costs exceeded f.o.b.
prices. Moreover, the number of skins and furs available in Tasmania has decreased since
1970. During the interview with enterprise management, the company's chief executive
stated thata lackof managerial expertise haskeptthecompany from expanding intonew
products, such as tanned hides, havinga highervalue-addedcomponent.
The manufacturer of sandstone blocks employs only seven full-time persons at two
quarry sites in southern Tasmania. The owner-manager spends most of his timp. working
as a free-lance accounting consultant to businesses in Hobart, and considers the sandstone
operation as little more than a hobby. Consequently, thevolume of sales is keptto a level
where no more than seven employees are required at any one time. Most of the sandstone
producedis purchased on a one-offbasisby residential buildingcontractors in Melbourne
and Sydney which cater to the luxury building market. A small amount is also sold in
Tasmania. Inrecent years the owner of the enterprise has refused to accept several large
(and potentially lucrative) orders from customers onthemainland as they would have both
occupied more of the owner's time than he was willing to give, and exceeded the
production capabilities of theoperation as it ispresently structured.
The remaining seven multi-site enterprises exporting resource-based products are
large multi-divisional operations manufacturing cement, dairy products, or sawn timber.
Four of these enterprises are publicly owned, and all seven contain multi-site divisional
segments which operate in Tasmania to sell to the local markets. Specifically, three
enterprises basedin the north west and one enterprise based in Launceston containeither a
manufacturing or retail segment operating in only a single regionmarket. All but one of
the seven enterprises were established prior to 1940, and the remaining enterprise was
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formedin 1980following the amalgamation of three majordairyco-operatives in northern
Tasmania. For each enterprise, continued success as an exporter of resource-based
products provided the capital necessary for diversification within the Tasmanian market.
Much of this diversification hasbeen in areas otherthan manufacturing, as difficult trading
conditions for most resource-based activities since 1970 haveencouraged management to
divert capital resources away from their historical production base. In particular,
enterprises manufacturing products such as cement and timber for the building industry
have experienced substantial volatility of demand in recent years due to massive
fluctuations in the mainland construction market. Moreover, the future availability of
sawn timber resources is being questioned given the current low rate of eucalypt
regeneration, and the potential for increased pulpwood utilisation by the large paper
manufacturers APPM and ANM which already control much of the state's timber
resources (see section 3.3.3). This has discomaged long-term commitments to further
forest-based production by many of the indigenous timber companies. Efforts within
manufacturing have concentrated onmarket development and increased labour productivity
rather than on capital injection aimed at increasing production.
Non-Resource Based Export
Of the 17 indigenous multi-site enterprises which predominantly export their
manufactured products, only three are engaged innon-resource based production (Figure
4.2). Two of these enterprises, a manufacturer of steel boats and a firm producing
specialised brass fittings, are based in Launceston. The third enterprise, a marine,
engineering company, is located near Hobart. Each of these enterprises was established as
small family-owned businesses during the mid-1960s, and was initially oriented toward
product sales in Tasmania. Each enteiprise has since developed aparticular specialisation
in manufacturing which has enabled it to capture market niches outside the state. Since
each of these enterprises employs fewer than40 persons in production activities, success
inexport markets has largely developed from management being able toidentify profitable
market segments andensure high quality production within the limited range of products
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produced. Both the manufacturer of steel boats and the marine engineering company
operate from two establishments located within their head office region. Within each
enterprise, the larger establishment is primarily involved with manufacturing for export
markets while the other provides a limited range of one-off marine services and light
manufacturing to customers in the local market.
Of these two operations, the Launceston-based familyenteiprisemanufacturing and
exporting brass fittings and locks has undergone much greater expansion within the
Tasmanian market. Although over one-half of the enterprise's total turnover is from sales
of locally produced products to mainland customers, a separate division within the
company has expanded to become a multi-regional operation within Tasmania. The
division operates five locksmith establishments throughout the state which each services
its immediate local market. In addition, each establishment acts as a wholesale and retail
outlet for the Launceston manufacturing plant which purchases and distributes a wide
range of products from mainland and overseas producers as well as retailing its own
goods. Notwithstanding the expansion which has taken place, the business has retained
its strong family-based controlling interest. Of the eight establishments operating
throughout Tasmania, only onesitemanager is nota member of theoriginal family which
started the business in 1967.
Interstate Expansion
While over40percent (N=17) ofTasmania's indigenous multi-site enterprises have
grown to thepoint where they are largely dependent upon sales of manufactured goods in
markets outside the state, onlyfourenterprises have actually located establishments on the
mainland or overseas (Figure 4.2). Three of these enterprises, a large timber company
based in Launceston, and a furniture company and electrical heating firm bothbased in
Hobart, each have oneestablishment located in Melbourne. The trading division within
the Launceston-based timber company opened aMelboume retail outlet in 1984, following
its success as a retailer in the north and north west ofTasmania. The company's manager
stated that expansion took place in Melboume rather than in Hobart because the hardware
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and timber market in southern Tasmania was already serviced by a number of large firms.
The Melbourne establishment, employing 14 persons, sells both Tasmanian and mainland
produced timber, and a wide range of home hardware goods produced by other
companies. Rather than being driven by a deliberate strategy of capturing a share of the
Victorian market per se. both Hobart-based enterprises established operations in
Melbourne only after a family member decided to move interstate for personal reasons. In
each case the person wanted to retain his association with the Tasmanian family business,
and consequently opened a branch office in Melbourne.
The fourth enterprise, Hobart's major newspaper and publishing company,
established a joint venture colour sign operation in Singapore, in 1984. Directly
responsible to the enterprise's colour sign division near Hobart, the establishment in
Singaporecommencedoperations with only 15 personsmanufacturing signs for the local
market. Usinga uniquecolourprinting process developed in Tasmania, it is hopedthat
success in the Asian market will eventually enable the division to expand into lucrative
US, Japanese and European markets.
Summary
The five dominant operational structures outlined in the preceding paragraphs
provide a detailed account of the motives behind the state's locally owned multi-site
enterprises. Both the organisational structure of these enterprises andthestrategies they
arefollowing highlight the importance of small family owned manufacturing operations
trading within the Tasmanian market, andresource-based enterprises processing local
timber, non-metallic minerals and agricultural products for sale in export markets. Only a
few enterprises are manufacturing non-resource based products for markets outside the
state. For mostenterprises, multi-site expansion has been limited to the region in which
their Tasmanian head office is located. While twelve enterprises have expanded beyond
their head office region within Tasmania, growth has largely been in areas other than
manufacturing. Quite clearly, most managers of smaller multi-site enterprises prefer to
operate in, or are unable to expand beyond, single region markets in which they initially
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developed. The fact that only four enterprises have located establishments outside the state
indicates a general reluctance among many manufacturers actively to market their products
interstate, and the inability of some firms to obtain the financial resources necessary for
interstate expansion. Enterprises serving the Tasmanian market are largely contentwith
locally available profits, and most firms exporting resource-based products are satisfied
with their continued dependenceupon wholesaleagentsoutside the state.
WhUe eachof the 39 enterprises hasexpanded to become a multi-site operation, the
largest number of firms remain within what Hdkanson describes as thefirst stage of the
corporategrowth process, in which the decision to establish branchplants is often forced
by a shortage of eitherfactory space or locally available material inputs (Hdkanson, 1979,
p. 132). In most cases, enterprises have dealt with such problems by locating a branch
establishment in the same region as the enterprise head office. A fewer number of
enterprises have entered into H^kanson's second stage of corporate growth in which
branch plants are located outside the head office region as part of a more aggressive
strategy of market development. In most cases, expansion outside thehead office region
has been limited to other regions within Tasmania
The continued expansion of individual multi-site enterprises requires both a
considerable degree of managerial skill, and the ability to secure the necessary financial
capital. Evidence fi-om the Tasmanian survey strongly suggests that only a handful of
indigenous multi-site enterprises have the potential to meet these requirements for further
growth. Only five enterprises are public companies which can raise capital through the
issue of additional shares in their business. Most enterprises are small, and rely upon
either retained earnings or institutional loans (repayable at commercial rates) for capital
expansion. For most small enterprises, the commitment to repayments on institutional
loans places considerable pressure upon their cash flow during periods of growth. In
addition to financial limitations, most small multi-site enterprises lack the managerial skills
which are necessary to sustain continued expansion. Enterprises are typically controlled
by one or two senior managers who have only limited practical experience beyond the
scope of their current operation.
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The operational characterof indigenous multi-siteenterpriseshaving been identified,
the following section examines the nature of power structures between Tasmanian branch
and head office establishments. Of particular concern is the degree to which individual
establishments are reliant upon the enterprise head office for operatingresources and key
decision-making functions.
4.1.3 Power Relations Within Locally Owned Enterprises
Withineach of the state's 39 indigenous multi-site enterprises, the majority of power
is held by management located at the Tasmanian head office. Because most branch
establishments are small, located neartheirhead office, and are operationally linkedto the
head office establishment, their activities are largely controlled by those who are
responsible for the operation of the enterprise as a whole. The interviews undertaken with
chief executives of multi-siteenterprises clearly demonstrate the extent of control which is
asserted by head office management. For each enterprise, respondents were asked to
provide details as to where various decisions are made for each establishment, and the
degree to which establishments are reliant upon the head office for their operating
resources.
From each respondent, information was obtained regarding the location within the
enterprise at which 14 separate operating decisions are typically made for each branch
establishment (Table 4.3). Of these 14 decisions, seven are regarded as particularly
important in terms of ultimate control which is maintained over the establishment These
decisions concern staffing and production levels, where products are sold, the method by
which products are sold (eg. through wholesalers or direct to the public), the source of
material inputs, product design, and pricing policy. The other seven decisions for which
information was obtained (such as the hiring and dismissal of labour) are more closely
associated with the day-to-day operation of the establishment. For the 39 multi-site
enterprises, over 80 per cent of all decisions regarding establishments are made by
management located at the enterprise head office. Inparticular, all seven key operating
decisions are centralised at the enterprise head office within each of the 39 multi-site
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Table 4.3 : Decision-Making Granted to Establishments of Locaily Owned, Muiti-Site Enterprises
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enterprises. For the remaining seven decisions, there is only one (labour replacement) for
which more than one-half of all enterprise head offices allow branch establishments to
operate independently.
Although the aggregate structure of decision-making within enterprises (shown in
Table 4.3) accurately emphasises the fact that branch establishments are granted only
minimal control over their own operation, there is some variation in the nature of control
among enterprises adopting different market strategies. In particular, control within the
eight enterprises containing several operating segments, each following a different
strategy, is basedupon a divisional structure. Fiveof the eightmulti-divisional enterprises
are public companies in which the divisional managers report to a board of directors, and
three are privately owned enterprises in which divisional managers are responsible to a
single chief executive who, by himself, maintains ultimate control over the enterprise.
Managers of eachdivisionare granted a highdegree of autonomy over the dailyoperation
and, to a lesser extent, the long-term planning for each establishment within the division.
In all but one of the eight enterprises, however, the divisionalmanagers are located at the
enterprise head office, and the managers of branch establishments within each division
have minimal authority over their own operation.
Within single division multi-site enterprises, the degree of powermaintained by the
enterprise head office over branch establishments varies little between enterprises
comprising different operational structures. In most of these enterprises, branch
establishments areoperationally linkedwith theenterprise head office in terms of eitherthe
transfer ofmaterials for manufacture, orfinished goods for distribution. Given the strong
operational ties between head offices and branch establishments, virtually every enterprise
has centralised its internal business servicerequirements at the head office location. The
small size of most branches prohibits the duplication of internal service activities,
particularlyin the areas of payroll and general accounting where the low demandfor such
services atbranch establishments can notjustify the employment of accounting or clerical
staffon a full-time basis. Consequently, most branch managers know very little about the
financial status of their establishment in relation to the enterprise as a whole.
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Establishments within enterprises located outside the head office region are typically more
involved in activities such as accounts receivable, although the more complex accounting
requirements are still undertaken by accountants at the enterprise head office. In fact, five
of the nine single division enterprises with multi-regional establishments have centralised
their accounting functions at the head office through the establishment of computer
network facilities.
In the process of completing the interviews with chief executives, it became clear that
the key factor in the determination of power structures within multi-site enterprises was the
control over the finance capital needed to sustain or expand the operations of the
company's branch locations. In order to assess the degree to which the control over
finance capital has influenced the direction and magnitude of power networks within multi-
site enterprises, each respondentwas asked a numberof detailed questions concerning the
process by which decisions were taken and finance was arranged for major investments,
defined as any individual investment of more than $5,000, undertaken between 1980 and
1985. Discussion centred upon five specific areas of investment including production
equipment, non-production equipment, transport equipment, land and buildings, and
investments in equities and securities. Within all eight multi-divisional and 31 single
division enterprises, the final decision to undertake every investment in these areas was
made by senior head office management. In addition, all arrangements for finance were
made by senior management of the enterprise.
Thus, both semi-autonomous operating divisions and separate branch establishments
within multi-siteenterprises are whollydependentuponthe directors or chief executives of
the company for vital financial operating resources. As was concluded for decision-
making activities, the reliance of establishments upon the head office for operating
resources reflects the small-scale structure and low degree of operational sophistication
among Tasmania's multi-site enterprises.
Changes Within Power Structures Since 1980
The current structure of powernetworks within Tasmania's multi-site enterprises has
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changed very little since 1980. In fact, between 1980 and 1985 only nine of the 39 multi-
site enterprises altered their intra-organisational structureso that functional responsibilities
(including production, retailing, distribution, maintenance, or intra-organisational service
activities) were acmally shiftedbetween existingestablishments or between the enterprise
head office and newly establishedbranchlocations. Within six of these nine enterprises,
shifts in functional responsibilities were associatedwith the opening or closure of branch
establishments. Specifically, fom enterprises each established one additional branch
operation while two enterprises each closed one of their branch establishments. For these
sixenterprises, shifts in functional responsibilities have simply arisen from the expansion
or contraction of the firm's physical structure. The balance of power between
establishments and the enterprise head office has not changed per se. Rather, only the
number of branch establishments and the range of physical activities undertaken outside
the head office has changed within each enterprise.
Within the three remaining enterprises, shifts in functional responsibilities since
1980 have actually altered the nature of power structures between establishments and the
Tasmanian head office. In one enterprise, the state's largest dairy products company, a
considerable increase in the concentration of power at the enterprise head office has
occurred. Following the amalgamation of three independent co-operatives in 1981 to form
the present company, the enterprise rationalised both its management and production
structures. Three factories were closed, and the enterprise head office has transferred
within thenorth west region from Smithton to Devonport. The reporting structures under
which the three previous co-operatives operated were rationalised in 1982 by establishing
an executive committee based at the Devonport head office. Appointed by a board of
directors, the five member committee comprises managers responsible for manufacturing,
marketing, personnel, finance, and group accounting. By establishing the committee,
power was effectively transferred fi-om individual establishments which, under the
previous three co-operatives, were semi-autonomous in areas of production and
marketing. In 1983, the range of functions undertakenby individual establishments was
further reduced when a centralised computer system was installed toprocess most of the
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group's accounting and stock control data.
In each of the two other enterprises in which power structures have changed since
1980, there has been a small shift in control away from the Tasmanian head office. Within
the largest plant bakery in the north west region, accounting, payroll, and stock control
were decentralised from the Bumie head office to the company's branch establishment in
Devonport following the installation of a computer network facility between the two
locations. Within one of the largest sawmilling companies in southern Tasmania,
diversification and expansion of activities since the early 1970s led to the eventual creation
of five semi-autonomous operating divisions in 1984. By that time, the enterprise had
diversified away from sawn timber production intoother areas including joinery, timber
and hardware retailing, clay building bricks, and automotive sales. Although the five
division managers are all based at the head office in Hobart, each manager has virtual
control over employment and marketing decisions involving their division, within the
guidelines established by the company's boardof directors. Diversification away from
areas in which enterprise management has traditionally been involved has been
instrumental in increasing the control which each division has been able to maintain over
its own operation. Growth has encouraged the enterprise to recruit divisional managers
who possess a high level of expertise within the particular area concerned. As evidence
from the survey of manufacturers suggests, however, only a few multi-site enterprises
have diversified into such a wide range of activities, requiring a more highly specialised
management stmcture.
The following paragraphs detail theorganisational andpowerstractures within non-
locally owned multi-site enterprises inTasmania. Once again, discussion highlights the
nature of functions undertaken at the establishment level, as well as the operational
structures and market strategies of enterprises in Tasmania.
4.2 RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN ESTABLISHMENTS WITHIN NON-LOCALLY
OWNED MULTI-SITE ENTERPRISES
4.2.1 Spatial Structure of Operations
Of the 85 non-locally ownedenterprises in Tasmania, 40 per cent (N=34) are multi-
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site operations. These 34 enterprisescontrol three-quarters (N=145) of all establishments
and 43 per cent of employmentwithin the state's non-locaUy owned manufacturing sector.
The largestnumberof non-locally ownedmulti-site enterprises (N=16) are headquartered
in north and north eastem Tasmania, almostall within the Launceston urban area (Figme
4.6B). Together, these 16 enterprises operate 59 establishments, and employ 37.2 per
cent (2,651 persons) of the extemally-owned multi-site workforce throughout Tasmania.
The majority of establishments (N=33) are located within the Launceston area, as five
enterprises operate only within their head office region. Four of these are manufacturers
of resource-based products, and one produces bearings for the automotive industry. A
further seven enterprises control the 13 establishments in the north westregion while nine
enterprises account for the 13 establishments operating in south and south eastern
Tasmania. Onlyone northern-based enterprise, a timber products company, operates an
establishment outside the state. The firm has operated a small timber mill in New South
Wales since 1970. Of the 11 enterprises which operate outside their head office region,
seven have establishments located in each regionof Tasmania.
In total, 14of the 34 non-locally owned multi-site enterprises are headquartered in
the Hobart urban area (Figure 4.6C). Together, these enterprises operate from 72
establishments throughout the state, employingjust under one-third of the total workforce
(2,173 persons) within extemally-owned multi-site enterprises inTasmania. Although the
largest number of establishments (N=37) are located in theimmediate Hobart area, all 14
ofthe multi-site enterprises operate outside the southern region ofthe state. Specifically,
six of the 14 enterprises have establishments in each of the three state regions, four
enterprises operate in Hobart and in the north west region, and four enterprises have
establishments in both the Hobart and the Launceston regions. Ten enterprises
headquartered in Hobart operate the 19 establishments in the north west while the 16
establishments inLaunceston are also controlled by 10 Hobart-based enterprises.
Although only four multi-site enterprises are headquartered inthe north west region,
they employ 2,299 persons, which is one-third of the non-locally owned multi-site
workforce in Tasmania (Figure 4.6A). The largest of these enterprises, the paper
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Figure 4.6: Establishment Structure of Non-Locally Owned, Multi-Site Enterprises
in Tasmania
North west and western Tasmania
South and south eastern Tasmania
Source: Tasmanian Manufacturing Survey, 1986
North and north eastern Tasmania
Numberofmulti-siteenterpriseshavingTasmanian
head offices within the region
0- N
t
Ntmber of establishments in eachregion
which belong to the multi-site enterprises
Note: Lines extending above the main island of
Tasmania indicate the number ofmainland or
overseas establishments which are imder the
control of the Tasmanian head office.
Appm paper (Bumie) and forest products
(Latmceston) divisions are shown
separately.
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manufacturer APPM, accounts for nearly 85 per cent of this employment between its two
paper mills at Bumie and Wesley Vale. In addition to APPM's paper division, the
Canadian-based transnational McCains Ltd (producing jfrozen vegetables) andtheSydney-
based subsidiary ICI Australia (manufacturing explosives for the west coast mining
industry) each operate from two establishments in the north west region. The largest
timber company based in the region operates three establishments both in the north west
and on the mainland.
Compared to Tasmania's indigenous multi-site enterprises, the 34 non-locally owned
enterprises are rather less represented in the immediate local region in which the enterprise
head office is based (Table 4.4). Among the non-locally owned operations, only 20per
cent (N=8) operate within a single region compared to 46 per cent (N=18) of all
indigenous multi-site enterprises. Moreover, only 55 per cent (N=80) of all non-locally
owned estabhshments arelocated in their respective head office region, compared with 67
per cent (N=107) of all indigenous establishments within multi-site enterprises. Similar to
indigenous firms, only a verysmall number (N=2) of non-locaUy owned enterprises have
establishments located outside the state which areultimately responsible to the Tasmanian
head office. The reasons why so few enterprises control establishments outside the state
are largely related to the complex organisational and power relations which have emerged
between Tasmanian enterprises and their externally-located head offices. While these
relations are examined in detail inChapter 5, it is important tonote that the reliance upon
operations in Tasmania has, for most enterprises, encouraged an operational structure
within the state in which establishments are typically small, and functionally dependent
upon the Tasmanian enterprise head office. In this respect, indigenous and non-locally
owned multi-site enterprises are very similar.
Functions Undertaken in Tasmania
The lack of operational sophistication, small physical size, and functional
dependence of most establishments upon their enterprise head office is highlighted by the
fact that only 42per cent (N=60) of the 145 non-locally owned estabhshments employ full-
Table 4.4: Regional Concentration of Establishments Among Non-Locally Owned Multi-Site Enterprises
% of Total Establishments Located In
Location of Tasmanian
Head Office
Enterprises
Tasmania
Establishments
Tasmania Mainland NW/W N/NE S/SE
Total Tasmania
and Mainland
N.W. & Westem Tasmania 4 10 3 76.9
- - 100.0
North & N.E. Tasmania 16 59 1 21.6 55.0 21.6 100.0
South & S.E. Tasmania 14 72 - 26.3 22.2 51.3 100.0
Total 34 141 4 28.9 33.7 34.4 100.0
Source: Tasmanian Manufacturing Survey, 1986
CD
CD
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timeadministrative workers (Table 4.5). Similar to the state's indigenous multi-locational
operations, many of the 34 extemally-owned enterprises are engaged in a number of
activities outside manufacturing. In total, sales of goods manufactured in Tasmania
account for 82 per cent of the total income received by the 34 enterprises. However, only
10 enterprises are dependent upon manufacturingas their only source of income. In fact,
only60 percent (N=85) of the 145 establishments are actually involved in manufacturing
activities.
In contrast to indigenous enterprises, only a small number of non-locally owned
multi-site operations are engaged in retailing, installation and maintenance activities.
Twenty-nine percent(N=10) ofenterprises and 21 percent(N=30) of non-locally owned
establishments retail products directly, while 32percent (N=ll) ofenterprises and only 8
per cent (N=12) of establishments either install their products or perform maintenance
services for their customers. Slightly more non-locally ownedthanindigenous multi-site
enterprises (18 per cent) are involved in wholesaling activities. Virtually allwholesaling
activity undertaken bynon-locally owned enterprises involves thedistribution of products
manufactured by establishments of theparentcompany outside Tasmania.
A considerably higherpercentage of non-locally ownedenterprises are involved in
transport, storage and distribution activities throughout Tasmania. In part, this reflects the
fact thatnon-locally owned enterprises have a higher percentage of establishments located
outside their head office region, creating a greater demand for inter-regional transport
services. Moreover, only six enterprises subcontract out their intra or inter-regional
transport requirements. Several enterprises, manufacturing products such as ice cream,
frozen vegetables, ready-mix concrete, asphalt, andindustrial gases, have nochoice but to
undertake their own transport within the state since they require specialised transport
equipment which is often not available from local cartage companies.
Of the seven enterprises employing research staff on a full-time basis only two
firms, a seafood processing operation south of Hobart and a Hobart-based manufacturer
of beer and cordials, have undertaken research which has ledto the development of new
products manufactured locally since 1980. Research staff within each of the five
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Table 4.5: Functions Undertaken by Non-Locally Owned, Multi-Site
Enterprises in Tasmania
Ftmction
Location of Tasmanian Head Office
N.W.& Western North & N.E. South & S.E. Total Tasmania
Manufacturing
Enterprises
No
%
Establishments
No
%
Administration/Clerical
Enterprises
No
%
Establishments
No
%
Retailing
Enterprises
No
%
Establishments
No
%
Wholesaling
Enterprises
No
%
Establishments
No
%
Installation/Maintenance
Enterprises
No
%
Establishments
No
%
Research & Development
Enterprises
No
%
Establishments
No
%
Transport/Distribution
Enterprises
No
%
Establishments
No
4
100
7
70
4
100
6
60
1
25
2
20
1
25
1
10
2
50
3
30
Source: Tasmanian ManufacturingSurvey, 1986
16
100
42
71
16
100
25
43
3
19
8
14
3
19
8
14
2
12
2
3
5
31
13
81
27
46
14
100
36
50
14
100
29
40
6
43
20
28
9
64
46
63
8
57
9
12
2
14
2
3
43
21
29
34
100
85
60
34
100
60
42
10
29
30
21
12
35
54
38
11
32
12
7
20
7
5
21
62
51
36
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remaining enterprises are primarily engaged in areas of quality control, the improvement of
existing products, or the development of processes used within the manufacturing
process. The fact that so few enterprises are engaged in research activities, and that most
research which is undertaken focuses upon existing products and processes, suggests that
the strategies adopted by the operations in Tasmaniaare greatly influenced by the character
of the limited local market. The following paragraphs detail the dominant operational
structures of non-locally owned multi-site enterprises in Tasmania, highlighting the
product and market strategies of individual firms.
4.2.2 Operational Structures of Non-Locally Owned Multi-Site
Enterprises
Among the 34 non-locally owned multi-site enterprises in Tasmania, only two
contain a divisional structure in which autonomous operating segments are following
different market strategies. The following discussion is thus based upon the activities of
36 operating segments throughoutthe state. In total, two dominant operational structures
are identified. The primary factor distinguishing these structures is whether segments are
engaged in production for export markets, or are manufacturing goods and providing
services within the state market (Figure 4.7). The largest number of segments (N=23)
operate within the Tasmanian market. Together, these 23 segments employ 2,089
persons, nearly 30 per cent of the state's non-locally owned multi-site manufacturing
workforce. Segments manufacturing for the local market are further differentiated on the
basis of those manufacturing durable or consumable goods. Although only 13operating
segments manufacture products primarilyfor sale in export markets, they accountfor over
70 per cent (5,034 persons) of the workforce employed within the 34 multi-site
enterprises. The majority of these segments (N=ll) are engaged in resource-based
production while the remaining two segments are involved in filtered-down activities.
The dominant operational structures of non-locally owned enterprises are certainly
less diverse than those of indigenous multi-site firms. Among indigenous firms, the
distinction between enterprises serving a single or multiple region market is very
important, as most indigenous operations were initially established as a single-site
Figure 4.7: Operational Structures of Non-Locally Owned Multi-Site Enterprises in Tasmania
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company selling within a single region market. For these firms, expansion into other
regions of the state represents a major growth strategy. In contrast, each of the 23 non-
locally owned multi-site segments oriented toward the Tasmanian market were initially
established by their parent company to sell to the entire state market. Moreover, all but
two of these 23 enterprises have located establishments outside the region in which the
Tasmanian head office is based. Since there is much less diversity among non-locally
owned enterprises in terms of operational structure, the activities of these firms are
discussed primarily in relation to the different product groups in which they manufacture.
The identification of these product groups helps to establish the nature of enterprise
competition within the local market, as well as the different market strategies being
followed by external capital.
Consumable Goods Manufacture
Among the 23 non-locally owned operating segments selling in the Tasmanian
market, the majority of employment (71 per cent) is controlledby 11 segmentswhich are
primarily manufacturing consumable goods (Figure 4,7). Together, these segments
employ 1,485 persons, one-fifth of the non-locally owned multi-site workforce in
Tasmania. The 11 segments arefurther differentiated on the basisof twoproduct groups.
Specifically, seven segments produce food and beverage products, and four segments
manufacture intermediate products for othercompanies (Figure4.8).
Employing 1,186 persons, the seven multi-site segments producing food and
beverage products account for 80 per cent of the workforce within enterprises
manufacturing consumable goods. Included among the seven segments are two
enterprises producing soft drink products, and single enterprises manufacturing,
respectively, ice cream, breakfast cereal, and poultry products. Two divisional segments,
one producing beer andcordials for thestatewide market, andtheother providing catering
services in southern Tasmania, are also included. Multi-site segments manufacturing food
and beverage products are generally large in terms of employment; five of the seven
segments employ more than 100 persons. In addition, five segments are part of large
Figure 4.8: Product Groups Within Non-Locally Owned Multi-Site Enterprises
Manufacturing Consumable Goods for the Tasmanian Market
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mainland-based organisations which control a major share of the national market for their
particular products.
Beverage Manufacture
Two of these segments, the Tasmanian bottlers of Coca-Cola and Schweppes soft
drinks, competeagainstone anotherin the statemarket. Coca-Cola(Tasmania) operatesa
bottling plant in Launceston, as well as storage and distribution facilities in Devonportand
Hobart. In addition to Coke and Diet Coke, the Tasmanian enterprise manufactures six
other carbonated soft drink and mineral water products. The enterprise also distributes
five soft drink product lines manufactured by the parent company in Adelaide. Coca-
Cola's Tasmanian operation is well placed to increase its wholesale activities for other
mainlandfirms since it has direct access to each of the state's three regional markets and
operates its own delivery fleet.
The Tasmanian operation of Schweppes soft drinks comprises a small production
facility in Hobart as well as a distribution centre in Launceston. Schweppes' Tasmanian
workforce has remained small, however, as the Hobart plant onlyoperates a single glass
bottle packaging line, and the company's transportrequirements are subcontractedout to
owner operators. Products packaged in aluminium cans and plastic containers are
manufactured by the parent company in Melbourne and shipped to Tasmania for local
distribution. Bycomparison, the Coca-Cola plant inLaunceston operates its own canning
line utilising threepiece steelcans produced by a firm in Devonport. Plastic containers,
purchased frommainland suppliers, are also filled in Launceston. Although Coca-Cola's
production operations inTasmania are superior toSchweppes, Schweppes has managed to
secure a large share of thestate softdrink market through its retail sales, post-mix facilities
in hotels, and long-term supply contracts with fast food outlets such as Kentucky Fried
Chicken andPizza Hut. Following thefederal Laborgovernment's decision to double the
wholesale tax on carbonated soft drinks from 10 to 20 per cent in September 1985,
Tasmanian sales of both Coca-Cola and Schweppes beverages have suffered at the
expense of competing products such asnon-carbonated cordials which are exempt from
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the tax and manufactured by firms outside Tasmania.
A third non-locally owned multi-site beverage manufacturer, The Cascade Brewery
CompanyLtd, developedas an indigenous enterprise. Establishedin 1824, the company
located breweries in Hobart and Launceston, producing beer under separate labels. Since
the two breweries were established, each has concentratedupon sales within the region in
which it is based, with the Launceston plant also dominating the market in the state's north
west region. In the 1920s diversification into cordials and fhiit juices took place, and
expanded further in 1962 when Cascade purchased a local competitor based in the Huon
Valley in southern Tasmania. Since 1970 the enterprise has expanded into liquor
wholesaling activities statewide. In 1985, Cascade was acquired for $47 million by
Industrial Equity Ltd (lEL), the Sydney-based subsidiary of the New Zealand
transnational Brierley Investments Ltd. The acquisition benefitedboth enterprises, with
lEL gaining access to Cascade's relatively large cash flow (Cascade's turnover in 1985
was $80 million), and Cascade benefiting from lEL's ability to secure the finance
necessary for further diversification outside the Tasmanian beer market. Although
Cascade holds a 90 per cent market share within Tasmania, the beer market has become
less profitable for a number of reasons, including growing competition fi-om mainland
breweries, increasing excise taxes, and stagnant market conditions.
Later in 1985, Cascade acquired the Four Seasons Hotel chain, incorporating 15
hotels in Tasmania and 10 on the mainland. The purchase of Four Seasons increased
Cascade's annual turnover by$23 million, and total employment bynearly 1,000 persons.
Although the marketing division of Four Seasons has since been transferred to Sydney,
senior management of the accommodation group is based at Cascade's head office in
Hobart. The acquisition of Four Seasons has alsoprovided an opportunity for increased
sales of Tasmanian beerin mainland markets, placing Cascade in direct competition with
Carlton and United Breweries, as well as Swan and Castlemaine/Tooheys. In 1986,
Cascade hired the former Melbourne secretaryof Carlton and United Breweries to head the
company's export marketing development. Sales outside the state have thus far been
promising. TheHobart brewery has developed a premium lagerfor saleon the mainland.
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while the Launceston brewery has marketed beer under its own label within the UK
market. Cascade's fruit juice division also benefited from the acquisition of Four Seasons
as it gained control of the accommodation group's established in-flight catering contracts
with Australian Airlines' Hobart-based operations.
Food Manufacture
Three of the four non-locally owned multi-site segments producing food products
manufacture at a single location and sell their products within each region of the state.
Twoof these are enterprises headquartered in the Hobart area, producing breakfast cereal
and poultry products respectively. The manufacturer of breakfast cereal was first
established as a wholesale division by the Melbourne-based parent company in 1949.
Manufacturing operations commenced in 1958, partly the result of amendments to the
Federal Wheat Stabilisation Act which guaranteed equal f.o.b. prices for wheat in all
capital cities. Since thattime, the company hasproduced a limited range of cereals for sale
in the state market, utilising wheat from the mainland as well as malt and packaging
materials available in Tasmania. Wholesale activities have continued as therange of food
products manufactured by the parent firm on the mainland has expanded considerably
since the 1950s. Beginning in 1962, the Tasmanian operation expanded into direct
retailing. The enterprise presently operates five retail outlets throughout the state,
including three in Hobart, and one in each of Launceston and Bumie.
The second enterprise headquartered inthe Hobart area operates the largest poultry
processing plant within Tasmania. Originating asan indigenous operation, the enterprise
was purchased in 1970 by a Sydney-based subsidiary of oneof Australia's largest food
products manufacturers. At the time, the Tasmanian poultry market was served by a
numberof smallprocessors sellingprimarily withintheir immediate local markets. Within
12 months after the company was purchased, a much larger processing facility was built
east ofHobart. The enterprise continued to expand over the next ten years, establishing
four breeder farms and three hatcheries in southern Tasmania. In 1983 the enterprise
diversified into egg production by purchasing an indigenous company which operated the
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state's largest egg farm, near Launceston. Sales within the state's retail market for both
eggs and poultry are largely dependent upon long-term contracts with Tasmania's two
largest retailers, Coles-Myer Ltd and Woolworths. As part of the parent company's
national marketing strategy, contracts for these retailers in Tasmania are negotiated on
behalf of the Tasmanian operation by management at the Sydney head office. Supply
arrangements with smallerretailers andrestaurants are handledby managers in Tasmania.
In 1985, the enterprise controlled over 80 per cent of the Tasmanian poultry market,
competing againstonly a few small indigenous operations andone largemanufacturer with
production facilities on the mainland.
A third multi-site enterprise comprising a single production facility and distributing
its products statewide is an ice cream manufacturer headquartered in Launceston.
Established in 1952, the enterprise located in Tasmania as part of a strategy aimed at
reducing the costs of transporting frozen goods across Bass Strait, and utilising supplies
of concentrated milk, milk powder and butter fat available locally. The firm maintains its
own fleet of refrigerated trucks in Tasmania, operating from four distribution centres
throughout the state. In addition to manufacturing and distributing itsown products, the
Tasmanian operation provides frozen storage facilities and distributes products forover 30
non-related companies located inTasmama and on the mainland. The enterprise also acts
as a wholesale agent for several establishments of the parent firm, three of which
manufacture frozen vegetable products in Tasmania. In total, nearly one-half of the
operation s turnover comes from the storage and distribution of other manufacturer's
products. In 1982, the enterprise consolidated itsposition as the only manufacturer of ice
cream in Tasmania when it bought out afamily owned company in Hobart producing for
the southem market. The enterprise presently controls the majority share ofthe Tasmanian
market, with its only competition manufacturing in Sydney and distributing its products
via wholesalers in Tasmania.
The final multi-site food products operation in Tasmania, adivisional segment ofthe
state's largest non-locally owned seafood processing enterprise, is engaged in food
wholesaling in southem Tasmania. The division was established in 1982 following a
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decision by the group's directors in Adelaide to diversify the activities of the Tasmanian
enterprise outside seafood processing and exporting. Since its creation, the division's
strategy has been to concentrate on supplying a wide range of frozen foods to the local
hotel and restaurant industry. The division fills a market niche not serviced by other
wholesalers which deal primarily with the retail food industry.
Intermediate Products
In addition to the seven multi-site operations manufacturing food and beverage
products for the localmarket, two enterprises are engaged in the manufacture of packaging
materials and two are manufacturers of industrial gases for other firms in Tasmania
(Figure 4.8). Together, these four enterprises employ nearly 300 persons. The two
enterprises producing packaging materials are both headquartered in Launceston where
they manufacture and distribute theirproducts throughout the state. The first enterprise
began manufacturing corrugatedfibre cartons in 1952to supply the vegetable and dairy
products industries in northern Tasmania. Initially a division of Launceston's largest
indigenous timber products company, the operation comprised a small manufacturing
facility in Launceston and a warehouse in Devonport. In 1956, the division was sold as
shares in the operation were divided between the mainland firms ACI, J. Fielding, and
Reid Paper Ltd. In 1961, a much larger plant was built in Launceston, and in 1966 a
manufacturing facility was established in the Huon Valley to service the apple and pear
industries. By 1973, the market for corrugated containers in the Huon had fallen from
eight to two million cartons annually as Tasmania's fruit industries suffered serious
decline. The enterprise subsequently closed its southern manufacturing operation.
Ownership of the enterprise changed again in 1984 when James Hardie Containers
purchased the packagingdivisions of ACI and Reid Paper Ltd on a national basis. Since
the takeover by James Hardie Containers, the Tasmanian operation has diversified into
solidfibre containers. Although the volume of sales taken by southern fruit growers has
fallen dramatically, over 90 per cent of containersales go to customers in rural or resource-
based industries.
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The second packaging enterprise based in Launceston manufactures both plain and
printed paper bags for the Tasmanian retail trade industry. Established as a wholesale
division of a small Victorian firm in 1948, the enterprise was taken over by Reid Paper Ltd
in 1963, and by James Hardie Containers in 1984. Manufacturing of paper bags
commenced in Launceston in 1967. In addition to the Launceston manufacturing plant,
the enterprise jointly occupies the Hobart and Devonport sales and distribution centres
operated by the manufacturer of corrugated containers. Apart from utilising joint storage
facilities, the two enterprises operate as independent companies within Tasmania. Since
1980, the market for paper bags has declinedin favour of polyethylene productsproduced
by establishments of the parent company in three mainland states. While the Tasmanian
operation distributes these products locally, controllingvirtually the entire state market, the
percentage of turnover accounted for by goods manufactured within Tasmania has fallen to
nearly 30 per cent. Changes in both consumer tastes and production technologies have
clearly threatened the viability of the enterprise's manufacturing base in Tasmania. The
cost of purchasingand maintaining equipment for the manufacture of polyethylene bags
prohibits the duplication of mainland production facilities in a small market such as
Tasmania. One of the few options open to the Tasmanian operation is to strengthen its
market position in areas of wholesaling and distribution of externally manufactured
products. In addition, the operation has successfully maintained sales of paper bags
within particular market niches (including bottle shops and take-away stores) less suited to
polyethylene packaging.
Both multi-site enterprises manufacturing industrial gases were established as
indigenous operations prior to the Second World War. In Launceston, an enterprise
developed thelocal market for the manufacture and supply of reticulated gas, andoperated
until 1980 when a declining market and a lack of funds necessary for new investment
placed the firm in a serious debt situation. Between 1980 and 1982 the Tasmanian
government maintained a controlling interest in order to keep thecompany from closing,
as it was the only supplier of reticulated gas in the north of the state. In 1982, the
company's operating losses totalled nearly a quarter ofa million dollars. Early in 1983 the
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operation was sold to Boral Limited's energy division, under which the strategy of the
Tasmanian enterprise changed considerably. By 1985, the enterprise invested nearly $10
million to establish itself as Tasmania's dominant supplier of LP gas for industrial use.
Two major developments were the construction of an LP gas terminal storage facility in
Devonport, and the acquisitionof a local competitor'sLPG division which guaranteed the
Launceston operation a virtual monopoly over the supply of LP gas in Tasmania. The
company's turnover in Tasmania increased from $3 million in 1980 to $12.5 million in
1985, with the main areas of growth being in the industrial and automotive fuel markets
where LP gas has becomeincreasingly competitive againsthydro-electric and petroleum
energy sources.
A second enterprise, headquartered in Hobart, is Tasmania's largest supplier of
medical gases, gases for the food and hospitality industry, welding products, gas
cylinders andpestcontrol systems. Based in Sydney, thepresent parent company entered
the Tasmanian market in 1935 as a minority shareholder in an indigenous enterprise
serving the state's southem region. By 1945 the Sydney firm acquired a majority interest
in the operation. In addition tothe Hobart office and manufacturing facility, the enterprise
presentlyoperates salesand service centres in Bumie, Devonport and Launceston. Since
1980, the enterprise has concentrated on the manufacture and supply of gases to the
medical and food industries, and has ended its involvement in distributing LP gas to
Tasmanian industry. The decision to concentrate upon sales outside the LP gas market
coincides witha general strategy within the group's Australian operations to consolidate
their position within the medical, hospitality, and welding products industries. In
conjunction with the University of Tasmania and the Tasmanian government, the
enterprise is also in theprocess ofestabhshing a production facility forpyrethrin, a natural
insecticide which is non-toxic to animals.
Durable Goods Manufacture
The remaining 12 non-locally owned multi-site enterprises selling within the
Tasmanian market manufacture durable goods (Figure 4.9). Employing 374 persons, five
Figure 4.9: Product Groups Within Non-Locally Owned Multi-Site Enterprises
Manufacturing Durable Goods for the Tasmanian Market
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of these enterprises are largely dependent upon local natural resources in the
manufacturing process. Specifically, four operations are reliant upon the manufacture and
sale of cement-based products. These include two enterprisesmanufacturing ready-mix
cement and quarry products, and single enterprises producing pre-cast cement products
and concrete roof tiles.
The two enterprises manufacturing ready-mix cement and quarry products are based
in Hobart and Launceston respectively. The parent companies ofboth enterprises are large
multi-divisional corporations which operate ready-mix divisions within each state. Both
Tasmanian enterprises commenced operations in the early 1960s when their respective
parent organisations pushed to establish a dominant market position nationally. The
Launceston-based enterprise comprises nine establishments throughout Tasmania,
including five concrete plants, two quarries, anda rockcrushing plant TheHobart-based
enterprise comprises a similar structure with a quarry near Hobart, and 11 concrete plants
located throughout the state. The quarries operated by the two enterprises supply virtually
all of theirown material requirements. In addition, many smaller indigenous fmms are
dependent uponthe quarries for supplies of sandandcrushedgravel.
The two remaining manufacturers ofcement-based products rely upon annual supply
contracts with the Tasmanian govemment for a large percentage of their turnover. The
enterprise producing concrete roof tiles operates a manufacturing plant at its headoffice
near Launceston, as well as sales centres at Ulverstone in the north west region andin
Hobart. While 70 per cent ofproduct sales are direct to local wholesalers and building
contractors, the remaining 30per cent are taken by the state govemment which has granted
the enterprise long term roofing contracts for public housing developments throughout
Tasmania. Headquartered in Hobart, the manufacturer of pre-cast cement products
produces concrete water pipes under annual supply contracts with the state govemment.
Thesecontracts represent nearly one-half of the enterprise's total tumover in Tasmania.
Since 1980, however, the company has reduced its dependence upon the Tasmanian
cement market by purchasing a locally owned brass foundry inLaunceston. Nearly 10 per
centof theproducts manufactured bythe foundry are pipefittings which are transferred to
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establishments of the parent company on the mainland for fabrication.
The fifth enterprise engaged in resource-based production for the local market is a
subsidiary of Mobil Australia Ltd, manufacturing asphalt in Launceston and Hobart.
Established in 1964, the enterprise has traditionally relied upon individual state and federal
government tenders for the majority of income received. In 1985, public sector contracts
accounted for over 80 per cent of the operation's turnover, largely due to major
redevelopments of the Launcestonairport and the state highway system. As a strategyto
reducetheir dependence upon the availability of public contracts, the enterprise also acts as
a wholesale agent in Tasmania for various products manufactured by other segments of
Mobil within Australia. In addition, a small amount of subcontract manufacture is
undertaken by the enterprise for their major competitor, an indigenous firm based in
Hobart. The subcontract work provided applies only to small private sector contracts
whichthe non-locally ownedenterprise wouldnotnormally bid for as solesuppher.
Of the sevenmulti-site enterprises manufacturing non-resource baseddurable goods,
five produce products for the building and home improvement industries. All but one of
these five enterprises are headquartered in Hobart. Products manufactured include
aluminium windows, steel roofing, gutters and office furniture, blinds andawnings, glass
mirrors, and PVC pipes and fittings. Each of these enterprises belongs to a parent
organisation whichoperates similar plants in several statesunder a strategy of localmarket
entry. Virtually all materials required for manufacturing are purchased from sources
outside Tasmania. In fact, each enterprise purchases at least 50 per cent of its materials
from establishments of its parent company located outside the state. Manufacturing is
predominantly oriented toward the fabrication of componentry or semi-processed
materials, and is particularly suited to meet the requirements of one-off, small to medium-
scale product orders. Given the level of processing which is undertaken, only a minimal
amount of capital is needed to maintain production operations in Tasmania. The
economies of bulkor centralised purchasing as well as the financial andtechnical support
of the mainland parent organisation enables these enterprises to compete successfully
against indigenous manufacturers, particularly for government contracts. Each of the five
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enterprises operateestablishments in morethanoneregionof the state, selling onlywithin
its own area.
Typical of these enterprises is a Hobart-based subsidiary of the Australian steel
producer BHP Ltd. Since 1964the enterprisehas manufactured steel roofing, gutters and
office furniture for the Tasmanian marketfrom establishments in each region of the state.
Over90 per cent of the material inputs used in themanufacturing process are purchased
from BHP's steel division at Port Kembla in New South Wales. Each establishment
markets only within its local region, selling directly to builders, as well as through
building products and furniture retailers. Annual investment in production equipment,
typically less than $2,000, is directed primarily toward the replacement of existing
machinery and ancillary equipment. In the past, most major investments in capital
equipment (such as steel rolling mills) have involved thetransfer ofolder machinery from
mainland branches of theparentcompany to the Tasmanian operation.
The two remaining enterprises manufacturing non-resource based durable goods
were originally established as indigenous operations in Hobart. Theyare a manufacturer
of various products (ie. rope, nets and chains) for the marine industry, and a company
producing and servicing fire protection equipment. In 1980 the indigenous enterprises
were sold to subsidiary companies ofBHP Ltd and James Hardie Industries respectively.
Inboth cases, the indigenous operation was a family business which acted as the primary
Tasmanian distributor for the mainland-based organisation which eventually bought them
out. Both enterprises presently service the state market from two Tasmanian
establishments, undertaking both light fabrication and the distribution of products
manufactured byestablishments of the parent firm on the mainland. Bypurchasing their
local distributors, both mainland organisations have acquired direct control over the
fabrication and marketing of theirproductswithin the state. In a small limited market such
as Tasmania, direct contact with customers is extremely important for enterprises such as
these which compete primarily onthe basis ofproduct support andafter sales service.
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Resource-Based Export
Of the 13 non-locally owned multi-site enterprise segments manufacturing products
primarily for export markets, 11 are engaged in resource-based processing activities.
These enterprises employ 3,934 persons, over one-half of the total workforce employed
by non-locally owned multi-site enterprises in Tasmania (Figure 4.7).
The largest number of segments engaged in resource-based activities (N=7) are
dependent upon the utilisation of Tasmania's timber resources (Figure 4.10). Three
enterprises (APPM Paper, APPM Forest Products, and Kilndried Timber Industries) are
owned by the Melbourne-based North Broken Hill Holdings Ltd, two enterprises (Forest
Resources and Tasmanian Board Mills Ltd) are owned by Petersville Sleigh Ltd, and two
firms are smaller independently owned operations. With the exception of APPM Forest
Products, which operates an establishment on Tasmania's east coast, each enterprise
operatesfrom establishments locatedexclusively within the north and north west regions
of the state. Products manufactured include rough sawn and dressed timber, writing
papers, roof trusses, fumiture componentry, and woodchips. While most timberproducts
are solddirectly to salesagents on themainland, woodchips are predominantly exported to
Japan, Korea and Taiwan under long-term supply contracts. Within each enterprise,
production establishments are generally operated independently of one another, withonly
minimal transfer of materials undertaken between them. Only twoenteiprises areengaged
in direct timber retailing in Tasmania, with only one of these actually operating a separate
retail establishment. Given that the seven forest products enterprises arepredominantly
oriented toward sales in markets outside the state, the viability of their Tasmanian
operations is largely dependent upon the continuing allocation of Crown timber resources
(see Figure 3.13), andthemarket conditions (ie. theperformance of thedomestic building
industry and the ability to secure long-term overseas contracts against competition
provided from foreign producers) which prevail on the mainland and overseas.
Two of the four remaining multi-site operations manufacturing resource-based
products for markets outside Tasmania are divisional segments of enterprises which also
comprise divisions producing consumable goods for sale in the Tasmanian market. The
Figure 4.10: Product Groups Within Non-Locally Owned Multi-Site Enterprises
Manufacturing Resource-Based Products for Export Markets
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resource-based divisions of these enterprises are involved in seafood processing, and beef
cattle and woolgrowing respectively. The seafood processor, a subsidiary of Industrial
Equity Ltd's Southern Farmers group, operates from 10 establishments throughout
Tasmania. Headquartered near Hobart, the enterprise commenced operations in 1964
following its acquisition of a financially strained indigenous fisheries co-operative. The
enterprise sells a wide range of fresh, canned, and frozen seafood through distribution
centres of the mainland parent company, and via direct overseas exports from Tasmanian
ports. The operating division engaged in beef cattle and woolgrowing is part of The
Cascade Brewery Company, another of Industrial Equity's Tasmanian interests. In 1985,
the division operated several large rural properties in the north east of Tasmania. Since the
thesis interviews were completed in 1985, however. Cascade has sold its rural properties
to acquire finance capital for other investments (see section 6.2.3).
The final two multi-site operations manufacturing resource-based products include
an abattoir and an enterprise processing green vegetables. Based near Launceston, the
abattoir began operations in Tasmania when it bought out a locally owned processor in
1965. In 1985, the enterprise purchased a second meatworks on King Island which, after
being declared bankrupt, had been under the control of the state government for several
months prior to the purchase. From these two locations, the enterprise sells boneless beef
and lamb products on the mainland and overseas. Overseas sales, representing nearly
three-quarters of the company's annual turnover, are destined primarily for markets for
manufacturing beef in Canada, the US, and Japan.
Since 1980, Tasmania's $232 million per yearmeat export industry has undergone
major changes. The subsidisation of meatpricesby many countries (particularly the US
and EEC nations) has adversely affected the level of prices received by Australian
exporters in world markets. Moreover, like most other states, Tasmania's meat
processing industry is highly inefficient, given that its present capital structure was
established during the 1960s and 1970s when Australian manufacturers were able to
export virtually all they could produce. In 1980 there were eight abattoirs in Tasmania
which exported products overseas. By 1985, the number of export operators fell to four.
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the largest of which was trading under the direction of a receiver-manager. Declining
stock levels and the continuation of a depressed export trading environment suggest that
the industry in Tasmania must undergo further rationalisation, with perhaps only one or
two abattoirs eventually serving the entire state industry.
The enterprise manufacturing frozen vegetable products, McCains Ltd, operates a
processing facility at Smithton as well as a storage and distribution centre in Bumie.
Between 1974 and 1982 the plant was operated by the mainland company General Jones
Pty Ltd. In 1983, Petersville Sleigh Ltd acquired the national operations of General
Jones, givingPetersvillecontrolover each of Tasmania's four major vegetable processing
plants. Subsequent to the takeover, the Trade Practices Commission forced Petersville to
sell one of its Tasmanianfactories, claimingthat the companyhad gained a monopolyover
the production of processed green vegetables within the Australian market. In 1984, the
Smithtonplant was eventually sold to McCains International whichalso operates a potato
processing facility at Ballarat, in Victoria.
Filtered-Down Processing
Onlytwonon-locally owned enterprises engaged in filtered-down manufacturing are
multi-site operations. These include the Cadbury confectionery plant headquartered at
Claremont near Hobart, and the Repco Bearing & Powder Metallurgy Group located in
Launceston (see section 3.3.4). Together, these two enterprises employ 15.4 per cent
(1,100 persons) of the non-locally ownedmulti-site manufacturing workforce in Tasmania
(Figure 4.7). Despite the additional transport costs incurred by shipping raw materials and
finished products between Tasmania and the mainland, both companies favoured
Tasmania as a location to establishproductionoperations.
In the case of Cadbury, a commission established by the UK parent company in
1920 concluded that the advantages of Hobart's amenable labour force, supply of fresh
water, and cooler climate (requiring less refrigeration) outweighed the transport cost
advantages of locating afactory in Melbourne. Cadbury's Tasmanian operation presently
incorporates the plant at Claremont, and a factory a^umie which processes the milk
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supplied by over 100 dairy fanners in the north and north west regions of the state.
Processed milk is then transported 300kilometres by tanker to the confectioneryplant at
Claremont.
The Repco Bearing Company commenced its Launceston operations in 1949, with
substantial supportfrom the federal government, which perceived the need to develop an
Australian automotive industry capable of utilising only locally produced componentry.
Launceston was chosen as a manufacturing location due to its abundant and stable
workforce, as well as the availability of cheap hydro-electric power. The Tasmanian
operation consists of three plants in Launceston manufacturing a range of self-lubricating
bearings and structural parts. In the case of Repco, a multi-locational structure has arisen
simply due to a lack of space available for expansion at the original establishment location.
Summarv
The preceding discussionhighlights the two dominant operational stmctures of the
36 non-locally owned multi-site operating segments within Tasmanian manufacturing.
Information gained during the interviews with senior managers demonstrates that the
operations of most enterprises focus upon a single production and market strategy within
the state. In fact, only two of the 34 multi-site enterprises comprise separate operating
divisions following different strategies. Thirteen of the 36 multi-site firms are engaged
primarily in the production of goods for markets outside Tasmania. Production activities
within mostof these enterprises aredependent uponthe use of the state's naturalandrural-
based resources including timber, vegetables, fisheries, and beef cattle. The production
operations ofestablishments within these enterprises are largely run independently of one
another, with establishments either manufacturing different products or producing the
same products at different locations dependent upon the availability of material inputs.
Enterprises engaged in resource-based or filtered-down activities are generally large in
terms of employment size, with 11 of the 13 export-oriented segments employing more
than 100 persons (Table 4.6). Only four of these 13 segments actually sell products
directly to customers in Tasmania. Most enterprises either market their manufactured
Table 4.6: The Nature of Production Activities Among Non-Locally Owned Multi-Site Enterprises in Tasmania
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products through mainland establishments of the parent company or sell directly to
wholesale agents outside Tasmania.
While the majority (64 per cent) of manufacturing enterprises manufacture products
for the Tasmanian market, they control less than one-third of the extemally-owned multi-
site workforce in Tasmania. Relative to the 13 enterprises which are export-oriented,
firms manufacturing products for local consumption are generally smaller in terms of
employment size and the level of capitalisation required to maintain their local production
activities (Table 4.6). In particular, the 11 enterprisesmanufactiuing non-resource based
durable goods and consumable goods other than food and beverage products are
predominantly involved in light fabrication activities. Most of these operations depend
upon either the use of hand tools or second hand production machinery transferred from
other mainland establishments of the parent organisation. Eight of the 11 enterprises
compete directly with indigenous firms within the Tasmanian market, especiallyfor one-
off, small to medium-scale contracts within the private sector. In general, however, non-
locally owned enterprises rely more heavily upon long-term supply contracts and
individual project tenders within the public sector, lessening the degree of competition
between themselvesand Tasmanian owned enterprises.
Bach multi-site enterprise selling primarily within Tasmania actively markets its
manufactured products within each of the state's three regions. The largest number of
these enterprises (N=12) manufacture in only oneregion while operating either sales or
distribution outlets in one or both of the other two state regions. Most of these enterprises
are food and beverage manufacturers which require a single large-scale production facihty
capable of maintaining continuous production runs of standardised products for the state
market. A further six enterprisesundertakemanufacturing within two of the state's three
regions. They are Cascade's brewery operation and five firms undertaking light
fabrication within the building products industry. Within each of the latter five
enterprises, the duplication of production facilities is possible giventhat light fabrication
requires only minimal investment in capital equipment and thatestablishments typically
manufacture according to the specifications of one-off product orders. Theremaining four
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enterprises manufacture in each of the state's three regions. Each of these enterprises
produce resource-based durable goods, utilising locally available quarry products in the
manufacturing process.
Another dominantfeature of multi-siteoperations manufactining for the state market
is that only the five enterprises manufacturing resource-based durable goods utilise large
quantitiesof local materials (mostly quarryproducts) in the manufacturing process. Other
enterprises purchase the majority of their material requirements from suppliers on the
mainland, including other establishments of the parent organisation. There are two main
reasons for this. First, manyof the requiredmaterials (including many types of moulded
plastics, chemicals, rolled and extrudedmetals, flat glass, and food additives) are neither
manufactured in Tasmania or available fromdistributors locatedwithin the state. Second,
for many non-locally ownedenterprises, the parentorganisation outsideTasmaniadictates
where materials are to be purchased, whetherthey are producedby other branches of the
company or sourced through outside suppliers by a central purchasing office within the
group or division (see section 5.1.1). Inputs purchased within Tasmania are
predominantly limited topackaging materials, themajority ofwhich aremanufactured by
othernon-locally owned enterprises. Chapter 5 examines more closely the structure and
implications of external purchasing arrangements for non-locally owned enterprises in
Tasmania.
The following paragraphs identifythe powerrelations betweenestablishments of the
34non-locally owned multi-site enterprises in Tasmania. Ofparticular importance is the
degree towhich managers ofindividual establishments are able tomaintain authority over
their own operations, and the changes which have taken place in terms of head office -
branch relations within Tasmania since 1980.
4.2.3 Power Relations Within Non-Locally Owned Enterprises
Inorder to assess the power relations between branch establishments ofnon-locally
owned enterprises and their head office inTasmania, senior executives ofeach enterprise
were asked a series of questions regarding the structure of decision-making within the
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Tasmanian operation. Respondents were requested to identify the location at which 14
separate operating decisions were made for each establishment in Tasmania (see section
4.1.3). Respondents indicated whether each decision was normally made by managers
based at individual establishments, the head office of the enterprise in Tasmania, or an
establishment of the parent company located outside the state. Decisions made jointly,
between either individual estabhshments and the Tasmanian head office or the Tasmanian
head office and establishments of the parent company outside Tasmania, were also
recorded. Since Chapter 5 deals intensivelywith the relations between non-locally owned
enterprises in Tasmania and their head offices located outside the state, the following
discussion focuses upon the level of decision-making which is ultimately granted to
establishments of the Tasmanian enterprise.
In general, managers of establishments within non-locally owned enterprises in
Tasmania have only minimalcontrol over their own operations. In total, only 8.8 per cent
of all decisions are made by managers of establishments without Tasmanian head office
consultation, while 4.4 per cent of all decisions are made jointly between establishment
managers and their head office in Tasmania (Table 4.7). For each of the seven most
importantdecisions, however, managers of individual establishments are grantedvirtually
no autonomy. All major decisions regarding the operation of each estabhshment are made
by senior executives at either the head office in Tasmania or establishments of the parent
organisationoutside the state. The only actual autonomy which establishmentmanagers
possess is in relation the day-to-day operations of their individual plant or local market
area. In this respect, the responsibilities of establishment managers within non-locally
owned enterprises are similar to those working within indigenous multi-site operations
(see Figure 4.3).
Decisions for which establishment managers aregranted the most autonomy include
the recruitment of extemal services, and the levels of both raw and finished stock which
are maintained by the establishment Although one-half of all establishment managers are
involved in the recruitment of extemal services, the types of services requiredare typically
oriented toward maintenance and repair, rather than the professional needs of the
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Table 4.7: Decision-Making Granted to Establishments of Non-Locaiiy Owned Multi-Site Enterprises
Decision Office Where Decisions Regarding Establishments AreMade
Tasmanian Establishments Tasmanian 1
Tasmanian Establishments WithHeadOfficeApproval HeadOffice
Employment Level
Enterprises
No - - 34
% - - 100.0
Production Level
Enterprises
No - - 34
% - - 100.0
Location of Product Sales
Enterprises
No - - 34
% - - 100.0
Sales Method
Enterprises
No - - 34
% - - 100.0
Source of Inputs
Enterprises
No - - 34
% - - 100.0
Product Design
Enterprises
No - - 34
% - - 100.0
Pricing Poiicy
Enterprises
No - - 34
% - - 100.0
Advertising Piacement
Enterprises
No 3 - 31
% 8.8 - 91.2
Recruitment of External Services
Enterprises
No 14 3 17
% 41.1 8.8 50.0
Raw Stock Levels
Enterprises
No 5 10 19
% 14.7 29.4 65.9
Finished Stock Leveis
Enterprises
No 6 8 20
% 17.6 23.5 58.9
Executive Recruitment
Enterprises
No 2 - 32
% 5.8 - 94.2
Labour Replacement
Enterprises
No 10 - 24
% 29.4 - 70.6
Labour Dismissal
Enterprises
No 2 - 32
% 5.8 - 94.2
All Decisions
Enterprises
No 42 21 413
% O 4^4 86.8
1Kgines include decisions which may beultimately made bygroup ordivisional head offices oftheparent
organisation outside ofTasmania. Details ofdecision-making granted totheTasmanian enterprise bythe
parent firm outside the state are given in Tables 5.5 and 5.6.
Source: Tasmanian Manufacturing Survey, 1986
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establishment. Quite clearly, the recruitment of any professional services, such as
advertising or market research, is made by senior management at either the head office in
Tasmania or establishments of the parent organisation outside the state.
Compared to indigenous establishments, managers of establishments within non-
locally owned enterprises are granted considerably less autonomy in areas of labour
replacement and dismissal. While establishment managers within 59 per cent (N=23) of
indigenous enterprises are involved in decisions regarding laboiu-replacement (Table 4.3),
only 29 per cent (N=10) of non-locally owned enterprises delegate these decisions to
management at the establishment level (Table 4.7). Additionally, only two non-locally
owned enterprises (compared to 13 indigenous firms) permit branch managers to make the
majority of decisions regading labour dismissal.
In general, two factors appear to suggest why senior managers within non-locally
owned enterprises maintain greater control over decisions involving labour at the
establishment level. First, there is very littledivision of authority withinmost non-locally
owned enterprises given that only two of the 34 firms comprise separate operating
divisions within Tasmania. By comparison, the eight indigenous enterprises containing
separate operating divisions tend to delegate more authority to branch managers in areas
such as labour relations, since the activities undertaken by establishments within each
division are most often operationally independent of the Tasmanian head office. Second,
establishments of non-locally owned enterprises are generally larger in terms of
employment, and are characterised by higher rates of union membership than most
indigenous enterprises. In mostnon-locally owned organisations employing a unionised
workforce, senior managers located at thehead office in Tasmania deal directly with all
labourissues at the establishment level. This is particularly the case for export-oriented
enterprises in which senior managers in Tasmania are primarily responsible for
maintaining efficient production operations, andare less involved in eitherproduct or
market development
Similar to many indigenous enterprises, the level of autonomy granted to
establishments of non-locally owned firms tends tovary according to the type of market
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strategy being followed by the operation in Tasmania. In particular, managers at the
establishment level often have more control over the day-to-day operations of the plant
when the activities undertaken are independent of other establishments within the
enterprise. For example, resource-based establishments of enterprises seUing either within
or outside the state market are generally set up as independent production operations.
Typical of these enterprises are the two firms manufactiuing ready-mix cement. Each
comprises a number of duplicate establishments located throughout the state which serve
theirown immediate local market. Although establishment managers are autonomous only
in terms of the day-to-day functioning of their own establishment, they are ultimately
responsible to the Tasmanian head office for the profitability of their own production
operations.
Autonomy at the establishment level for day-to-day operations also tends to be
higher within enterprises manufacturingnon-resourcebased durable goods (such as metal
roofing, canvas blinds and aluminium windows) for sale within the Tasmanian market.
Once again, many of these enterprises contain establishments which are operationally
independent of one another, with each establishment manufacturing a similar range of
products for sale within its immediate market area. Managers of each establishment are
responsible for receiving customer orders, organising local production, and preparing
customer accounts which are then typically forwarded to the head office of the Tasmanian
enterprise for further processing.
Establishments characterisedby lower levels of autonomy over routine activities are
generally attached to enterprises manufacturing either consumable goods for the
Tasmanian market, or filtered-downproducts for markets outside the state. In both cases,
branch establishments within most enterprises are operationally linked to the enterprise
head office, increasing their dependence upon the decisions of the senior managers
responsible for statewide operations. Of the 11 enterprises manufacturing consumable
goods for the state market, seven manufacture at only a single location. In total, 18 of the
20 branchestablishments which are controlled by these enterprises throughout Tasmania
are simply storage and distribution centres for products manufactured at the head office
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location. Managers of each distribution facility have virtually no authority over the
operations of their establishment since the activities undertaken are entirely dependent
upon the efforts of production and marketing personnel located at the Tasmanian head
office. Similarly, the activities of branch establishments within the two filtered-down
operations are dictated entirely by the production schedules set at the enterprise head
office. Both Cadbury's milk depot near Bumie and Repco's two branches in Launceston
are whoUyintegrated into a single state production operation directly under the guidance of
senior head office management.
In order to assess the power which managers at the establishment level possess, in
terms of their control over the acquisition of finance capital, senior executives of each
enterprise were asked to provide details concerning the process by which decisions were
taken and finance was arranged for capital and non-operating investments of more than
$5,000. Specific inquiry was made into all major investments undertaken at
establishments of the Tasmanian enterprise between 1980 and 1985. Separate details were
provided for investments in production equipment, non-production equipment, transport
equipment, land and buildings, and investments in equities and securities. As was
discovered for indigenous enterprises, no decisions regarding any major investments were
made by managers of the Tasmanian operation based outside of the state head office. In
addition, all non-operating investments undertaken by the 34 enterprises were made on
behalf of the Tasmanian enterprise rather than any one individual estabhshment within the
firm. All finance required for investments at branch and head office establishments was
also arranged by senior managers at either the Tasmanian head office or establishments of
the parent company outside the state.
In summary, evidence from the interviews clearly demonstrates that managers of
branch establishments within non-locally owned enterprises possess onlyminimal power
in relation to more seniormanagement located at the enterpriseor group head office. The
decision-making functions delegated to branch managers are, in most cases, limited to
areas of routine production scheduling and customer service activities. In terms of then-
ability to secure the necessary financial operating resomces, branch managers have
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virtually no input into the level or types of investment which are undertaken by the
enterprise in Tasmania. The following section summarises the changes in power relations
which have taken place between branch and head office management in Tasmania since
1980.
Changes Within Power Stmctures Since 1980
In general, the overall level of power held by managers of branch establishments
within non-locally owned enterprises has changed very little since 1980. However, the
general trend among non-locally owned enterprises over the period has been to centralise
both physical activities and functional responsibilities at the Tasmanian head office
location. In part, this is related to the rationalisation of activities within Tasmania which
has been undertaken by many enterprises in response to poor trading conditions since
1980.
Between 1980and 1985, functional responsibilities (including production, retailing,
distribution, maintenance, or intra-organisational service activities) between branch
establishments and the head office in Tasmania were altered within 12 of the 36 multi-site
enterprises. Of these 12 enterprises, five have altered only the range of activities
undertaken outside the head office, through the opening or closure of establishments.
Two of these enterprises, a vegetable processor based in the north west region and the
Launceston manufacturer of engine bearings, have each built a new establishment near
their head office to provide additional space for their existing operations. The three
remaining enterprises, two forest products companies and a manufacturer of ready-mix
cement, have each closed anestablishment over the period, transferring their operations to
other existing establishments within theTasmanian enterprise.
Through various strategies involving the rationalisation and centralisation of
activities, seven of the 12enterprises have reduced the degree of power and autonomy
maintained by their branchestablishments. Three of these enterprises have rationalised
theirTasmanian operations by both reducing thenumber of manufacturing establishments
and centralising the responsibilities for a number of business services at the Tasmanian
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head office location. They include The Cascade Brewery Company, and two smaller
Hobart-based enterprises manufacturing aluminium windows and marine products
respectively. In 1980, Cascade transferred all of its payroll and a number of general
accounting functions from its brewery in Launceston to the Hobarthead office, following
the installation of a computer systemdesigned specifically to handle the accounting needs
of the two breweries. Three years later. Cascade further centralised its activities when it
closed its fruit juice plant in the Huon Valley, transferring the operation to Hobart where
all non-alcoholic beverages within the enterprise are now produced.
In response to declining sales within Tasmania, the two smaller Hobart-based
enterprises have undertaken a major rationalisation of their production operations since
1980. Prior to these rationalisations, both enterprisesoperated an establishment in each of
the state's three regions. In 1982, the manufacturer of marine products closed its sales
branch in Launceston, retaining its manufacturing branch in Bumie to service the entire
north and north west sales regions. Two years later, further reductions in trading profit
forced the company to cut its Bumie workforce by one-half. As a result of the
employment reduction, all accounting for the northandnorthwestregionswas transferred
from the Bumie plant to the head office in Hobart. In 1984, the manufacturer of
aluminium windows ceased manufacturing operations at both its Launceston and
Devonport establishments. Employment at Devonport was reduced by one-third
(6 persons) while the Launceston establishment was closed entirely. Some of the
redundant manufacturing workers from the north were offered employment at the
enterprise's only remaining factory in Hobart. In addition to losing its entire
manufacturing workforce, the Devonport establishment lost two senior managers
responsible forproduction and marketing within the north west region. After seven years
as a semi-autonomous production and sales unit, theDevonport operation was reduced to
a showroom and installation outlet dependent entirely upon products manufactured in
Hobart.
While not actually closing any establishments, each of the four remaining enterprises
have centralised various responsibilities at its head office in Tasmania. Three of these
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enterprises, the manufacturer of Coca-Cola products, a Launceston firm making
corrugated boxes, and the state's largest processor of poultry products each centralised
accounting, invoicing and stock control functions following the installation of a computer
system linking its branch establishments to the state head office. Although only a few jobs
were lost as a direct result of the computer systems, the responsibilities held by branch
managers were reduced, increasing their reliance upon management and administrative
decisions made at the Tasmanian head office. The fourth enterprise, a large fish
processing operation headquartered near Hobart, reduced its number of exporting
establishments within the state from six to four in 1981. A decline in the volume of fish
caught has forced the enterprise to rationalise its processing operations. The two
establishments whichhave forfeited thecontinuation of their export licences are currently
storage centres for fish which are eventually transferred to other establishments for
processing. The loss of export licences among branch establishments hasfocused greater
authority at the head office location which has become more dominant as the operation's
centralprocessing facility. Furtherreductions in thevolume of processingwould threaten
the viability of the three remaining branch establishments still holdingexportlicences.
Althoughonly a few enterpriseshavealteredthe power relations betweenbranch and
head office establishments since 1980, the changes which have occurred demonstrate a
general movement in power away from branch establishments within enterprises
responding to a continuing downturn in business activity. Evidence from the survey
suggests that this has particularly beenthecase within enterprises manufacturing for the
statemarket. In total, six of the sevenenterprises in whichpower has shifted from branch
establishments to the head office are oriented toward the local market.
The final section of this chapter examines the organisational and power relationships
between manufacturing enterprises in Tasmania. Of particular concern are the power
relationships which emerge from subcontract, franchise, licence, andmarket arrangements
operating within the state's manufacturing sector.
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4.3 RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN MANUFACTURING ENTERPRISES
IN TASMANIA
Since 1980, the increasing amount of research adopting a business organisation
approach has encouraged a greater interest in the nature of both formal and informal
operating relationships between business enterprises. This growing interest has
manifested itself in an increasing number of theoretical (Taylor and Thrift, 1981a, 1982a;
Imrie, 1986; Duche and Savey, 1987) and empirical (Sabel, 1982; Storey, 1982; Taylor
and Kissling, 1983; Taylor, 1984d, 1986; McLoughlin, 1985) studies into the
relationships between small and large firms. As large business organisations have
restructured their operations since the mid-1970s, new forms of production capital have
emerged in which therole of small andmedium-sized firms has changed considerably. In
particular, the operations of small and large firms have become more interdependent
throughthe estabhshmentof subcontract, franchise, and licencearrangements.
Within the manufacturing sector, subcontractingis clearly the most visible means of
interaction between large and small enterprises. While a number of earlyempirical studies
including Florence (1948), Yamanaka and Kobayashi (1957), Lydall (1958), and
Richardson (1972) demonstrate thatsubcontracting waswellestabhshed in many countries
long before the 1970s, it has not been until recently that research has addressed the
subject in relation to more intense theoretical issues surrounding the nature of power
which develops between enterprises through subcontract arrangements (Taylor andThrift,
1981a, 1982a, 1983c; McLoughlin, 1985).
Since 1980, most theoretical and empirical research has focused upon the advantages
which large firms are able to gain through subcontract arrangements with enterprises
operating in the small firm sector. For instance. Storey (1982) suggests that subcontract
relations enable large firms to gain access to thedevelopments made within small high-
technology based operations. Compared tohigh-technology production undertaken by the
larger business enterprise, smaller operations are often more flexible in terms ofmeeting
the specific design andproduction requirements of a rapidlychanging market. Research
by Taylor (1984d, 1986) on the Fijian economy demonstrated that large business
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organisations are, through the externalisation of production segments, able to take
advantage of lower wage structures within smaller non-unionised manufacturing
enterprises. As large firms externalise production segments, they are also able to
extemalise a certain amount of the risk involved with the maintenance of capital overheads
during periods of recession (Taylor and Thrift, 1981a; Scott, 1984).
Clearly, the actual power relationswhich emerge from subcontract arrangementscan
only be assessed through an intensive study at the enterprise level. The view that small
firms are simply passive elements in any subcontract relationship cannot be held without
first examining the precise natureof the inter-firmrelationships takingplace. Small firms
possessing a particular expertisemay, in fact, be given a considerable degree of freedom
in areas such as product design and work relations (Rainnie, 1985). Moreover,
subcontract arrangements present a number of potential benefits to the smaller fum. For
instance, small firms manufacturing finished goods on a subcontract basis may benefit
fromthe established marketing anddistribution networks of the largercompany to which
they are supplying manufactured products. In addition, small firms manufacturing
componentry for larger firms under long-term supply contracts are able to estimate more
precisely their production cost margins given that they know in advance the revenue for
their finished products.
Though more common within theretailing sector, franchise andlicence arrangements
are also important in terms of the unequal power relations between business enterprises
within the manufacturing sector. Within manufacturing, these arrangements are
predominantly limited to hcence agreements whereby manufacturers are granted exclusive
rights to produce goods (eg. soft drinks) requiring an essential ingredient or technical
support provided by the licensor (Johns etal. 1983). While such arrangements typically
provide a number of benefits to both thefranchisor andfranchisee, ultimate powerwithin
the relationship is clearly heldby the franchisor. By grantingfranchises to smallerfirms,
expansion is possible with minimal risk andinvestment since the franchisee is usually
responsible for the purchase and maintenance of all production equipment. In addition,
franchise arrangements provide the franchisor greater control over product marketing than
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would otherwise be possible if salesof finished products were entirely dependentupon the
use of distributors and wholesale agents. Benefits to the franchisee may include
advertising, technical assistance, and low interest loans provided by the franchisor.
Depending upon the type of arrangement, franchisees can also be granted exclusive
territorial marketing rights for the productsmanufactured under licence agreement.
The following paragraphs summarise the nature of subcontract, franchise, licence,
and market arrangements within Tasmanian manufacturing, and the implications these
have for power relations between firms.
4.3.1 Subcontract Relations
As part of the manufacturing survey, senior executives of each enterprise wereasked
to provide details concerning their involvement in subcontract relations with other firms.
For the present study subcontracting is defined as an arrangement whereby '...the firm
offering the subcontract requests another, legally independent firm to carry out the
processing of a material, component, part, or subassembly for it, according to particular
specifications provided by the firm offering the subcontract' (Imrie, 1986, p. 953).
Subcontract arrangements can be made on either a formal or informal basis. Formal
arrangements typically involve written contractual agreements between the twocompanies
detailing the specifications of the product or component to be produced, and the period
overwhichthecontract extends. Informal arrangements are generally shorter in duration,
and involve the use of subcontractors for the completion of one-off or batch product
orders.
Questions concerning subcontract relations were broken into two sections. First,
respondents were asked whether the enterprise subcontracts a portion of their
manufacturing work out to other firms in Tasmania or on the mainland. Managers of
enterprises engaged in such arrangements were then asked to provide further details,
including the importance of these arrangements to the operation of the enterprise, the
number of firms to which work is subcontracted out, and the percentage of total
manufacturing costs which are accounted for by subcontract payments to other firms.
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Second, respondents were asked whether their enterprise undertook subcontract
manufacture for other firms. Once again, further details were obtained for enterprises
involved in subcontract arrangements. Of particular importance is the type of manufacture
undertaken, the number and location of firms for which the enterprise manufactures, and
the percentage of total tumover accounted for by subcontract income.
Enterprises Subcontracting Work Out to Other Firms
In total, 42 per cent (N=34) of indigenous and 22.2 per cent (N=18) of non-locally
owned enterprises included in the study subcontract a portion of their manufacturing
requirements to other firms. While the percentageof enterprises subcontracting out work
to other firms is quite high, particularly among indigenous operations, the actual volume
of work subcontracted out by most indigenous and non-locally ownedenterprises is quite
low. Of the 52 enterprises, only six indigenous and three non-locally owned firms
subcontracted out more than 10 per cent of their manufacturing requirements on a total
production cost basis (Figure 4.11).
Figure 4.11: Subcontract Payments as a Percentage of
Total Manufacturing Costs, 1985
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Discussions with senior executives revealed several dominant types of subcontract
arrangements undertaken withotherfirms. Extending theconceptualisation developed by
25 30
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Watanabe (1972), four types are identified. These include capacity subcontracting,
specialist subcontracting, occasional use subcontracting, and permanent subcontracting.
Capacity Subcontracting
In total, eight of the 52 enterprises use external contractors to provide the additional
output capacity needed to meet production deadlines or seasonal variations in product
demand. Four of these are indigenous enterprises which, on an irregular basis, utilise
smaller firms within their local area for the batch manufacture of product componentry.
The type of work subcontracted out by these firms includes electrical and metal
fabrication, welding, machining, and joinery. These subcontract relationships are
typically short in duration, as the contracts are often geared toward the completion of
individual product orders.
A further three enterprises use subcontractors to provide additional output during
peak demand seasons. Included among these is a large non-locally owned vegetable
processor in the north west region which purchases a small quantity of processed green
vegetables from another large manufacturer. The other two enterprises comprise a
processor of animal skins and hides which subcontracts out a portionof its wool packing
requirements, and a building products firm which utilises subcontractors to manufacture
awnings and annexes during its peak summer season.
Thefinal enterprise requiring additional output capacity is oneof the state's largest
non-locally owned woodchipping companies which purchases woodchips from small
indigenous sawmillers on an ongoing basis. In total, however, the woodchips purchased
from these smaller companies account for less than 5 per cent of the larger fmn's total
output.
Specialist Subcontracting
Seven indigenous and seven non-locally owned enterprises subcontract out
manufacturing requiring specialist skills or machinery notavailable within theenterprise.
Most subcontracting involves processes undertaken in the final stages ofproduction, often
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increasing the value-added component of the particular product The majority of specialist
subcontracting is also geared toward one-off or batch product orders rather than formal
contracts covering an extended supply period. Of the 14 enterprises using specialist
subcontractors, five use firms located outside Tasmania. Mainland companies are engaged
as subcontractors for processes including the tinting of optical lenses, the dyeing of
filament fabrics, the manufacture of high quality men's wool suits, and for high quality
photographic reproductions. In addition, an enterprise located in Hobart subcontracts the
printing of colour magazines to a firm located in Singapore. Each of the five enterprises
utilising specialist subcontractors outside the state is reliant upon such relationships for
only a small percentage of its total manufacturing requirements.
The nine remaining enterprises use only specialist subcontractors located within
Tasmania. Five of these firms are small to medium-sized indigenous operations which
subcontract out a small portion of their finishing requirements to other indigenous
enterprises located within their local region. The processes involved include
electroplating, the laminating of timber products, and precision machining. Only one of
these firms, a Hobart manufacturer of marine winches, subcontracts out a major portion
(25 per cent) of its total manufacturingrequirements. The work subcontracted out by this
firm involves the casting and plating of metal components.
Occasional Use Subcontracting
Twelve indigenous and three non-locally owned enterprises subcontract out
manufacturing for non-specialist processes which they require only on an occasional
basis. Consequently, the percentage of total manufacturing costs accountedfor by work
subcontracted out is very low (x=6.8 per cent) for these enterprises. The irregularity of
the required processes precludes the investment in additional equipment or personnel
which is necessary to carry out the production internally. Given that all but two of the 15
enteiprises employ fewer than 30 persons, themajority of firms arenot financially capable
of carrying the costs of under-utilised personnel or capital equipment. The types of
production contracted out are generally labour intensive, and include sheet metal work.
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timber moulding, upholstery, and canvas fabrication. For these non-specialist types of
processing, there are usually a number of potential subcontractors from which to choose
within the local area. Virtually all of the subcontract workundertaken for theseenterprises
is limited to the requirements of one-offproduct orders. As eight of the 15enterprises are
manufacturers of building products, much of the subcontract work (eg. aluminium
fabrication) is also undertaken on-site at the customer's location.
Permanent Subcontracting
Whereas mostcapacity, specialist, or occasional use subcontracting is short-term in
nature, and arranged on aninformal basis, thefinal nine indigenous andsixnon-locally
owned enterprises subcontract out a portion of their manufacturing workon a permanent
basis. Once again, the volume of work subcontracted out by most enterprises is quite
small, as onlyfourof the 15companies subcontract outmore than 10per centof theirtotal
manufacturing requirements on a total production cost basis.
Eleven of the 15 enterprises are engaged in formal subcontract relationships with
single subcontractors. They are eight enterprises manufacturing food products, a
manufacturer of denim jeans located in Devonport, and a small heating and air
conditioning company in Hobart. Of the eight food products manufacturers, three
subcontract out a portion of their food preparation, and five use subcontractors for the
packaging of finished products. Only two enterprises, manufacturers of dried fruit
products and high energy health drinks, use subcontractors located outside Tasmania. The
manufacturer of denim jeans subcontracts out all of its fabric pre-washing to a local
laundry company. The Hobart-based heating and air conditioning enterprise, a two person
family operation, subcontracts out all of itssheetmetal work (accounting for nearly 30per
cent of total production costs) to another indigenous firm in the Hobart area.
The four remaining enterprises depend upon informal arrangements with a number
of different subcontractors within Tasmania. Three of theseenterprises, manufacturers of
miningequipment, electronic timingdevices and building products, each subcontract out a
small portion of their steel fabrication requirements. Thefourth enterprise, a ready-mix
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cement company, purchases a small amount of cement from its competitors in certain areas
of the statewhere the enterprise doesnot operateits ownproductionfacility.
Enterprises Undertaking Subcontract Work
Of the 166 enterprises includedin the study, 47 per cent (N=38) of indigenous and
39 per cent (N=32) of non-locally owned firms undertake subcontract manufacture for non-
related companies. The income received from subcontract manufacture accounts for an
average of 11.9 per cent of turnover among indigenous, and 20.5 per cent of turnover
amongnon-locally ownedenterprises. In total, however, only 15 non-locally owned and
six indigenous enterprises are reliant upon subcontract arrangements formore than 20per
cent of their total operating tumover (Figure 4.12).
i
Figure 4.12: Subcontract Income as a Percentage
of Total Turnover, 1985
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Of these, eight of the 15 non-locally owned, and three of the sixindigenous enterprises,
are also reliant upon fewer than six customers for all subcontract income received. In
general, there are two dominant types of subcontracting undertaken by Tasmanian
manufacturers; these are enterprises subcontracting for other manufacturers, and
enterprises subcontracting for the retail tradeindustry.
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Enterprises Subcontracting For Other Manufacturers
The largest number of enterprises undertaking subcontract work (N=51)
manufacture either finished componentry or semi-processed materials for other
manufacturing firms. The25 enterprises manufacturing finished componentry include 14
indigenous and 11 non-locally owned operations. Themajorproduct groups within which
componentsubcontracting takesplace includewooden joinery and furniture, metal-based
products, food products, and glassware (Table 4.8).
Table 4.8: Subcontract Activities Undertaken for Other
Manufacturing Enterprises, 1985
Finished Componentrv Semi-Processed Materials
Wooden joinery & furniture Fabricated metals
Metal-based products Food products
Food products Textiles
Glassware Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous Chemicals
Plastics Seed cleaning
Commercial printing
Soaps
Bitumen
A total of nine enterprises which reported undertaking subcontract work manufacture
wooden joinery and furniture components. Six of these are small to medium-sized
indigenous operations which are occasional subcontractors to other local manufacturers
andenterprises within the construction industry. Virtually all of thesubcontracts entered
into are informal in nature, with both the product specifications and duration of the
production agreement being determined by the requirements ofa single client. Two of the
remaining three enterprises are non-locally owned firms which manufacture furniture
componentry on a formal, long-term subcontract basis to manufacturers on the mainland
Both of these enterprises are reliant upon subcontract work for over 20 per cent of their
total annual turnover. The final enterprise, a large indigenous timber company, also
supplies a small quantity of finished componentry tomainland furniture manufacturers.
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Five enterprises manufacture metal-based products on a subcontract basis. Three of
these are small non-locally owned operations which supply building products such as
metal ducting, aluminium windows, and shopfittings to other manufacturing firms,
engineering companies, and building contractors within Tasmania. One of the operations,
a Hobart-based manufacturer of aluminium windows, is the nominated state govemment
subcontractor to mainland construction and engineering firms which successfully tender
for work within Tasmania. However, the volume of local subcontract work filtering
through from state govemment tenders to mainland enterprises has fallen sharply since
1980. In conjunction with other states, the Tasmanian govemment has encouraged
greater private sector competition for inter-state tenders by relaxing the minimum
requirements for local material and labour content on contracts awarded to mainlanH firms
The two other enterprises undertaking the subcontract manufacture of metal-based
products are a marine engineering company located near Hobart, and the manufacturer of
automotive engine bearings in Launceston. The subcontract manufacture of anchor
winches and hydraulic steering equipment accounts for nearly 60 per cent of the marine
engineering company's total tumover. At present, all subcontract agreements are held
witha small number of ship building enterprises located in the US andTaiwan. Although
the Tasmanian enterprise is largely dependent upon only a few formal subcontract
arrangements, each is based upon a multi-year contract. The Launceston manufacturer of
engine bearings and structural parts for the automotive industry is dependent upon
subcontract manufacture for nearly one-third of its annual tumover. However, the
enterprisehas been successfulin securing long-term subcontractagreements with over 10
separate automotive manufacturers in Australia and overseas. The company has also
developed an extensive range of original equipment parts, allowing it to compete
successfully as a subcontractor within a number of automotive market segments
worldwide. A recent example has been the enterprise's success in securing lucrative
contracts with Borg Warner, supplying components for automotive transmissions
manufactured in Australia and the US.
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Of the remaining 11 enterprises engaged in component subcontracting for other
manufacturers, five act as subcontractors for mainland firms and six subcontract only in
Tasmania. Two enterprises producing glass products and three firms manufacturing food
and beverage products act as subcontractors for mainland customers. However, only the
two manufacturers of glass products are reliant upon subcontract income for a large share
of their total turnover. One of these enterprises, a non-locally owned firm near Hobart, is
employed by two mainland firms as a subcontractor manufacturing glass drink bottles.
Compared to the two mainland firms which operate large production operations, the
smaller plant facility of the Hobart manufacturer is ideally suited for small batch
production runs of specialised containers. In 1985, subcontract manufacture for the two
firms represented 35 per cent of the Tasmanianenterprises' turnover. The second glass
producer, a small indigenous operation, undertakes subcontract work for mainland
manufacturers of scientificglassware. Structured very much as a craftsmanoperation, the
Tasmanian enterprise consists of a father and son who run the business from their home in
the Huon Valley south of Hobart. The family operation was transferred from New South
Wales in 1980 because the family preferred the lifestyleavailablein Tasmania. Although
the Tasmanian market for scientific glassware is quite limited, the manager of the
enterprise used his contacts on the mainlandto secure a number of permanent subcontract
arrangements.
The six enterprises undertaking subcontract work for manufacturers only in
Tasmania are each indigenous operations employing fewer than 50 persons. Products
manufactured on a subcontract basis include plastic componentry, domestic soaps,
packaging labels, and bitumen. Of these, only the manufacturer of packaging labels is
involved in permanent subcontract relationships. Accounting fornearly 20 per centof the
operation's turnover, the enterprise produces labels for a number of Tasmania's largenon-
locally owned food and beverage manufacturers, including Cadbury Schweppes, The
Cascade Brewery Company, and Safcol. Each of the five other indigenous enterprises
undertakes subcontract work on an irregular basis. Most of these relationships are with
other smaU to medium-sized indigenous manufacturers which occasionally require external
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firms for capacity or specialist subcontracting.
In addition to the 25 enterprises manufacturing finished componentry, 15 indigenous
and 11 non-locally owned enterprises provide semi-processed materials to non-related
manufacturers on a subcontract basis. The major product groups within which the
subcontract manufacture of semi-processed materials occurs include fabricated metals,
food products, and textiles (Table 4.8). The largest numberof enterprises (N=12)operate
as subcontractors in the fabricated metal products sector. Most of these are indigenous
engineering and metal products enterprises which undertake a small amount of subcontract
manufacture for other indigenous firms within Tasmania. The types of processing carried
out include the fabrication, machining, painting, and welding of various metal products.
The volume of subcontract work made available to the 12 enterprises is highly erratic
throughout the year. Consequently, most enterprise managers consider subcontracting to
be of only minor importance relative to the firm's overall operation.
A total of eightTasmanian enterprises act as subcontractors for the semi-processing
of food products for other manufacturers. One-half of these are enterprises which
undertake a small amount of packaging for other Tasmanian firms. Two of these, a non-
locally owned firm (Lactos Pty Ltd) producing speciality cheeses and the state's largest
indigenous dairy products co-operative (UMT Ltd), are involved in a reciprocal
subcontract arrangement. Lactos packs cheese manufactured byUMT while UMT packs
the small volume of butter produced by Lactos. Since 1980, both enterprises have
rationalised segments of their production operations, specialising in a smaller number of
higher value-added dairy products. Consequently, each enterprise has subcontracted out
the packaging of those products which have become less important to the operation as a
whole, as investment in capital equipment has focused upon new lines of production. The
other two enterprises involved in the subcontract packaging of food products are the
state's largest poultry processor, and a large manufacturer of dried fruit and baking
products. Both enterprises package a small volume ofproduct for one of their competitors
which does not operate a packaging line of its own. In both cases, however, the
competitor controls only a minor segment ofthe market served by the larger enterprise.
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The four remaining enterprises subcontracting for other manufacturers within the
food products industry are engaged in the actual processing of foodstuffs. Products
produced under subcontract agreements include fruit concentrate, filling for meat pies,
pastry, and malt products. The enterprises manufacturing meat filling and pastry are large
indigenous operations which act as subcontractors to smaller Tasmanian owned firms.
These smaller firms have entered into subcontract arrangements as an alternative to
purchasing equipment and hiring additional labour necessary to produce all of their
products internally. Subcontracting out a portion of their manufacturing requirements
provides the smaller manufacturers greater flexibility in their operations, given that their
cash flow is less committed to the purchase and maintenance of capital equipment.
Moreover, the larger indigenous operations can produce the required inputs at a much
lower cost since their equipment is geared for longer batch production runs.
The enterprises manufacturing fruit concentrate and malt products are dependent
upon subcontract income for a large share of their total turnover. The firm producing malt
products is the only manufacturer in Tasmania to sell its entire output under a single
subcontract agreement. Employing only six persons, the small non-locally owned
enterprise acts as subcontractor to Wander Australia Ltd which operates a factory
producing Ovaltine near Devonport. Since 1965, the two factories have been located
adjacent to one another. Although the two companies are legally independent. Wander
ownsthe land uponwhichthe maltfactory is located and, since 1972, theplants havebeen
physically linked by an enclosed conveyer system used to feed malt products into
Wander's main processing system. The arrangement between Wander and the malt
producer is one of the few strongpower relations which have emerged from subcontract
relationships in Tasmania.
The manufacturer of fruit concentrate, an indigenous firm located in southern
Tasmania, has acted as a subcontractor to a number of mainland food manufacturers since
theearly 1970s. Subcontract agreements account forover20per centof theenterprise's
output. Through such agreements, the indigenous firm has managed to fill a profitable
market niche not served by segments of Australia's larger food products companies.
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Selling a large share of its output under long-termcontractswith mainland manufacturers,
the Tasmanian enterprise is lessvulnerable to the fluctuations in open-market competition
from overseas, and particularly from New Zealand, manufacturers. In addition, the
difficulties associated with marketing Tasmanian products inter-state areavoided byselling
directly to other manufacturers.
The six remaining enterprises subcontracting semi-processed materials for other
manufacturers are four textilefirms, an enterprise manufacturing flour and stockfeed, and
an industrial chemicals manufactmer. For all six enterprises, the income received from
subcontract manufacturing represents less than 20 per cent of total annual turnover. Three
of the four textile firms are engaged as subcontractors by mainland manufacturers.
Processes carried out under subcontract arrangement include weaving, yam preparation,
wool scouring, and fabric printing. The fourth textile firm is a non-locally owned
enterprise which undertakes some dyeing of fabrics for another non-locally owned
operation inTasmania. With the exception of the enterprise engaged in wool scouring, the
subcontract work undertaken by Tasmanian textile firms is predominantly on anirregular
basis, and is oriented toward the batch production of materials requiredfor individual
product orders. The indigenous manufacturer offlour and stock feed occasionally acts as
a subcontractor to other indigenous stock feed producers, cleaning seed at its plant near
Launceston. Thefinal enterprise, a small non-locally owned chemicals manufacturer, is
occasionally subcontracted to mix chemicals for APPM's paper mills atBumie and Wesley
Vale.
Enterprises Subcontracting ForTheRetail Trade Industry
In addition to the 51 enterprises acting as subcontractors to other manufacturing
firms, eight indigenous and 11 non-locally owned enterprises undertake subcontract
manufacture for firms in the retailing industry. Inparticular, two types of subcontracting
are identified; they are the manufacture of generic consumable products for large food
retailers, and the manufacture ofdurable goods for hardware and rural merchandising
outlets (Table 4.9).
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Table 4.9: Subcontract Activities Undertaken for Enterprises Within
The Retail Trade Industry, 1985
Generic Consumable Products Hardware & Rural Merchandising
Bread & crumpets Timber & joinery
Soft drinks Stained glass
Fruit juice Security fencing
Poultry products Aluminium doors & flyscreens
Vegetable products
Icecream
Cleaning agents
Paper towels and napkins
Following trends established overseas during the 1970s, Australian retailers have
only recently moved into the marketing of generic products under their own brand names
(eg. 'Plain Wrap', 'Farmland', 'Home Brand', and 'No Frills'). Contracts held with
enterprises manufacturing generic products clearlybenefit the large retailers which are able
to maintain absolute control over the marketing and pricing of the finished product.
Through subcontract arrangements, large retailers have increased their power over
manufacturers by effectively forcing them to compete against products sold under the
manufacturers' own brand names which return a higher per unit profit. However,
subcontracts also benefit manufactiuers which are guaranteed market access through the
major retailers. This access is especially important for most smaller indigenous
manufacturers in Tasmania which are otherwise forced to pay high listing fees and
compete against larger national producers for the right to sell products under their own
brand name through the state's two largest retailers, Coles-Myer Ltd and Woolworths. In
particular, listing fees imposed by the majorretailers are a significant barrier to sales in
chain stores by small consumable goods manufacturers (Dougherty, 1987). Within
Tasmania, operating segments of Coles-Myer and Woolworths control all but a minor
percentage of the state market for food products and household consumables. Success as
a manufacturerof these products clearlydependsupon access to these retailers.
The largestnumberof Tasmanian enterprises (N=14) acting as subcontractors to the
retail trade industry manufacture generic consumable products for either Coles-Myer or
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Woolworths. Products manufactured include food products, domestic chemicals, and
paper goods. Of these 14 enterprises, nine manufacture generic products which are sold
by retailers only within Tasmania, They are three indigenous operations manufacturing
bread and crumpets, and single indigenous enterprises producing fruit juices, and
domestic soaps and disinfectants. In addition, two non-locally owned enterprises
manufacture generic soft drinks, and single non-locally owned firms manufacture generic
paper and poultry products. Contracts for all generic products manufactured by non-
locally owned enterprises are arranged outside Tasmania by their parent head office. In
most cases, subcontracting undertaken by non-locally owned enterprises in Tasmania is
part of a national contract arrangementbetween major retailers and the enterprise's parent
organisation. Five non-locally owned enterprises manufacture generic products in
Tasmaniawhich are distributed by Coles-Myer and Woolworths outside the state. They
are three enterprises processing cannedandfrozengreenvegetables, and singleenterprises
manufacturing potato and ice cream products. Since 1980, the percentage of turnover
accounted for by sales of generic products has increased within each of the 14enterprises.
In 1985, sales of generic items accounted for 14per cent of averagetumover among these
operations.
The remaining five enterprises acting as subcontractors to retailers each manufacture
products which are sold through hardware and rural merchandising outlets under the
retailer's brand name. Products manufactured under subcontract agreement include
dressed timber, joinery, stained glass, security fencing, and aluminium doors and
flyscreens. With the exception of dressed timber and security fencing, subcontract
manufacture is primarily linked to the requirements of one-offcustomer orders placed
through theretail outlet. Manufacturers are engaged aseither specialist subcontractors (eg.
for the manufacture of stained glass) or occasional use subcontractors where retail outlets
cannot maintain profitably themachinery or staffrequired to undertake themanufacturing
themselves. Only one of the five enterprises, a BHP subsidiary manufacturing security
fencing, is engaged as a subcontractor to retailers outside Tasmania.
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Market Dependency Relationships
While not considered as engaged in subcontracting per se. nine small enterprises,
employing 85 persons in Tasmania, are linked to larger firms through market dependency
relationships. Manufacturing products for use by other manufacturers, these small
enterprises are reliant upon one or two customers for over one-half of their entire turnover.
Given the limited range of manufacturing activities undertaken in Tasmania, the loss of
these customers would very likely force the small manufactmers to cease production
operations in the state. Of the nine enterprises which are dependent upon only one or two
large firms, five are engaged in the manufacture of packaging materials, three manufacture
products for APPM and ANM's paper operations, and one enterprise manufactures food
gases for Tasmania's soft drink industry (Table 4.10).
The five packaging enterprises are each small non-locally owned operations located
in either the north or north west region of the state. Products manufactured include steel
drink cans, paper sacks, solid fibre cans, and rolled paper tubes. Each was established
prior to 1970 in order to service a growing packaging market in Tasmania. The high
freight costs of shipping finished packaging materials from the mainland to Tasmania
encouraged the development of an industry which is largely geared toward the light
fabrication of finishedcomponentry. The majority of materialrequirements are purchased
from establishments of the parent company outside the state which have undertaken more
complex processing such as moulding and printing.
Typical of the small packaging enterprises is J. Gadsden Pty Ltd, a branch of one of
Australia's oldest and largest packaging groups. Located in Devonport, the Tasmanian
enterprise wasestablished in 1956 tomanufacture four gallon steel cans for thevegetable,
canned fmit andjam industries. At thetime, there was clearly no doubt as to theviability
of a Tasmanian fabrication plantsince thethese food products industries soldthemajority
of their products in mainland and overseas markets. By the mid-1970s, however,
Tasmania's jam industry hadcollapsed, and the major vegetable processors moved away
from cans to plastics packagingused for the increasingamount of dehydrated and frozen
products being manufactured. With the decline in customers selling to exportmarkets.
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Table 4.10: Market Dependency Relationships Within Tasmanian Manufacturing
Small Firms
Packaging
J. Gadsden Pty Ltd
Devonpoit
3 piece steel drink cans
St. Regis Bates
Devonpoit
Multi-wall paper sacks
Rheem Containers
Launceston
Steel drams
Containers Packaging
Devonport
Solid fibre cans
Pak Pacific Corporation
Ulverstone
Rolled paper tubes
Food Gases
Liquid Air Australia
Launceston
Food gases
Materials for the Paper Industry
North Western Flour Mills
DevonpoitLidust^al flour
Tasman Starches
Devonport ——
Industrial starches
Aluminates (Tas)
Bumie
Bleaching agents
Source: Tasmanian Manufacturing Survey, 1986
Large Firms
Coca-Cola Bottlers (Tasmania)
Launceston
Soft drinks
Cascade Brewery Co Ltd
Hobart
Beer and fruit juice
Goliath Portland Cement
RaUton
Industrial Cement
Tioxide Australia Ltd
Bumie
Titanium dioxide pigments
TEMCO
BeU Bay
Ferro alloys
Wander Ltd
Devonpoit
Ovaltine
Coats Patons
Launceston
Domestic knitting yams
Coca-Cola Bottlers (Tasmania)
Launceston
Soft drinks
Cadbury Schweppes Ltd
Drinks Division
Hobait
Soft drinks
APPM
Bumie, Wesley Vale
Wnting and printing papers
ANM
Boyer
Newsprint
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Gadsden was forced to restructure its Tasmanian operation, focusing upon soft drink and
beer companies manufacturing for the state market.
In 1977 Gadsden installed a small fabrication plant for three piece steel drink cans at
its Devonport factory. The cans, shipped to Tasmania as flat steel plates, are moulded and
printed at another branch of the parent company in Melbourne. Since 1977, all sales of
cans have been taken by Coca-Cola's bottling plant in Launceston, and Cascade's two
breweries in Launceston and Hobart. Since that time, however, a number of factors have
contributed to a reduction of the market for steel cans in Tasmania. These include ACI's
introduction of the popular 375 mL glass 'stubby' bottle in 1983, and Cascade's decision
to utilise aluminiumcans (purchasedfrom the mainland) for beer produced in Launceston
under the Boags label. Cascade's decisionto package Boags in aluminium cans was made
largely on the basis that aluminium cans were more suitable for exporting overseas. In
addition, theincreasing popularity of aluminium cans locally has threatened theviability of
Gadsden's steel can operation in Tasmania. Unlike steel, the process technology
developed for aluminium cans requires that printing and fabrication be carried out in a
continuous production sequence. Smallmarkets such as Tasmaniacan not justify the cost
of capitalequipment necessary to manufacture the aluminium product. To date, both Coca-
Colain Launceston and Cascade's brewery in Hobart have deliberately supported the steel
canindustry in Tasmania, despite theuseof aluminium cans by theirmajor competitors.
The three small enterprises which are dependent upon sales of manufactured
products to APPM and ANM are two firms (North Western Flour Mills, and Tasman
Starches) which combine to supply liquid starch, and another enterprise (Aluminates)
whichmanufactures chemical bleaching agents (Table 4.10). NorthWesternFlourMills,
an indigenous enterprise employing 25 persons, manufactures industrial flour which is
used exclusively by the non-locally owned company Tasman Starches for the manufacture
of liquid starches. The twooperations arelocated adjacent to one another in Devonport,
and have been manufacturing starch for APPM since 1972. Aluminates, another small
non-locally owned enterprise, manufactures liquid sodium aluminate for both APPM and
ANM. Employing 35 persons, Aluminates' operation is large enough effectively to
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guarantee its position as the state's only manufacturer of chemical bleaching agents.
4.3.2 Franchise, Licence, and Market Arrangements
In addition to subcontracting, senior managers of each enterprise included in the
study were asked to provide details regarding their company's involvement in franchise,
licence and market arrangements. Given that a large percentage of Tasmanian
manufacturing enterprises are engaged in a number of non-manufacturing activities,
respondents were asked questions regarding both manufacturing and non-manufacturing
arrangements with other firms. Questions regarding franchise and licence relationships
were divided into two segments. First, managers were asked if the Tasmanian enterprise
acts as a franchisee to non-related companies located either in Tasmania or outside the
state. For enterprises involved in such relationships, further details were obtained
concerning the natme of the franchiseAicence, the number of firms involved, the length of
time each relationship has been in operation, and the importance of the relations in terms of
the Tasmanian enterprise's annual turnover. Second, managers were asked whether their
enterprise acts as a franchisor to non-related companies. Once again, additional details
were obtained concerning the nature of these relationships and their importance to the
Tasmanian enterprise in terms of annual sales in order to assess the level of power
relations between enterprises.
Enterprises Acting as Franchisees to Other Firms
In total, 17 per cent (N=14) of indigenous and 10 per cent (N=9) of non-locally
owned operations included in the study act as franchisees to non-related companies. Of
these 23 enterprises, 13act as franchisees to Australian companies locatedon the mainland
while 10areinvolved in franchise relationships ultimately held withoverseas companies.
Two types of relationships are identified, regional sales franchises for products
manufactured by other firms, and production licensing agreements under which
Tasmanian enterprisesmanufacture and sell variousproducts (Table 4.11).
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Table 4.11: Franchise and Licensing Activities Undertaken by
Tasmanian Manufacturing Enterprises, 1985
Regional Sales Franchise Production Franchise
Hardware Soft drinks
Optical lenses and equipment Transport equipment
Gutters Food products
Plastic pipe fittings Plastic coatings
Noise control equipment
Electric boilers
Aluminium blinds & extrusions
Marine steering gear
Building bricks
Modular buildings
Bedroom furniture
Domestic knitting yams
Industrial footwear
Production Licensing
The largest number of enterprises (N=19) manufacture products under licence
agreement. Although a wide range of products are manufactured, onlynine enterprises
rely upon sales of licensed products for more than 20 per cent of their annual turnover.
Four of these are non-locally owned enterprises manufacturing soft drinks, engine
bearings, and plastic coatings. The Tasmanian bottlers of Coca-Cola and Schweppes soft
drinks compete against oneanother in thestate market. Following theSecond World War,
the production franchises forboth product lines were initially held byTasmanian interests.
In the case of Coca-Cola, three production franchises were granted in the late 1940s,
dividing the state into three sales territories focusing upon production facilities in
Devonport, Launceston and Hobart. In 1976, all three franchises were purchased by the
Adelaide-based Coca-Cola Bottlers Ltd. Production was subsequently centralised in
Launceston while distribution centres were maintained in Devonport and Hobart. In
addition to Coke and Diet Coke, the Tasmanian enterprise manufactures nine other
carbonated soft drink and mineral water products under licence agreement.
After operating for 15 years as an independent Tasmanian owned operation, the
Hobart-based production franchise for Schweppes soft drinks was purchased in 1969 by
the Melbourne-based Cadbury-Schweppes Pty Ltd. In 1976, Schweppes acquired the
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Tasmanian franchise for Weight Watchers soft drinks as part of a national agreement
between Cadbury-Schweppes and the HJ. Heinz Company. In 1985, another national
contract resulted in the Tasmanian operation of Cadbury-Schweppes obtaining the
production franchise for products manufactured under the Pepsi Cola label. Previously,
this franchise was held by The Cascade Brewery Company Ltd. However, following
Industrial Equity's takeover of Cascade in 1985 (see section 4.2.2), the Pepsi franchise
was abandoned by Cascade in order to concentrate upon beer production.
Products manufactured under licence agreement by the Repco Bearing Company in
Launceston account for nearly 80 per cent of the Tasmanian enterprise's annual turnover.
In 1964, a production agreement for self-lubricating bearings and structural parts was
reached with the UK firm Bound Brook Bearings. In 1981, powder metallurgy
operations were enhanced further after a technical agreement was signed with the Japanese
company Sumitomo Electric Industries. The agreement with Sumitomo is particularly
important in terms of Repco's ability to develop products which are competitive against
foreign manufacturers. Subsequent to the technical agreement, Repco won the contract to
supply all of the powder metallurgy components used in Holden's 'world car' engine.
The non-locally owned manufacturer of plastic coatings sells 70 per cent of its
manufactured products under licence agreement. The agreement is held with the
Tasmanian enterprise's formerparentcompany, Ceilcote (USA), which sold the operation
in 1982 to an Australian company based in Sydney. Although Ceilcote sold off its
international plastics division, it retained the production rights to a number of products
which it had developed.
The five remaining enterprise which are dependent upon production licences for
more than 20 percentof annual turnover areindigenous operations manufacturing mining
equipment, aluminium blinds, food products, noise control equipment, and modular
building units. Eachof these is a small to medium-sized enterprise, employing fewer than
50 persons. Only one enterprise, a manufacturer of undergroundmining vehicles, sells
products outside Tasmania. Located in Bumie, the enterprise was established in 1974 as
the Tasmanian service agent for Caterpillar (USA). In 1979, the Tasmanian manager
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approached Caterpillar with an offer to manufacture mining vehicles under licence
agreement. The enterprise currently employs over 30 persons, and manufactures 10
different models of underground vehicles. The small size of the operation allows for
considerable design flexibility within each productionmodel, dependent upon the specific
operating requirements of individual customers. Engines, transmissions, axles and
braking systems supplied by Caterpillar represent approximately 25 per cent of the value
of each manufactured vehicle. Vehicles manufactured in Bumie are supported by an
extensive networkof Caterpillar service agents throughout Australia. At present, over 60
per cent of vehicle sales are outside Tasmania.
Regional Sales Franchises
One indigenous and three non-locally owned Tasmanian operations hold regional
sales franchises for products manufactured by non-related companies outside the state.
Products soldunder jfranchise agreement include hardware, optical lensesand equipment,
aluminium gutters and plastic pipe fittings (Table 4.11). The enterprises selling gutters
andpipe fittings are Hobart branches of mainland companies. As wellas manufacturing
their own range of these products, each enterprise has acquired the retail franchise for
competing goods produced on the mainland which would otherwise be sold via
wholesalers or direct sales agents in Tasmania. By adopting a strategy of selling the
competition's products under franchise, rather than competing against them openly, the
Hobart manufacturers are able to guard against mainland firms dumping their surplus
production in Tasmania at prices below profitable market levels. Sales of franchised
goods account for approximately 10 per cent of total turnover within each of the two
Tasmanian enterprises.
The enterprises holding sales franchises for hardware and optical lenses are each
reliant upon these arrangements for over one-quarter of their annual turnover. One of
Tasmania's largest indigenous sawmilling companies operates two large timber and
hardwareretail outlets in the Hobart area. Theseoutlets are operated as sales franchises
for the national hardware group 'Mitre-10'. As a Mitre-10 franchise the Tasmanian
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enteiprise benefits from an established national purchasing and advertising network, and is
guaranteed sole trading rights of Mitre-10 products within the Hobart metropolitan area.
Also based in Hobart, a non-locally owned manufacturer of optical lenses holds a
wholesaling firanchise for all Bausch & Lomb and Namco products sold to retailers and
optometrists in Tasmania.
Enterprises Acting as Franchisors to Other Firms
Of the 166 enterprises included in the study, only four act as franchisors to non-
related companies. One non-locally owned and two indigenous enterprises have
franchised a portion of their operation to firms withinTasmania. The non-locally owned
enterprise, a manufacturer of building products located in Hobart, has nominated 10
hardware stores throughout Tasmania as franchises able to undertake light fabrication of
sheet metal materials provided to them. Under franchise agreement, the hardware stores
fabricate items such as roofing, downspouts and fencing to the particular needs of then-
retail customers. By nominating hardware outlets as production franchises, the Hobart
manufacturer has been able to increase its sales exposurein the home handyman market.
The two indigenous enterprises acting as franchisors to other firms in Tasmania are a
Launceston manufacturer of shopfronts and a Hobart enterprise manufacturing bread and
pastry products. The Launceston manufacturer has engaged a glass replacement firm in
the north west region as a service franchise, while the Hobart enterprise has granted two
retail franchises to managers operating smallhot bread shopsin the Hobart area.
The only Tasmanian enterprise to hold the position as franchisor to a firm located
outside the state is The Cascade Brewery Company. Following the takeover of Cascade
by Industrial EquityLtd in 1985, an Adelaide firmwasgranteda productionlicence for a
number of Cascade's fmit juiceproducts. Thedecision to commence fi-anchise operations
on the mainland was part of a more general strategy by IndustrialEquity Ltd to increase
the volumeof sales generated by Cascade in markets outside the state. In its firstyearof
operation, the fi-anchise returned over $100,000 in revenue to Cascade.
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Market Arrangements
In addition to specific sales or service territories guaranteed under formal franchise
contracts, only six indigenous enterprises are engaged in other forms of market
arrangements. They are the state's three largestprint media groups and the three largest
plant bakeries. The print media groups include Davies Brothers Ltd in Hobart, ENT Ltd
in Launceston, andHarris & CoLtdin Bumie. Each group publishes a daily newspaper,
focusing its Tasmanian content upon the particular region in which the paper is based.
Although each paper operates salesoffices in all three state regions, the volume of both
advertising revenue andnewspaper circulation outside its home region is negligible. For
over 100 years, these media groups have held an informal agreement dividing thestate into
three separate markets. In order to retain the stability of the three market system, the
papers have maintained very similar formats. For instance, in 1984 when Davies Brothers
took the decision to drop its Saturday evening paper in favour of a new Sunday edition,
both ENT and Harris &, Co took immediate steps to alter their weekend format as well. In
order tominimise the reporting staff required outside their home regions, the three papers
also share their news service resources within Tasmania. Information conceming routine
news items such as court proceedings, council meetings, and police and fire services is
gathered within each region by the local paper and distributed to the other two news
organisations. In addition to the newspapers, each media group has expanded into
commercial printing within its home region. Despite their strong local market positions,
none of the groups has yet to challenge the other organisations by expanding into other
regions of the state. Instead, Davies Brothers' printing division Mercury Walch Pty Ltd
has expanded its operations overseas (see sections 4.2.1 and 6.2.3).
A second informal market arrangement is held between Tasmania's three largest
plant bakeries. They are Bass Bakery in Bumie, Nu-Bake Bakery in Launceston, and
Cripps Bakery in Hobart. Since the mid-1970s, these three enterprises have dominated
Tasmania's fresh bread and pastry market. While the bakeries in Bumie and Launceston
have always been Tasmanian owned, Cripps was acquired in the early 1970s by the
Victorian-based dairy products group Consolidated Foods Ltd. In 1977, Consolidated
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Foods was subsequently taken over by another Victorian firm J. Gadsden Pty Ltd. In
1982, Gadsden sold off a number of its non-dairy operating segments in Victoria and
Tasmania, including Cripps. The Hobart bakery was purchased for $1 million by a
consortium of Tasmanian businessmen, headed by the managing directors of Nu-Bake in
Launceston and the Hobart-based flour miller Gibson's Ltd. The consortium hired the
acting operations manager of Bass Bakery as Cripps' new managing director.
While the perishable nature of bakery products discourages the plant bakeries from
distributing products outside their baseregion, the common shareholding and management
linkages between them has virtually guaranteed that none of the operations will undertake
investment outside their own region as a challenge to the other regional plant bakeries.
However, a new entrant in the bakery products market, Wilson's Huon Bakery,
represents a potential challenge to the established three market system. Located 45
kilometres south of Hobart, Wilson's began producing fresh bread for the southern market
in 1975. By 1983, the company had established a distribution centre in Hobart, and
captured 40 per cent of Cripps' southern bread market. In 1985, Wilson's began selling
products outside the southern region when it commenced production of both fruit and meat
pies for sale in Coles-Myer and Woolworths supermarkets around Tasmania.
4.3.3 Summary
The examination of existing subcontract, franchise, licence and market
arrangements, suggests that the nature of inter-organisational power relationships within
Tasmania's manufacturing sector differs markedly from those defined empirically
elsewhere. In particular, the operations of most small and medium-sized enterprises are
not influenced by operating linkagesestablishedwith larger firms. Given that Tasmania's
larger manufacturing enterprises are predominantly engaged in the semi-processing of
resource-based materials, and the state's smaller firms are predominantly manufacturing
non-resource based goods for the state market (see section 3.4), relatively few
opportunities exist for the development of operational linkages between enterprises within
the two groups. Few small enterprises possess the specialist skills required by larger
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organisations, and most large firms utilise only standard production technologies which
are unlikely to be externalised to small jSrms.
Although nearly one-third of aU Tasmanian manufacturing enterprises are engaged in
subcontract relations, only a handful of firms are dependent upon these arrangements for
more than a small percentage of their operating revenue. Although studies including
Clarke (1979) and Mason (1984) have suggestedthat the majorityof small manufacturing
firms are dependent upon subcontract relations, these studies are largely concemed with
processes taking place within large metropolitan areas. Only recently have studies such as
McGloughlin (1985) and Taylor (1986) examined the nature and implications of
subcontract relations in rural and less developed economies. McGloughlin's study of
linkages between small and large firms in non-metropolitan Victoria concluded that
subcontract linkages were not an important form of power relations between the two
groups of enterprises. In Taylor's study of enterprises in Fiji, he demonstrates that
subcontract linkages are important in terms of power relations between large and small
firms. However, the processes underlying these power relations in Fiji, the significant
differencesin wage structuresbetweenlarge and smallfirms, are very much different from
the processesinfluencingpowerrelations withinTasmania's manufacturing sector.
Evidence from the Tasmanian study clearly demonstrates that most subcontract
relations are informal arrangements betweenenterprisesof similar size within the state. In
fact, thelargest number of subcontract relationships within Tasmanian manufacturing are
between small or medium-sized firms. Many of these enterprises, particularly within the
durable goods sector, utilise subcontractors only on an occasional basis in order to meet
the production deadlines of individual product orders. Formal subcontract relations
organised on a permanent basis arelargely within areas of packaging, andthe manufacture
of generic consumer products for Tasmania's two largest grocery retailers. Although the
manufacture of generic products has been an area of growth for a number of small
indigenous firms, themajority ofpermanent subcontract relationships involve only a small
segment of each enterprise's overall operation. Moreover, none of the enterprises
undertaking permanent subcontract work is linked to its subcontracting partners through
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the provision of trade credit, finance, or working capital.
Each of the fi"anchise relationshipsinvolving 23 Tasmanian enterprises is held with a
company located outside the state. Of these 23 enterprises, the largest number (N=19)
manufacture products under licence arrangement. Seven of these 19 operations are non-
locally owned firms which manufacture licensed products under a national franchise
agreement negotiated by their parent organisation on the mainland. Although one-half of
all enterprises manufacturing licensed products are reliant upon these arrangements for
more than 20 per cent of their annual tumover, licence arrangementsprovide a number of
significant benefits to Tasmanian manufacturers. Most important is access to vital
technical information and product support facilities developed by other firms. In addition,
a number of indigenous firms manufacture products under licence which would otherwise
be produced by competitors on the mainland and sold through sales agents in Tasmania.
Franchise arrangements originating from manufacturers in Tasmania are virtually non
existent, as only four enterprises act as franchisors to non-related companies. Once again,
thisreflects the fact that most indigenous enterprises are small operations manufactiuing
products for a limitedlocal market, and that most largernon-locally ownedenterprises are
engaged primarily in the semi-processing of resource-based materials.
The following chapter establishes the nature of enterprise differentiation within
Tasmania's indigenous and non-locally owned manufacturing sectors. Segmentation
within the non-locally owned sector is identified in terms of the operational role which
localbranchplants maintain within theirparentorganisation. Powerrelations between non-
locally owned enterprises and their parent companies arealso evaluated. Thefinal portion
of the chapter differentiates indigenous manufacturing enterprises on the basis of owner-
managed and manager-operated organisations, as these groups present themselves as
usefulcategories withinwhichto evaluate growth strategies in Chapter6.
CHAPTER 5
DIFFERENTIATION AMONG NON-LOGALLY OWNED AND
INDIGENOUS MANUFACTURING ENTERPRISES
J
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The objective of the present chapter is to establish the nature of enterprise
differentiation within Tasmania's indigenous and non-locally owned manufacturing
sectors. The main section of the chapter examines the character of the state's 85 non-
locally owned firms, drawing upon the conceptualisation of enterprise segmentation
discussedin Chapter1 (Taylor andThrift, 1981a, 1982a, 1984). Segmentation within the
non-locally owned sector is identified in terms of the operational role which local branch
plants maintain within their parent organisation. Power relations between non-locally
owned Tasmanian enterprises and their parent companies are also evaluated, focusing
upon the level of decision-making granted to localmanagers, and the dependence on the
parentorganisation for finance capital, business services, andmaterial linkages. Changes
in power structures between 1980 and 1985 are examined in light of the shifts of control
functions betweenTasmanian branches and theirparent companies outside the state.
The final portion of thechapter differentiates indigenous manufacturing enterprises
on the basis of owner-managed versus manager-operated organisations. The distinction
between these two types of organisations provides a mostuseful conceptual basis from
which the processes underlying change within indigenous capital will be evaluated in
Chapter 6.
5.1 RELATIONS BETWEEN NON-LOCALLY OWNED MANUFACTURING
ENTERPRISES AND THEIR PARENT COMPANIES LOCATED
OUTSIDE TASMANIA
The following sections examine the relationships between non-locally owned
Tasmanianmanufacturing enterprises and their parentcompanies located outside the state.
Given that the majority (61 percent) of the state's manufacturing workforce is employed
by non-locally owned enterprises, an understanding of the intra-organisational relations
which exist between operations in Tasmania and the mainland is crucial to an evaluation of
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the processes underlying existing power networks, and the potential for growth within
Tasmania's manufacturing sector.
Discussion centres upon two areas. First, the current pattern of enterprise
segmentation within the state's non-locally owned manufacturing sector is identified, and
each segment is evaluatedin terms of the dominant organisational and operational relations
between Tasmanian enterprises and operating segments of the parent company located
outside the state. These relations are measured empirically, using both interview and
secondary data. The categories used in the empirical analysis are informed by the
theoretical relations developed in the segmentation literature (see section 1.7). Of
particular concern are:
1. The locations of external headoffices andultimate holdingcompanies
to which the Tasmanian enterprises are responsible.
2. The natureof reporting structures linking Tasmanian enterprises to
operations of the parent organisation outside the state.
3. The concentration of ownership within the state's non-locaUy owned
manufacturing sector.
4. The differences in products manufactured and marketstrategies
followedby Tasmanian as againstmainland branches of the parent
organisation.
5. The visibility of Tasmanian enterprises within the overallparent
organisation. Visibility is definedin terms of totalemployment,
capitalisation, sales volume, andprofitability of the Tasmanian operation
relative to other branches of the parent companyoutside the state.
In defining these organisational and operational relations between Tasmanian enterprises
and their externally-based parent organisations, important conclusions are drawn
concerning the stability of Tasmanian enterprises, both as operating segments within multi-
locational business organisations andas employers within a regional labourmarket.
Following the evaluation of dominant organisational and operational structures
within the segmented manufacturing economy, the specific processes underlying power
relations between Tasmanian enterprises and their parent companies located outside the
state are detailed using survey data. The power which senior managers within Tasmaniay^
possess is seen as largelyrelated to the degreeof controlwhich they are allowed to retain
over the means of production, the process of accumulation, and local labour processes.
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The conceptualisation of branch plants is thus in terms of the geographically absent
functions of economic ownership and possession (Massey, 1984, p. 104). From this
conceptualisation, power relations within the segmented economy are examined
empirically at the enterprise level. Specific relationships examined include the level of
decision-making granted to Tasmanian enterprises, the transfer of job functions between
Tasmanian and mainland branches of externally-based parent companies since 1980,and
the dependence upon segments of the parent companies located outside Tasmania for
finance capital, business services, and material linkages.
5.1.1 Organisational and Operational Relations Within the Segmented
Corporate Structure
As suggested in Chapter 1, both theoretical and empirical research on enterprise
segmentation to date has focused largely upon corporate structures at the national rather
than regional or local levels. As a result, leader, intermediate, laggard and support
segmentswithin large business organisations have beenpredominantly addressedin terms
of autonomous corporate divisions, within which a number of sub-operating units are
organised. For example, Taylor and Thrift's (1984) study of Australian manufacturing
defines segmentation on the basis of ABS data which, as its basic unit of analysis,
includes 'all the operations in Australia of a single operating legal entity' (ABS, 1983).
Thus, business segments identified by Taylor and Thrift (1984) make no distinction
between semi-autonomous operations within multi-site organisations. For the current
study, however, emphasis is placed upon the individual operating unit (eg. 'branch plant'
defined as a non-locally owned Tasmanian enterprise) and the decisions affecting it. The
identification of segmentation within Tasmania must, therefore, bepresented in terms of
theprocesses which arerelevant to these operating units. In particular, evidence fromthe
Tasmanian research suggests strongly that the notion of segmentation, focusing upon
individual operating units, is best analysed separately for those enterprises which operate
as part of single-division, multi-divisional, and global parentorganisations.
Thedivision of large business organisations into these three dominant types extends
Taylor and Thrift's conceptualisation which focuses solely upon segments within multi-
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divisional and globally integrated organisations (see Figure 1.4). Single-division
organisations, generally producing within one product group, typically comprisea number
of separate enterprises each directly responsible to the group's head office. Variations
between enterprises are predominantly limited to the product types which each plant
manufactures, the levels of capital intensity and technologies used in the production
process, and the characteristics of the markets each enterprise is serving. For example, as
part of a single-division organisation manufacturing plastic packaging materials, a
Melbourne branch plant is likely to manufacture a widerproduct range,usingmorerecent
technologies, than is an associated branch located in Hobart. Multi-divisional
organisations are generally engaged in a wider range of activities, with enterprises in
separate divisions manufacturing within different product groups. The competition for
capital funds within such organisations is often more complex, as both divisions and
enterprises within them mustbid for a share of theparent company's operating resources.
Segments within globally integrated corporations are defined as business enterprises
engaged either wholly or partly in the semi-processing of materials which are then
transferred to other segments of the parent company outside Australia for further
manufacture. Global corporations may be single-division operations, although in fact
virtually all are engaged in a wide range of activities structured within a divisional
hierarchy.
From the perspective of the branch enterprise, the distinction between single-
division, multi-divisional, and global parent organisations is clearly important in the
Tasmanian context. As the lowest unit in the parent organisation's structural hierarchy,
branch plants are potentially the least powerful entities within the group. The stability of
each branch plant within theparent organisation is largely related to itscentrality in terms
of the corporation's overall market and growth strategy. Within single-division
operations, separate enterprises are each required to follow a similar strategy, focusing
upon theproduction of goodswithin a single product group. Withinmulti-divisional and
global organisations, however, the strategies adopted by branch plants are guided by those
of the operating division to which they belong. The processes leading tochanges within
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branch establishmentsof multi-divisional organisations are thus likely to be quite different
from those influencing operational units of single-division companies, as multi-divisional
segments and the enterprises within them are engaged in a number of separate activities,
some of whichmayno longerbe of importance to the long-term development objectives of
the organisation as a whole.
Analysis of the survey data classifies 21 per cent of the 85 non-locally owned
enterprises as segments of single-divison parentorganisations, 62 per cent as segments of
multi-divisional organisations, and only two as segments of global corporations (Figure
5.1). One of the most important features of the classification is that there are no leader or
support segments of externally-based organisations within Tasmania. In particular, the
lack of leader segments demonstrates that no Tasmanian branch plants are actively
involvedin developing products or markets which are central to the long-term growth of
the parent organisation. Moreover, the absence of these segments has reduced the
opportunities foremployment in high levelmanagement and technical positions within the
state. In fact, 55 per cent (N=47) of non-locally owned enterprises within Tasmania are
laggard segments, either manufacturing products which are nearly obsolete or selling
within markets which offer only minimal opportunity for profits. However, the 38
intermediate segments, manufacturing products and serving markets which return more
stable profits, account for nearly 80 per cent of the state's non-locally owned
manufacturing workforce.
The following sections outline the specific character of intermediate and laggard
segments operating as part of single-division, multi-divisional, and global parent
organisations. Data from both the survey of local managers and secondary sources are
used in assigning each enterprise to a particular segment. Theassignment process itselfis
based upon the differentiation of Tasmanian enterprises fi^om other branches of theparent
organisation located outside the state. Six characteristics are considered to be of primary
importance in assigning eachenterprise. They include the level of technology applied in
local manufacturing operations, the degree of corporate visibility and product
independence maintained by the enterprise, and levels of capitalisation, turnover, and
Figure 5.1: The Pattern of Segmentation Among Tasmania's 85 Non-Locally Owned Manufacturing Enterprises, 1985
Single-Division
Large Business
Organisations
All 85 Non-Locally
OwnedEnterprises
Multi-Divisional Global
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0
0
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profits which are maintainedin relationto other branchesof the parent firm. The dominant
enterprise characteristics of each segment, summarised in Table 5.1, are discussed below.
Throughout the discussion, reference is made to Figure 5A.1, placed at the end of the
chapter, which details the reporting structures under which individual Tasmanian
enterprises are operating. Information concerning products manufactured, the locations of
Tasmanian andexternal headoffices, andsegmentation is alsoprovided in Figure 5A.1 for
each of the85non-locally owned enterprises. Thedatain Figure 5A.1 wascompiled from
interviews held with local managers, as well asinformation andannual reports supplied by
their parent companies.
Enterprises Operating as Part of a Single-Division Parent Organisation
The 21 segments belonging to single-division parent organisations employ 9.2per
cent of the workforce within the state's non-locally owned manufacturing sector (Figure
5.1). The largest number of enterprises (N=12) are intermediate segments, eight of which
manufacture resource-based products for markets outside Tasmania (Table 5.1). Oneis
engaged in filtered-down processing, also for markets outside Tasmania, and the final
three enterprises pursue a strategy ofTasmanian market entry. Senior managers of all 12
intermediate enterprises are directly responsible to group management located atthe parent
organisation's ultimate head office, four ofwhich are located overseas (Figure 5A.1, cases
9-12). Of the nine intermediate segments largely dependent upon export markets, five
(Figure 5A.1, cases 5, 7, 10, 11 & 12) are the only manufacturing operations of their
parent company within Australia, and a further three manufacture products not made, at
other locations within the parent company. Thus, only one manufactures goods produced
elsewhere within the group, and there is virtually nocompetition between Tasmanian and
mainland branches of these parent organisations for the saleof products within mainland
markets.
The three intermediate segments pursuing a strategy ofTasmanian market entry are
the Launceston bottler of Coca-Cola soft dnnks, a clay brick manufacturer near
Launceston, and an enterprise located in Hobart manufacturing steel building products.
Table 5.1: The Nature of Segmentation Among Tasmania's 85 Non-Locally Owned Manufacturing Enterprises, 1985
Segment Dominant Enterprise Characteristics
Enterprises
Market
Strategy Capitalisation
Sales
Volume Profits
Product
Independence
Corporate
Visibility
Process
Technology
Single Division
Intennediate 12 Resource-export
Medium/
High
Low/
Medium Steady High High Standard
Laggard 9
Tasmanian
Market Low
Low Low Low High Standard
Multi-Divisional
Intermediate 26
Filtered-down
Resource-export High High Steady High High Standard
Laggard 36 TasmanianMarket Low
Low/
Medium Low Low Low
Aging/
Standard
Giobai
Laggard 2 Resource-export Low Low Steady Low Low Standard
Source: Tasmanian Manufacturing Survey, 1986
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Although each of these operations belongs to a parent company having similar plants
located in several mainland states, the Tasmanian enterprise has captured a significant
shareof the state market, and generates steady profits for the organisation. Moreover, the
three plants each represent a major share of both group employment and capitalisation
within Australia as the operationsof theirparent companies comprise a small number of
operating establishments.
The remaining nine enterprisesof single-division parent organisations are classified
as laggard production segments (Figure 5A.1, cases 13-21). In contrast to most
intermediate segments, these nine operations generally represent only a small part of total
group employment, output and capitalisation, and they manufacture products within
markets offering only minimal levels ofprofit (Table 5.1). However, the visibility ofeach
of these segments within itsparent organisation is high, as products produced locally are
similar to those manufactured elsewhere within the parent firm and each Tasmanian
manager reports directly, as an independent production unit, to the group headoffice. Six
of the nine laggard segments manufacture products which are marketed only within
Tasmania (Figure 5A.1, cases 13, 15,16,17, 20&21). Of these, four firms manufacture
consumable goods including breakfast cereal, malt, industrial starches and paper towels,
while the two remaining firms manufacture durable products such as aluminium ducting
and window frames. Each of these operations belongs to privately owned mainland-based
companies which have locatedvirtually identical operations within several statesundera
strategy of local marketcapture. The Tasmanian operations are therefore tied to the limited
and slow growing state market. Moreover, plants within Tasmania typically manufacture a
narrower range of product types, as the small size of the local market prohibits the
duplication of certain (often capital intensive) processes undertaken in plants in larger
markets such as Melbourne and Sydney. As a result, four of the six laggard segments are
also involved indistributing products inTasmania which are manufactured bymainland
branchesof the parent company.
The three laggard segments involved in export manufacture consist of a company
producing lightweight fabrics, and two firms engaged in timber processing. Located in
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Launceston, the fabric manufacturer is dependent upon mainland product markets which
have been subject to considerable import penetration since the late 1970s. In 1982, plans
to close the mill by the operation's UK-based parent company led to a subsequent buy-out
organised by a major Australian customer and four local managers in Tasmania. As a
result of the buy-out, the Tasmanian mill was reduced from a semi-autonomous subsidiary
company to a minor player within an Australian-based three plant integrated production
operation. At present, all its products are transferredas semi-manufactiu:ed components to
the other branches of the parent company located in Victoria. The two timber companies
are both small operations located north west of Launceston. In both cases, sales of timber
to major markets in Victoria have declined as the level of available timber resources has
fallen. Both mills are largely dependent upon timber resource from private land, as
concessions of state forests utilised in APPM's pulpwood operations have limited the
availability of timber resources to smaller sawmills in northern Tasmania.
Enterprises Operating as Part of Multi-Divisional Parent Organisations
The largest number of non-locallyowned manufacturing enterprises belong to multi-
divisional parent organisations (Figure 5A.1, cases 22-83). Altogether, a total of 36
externally-based multi-divisional organisations account for 73 per cent (N=62) of all
enterprises and 90 per cent of employment within the state's non-locally owned
manufacturing sector (Figure 5.1). Although most enterprises are branches of parent
companies based within Australia, 21 are owned by organisations with ultimate head
offices located overseas (Figure 5A.1, cases 50-70).
Of these 62 Tasmanian enterprises, 26 have been classified as intermediate and 36 as
laggard operating segments. Employing nearly one-half of the state's entire factory
workforce, the 26 intermediate segments are predominantly engaged in the manufacture of
either filtered-down or resource-based goods for markets outside Tasmania. Included
among these are the state's four largest enterprises, EZ Industries, APPM (paper and
forest products divisions), ANM, and Comalco. Most export-oriented operations are
characterised by high levels of capitalisation andproductoutput,while generating steady
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profits for their parent organisation (Table 5.1). The majority of exporting operationsalso
manufactureproductswhich are not producedelsewhere within the group in Austraha.
A minority of the Tasmanian intermediate segments (N=9) of these multi-divisional
organisations manufacture either durable or consumable goods with strategies of
Tasmanian market entry (Figure 5A.1, cases 30, 31, 57, 60, 64, 75, 78, 81 & 82).
Unlike the export-oriented operations, most of these enterprises belong to parent
companies whichhavesimilar operations located within severalmainland states. Although
few of the products manufactured are unique to the Tasmanian enterprise, these nine
segments are each valuable operations to their parent company as they control strong
market positions within the state. Only two of the nine segments, a manufacturer of
advertising signs and a heavy engineering firm, compete against indigenous enterprises
within the Tasmanian market.
In total, 30 of the36laggard segments pursue a strategy of Tasmanian market entry.
Mostof thesesegments are small in terms of both the parentcompany's total capital assets
and employment within Australia, and operate within Tasmanianproduct markets which
are at best static (Table5.1). Such markets include packaging (Figure 5A.1, cases 27,28,
38, 39, 48 & 79), non-metallic minerals (cases 22, 35, & 80), and building products
(cases 33, 34, 36, 41, 42, 49, 74 & 76). Like the nine laggard segments of single-
division parent companies, the majority of these segments belong to Australian parent
operations which have similar plants located within each state. This strategy of
establishing similar production facilities within each state means that most of these
Tasmanian plants are wholly dependent upon sales within the limited state market.
Moreover, the range of productsmanufactured and technologies used withinTasmania are
generally limited in relation to othermainland branches of the parentcompany. In fact,
managers of 12of the 36 laggard segments stated during the interviews thata portion (if
not all) of their productionmachinerywas second-hand equipment obtainedfrom mainland
branches of theparent company which had updated their processing systems.
The six laggard segments which manufacture products for exportmarkets include
four companies engaged in the processingof resource-based materials, and two involved
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in filtered-down manufacturing. Tasmanian managers of three of the resource-based
companies reported that their local operation is declining due to a limited availability of
natural resources. The fourth enterprise, a manufacturer of steel alloys, is dependentupon
its parent organisation for virtually all product sales (Figure 5A.1, case 45). The two
filtered-down segments are Repco's bearing operation in Launceston, and a Hobart-based
subsidiary of BHP Ltd manufacturing steelnails and wire products. The BHP subsidiary
is the smallest of three Australian plantswithin a divisioncontributing only 0.06 per cent
to BHP's consolidatednet profit during 1985 (BHP Ltd, Annual Report. 1985). Between
1980 and 1985, Repco Corporation Ltd diverted the majority of its investment in new
equipment away from its automotive component divisions, as the company pursued a
strategy of growth in a number of areas outside of manufacturing. A more detailed
summary of changes which have taken place within Repco since the interview with senior
executives in 1985 is provided later in the chapter.
An important difference between laggard segments within single and multi-divisional
companies is the degree of corporate visibility eachmaintains within its parent organisation
(Table 5.1). Within single-division organisations, individual branch enterprises are
generally morevisiblegiventhat each is closely linkedto a central corporate strategy, and
report directly to the group head office. The fate of any one branch is likely to be
associated primarily with its sales performance, as few other factors tend to differentiate
plants within thegroup. Within multi-divisional organisations, however, thevisibility of
each enterprise is influenced by the rangeof activities undertaken by various divisions, and
the complexity ofreporting stmctures under which enterprises arerequired tooperate. For
example, within Tasmania, one-third (N=10) of all laggard segments (Figure 5A.1, cases
34, 36, 39, 41, 42, 46, 50, 67, 74 & 76) and one intermediate segment (case 75) are
functionally a small part of their parent company's Victorian sales division. Tasmanian
managers report directly to a regional office in Melbourne, which then amalgamates
financial information for its plants in Victoria and Tasmania. Information forwarded from
the Victorian division to the group's head office is largely based upon the combined
information for plants within the two states.
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In addition to profits generated from production activities, the process of
accumulation within large multi-divisional organisations typically revolves around both the
acquisition of other companies and the rationalisationor disposal of existing assets which
have become peripheral to the organisation's core strategies. The sale of autonomous
divisions is particularly attractive to large business organisations as an alternative to the
debt-financing of new investments. In terms of individual branch plants and their local
labourmarkets, however, the sale of entiredivisional segments is potentially disastrous as
decisions are focused primarily upon the performance and direction of the division as a
whole, rather than on the profitability of individual plants, and the quality of local
management. The implications for adjustment within the local labour market are seldom a
concern of group managers based outside the region.
The Local Imphcations of Corporate Disinvestment - Two Tasmanian Case Studies
In theperiod since thethesis interviews werecompleted in 1985, several non-locally
owned Tasmanian enterprises have been involved in divisional sales organised by their
multi-divisional parent organisation. Two of these enterprises, Rheem Austraha Ltd and
Repco Powder & Metallurgy, provide useful examples of two very different corporate
strategies under which operating divisions have beentargeted for disinvestment.
Rheem Australia Ltd
Since 1938, BHPLtd has helda majority shareholding in Rheem, a Sydney-based
company manufacturing steelcontainers and waterheaters. Since the early 1970s, Rheem
has diversified out of its traditional steel products base, into areas such as plastics and
paper packaging, soft drinks, and woven industrial fabrics. As Rheem diversified and
expanded its production operations, profits grew slowly until 1984 when the company
made its mostrecentmajor acquisition, Vulcan Australia Ltd, a market leader in heating
equipment, chef appliances, and dishwashers. Since 1984, Rheem has performed well,
although its contribution to BHP's netprofits has remained below 1per cent (Figure 5.2).
By 1985, Rheem had established six major production divisions, employing more than
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5,500 persons at its 51 establishments throughout Australia and New Zealand (Rheem
Australia Ltd, 1986).
Figure 5.2: Rheem Australia Ltd - Contribution to BHP's
Consolidated Net Profit, 1977-1987
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Rheem's Launceston operation, one of the smallest production facilities in the group
employing only26 persons, manufactures steeldrums for BHP's ferro alloy plant at Bell
Bay, and also distributes throughout Tasmania a limitedrange of products manufactured
by other branches of Rheem on the mainland.
While Rheem was diversifying its activities in the 1970s and early 1980s, BHP's
growth strategy centred upon the acquisition of capital outside its steel division. In
particular, investment was strongest within areas ofmineral exploration and development,
where the returns to capital were perceived to be mostfavourable. During 1986, Perth-
based Bell Resources Ltd increased substantially its shareholding in BHP, and attempted
three unsuccessful takeover bids. At the beginningof 1987, Bell Resources and a second
major Australian company. Elders IXLLtd, held a combined shareholding of just under
50 percent of BHP's total issued capital. During that year, the chief executives of Bell
Resources and Elders joined the board of BHP, and entered into an agreement whereby
their combined shareholding was not toexceed 50percent without first proposing a cash
offer for all shares m the company.
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By the beginning of 1988, both BHP management and their investment advisors
concluded that BHP's most sensible investment strategy was to gain control of the shares
purchased by Bell Resources and Elders (Business Review Weeklv. 29 January 1988, p.
20). The shares held by BellResources were particularly critical, as the Perth company
suffered heavy losses in the wake of the October 1987 stock market crash. At the time,
speculation in the media suggested thatif BHPhadnot taken the decision to buy backits
shares. Bell Resources would possibly have beenforced to sell themat a loss on the open
market (Australian Financial Review. 6 January 1988, p. 11). In late January, BHP
announced that it would buy back 300,000 shares held byBell Resources, fora total price
of $2.7 billion. The purchase reduced BeU Resources' holdings from 30 to 10percent,
effectively reducing thetotal number of BHP shares on issue by20 percent.
In order to fund its share purchase, BHP announced that it would sell off between $1
2 billion of its 'non-strategic' assets. The disinvestment of these assets was necessary in
orderfor BHPto minimise its levelof debtfinancing. The most likelycandidates for sale
included Rheem (valued at $400 million), BHP's steel distribution operation Tubemakers
Ltd (valued at $180 million), andseveral equity investments including BHP's $86 million
worth ofpreference shares held in Elders, and $30million shareholding in BellResources.
In early February, BHP announced that Rheem would be the first major asset sold. A
statement issued by BHP's chief executive indicated that while Rheem was a highly
profitable operation, it had diversified away from BHP's core interests. Within a few
weeks ofBHP's announcement two companies. Email Ltd and SA Brewing Holdings Ltd,
presented takeover offers. Email, a major whitegoods manufacturer, was primarily
interested in Rheem's Vulcan division while SA Brewing Holdings' major interest was in
Rheem's soft drink operations innorth Queensland. Inlate March, SA Brewing Holdings
gained full control of BHP's controlling interest in Rheem, bidding $438 million.
The decision to sell Rheem was clearly made on the basis that its operation was
peripheral to the BHP organisation, yet profitable enough to attract buyer interest.
Rheem's senior executives andplantmanagers playedno part in the decision, andone can
only speculate as to their future role inthe organisation. Given that SABrewing Holdings
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Ltd was successful in gaining control of Rheem, there is a high probability that investment
will concentrate on only one segment (eg. soft drink manufacture and distribution), and
thattheremaining divisions willbe either closed, or splitup andsoldto otherenterprises.
In terms of the buyers and sellers, a wide range of options is certainly available. The
ultimate fate of the 51 establishments, their managers and 5,000other employees within
the Rheem organisation is far from clear.
Repco Corporation Ltd
In sharp contrast to Rheem's subordinate role in its parent company's decision to
divest its operations, the local management and employees of Repco's engine parts
division emerged as key players in their parent company's disinvestment program, by
successfully organising a management buy-out. At the time of the thesis interview in
1985, Repco's Launceston plants operated within the engine parts division of the parent
company's manufacturing group. During 1985, this division represented a major
component of Repco's Australian and New Zealand operations, accounting for nearly one-
third of gross sales and trading assets, andemploying 41 per cent (6,922 persons) of the
parent company's workforce (Table 5.2). In 1985, the Launceston operation employed
450 persons, only 6 percent of the workforce within Repco's engine parts division.
Since the early 1980s, Repco's corporate strategy has focused predominantly upon
investment outside of its automotive componentry divisions, as a number of factors, both
locally and overseas, have generated uncertainties regarding the future of automobile
manufacturing within Australia. In 1985, Repco entered into a reciprocal share purchase
agreement with theBrisbane-based Ariadne Australia Ltd, involving 19per centof each
company's issued capital. In February 1986, Ariadne successfully bid for the remainder
of Repco's shares, amounting to $345 million. After the takeover, Ariadne accelerated the
disinvestment of Repco's manufacturing segments. In early April 1986, Repco New
Zealand was sold for $70 million to the New Zealand conglomerate Renouf Corporation.
Later that month, Ariadne sold Repco's brake and clutch divisions for $34 million to the
Yorkshire-based automotive and engineering products company BBA Group PLC.
Table 5.2: Repco Corporation Ltd, Contribution of Operating Segments, 1985
Operating Group Gross Sales Trading Assets Employees
($ million) % ($ million) % Number %
Distribution & International 531 39.2 277 41.9 4,457 26.3
Manufacturing ^ 436 32.2 215 32.5 6,922 40.9
Repco Retailing 178 13.1 56 8.4 2,487 14.7
Repco New Zealand 154 11.3 81 12.2 2,313 14.7
Repco Hire 55 4.2 32 5.0 728 4.5
Total 1,354 100.0 661 100.0 16,907 100.0
Source: Repco Corporation Ltd, Annual Report. 1985
^ Within Repco's manufacturing division, sales of engine components accounted for $312 million
(23%) of gross sales.
<1
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With the future of Repco's engine parts division looking increasingly uncertain, the
head of the division (a Launceston manager), along with eight other senior executives from
other branches, submitted a buy-out proposal to Ariadne's board. The proposal included
five plants employing a total of 1,180 persons, 41 per cent of which were employed in
Launceston. Ariadne was clearly in favom of the buy-out proposal since it represented a
means of selling the division which would be acceptable to both itself and Repco
employees. By late May, the buy-out was finalised for $35 million. The newly formed
company. Automotive Components Ltd (ACL), was financed by Repco's management
buy-out team and various other sources including the Australian Industry Development
Corporation (AIDC), Citicorp, and Repco's employees (Table 5.3).
Table 5.3: Shareholders in Automotive Components Ltd Following
Its Creation in 1986
Share Interest
Equity Participant (Percent)
Management Buy-Out Group 40.0
AIDC 20.0
Citicorp Ltd 14.9
Business Loans & Equity Capital
Investments Pty Ltd 14.3
ACL Employee Participation Trust 10.0
Wardley Australia Nominees Ltd 0.7
Total 100.0
Source: ACL Bearings, 1987
ACL management had little difficulty in obtaining the extemal finance necessary to
complete the buy-out, as each plant included in the proposal operates within established
markets (particularly for replacement parts) and maintains a strong cash flow.
Management buy-outs, well established overseas, are a relatively new occurrence within
Australia, but already many financial institutions have geared segments of their operations
to deal specifically with the financing of buy-out arrangements (The Australian. 21 July
1987, p. 13). In the first 12 months following the buy-out, ACL's turnover of $77
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million exceeded the company's budgeted estimate by 10percent. Although thelong-term
position of ACLwithin Australian and overseas automotive markets is uncertain, the buy
out has provideda strongfinancial baseand streamlined management structure from which
the company's operations can expand. A very important aspect of the buy-out, from a
Tasmanian perspective, is that the Launceston production facility has become much more
central to the operations of its mainland-based parentcompany.
After the management buy-out of Repco's engine parts division, Ariadne continued
its rationalisation of Repco's remaining manufacturing divisions, retaining only the
production facilities required tosupply Repco's automotive retail and service segments. In
the six months following the stock market crash of October 1987, Ariadne recorded the
largest half-yearly loss ($536 million) in Australian corporate history (The Australian
Financial Review. 24 March 1988, p. 14). The heavy losses incurred by Ariadne led to
the speculation that the company would sell offRepco. Inearly March 1988, a group of
12 Repco executives, including the managing director, issued a media statement indicating
the group had finalised a $275 million buy-out arrangement with Ariadne for the remaining
divisions of Repco (Business Review Weeklv. 11 March 1988, p. 24). The following
day, Ariadne's chiefexecutive both denied any knowledge of the buy-out proposal, and
dismissed Repco's two most senior executives. Quite clearly, the buy-out proposal
offered to Ariadne lacked the most important prerequisite ofasuccessful management buy
out, the support of the existing owner.
Theprocesses by which Rheem andRepco's engine parts division were disinvested
by their parent company were clearly very different, and highlight the dynamics of
strategies adopted by multi-divisional business organisations inperiods ofrestructuring.
An underlying theme within both case studies, however, is that the segments targeted for
disinvestment had become increasingly peripheral to the central strategies being followed
by theirparent organisation. From theperspective of bothparent firms, the saleof these
assets was simplya part of the ongoing accumulation process.
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Concentration of Corporate Ownership
Given that the acquisition and disinvestment of companies forms an integralpart of
the accumulation process within most multi-divisional firms, it is important to monitor the
concentration of corporate ownership within small and industrially specialised regions
such as Tasmania. Tasmania's 85 non-locally owned manufacturing enterprises are
ultimately ownedby 58 separate parentcompanies. Of these58 companies, only 12multi-
divisional organisations operate more than one enterprise within the state (Figure 5A.1,
cases 22-60). Together, the 12 account for 47 per cent (N=39) of all non-locally owned
enterprises and 59 per cent of non-local employment in Tasmania. Most of the 39
Tasmanian enterprises account for only a small percentage of their parent company's
tumover and employment within Australia. In fact, only two parent companies. North
Broken Hill Holdings Ltd and Cadbury-Schweppes Australia Ltd, have more than 10per
cent of tiieir Australian workforce based in Tasmania (Table 5.4).
In total, 26 of the 39 Tasmanian enterprises are laggardoperating segments of their
extemally-based parent company. The largest number of these (N=23) are enterprises
manufacturing either durable or consumable goods for theTasmanian market. Typical of
these enterprises are the five laggard segments owned by the Sydney-based transnational
James Hardie Industries Ltd (Figure 5A.1, cases 36-40). With the exception of
Montpelier Foundry (case37), each enterprise operates within a division in which similfir
plants are located in each state. In relation to the associated mainland plants, each
Tasmanian operation is small interms ofemployment, sales and output, while operating in
markets which are either stable or declining. In 1985, Montpelier Foundry was the last
remaining foundry operation within the steel pipe segment of James Hardie's Building
Products Division. Four similar operations on the mainland were closed between 1980
and 1985 as James Hardie's strategy was to rationalise the division and divert the capital
into more profitable areas. Two years after the thesis survey, Montpelier Foundry was
also closed, retrenching a total of 81 persons. At the time of its closure, Montpelier was
trading profitably within the local market. A few months following its closure, the
foundry was purchased by a small indigenous foundry which required additional space for
Table 5.4: Multi-Divisional Parent Organisations Having Multiple Holdings Within Tasmania, 1985
Number of TasmanianEnterprises
Australian Parent
Organisation
Location ofUltimate
Holding Company
Intermediate
Segments
Laggard
Segments
Tasmanian
Employment
% of Group
Employment
in Australia
North Broken Hill Holdings Ltd Melboume 3 __ 4,563 55.8
The AdelaideSteamshipCo Adelaide 4 3 1,242 3.5
Industrial Equity Ltd New Zealand 1 1 1,053 6.3
Cadbury Schweppes Australia Ltd United Kingdom 2
- 752 10.6
The BrokenHill Proprietary Co Ltd Melboiune - 5 497 0.8
Pacific Dunlop Melboume 1 3 486 1.9
James Hardie Industries Ltd Sydney
- 5 343 0.7
Humes Ltd Melboume - 2 213 3.0
ACI International Melboume 1 2 204 . 1.4
Boial Ltd Sydney
-
2 154 1.5
Johns Perry Ltd Melboume 1 1 97 1.1
AmcorLtd Melboume
-
2 29 0.2
Total 13 26 7,828 7.2
(mean)
Source: Tasmanian Manufacturing Survey, 1986
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its production activities. Many of Montpelier's former employees were subsequently hired
back by the indigenous employer.
In addition to the 23 enterprises manufacturing goods for the Tasmanian market,
three laggard segments (cases45,54 & 59) are resource-based companies dependent upon
export markets. The major operations of two of these enterprises. Forest Resources and
Safcol (Tas) Pty Ltd, are constrained largely by the availability of resource materials. The
majority of timber used in Forest Resources' woodchip operations comes from private
land. Although the company's woodchip production remained steady at approximately
910,000 tpa between 1980 and 1985, its future appears unstable as it was unsuccessful in
a 1985 bid to gain a share of resources within Tasmania's Southern Forest Concession. In
fact, Tasmania'sentirewoodchip industry is likely to declineas a result of the competition
for Tasmanian resomces which would take place if a pulp mill proposed by APPM for
northern Tasmania is established. Safcol's fish processing and canning operations are
under threatdue to a decline in the stocks of established fisheries in waters surrounding
Tasmania. Although Safcol has taken steps to diversify its Tasmanian activities (see
Chapter 6), its present operation remains largely dependent upon the availability of
fisheries resources.
The 13 intermediate segments belonging to parent organisations having multiple
Tasmanianholdings comprise sevenlarge resource-based companies (Figure5A.1,cases
24-26, 51-53, & 55), four enterprises selling primarily within the Tasmanian market
(cases 30-31, 57 & 60), and two large filtered-down operations (cases 44 & 48).
Employing 5,615 persons, the seven large resource-based enterprises are owned by only
two parent organisations. North Broken Hill Holdings, Ltd (NBH) and The Adelaide
SteamshipCompany(Adsteam). TogetherNBH'sTasmanian operationsaccount for over
68 per cent of its Australian workforce, and a major share of group's sales volume. In
particular, APPM's paper operations have provided moderate but steady profits since
1980. Although EZ Industries has suffered a number of trading losses ($3.9 million
during 1985) in recent years, NBH is clearly committed to the company as massive
investment programs have been announced which will increase the outputof the Risdon
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smelter by 50 per cent, and significantly lower the unit labour cost per tonne of zinc
produced ("The Mercury. 18 May 1987, p. 1).
The intermediate resource-based segments owned by Adsteam comprise three large
vegetable processing plants in north and north west Tasmania, and a timber processing
operation in Launceston. Although these operations account for onlya minorpercentage
of Adsteam's total employment and turnover within Australia, each operation is centralto
the division in which it operates, in terms of turnover, profits, and employment. For
example, within Adsteam's subsidiary Petersville Sleigh Ltd, the Edgell Birds-Eye
division incorporates five mainland andone New Zealand plant in addition to the three in
Tasmania. Together, the nine plants control approximately 90 per cent of the frozen
vegetable market within Australia (Sargent, 1985, p. 271). The three Tasmanian plants
account for a large share ofAustralian production and sales, particularly forfrozen peaand
potato products.
The four intermediate segments operating under a strategy ofTasmanian market entry
area Launceston heavy engineering enterprise owned by Johns Perry Ltd, a Hobart glass
bottle manufacturer operating within ACI International's Packaging Division, the New
Zealand owned Cascade Brewery Company Ltd, and Cadbury-Schweppes' soft drink
plant in Hobart. With the exception of the soft drink plant these enterprises are large by
Tasmanian standards aseach employs over 100 persons and has assets totalling more than
$4million. All four of the enterprises hold a strong position within the statewide market,
operating in product segments in which theirparent companies wouldfind it difficult to
service the local market from manufacturing operations based outside the state. The two
large filtered-down operations, both located near Hobart, are the Pacific Dunlop subsidiary
Sheridan Textiles, and Cadbury-Schweppes' confectionery operation. Both of these
plants employ over 400 persons, and sell their products primarily within mainland
markets. Since the interviews were completed in 1985, Pacific Dunlop has sold the
Sheridan facility. Thedetails of this are discussed later in thechapter.
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Enterprises Operating as Part of Global Production Systems
Only two of the state's 85 non-locally owned manufacturing enterprises belong to
global organisations in which products manufactured within Tasmania are transferred, as
semi-processed materials, to branches of the parent company outside Australia for further
manufacture (Figure 5A.1, cases 84 & 85). Both enterprises, Extal Pty Ltd and Glaxo
Australia Pty Ltd, are laggard segments engaged in the harvesting and processing of
poppies used in pharmaceutical manufacture. In relation to their global parent
organisations, both Tasmanian enterprises are small, peripheral operations supplying only
a minor quantity of materials for pharmaceutical production. Tasmania, the only
Australian state in which poppies are grown, developed its poppy industry during the early
1970s. Glaxo's operation at Latrobe, near Devonport, centres upon the harvesting of
poppies, the separation of poppy seeds from their capsules, and the extraction of poppy
oil. Poppy straw is then sent either to Glaxo's Australian head office in Victoria or to a
Scottish-based Glaxo PLC subsidiary for pharmaceutical manufactiu-e. During 1985,
approximately 25 per cent of all strawexportedby Glaxo from Tasmania went directly to
plants of the parent company located outside Australia. Glaxo's facility at Latrobe
employs only 30 persons, 6 per cent of the parent company's Australian workforce of 480
persons. By comparison, Glaxo PLC employs approximately 32,000 persons worldwide.
In 1985,Glaxo's Australian salesof pharmaceuticals and semi-processed materials totalled
$66 million, accounting for less than 3 per cent of the world turnover within Glaxo PLC's
pharmaceutical division.
Extal Pty Ltd, also located in the north west region, is owned by the US-based
Johnson& Johnson Company. Reporting directly to the parentcompany's pharmaceutical
division in Clifton, NewJersey, theTasmanian plant is oneof 238 enterprises operated by
Johnson & Johnson in 61 separate countries. Unlike Glaxo, Extal manufactures opiates
andsemi-synthetic derivatives of opium alkaloids at its plantin Tasmania. Approximately
20 per cent of sales are of raw codeinetransferredto overseasmanufactiuingfacilities of
McNeil Pharmaceutical, a US-basedsubsidiary of Johnson& Johnson. The remaining80
per cent of sales are largely to other overseas manufacturers.
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The peripheral position held by the Tasmanian branches of Glaxo and Extal within
their parent company's global operations is increased by both the strict international
production and marketing controls set by the International Narcotics Control Board
(INCB), and the import restrictions on pharmaceuticalchemicals set by various countries.
In 1979, a global surplus of poppies led the INCB to reduce the production levels of
Australian manufacturers. Within oneyear, the totalarea of poppies grown undercontract
to the two companies in Tasmania was reduced from 8,747 to 1,53 lha (Wood, 1987, p.
164). The world market has since stabilised, and the total area of crops grown under
contract in Tasmania has risen again to approximately 5,000ha annually. However,
countries such as the United States and Britain limit the amount of manufactured and semi-
processed chemicals which are imported each year. In the US, for example, only 20 per
centof the nation's requirements for codeine can be met by foreign producers, including
overseas subsidiaries of American companies.
Summarv
The firstportion of thischapter has summarised the current patternof segmentation
among Tasmania's 85 non-locally owned manufacturing enterprises, using both survey
and secondary data. Anumber ofconclusions can bedrawn from the evidence provided.
First, the lackof anyleader or support segments within Tasmania suggests thatnone of the
non-locaUy owned enterprises operating within the stateis engaged in activities which are
vital to the long-term growth of theparent organisation. Second, the largest number of
non-locally owned Tasmanian enterprises are laggard segments manufacturing products
for sale within the limited state market. Third, most intermediate segments are large
enterprises manufacturing either resource-based or filtered-down products for export
markets. Associated with the lack of leader segments, in particular, is a low number of
high level managerial positions which are available within the local region. The majority
of enterprises pursuing a strategy of Tasmanian market entry are run by a single local
manager whooversees virtually all activities undertaken by the enterprise within the state.
Most managerial tasks within intermediate segments which manufacture products for
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export markets are associated with the day-to-day production operations.
Most of the 47 laggard segments within Tasmania account for only a minor portion
of the parent firm's commitment to capital and employment within Australia. These
segments typically generate low volumes of both turnover and profit, and manufactiu-e a
more limited range of products compared to similar operations of the parent company on
the mainland. Laggard segments operating as part of single-division organisations
typically maintain a high degree of visibility within the parent firm which manufactures
predominantly within a singleproduct group. However, over three-quarters of all laggard
segments in Tasmania operate as part of multi-divisional organisations within which
Tasmanian operations have only a low level of visibility.
The majorityof intermediate segments represent a higher percentage of the parent
firm's commitment to capital resources within Australia. The resource-based or filtered-
down products manufactiu"ed by these segments tjq)ically generate steady levels ofprofit
for the organisation, although themainland andoverseas markets in whichtheyoperate are
often highly competitive. While generally more secure within the state from an intra-
organisational perspective, the long-term viability of manyintermediate segments is tied to
the availability of local raw materials,especially timber resources.
The following sections examine the processes underlying power relations between
Tasmanianenterprises and officesof theirparent companies locatedoutside the state.
5.1.2 Power Relations Between Tasmanian Enterprises and Their Parent
Companies Outside the State
In evaluating the nature of power networks between Tasmanian enterprises and then-
parent organisations located outside the state, it is crucial that relations are analysed in
terms of categories useful for understanding the actual processes at work. Empirical
evidence is basedupon theconceptualisation offered by Massey (1984), which emphasises
thatprocesses underlying powerrelations within firms are a function of the ways in which
the social relations of capitalist production are organised over space. Specifically, the
degreeof power which branchmanagers possessis largelyrelated to their control over the
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relations of economic ownership andpossession of capital. Figure 5.3depicts a possible
relationship between headquarters and branch locations within multi-locational firms. In
this example, head office management holds the majority ofpower within theorganisation,
as it maintains full control over the processes of overall investment and accumulation.
Headoffice management also holds full control over both the means of production and
labour power. Incontrast, managers ofbranch locations are likely tomaintain only partial
orminimal control over the relations ofeconomic ownership, participating in only a small
number of decisions regarding investment, the overall production process, and labour
relations. An important aspect to this conceptualisation is that the relations of economic
ownership and possession arevariable bothbetween enterprises and over time.
By focusing upon the presence or absence of control functions within the overall
process of capital accumulation, empirical research is able to identify the relevant issues
and processes underlying such concepts as 'branch plants' and 'external control' which,
when treated in isolation, are open to a wide range of interpretations. For example,
Erickson (1980) develops a model of organisational interdependence within multi-
locational firms, suggesting that the degree of control maintained by head offices over
branch plants is influenced primarily by the organisational structure of their parent
company. In particular, Erickson considers three general structures, including
conglomerate, vertically-integrated, and large single product organisations (Figure 5.4).
The degree of head office control over branch plants is suggested to be lowest within
organisations having conglomerate stmctures and highest within large single-product firms
in which strong operational linkages are maintained between manufacturing
establishments. Although the outcomes described by Erickson may hold true in the
majority of cases, it is not the physical structure of organisations which determines
control, but rather the presence or absence of the functions of economic ownership and
possession. Without making this crucial distinction, it may be (incorrectly) assumed, for
instance, that all conglomerate organisations behave the same in terms of the degree of
control maintained over branch plants.
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Figure 5.3: Hypothesised Relations of Ownership and Possession Within Multi-Locational
Business Organisations
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Figure 5.4: Organisational Structures Within Multi-Iocational Firms
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The following paragraphs examine the current structure of power relations between
Tasmania's 85 non-locally owned manufacturing enterprises and their parent companies
located outside the state. Empirical evidence centres upon the level of decision-making
granted to senior managers in Tasmania, the dependencyupon the parent organisation for
finance capital, business services and material linkages, and transfer of control functions
between Tasmanian enterprises and branches of the parent company located outside the
state. It is concluded that the majority of Tasmanian enterprises lack the functions
necessary to maintain control over the relations of economic ownership and possession.
At best, most Tasmanian managers are granted control over only a small portion of the
overall processes of production, accumulation, and labour relations within the state. The
bulk of strategic decisions regarding Tasmanian operations are undertaken by senior
managers at either the divisional or group level outside the local enterprise. In addition,
only a handful of Tasmanian managers have some degree of control over the financial
capital necessary tomaintain local operations. While themajority ofpower within virtually
all organisations is controlled by senior executives located outside Tasmania, there is
certainly some degree of variability between enterprises within the functional hierarchy.
Discussion highlights these differences in terms of the segmentedstructure describedin the
firstpart of the chapter, andthestrategies beingfollowed by different organisations within
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Tasmania.
Decision-Making Granted to Tasmanian Enterprises
During the interviews, senior managers of each non-locally owned enterprise were
asked to identify the locations at which various decisions regarding the Tasmanian
operation are normally made. For 14 separate decisions, respondents indicated whether
each is made by managementof the Tasmanianenterprise, an office of the parent company
located outside Tasmania, or jointly between local and external managers. Of the 14
decisions, five involve production activities, four concern areas of marketing, and five
relate to matters associated with laboiu- relations (Tables 5.5 & 5.6). Within production,
decisions relating to product design, the sourcing of material inputs, and production levels
are considered as most importantin determiningthedegree of control ultimately maintained
by local managers. In marketing, major emphasis is given to decisionsregarding pricing
policy, the location of product sales, and the method by which manufactured goods are
sold (eg. wholesalers, retailers, etc.) are most critical. The critical decisions concerning
laboiu' relations are the authority over executiverecruitment, and decisions regarding the
total number of persons employed in Tasmania.
In total, Tasmanian managers makejust overone-halfof all decisionsindependently
of their external head office. A further 16 per cent of all decisions are made jointly
between managers in Tasmania and theparent company outside thestate, while 26percent
of all decisions concerning Tasmanian enterprises are made entirely by extemally-based
managers. At a general level, the conclusions relating to decision-making among
Tasmanian enterprises support those which have been drawn from research undertaken
elsewhere on branchplant autonomy (Tomkins and Lovering, 1973; Fim, 1975; Hood and
Young, 1976; Watts, 1981). Higher autonomy is typically granted to larger operations,
enterprises located greater distances from their reporting head offices, and enterprises
which have a higher degree of product independence. In an earlier publication. Hood and
Wilde (1986) show thatTasmanian enterprises reporting to offices in Victoria are granted
complete autonomy for only 44 per cent of their decisions, compared to 51 per cent for
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Table 5.5: Decision Making Granted to Non-Locaily Owned Laggard Operating Segments
Decision
PRODUCTION
Product Design
Enterprises
No
Source of Inputs
Enterprises
No
%
Raw Stock Levels
Enterprises
No
%
Level of Production
Enterprises
No
%
Finished Stock Levels
Enterprises
No
MARKETING
Pricing Policy
Enterprises
No
Advertising Placement
Enterprises
No
%
Location of Product Sales
Enterprises
No
%
Sales Method
Enterprises
No
%
LABOUR RELATIONS
Executive Recruitment
Enterpnses
No
%
Employment Level
Enterprises
No
%
Labour Dismissal
Enterprises
No
%
Labour Replacement
Enterprises
No
%
Recruitment of External Services
Enterprises
No
ALL DECISIONS
Enterprises
No
Office Where Decisions Regarding The Tasmanian Enterprise Are Made
Joint Decision BetweenLocal
Tasmaman Enteiprise and External Managers
12
25 5
28
59.5
30
63.8
39
82.8
29
61.7
18
38.2
23
48.9
20
42 5
23
48.9
10
21.2
29
61.7
35
74 4
46
97.8
43
91 4
385
58.5
5
10.7
4
8.7
10
21.1
3
65
10
21.1
8
17.2
3
6.5
4
8.6
9
19.3
9
19.3
14
29.7
8
17.2
2
4.2
89
13.5
External
Head Office
30
63.8
15
31.8
7
15.1
5
10.7
17.2
21
44.6
21
44 6
23
48.9
15
31.8
28
59.5
4
8.6
4
84
1
2.2
2
4.2
184
28 0
Source: Tasmanian Manufactirrmg Survey, 1986
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Table 5.6: Decision Making Granted to Non-Locally Owned Intermediate Operating Segments
Decision Office Where Decisions Regardmg The Tasmanian Enlerprlse Are Made
PRODUCTION
Product Design
Enterprises
No
%
Source of Inputs
Enterprises
No
%
Raw Stock Levels
Enterprises
No
%
Level of Production
Enterprises
No
%
Finished Stock Levels
Enterprises
No
MARKETING
Pricing Policy
Enterprises
No
Advertising Placement
Enterprises
No
%
Location of Product Sales
Enterprises
No
%
Sales Method
Enterprises
No
LABOUR RELATIONS
Executive Recruitment
Enterprises
No
%
Employment Level
Enterprises
No
%
Labour Dismissal
Enterprises
No
%
Labour Replacement
Enterprises
No
%
Recruitment of External Services
Enterprises
No
%
ALL DECISIONS
Enterprises
No
Tasmaman Enterprise
9
23.7
23
60.5
19
49.9
19
49.9
20
52.6
12
31.5
14
36.8
16
42.0
14
36.8
16
42 1
30
78.9
28
73.5
37
97.2
35
91.8
292
54.8
Soirrce' Tasmarrian Manufactirring Survey, 1986
Joint Decision Between Local
and External Managers
12
31 5
12
31.5
18
47 3
14
36.8
11
28 9
5
13.3
2
5.4
2
54
7
18 5
9
23.7
8
21.1
21.1
1
2.8
2
5.4
111
20.8
External
Head Office
17
44.7
3
8.0
1
2.8
5
13.3
7
18.5
21
55.2
22
57 8
20
52.6
17
44.7
13
34.2
2
5.4
1
2.8
129
24.4
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enterprises reporting to offices in NSW, 66per cent for enterprises reporting to offices in
otherAustralian states and 88 per cent for enterprises reporting directly to overseas head
offices. Such general conclusions are valuable in that they provide both an overview of
local decision-making and present a basis for comparison with other studies. However,
the variation in decision-making between enterprises is far more complex than these
general conclusions would suggest. Thefollowing paragraphs summarise theprocesses
underlying variations in decision-making between laggard and intermediate operating
segments.
Production Related Decisions
Information was gained on five decisions related to production activities of the
Tasmanian enterprise. They include product design, sourcing of material inputs, raw and
finished stock levels, and the level ofproduction. With the exception ofproduct design, at
least 50 percent ofboth laggard and intermediate segments are involved to some degree in
all production related decisions (Tables 5.5 & 5.6). A total of 63.8 percent of laggard
segments and 44.7 per cent of intermediate segments have no involvement in the critical
area of product design. Given that most laggard segments operate under a strategy of
Tasmanian market entry, their involvement indesigning products ispredominantly limited
to the slight alteration ofexisting products, required tomeet the particular needs ofone-off
product orders. Intermediate segments, largely oriented toward export markets, are
predominantly involved injoint decisions regarding both the immediate requirements of
mainland customers and long-term product developments of the Tasmanian operation.
Tasmanian managers are more likely tobe involved in long-term product developments if
the local operation maintains a high degree of product independence within its parent
organisation. In such cases, the expertise needed to develop and introduce new products
is most likely to be held by managers and technical staff located in Tasmania. For
example, in 1982 the Petersville Sleigh subsidiary, Tasmanian Board Mills Ltd,
restructured its Launceston production operations by introducing wide board slab cutting
ofeucalypts. Given that Petersville Sleigh's forest products operations are located entirely
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in Tasmania, local managers and production staff were very much involved in both the
planning and physical development stages of the mill's restructuring (Ryder, 1985).
The majority of both laggard and intermediate segments are autonomous in decisions
concerning raw and finished stock levels. However, enterprises which are dependent
upon their parent organisations for either material supplies or as distribution/marketing
agents are less autonomous in theseareas. Not surprisingly, laggardsegments are granted
more control over decisions relating to production levels. Over 80 per cent of laggard
segments set their own production levels without consulting their external head offices,
compared with only 50 per cent of intermediate segments. Once again, most laggard
segments are orientedtoward the local market, and maintain a high degreeof contactwith
theircustomers. Most intermediate segments sell theirmanufactured output to customers
located outside the state, and base their production decisions upon consultation with
mainland offices of the parent company. Even where it is not the policy of mainland
companies to dictate Tasmanian production levels per se. many mainland offices act as
salesagents for productsmanufactured in Tasmania. Local production decisions are thus
determined by product orders placed outside the state.
Marketing Decisions
The involvement of local management in the marketing of goods manufactured in
Tasmania was assessed by asking senior managers where decisions concerning pricing
policy, advertising placement, the location of product sales, and sales methods are
normally made. The level of local control over product marketing is low for both laggard
and intermediate segments (Tables 5.5 & 5.6). In over one-half of all intermediate
segments, management located outside the state maintains full control over pricing,
advertising, and the location of product sales. Most of these segments are engaged in
resource-based or filtered-down processing, and manufacture products similar to mainland
branches of their parent company. Higher levels of local control over marketing are
maintained by managers of firms oriented toward the local market, and firms which
maintain a high degree of product independence. Laggard segments possess greater
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control over advertising placement and the sales methods used, because of their focus
upon the local market. Nevertheless, fewer than one-half of all laggard operations are
permitted to make these decisions without final approval fromheadofficemanagement.
Labour Relations
Five decisions concerning relations between local management and labour were
included in the manufacturingsurvey. They concernexecutiverecruitment, the number of
persons employed, labour dismissal and replacement, and the recruitment of external
business services. In areas other than executive recruitment, the responses indicate that
local managers of both laggard and intermediate segments are involved in the majority of
labour-related decisions. However, the degree to which Tasmanian managers assume
control over the labour process is highly variable. For example, while local managers
make the majority of decisions relating to employment levels, labour dismissal and
replacement, such decisions largely relate to theday-to-day running of theenterprise. Any
decisions regarding significant changes in either the total number ofpersons employed or
working conditions are made by managers based outside Tasmania. The majority of
unions areorganised nationally, and have little involvement with local management Only
13 large non-locally owned enterprises employ either industrial relations or personnel
managers in Tasmania.
Although local managers are primarily responsible for the recruitment of external
business services in Tasmania, only a small number of enterprises actually use such
services (see Table 5.7). Moreover, local service firms are used primarily for routine
functions involving the general payroll and accounting requirements of the Tasrnanian
enterprise. These services are of relatively minor importance to the development of the
local operation in comparison to otherbusiness services such as market research, R&D,
and investmentplanning, whichare usuallyorganised by management outsideTasmania.
The one decision for which major differences exist between laggard and intermediate
segments is the recruitment ofmiddle management Most intermediate segments, generally
larger than laggard operations, employ several managers within Tasmania. For these
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segments, the hiring of managers under the level of chief executive is typically the
responsibility of the Tasmanian operation. Many laggard segments employ only one
manager who is responsible for all aspects of the Tasmanian operation. The chief
executives of all laggard andintermediate branches are not surprisingly hired by persons
located outside the state. Most often, chiefexecutives in Tasmania are appointed from
other positions within the parent firm on the mainland andhave little knowledge of, or
commitment to, thelocal area. Many remain in Tasmania for only a short time, as they are
eventually transferred to otherbranches of theparentorganisation.
Dependence Upon the ParentOrganisation for FinanceCapital. Business Services,
and Material Linkages
In addition to thedecision-making functions heldbylocal managers, power relations
between Tasmanian enterprises and theirparentcompanies outsidethe stateare evaluated
in terms of the dependency relationships involving finance capital, business services, and
material linkages. Ofthese, finance capital ismost critical inrelation tothe overall process
of accumulation. Enterprises able to arrange their own investment finance possess much
greater control over the relations of economic ownership within theirorganisation. The
examination of business services provides valuable insight into both the range of service
functions which arerequired by the Tasmanian enterprise, and the degree to which local
managers are dependent upon mainland offices of their parent company for the supply of
these functions. Finally, dependence upon the parent company for material or sales
linkages also limits the range ofcontrol functions held bylocal management
Finance Capital
As part of the manufacturing survey, senior executives in Tasmania were asked a
number of questions regarding the financing of capital investments within the state
between 1980 and 1985. Over the five year period, 89 per cent (N=75) of non-locally
owned enterprises were largely dependent upon their parent companies for financing
arrangements (Figure 5.5).
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Figure 5.5: Primary Source of Finance for Investments
Undertaken by Non-Locally Owned
Enterprises Between 1980-1985
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In fact, managers of only three laggard and seven intermediate operating segments were
granted authority to acquire finance for the majorityof capital spending. The three laggard
segments are the Johnson & Johnson subsidiary manufacturing pharmaceuticals, a small
timber company in Launceston, and a branch of Pacific Dunlop producing mattresses. Of
these, only the pharmaceutical manufacturer undertook major investments between 1980
and 1985, totalling over $1.5 million. Financing for the majority of these investments was
throughretained profits of the Tasmanian operation. Together, the timber company and
bedding manufacturer had a combined total investment of only $180,000. Most of this
investment was in replacement equipment, and was financed through loans from local
trading banks and finance companies. The seven intermediate segments comprise four
resource-based and two filtered-down enterprises oriented toward the mainland market,
and a building products firm manufacturing for the local market. Three of the seven
enterprises utilisedstate govemment loans for the majority of their financial requirements,
two used local banks, and two relied primarily upon internal funds of the Tasmanian
operation. In total, five of the seven segments invested more than $1 million in capital
equipment between 1980 and 1985.
Although managers of each of these 10 enterprises were granted control over
obtaining finance, all proposals for investment by local management were presented to
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senior executives of theparentfirmoutside the state for approval. In practice, mostmajor
investment proposals were initiated by the parent company. While local managers
arranged the majority of theirownfinance, eachof the Tasmanian enterprises reliedupon
itsparent company as a secondary source of finance overtheperiod. Thefour enterprises
with the highest degree of financial independence belong to overseas-based parent
organisations. These report directly to head offices outside Australia and operate as
subsidiary companies. As a result, eachis granted a high degree of autonomy in relation
to local investment.
Business Services
In order to assess the functional autonomy of local managers in satisfying the
business service requirements of non-locally owned enterprises, respondents were asked
to provide details on where various services are normally carried out for the Tasmanian
operation. Information was gathered forseven services, comprising accounts payable and
receivable, payroll, advertising, market research, research and development, and the
preparation of taxation returns. Foreach enterprise, these services are classified as being
carried out either internally by staff ofthe Tasmanian ormainland parent firm, orexternally
by an independent Tasmanian or mainland-based service organisation. In addition, details
are recorded concerning thenumber ofTasmanian enterprises notusing particular services
such as advertising, market research, or R&D. For some enterprises, including those
manufacturing intermediate-demand products for onlya few customers, the nature of the
local market does not encourage the use ofspecialist services such as advertising ormarket
research. Within enterprises operating in final demand markets, however, the failure to
utilise these service functions may reflect a weak competitive position within both the
enterprise'sparent organisation and the local economy.
Information obtained in the surveys indicates that Tasmania's 85non-locally owned
enterprises undertake only 37.4 percent of their total business service requirements within
the Tasmanian enterprise (Table 5.7). The largest percentage of services (46.3 per cent)
are undertaken forlocal enterprises by offices of their parent companies located outside the
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Table 5.7: Location at Which Business Services are Undertaken for Non-Locally Owned
Tasmanian Enterprises, 1985
Business Service
Accounts Reveivable
Enteipiises
No
%
Accounts Payable
Entetprises
No
Payroll
Enterprises
No
Advertising
Enterprises
No
%
Market Research
Enterprises
No
Research & Development
Enterprises
No
Taxation 2
Enterprises
No
Total
Enterprises
No
Tasmania 1
In-House
60
70.5
47
55.2
31
36.4
19
30.6
14
22.5
14
23.3
11
12.9
196
37.4
Source: Tasmanian Manufacturing Survey, 1986
Location at Which the Service is Undeitak»i
Tasmania 1
Other Firm
37
43.5
3
5.0
3
5.0
4
4.9
47
8.9
Maiiiiand ^
In-House
25
29.5
38
44.8
16
18.8
22
35.4
36
58.0
41
68.3
65
76.4
243
46.3
Maiiiiand t
Other Firm
1
0.3
18
29.0
9
14.5
5
8.4
5
5.8
38
7.4
1Percentages arebased uponthetotalnumber ofetiterprises which utilise each service
2Based upon thepreparation oftaxreturns fortheTasmanian aiterprise, notthe consolidation ofreturns forall
Australian operationsof the extemaUy-based parentcompany.
Do Not Use
23
27.0
23
27.0
25
29.5
71
11.9
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state. Tasmanian enterprises utilise local service firms for less than 9 per cent of then-
service requirements, while external firms on the mainland account for 7.4 per cent of
services undertaken. As demonstrated in Tables 5.5 & 5.6, the recruitment of external
services is a function granted largely to local managers, particularly in regard to service
firms located in Tasmania.
However, the usage of localservice firms is limited almost entirely to thepreparation
of payroll accounts, with 43.5 per cent of all enterprises (N=37) using this service. Most
of these 37 enterprises aremedium to large sized operations which preferto extemalise the
risks involved in handling large amounts of cash. Only three enterprises use local
advertising and market research agencies, while four use local accountancy firms for a
portion of theirtaxpreparation. Ofthe three enterprises using local advertising agencies,
only one. The Cascade Brewery Company, couldbe regarded as a major account. The
other two manufacturers use localagencies on a part-time basisfor only a smallamountof
print advertising. The useof both local market research and taxation accountancy firms is
also on a part-time basis for each of the seven manufacturers involved. While the low
usage of specialist servicefirms withinTasmaniais primarilydue to the absence of local
control functions granted to local management, the range of local service firms is also
extremely limited. In particular, advertising and market research agencies areconcentrated
in Hobart, a few small branchesof these agencies are based in Launceston, and the north
west region is virtually unserviced. Managers of four non-locally owned enterprises in the
north west have consequently chosen to use advertising and market research agencies in
Melbourne, rather than using those based in Hobart or Launceston.
Local control over service functions is highest for routine activities including
accounts receivable, accountspayable, and payroll (Table5.7). Nonetheless, these routine
accounting functions are undertaken by mainland offices of the parent company for at least
30percentof all Tasmanian enterprises. Local control is lowest for specialist functions
which are often critical to the long-term development of the enterprise. These include
advertising, market research, and R&D. Less than one-third of all non-locally owned
enterprises employ personnel in each of these three areas. Evidence from the Tasmanian
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study supports the work of Morphet (1987) which concludes that innovation in
intermediate and laggard segments of large business organisations is predominantly
oriented toward the reduction of costs withinexisting production technologies. Virtually
all of these segments in Tasmania are following innovation strategieswhichpresent little or
no risk to the local operation. Mostresearch activity is linked either to meeting the specific
product needs of individual customers, or to adopting new technologies developed
elsewhere within the parent organisation. Only three of the 14 enterprises listed as
undertaking R&D in Tasmania actually employ research staff on a full-time basis. These
are EZ Industries, APPM, and Forest Resources.
Only 13per cent of local managers maintain control over the preparation of income,
payroll and sales tax returns for the Tasmanian enterprise. The separation of local
management from both routine accounting and taxation functions suggests that many
Tasmanian branch managers know veryhttle about theprofitability of their ownoperation,
anddo littlemorethanmanufacture products according to the specifications andquantities
requested by head offices located outside the state. Comments made by a number of
managers during the interviews support this conclusion. • Within a number of export-
oriented operations, in particular, the functional role of local management is limited to
maintaining an efficient production system. In fact, nine non-locally owned firms are
entirely reliant upon their parent companies for the provision of all routine accounting,
payroll, and taxation services. They include six resource-based and three filtered-down
operations of parent companies which have centralised all marketing functions on the
mainland.
In terms of the degree of functional control maintained by local managers over
business services, considerable differences exist between intermediate and laggard
operating segments. Managers of intermediate segments have greater control over all
services except advertising. Since most intermediate segmentsare oriented towardmarkets
outside Tasmania, it is not surprising thata higher percentage of advertising is undertaken
outside the state for these enterprises. Laggard segments are far more reliant upon then-
parent companies for routine service functions such as accounting and payroll. In
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addition, intermediate segments are more likely to use extemal service firms in areas such
as payroll, advertising, and market research. Most important, however, is that a much
higher percentage of laggard segments do not use advertising, market research, or R&D
services. In total, 27 per cent of laggard operations do not use advertising or market
research, while 32 per cent have no access to R&D facilities. The limited use of specialist
functions by laggard segments reflects both the lack of technological sophistication in
production activities, and the constraints imposed by the local capitalist system in which
they operate.
Material Linkages
During each interview, information was obtained concerning the input and sales
hnkages of theTasmanian enterprise. Respondents were asked what percentage (by value)
of theirmaterial inputs are purchased from establishments of theparentcompany located
outside Tasmania, the percentage of goods manufactured in Tasmania which are
transferred to branches of the parent company prior to being sold, and the percentage of
locally produced goods which are transferred to other branches as semi-processed
materials requiring further manufacture. The degree to which non-locally owned
enterprises are dependent upon their parent companies for these linkages is likely to
influence the levelof functional control held by local mangement. Most important is the
presence or absence of marketing functions. Within enterprises transferring a high
percentage of their manufactured output directly to other branches of the parent
organisation, localmanagers are likely to have onlyminimal authority in areas outside local
production activities. In addition, theviability of enterprises transferring semi-processed
materials to other branches of the parent company for further manufacture is, in part,
dependent upon theperformance ofother establishments overwhich local management has
no control.
Results from the survey show that 42 percent (N=16) of intermediate and 53 per
cent (N=25) of laggard operating segments purchase a portion of their material inputs from
branches of the parent company located outside Tasmania. The 25 laggard segments
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purchase an average of 43.8 per cent of their materials from their parent company,
compared to only 13.5 per cent among intermediate segments (Table 5.8). Laggard
segments purchasing the highest percentage of inputs from their parent firm include those
which are engaged primarily in the fabrication of semi-processed or finished materials for
the Tasmanian market. In fact, six of these enterprises, manufacturingproducts such as
packaging materials and building products, are dependent upon their parent firm for the
supply of virtually all materials used in the manufacturing process. Typical of these six
enterprises is Luxaflex Pty Ltd, a Hobart subsidiary of the Sydney-based domestic
furnishings company Hunter Douglas. All inputs are piurchased as finished materials from
another branch of the parent company in Melbourne, and require only minor alterations to
meet the needs of local product orders. Given that the Hobartplant is involved primarily
in the light fabrication of finished materials, thecontrol functions maintained by the local
manager are minimal. In addition, the parent company has very little commitment to
maintaining the Tasmanian operation, as it employs only a few persons and requires a
minor amount of working capital to maintain production activities.
Of the 16 intermediate segments purchasing materials from other branches of their
parent company, only four are dependent upon such arrangements for more than 20 per
cent of their totalmaterial requirements. They include two textile & clothing firms in the
north westregion, as weU as a building products manufacturer andthe Cadbury chocolate
operation located in Hobart. The textile & clothing and building products firms each
purchase between 20 and 30 per cent of their materials from branches of the parent
company located on the mainland. Of these, only the building products firm sells the
majority of itsmanufactured product within the local market. Since 1984, Cadbury's plant
at Claremont hasobtained all of its processed cocoa materials fromthe parent company's
centralised cocoa bean production facility located in Jurong, Singapore. The Singapore
facility supplies all of Cadbury's cocoa requirements in the South Pacific, including
confectionery plants in Malaysia, Australia, and New Zealand.
Of the non-locally owned enterprises which export manufactured products, 73 per
cent of laggardand 46 per cent of intermediate segments transferfinalproducts to branches
Table 5.8: Dependencies Upon the Parent Company for Material Linkages, 1985
Material Inputs Purchased
From the Parent Firm
Manufactured Products Transferred to
Other Branches of the Parent Firm as: 1
Final Product for Distribution
Semi-processed Materials
for Further Manufaeture
Enterprises
Materials
Purchased Enteiprises
Value of
Sales Enterprises
Value of
Sales
Segment (N) (%) (%) (N) (%) (%) (N) (%) (%)
Intermediate 16 42.1 13.5 12 46.1 46.8 9 34.6 17.8
Laggard 25 53.1 43.8 8 72.7 40.0 6 54.5 31.6
Total 41 48.2 32.0 20 54.0 44.3 15 37.8 25.0
Source: Tasmanian Manufacturing Survey, 1986
^Percentages based upon only those enterprises which export manufactured products outside of Tasmania.
00
o
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of the parent company outside Tasmania for distribution (Table 5.8). These high
percentages reflect both the lack of marketing control functions held by local managers,
and a dependence on established marketing and distribution systems of the parent
organisation. This is particularly the case for most laggard enterprises which, on average,
control fewer key managerial functions including marketing. A higher percentage of
laggard exporting operations also transfer semi-processed materials to mainland branches
of the parent company for further manufacture. A total of nine intermediate and six
laggard enterprises manufacturesemi-processed materialsincluding timber, food products,
textiles, and chemicals as part of a multi-plant production system. The six laggard
enterprises are much more dependent upon the transfer of semi-processed materials, as
such transfers account for an average of 31.6 per cent of total turnover. Conversely,
transfers represent an average of only 18 per cent of total turnover among the nine
intermediate segments. In fact, only one intermediate operation, Comalco's aluminium
smelter north of Launceston, transfers more than one-quarter of total output, as semi-
processed material, to the parent company. Nearly 90 per cent of output from the
Tasmanian smelter is manufactured into final products by branches within the parent
company's rolled and extruded products divisions.
Transfers of Control Functions Between the Tasmanian Operation and Branches of the
Parent Companv Outside Tasmania. 1980-85
In order to assess the way in which power structures between Tasmanian enterprises
and their parent companies outside the state have changedsince 1980,respondents were
asked a number of questions regarding shifts in functional responsibilities into or out of
Tasmania between 1980 and 1985. The addition or loss of control functions over time
ultimately determines both the level of power maintained by local managers, and the
movement of enterprises between business segments. Most important to the examination
of shifts in control functions are the types of functions (eg. marketing, finance,
accounting, etc.) involved, the reasons behindthe shifts takingplace, and the implications
of shifts in terms of their influence upon intra-organisational power relationships.
Evidence from the survey demonstrates that shifts of control functions into and out of
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Tasmaniawere roughly balancedover the five yearperiod, resulting in little change to the
overallpattern of power relations betweennon-locally owned enterprisesand their parent
companies located outside Tasmania. It is also concluded that most local managers have
verylittle influence in decisions regarding shifts in functional control, particularly in cases
where functions are transferred from the Tasmanian enterprise to mainland offices of the
parent company.
Control Functions Transferred Out of Tasmania
Between 1980 and 1985, control functions within 23.5 per cent (N=20) of non-
locally ownedTasmanian enterprises wereshifted fromthe localoperation to branches of
the parent company located outside the state. Of these 20 enterprises, three senior
executives within Tasmania identified more than one area in which functions were
transferred outside the state. The following discussion therefore considers the loss of 23
separate control functions among the 20 enterprises. Over the five year period, control
functions were lost within four primary areas, summarised in Table 5.9 as managerial,
administrative, production and technical.
Table 5.9: Control Functions Transferred From Tasmanian
Enterprises to Mainland Branches of the Parent
Company, 1980-85 ^
Number of Cases in Which Functions Were Transferred
Segment Managerial Administrative Production Technical Total
IntOTnediate 5 6 1
- 12
Laggard 3 5 2 1 11
Total 8 11 3 1 23
Source: TasmanianManufacturing Survey,1986
A total of 12functions were transferred from 10intermediate segments, while 11 functions
were transferred from 10 laggard segments. The largest number of functional shifts
(N=l 1) occurred inadministrative areas such as accounting and payroll, eight enterprises
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lost managerial control functions, three lost control over a portion of their production
activities, and the parent company of one enterprise transferred its Tasmanian design staff
to Melbourne. The reasons for the loss of these control functions vary considerably
among the enterprises involved. However, the loss of each function is associated with one
of six general events summarised in Table 5.10.
The largest number of control functions (N=7) were transferred as part of a
rationalisation strategy targeting either theTasmanian enterprise or the operating division to
which it belongs (Table 5.IDA). Of these, five laggard segments, operating under a
strategy of Tasmanian market entry, lost a portion of their functional autonomy as the
range of local activities was reducedin response to poor tradingconditions withinthe state
market. Three of these enterprises, manufacturing steel office furniture, aluminium
windows, andwindow furnishings, performed poorly againstincreased competition from
small to medium sized indigenous firms. Pressure to reduce local costs within these firms
resulted in one losing authority over both credit control and payroll, another losing its
design staff, and the third actually losing a portion of its manufacturing operation to a
Melbourne branch of the parent company. The other two laggard segments are a
manufacturer of ready-mix cement, and a small company producing industrial and food
gases. Although competition from indigenous operators was not a problemfor these two
firms, both experienced a decline in their respective markets, and eventually lost some
control over accounting functions as their parent companies increased their direct
involvement in therunning of theTasmanian operation.
Two of the seven enterprises lost control functions as their parent company
rationalised thedivision to which they belong. They were Repco Bearings in Launceston,
and Sheridan Textiles in Hobart. In 1982, Repco's parent company closed a mainland
plant within the engine parts group, and centralised a number of functions for the five
remaining plants in Melbourne. All market research activities undertaken from Launceston
were transferred outside the state. Between 1975 and 1985, Sheridan's parent company.
Pacific Dunlop Ltd, made a number of major changes to the group's domestic textiles
division. In 1978, Sheridan's apparel and weaving operations were transferred to a
Table 5.10: Events Leading to the Transfer of Control Functions out of Tasmania, 1980-85
A B c D E F 1
Segment
Rationalisation of
Either T asmanian
or Divisional
Operations
Installation of
Computer Network
Facilities Between
Tasmania and the
Mainland
Restructuring
Following
Takeover of
Parent Firm
Centralisation of
Group Administrative
Facilities
Centralisation of
Group Production
Facilities
Expansion of
the Tasmanian
Operation
308-
Intermediate 1 2 3 2 1 1
Laggard 6 2
-
1 1
-
Total 7 4 3 3 2 1
Source: Tasmanian Manufacturing Survey, 1986
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branch in Melbourne, resulting in the loss of over 300 jobs in Hobart. Continued
rationalisationof the textiles division during the early 1980s resulted in most of Sheridan's
accounting functions being transferred outside the state. Less than 12 months after the
interview with local management, Pacific Dunlop sold its entire domestic textiles division,
comprising plants in Hobart and Melbourne, to a privately owned mainland company
Bruck (Australia) Ltd. The sale of Sheridan's parent division was part of an overall
strategy by Pacific Dunlop to sell-off several of its less profitable Australian holdings in
order to raise capital fordirect investment in manufacturing overseas, particularly in the
US and New Zealand.
The second largest group of transfers (N=4) were attributable to the installation of
computer network facilities between the Tasmanian operation and at least one mainland
office of the parent company (Table 5.10B). The four Tasmanian enterprises include a
small timber company in Launceston, a small firm manufacturing and wholesaling paper
products in Hobart, Wander's Ovaltine production facility near Devonport, and a
manufacturer ofice cream located inLaunceston. Inorder tocentralise a portion ofgroup
administration activities, accounting functions were transferred from each of these
Tasmanian enterprises to mainland offices of the parent company following the
establishment of computer network facilities. Three of the four enterprises lost control
overvirtually all accounting functions, including accounts payable & receivable, stock
control, and payroll. In the case of the ice cream manufactmer, however, only a small
portion of accounting activities (accounts receivable) was shifted from the Tasmanian
enterprise.
Control functions were transferred from three intermediate operating segments
following the takeover of their parent companies (Table 5. IOC). They are a small chemical
company in Launceston, and two textile & clothing manufactmrers in Devonport. The
chemical company, Tasbond Pty Ltd, began as an indigenous firm in 1971 manufacturing
adhesives for concrete bonding. In the late 1970s the company was taken over by a
privately owned company inMelbourne. During the building recession ofthe early 1980s,
Tasbond diversified itsproduct range toinclude products such as liquid organic fertilisers.
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In 1983 Tasbond's parent company sold the Tasmanian operation to a the Melbourne
chemical manufacturing group Redic Industries. Following the change in ownership, all
of Tasbond's accounting and marketing were transferred to the Melbourne head office.
The two Devonport textile & clothing enterprises, Sterling Clothing and National
Textiles Pty Ltd, were formed in 1983 when Tootal Australia closed its Devonport plant
producing both fabrics and garments. Under Tootal, the combined fabric and garment
operation was fairly autonomous in key areas of marketing and finance. Following
Tootal's withdrawal, the garment section of the plant was purchased by Sterling's parent
Entrad Corporation, while the fabric section was purchased by the Linter Group which
owns National Textiles. After the plant was divided in 1983, both local manufacturing
operations embarked upon major restructuring programs which included the transfer of
control functions out of Tasmania. The marketing and finance operations of Sterling's
garment section were transferred to Melboume, whileall sales and accountingfor National
Textiles were moved to Sydney offices of Linter.
Control functions were lost in a total of five enterprises as various activities within
the parent organisation'sAustralian operations were centralised at a single location outside
Tasmania. Three enterprises, including APPM's subsidiaryKilndried Timber Industries; a
manufacturer of industrial chemicals; and a company producing advertising signs, lost a
portion of their administrative functions through these centralisations (Table 5.10D). The
two remaining enterprises, including Cadbury's confectionery plant and a Launceston
mattress producer Dunlop Bedding, lost a portion of theirmanufacturingoperations (Table
5.10E). As described earlier in thechapter, Cadbury's cocoa beanprocessing facility was
shifted to Singapore where the parent company's group processing of cocoa is now
centralised. In 1984, the division in which Dunlop Bedding operates centralised the
production of mattress springs in Melboume. Prior to the centralisation, Dunlop's six
mattress plants throughout Australia each manufactured its own springs, relying upon
older technology and shorter production rans. Although the new machine located in
Melboume is far more efficient on a per unit cost basis, Dunlop's chief executive within
Tasmania indicated that production costs have actually risen in Launceston due to the
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increase in freight charges on materials shipped from the mainland.
Of the 23 control functions transferred out of Tasmania between 1980 and 1985,
only one was associated with the actual expansion of operations based in Tasmania (Table
5.10F). As part of the Cascade Brewery Company's move into mainland beer markets, a
portion of its marketing activities was transferred to the mainland and placed under the
direct controlof the Sydney-based marketing department of Cascade's subsidiary company
Four Seasons Ltd.
An important conclusion to be drawn from the precedingdiscussion is that virtually
all of the functions transferred outside the state between 1980 and 1985 were in response
to decisions made by senior executives based outside Tasmania. The majority of transfers
were associated with either a more general reduction in local or divisional activities, the
introduction of improved communications technologies at the group level, or the
restructuring of production operations following the takeover of the Tasmanian
enterprise's parent organisation. Local managers have little or no input into the policies
initiated at the group level, and can only adjust to the forced reduction in control over
Tasmanian operations. The final section of the chapter investigates the transfer of control
functions into Tasmania between 1980 and 1985.
Control Functions Transferred Into Tasmania
Interviews undertaken withTasmanian executives indicated that a totalof 19 separate
control functions were shifted from mainland branches of the parent company to 16
different non-locally owned enterprises within Tasmania between 1980 and 1985. Of the
19 control functions identified, five were in areas of management, seven were associated
with administration and accounting, three involved the transfer of production activities,
and four involved technical functions such as design and R&D (Table 5.11). In total, four
separate events are largely responsible for the transfer of these 19 functions into Tasmania.
Theywere the closure of mainland branches of the parentcompany, attempts to improve
the productivity of the Tasmanian operation, physical expansion of the Tasmanian
operation, and restmcturing followingthe takeover of the parent firm (Table 5.12).
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Table 5.11: Control Functions Transferred From Mainland
Branches of the Parent Company to Tasmanian
Enterprises, 1980-1985
Number of Cases in Which Functions Were Transferred
Segment Managerial Administrative Production Technical Total
IntBrmediate 3 5 1 3 12
Laggard 2 2 2 1 7
Total 5 7 3 4 19
Source: Tasmanian Manufacturing Survey, 1986
Control functions were shifted into four laggard and one intermediate segment
following the closure of a mainland branch of the parent company (Table 5.12A). The
local enterprises involved were the Johnson & Johnson subsidiary manufacturing
pharmaceuticals, the Repco Bearing Company, Safcol's fish processing operation, and
two small enterprises manufacturing paperbagsandindustrial chemicals respectively. The
pharmaceutical manufacturer increased its Tasmanian production operations as a Sydney
manufacturing plant was closed and all of Johnson & Johnson's codeine conversion
facilities were centralised in Tasmania. AfterRepco'sparent company closed a Melbourne
plantproducing engine parts, group R&D fortheremaining plants within theengine parts
division was moved to Launceston. As indicated in the previous section, however, the
same closure also resulted in the Launcestonplant losing its market research facilities.
Safcol's Tasmanian operation was given ultimate control over the group's exportmarket
development when the parent company's Adelaide export sales office closed in 1982.
Both the manufacturers of paper bags and industrial chemicals were granted greater
autonomy in areas of accounting subsequent to the closure of plants in Melbourne and
Adelaide.
A total of one laggard and four intermediate segmentswas granted additionalcontrol
functions as part of the parent company's strategy to improve the productivity of the
Tasmanian operation (Table 5.12B). Three of these segments operate undera strategy of
Table 5.12: Events Leading to the Transfer of Control Functions Into
Tasmania, 1980-85
A B c D
Segment
Closure of
Mainland Branch
of the Parent
Organisation
Attempt to
Improve the
Productivity of
the Tasmanian
Operation
Expansion of
the Tasmanian
Operation
Restructuring
Following
Takeover of
Parent Firm
Intermediate 1 4 3 1
Laggard 4 1 1 1
Total 5 5 4 2
Source: Tasmanian Manufacturing Survey, 1986
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Tasmanian market entry, manufacturing products such as PVC piping, processedpoultry,
building products, and soft drinks. The fifth enterprise processes fish for both mainland
and overseas markets. A wide range of functions was transferred to these enterprises,
targeting the specific areas in which their operation was least efficient. Two of the five
enterprises, the manufacturers of PVC products and soft drinks, were granted greater
control in areas of accounting, as both the small size of their operation and the need to
maintain close relations with local customers made it inefficient for mainland branches of
the parentcompany to continue undertaking their accounting requirements. The parent
company of the buildingproducts manufacturer transferred a full-time draughtsman to
Tasmania, reducing the Tasmanian operation's dependence upon the parentcompany for
drafting services, and increasing its responsiveness to the local market.
The manufacturer of poultryproducts introduced an in-house veterinary service to
handle local stock problems more efficiently. Previously, the local enterprise had to rely
upon veterinary services supplied from an associated company in Melbourne. The
enterprise engaged in fish processing was granted more control overproduct marketing.
The parentcompany's only othermanufacturing facility outsidethe state, locatedin Perth,
processes an entirely different product range from thatof the Tasmanian operation. Prior
to 1984, the Perth officemarketed bothprawns caught locally and scallops processed in
Tasmania. Sincethen, however, the Tasmanian manager has been givencontrol over the
marketing of allproducts which areunique to theTasmanian operation.
Of the 19 additional control functions granted to non-locally owned enterprises
between 1980 and 1985, only four were associated with the physical expansion of
Tasmanian enterprises (Table5.12C). Twoenterprises, a smallplasticsmanufacturer and
a large firm producing hand tools, introduced the manufacture of additional products
previously produced elsewhere within the parent company. The plastics manufacturer
commenced production of polystyrene packaging, establishing its independence from the
parent company in the production and marketing of these products for the Tasmanian
market. The manufacturer of hand tools increased its level of power within the parent
organisation following a decision by the mainland board of directors to transfer the
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production of screwdrivers from Sydney to Hobart. With the transfer of the production
facility, the Hobart plant became the group's largest manufacturing unit within Australia,
and the only one to utilise modemCAD/CAM technology. Expansion withina Devonport-
based textiles enterprise led to its becoming more autonomousin areas of design, due to
the introduction of new products (bath towels) which are produced only in Tasmania.
Finally, following several major expansionsto a timbercompany located in the north west
region, its overseas parent company transferred the Australian head office from Melbourne
to Tasmania. The Tasmanian manager was hired as the group's Australian managing
director, with three mainland branches of the overseas company reporting directly to the
Tasmanian office.
Following the takeover of their parent organisations, two Tasmanian enterprises
were granted greater control over their local operation (Table 5.12D). The first, a cement
andquarry products company located in Launceston, was purchased from the Readymix
group of companies byBoralLtd. After Boralpurchased the localoperation, a position of
state manager was created in Launceston, replacing the much less autonomous senior
position of operations manager which existed under the former parent. The second
enterprise to gain additional control functions following a change in ownership is the
McCain's green vegetable processing facility in Smithton. Under its former parent.
GeneralJones Pty Ltd, all accounting andmarketing for sales made withinTasmaniawere
carried out at establishments on the mainland. After the facility was purchased by
McCain's, the manager at Smithton was given control of these functions. During the
interviews, local managers of both Boral and McCains indicated that the increase in
functional autonomy simply reflected the different management philosophies of then-
previous and current parent companies.
A number of conclusions are drawn from the preceding discussion. First, the
transfer of functional responsibihties intoandout ofTasmania hasdone littleto change the
power networks which exist between non-locally owned enterprises and their parent
companies located outside the state. The majority of transfers involve either routine
control functions (eg. accounts payable andreceivable) or only a small segment of more
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critical functions such as marketing, production and finance. Second, the involvement of
local management in decisions relating to changes in functional responsibilities is
extremely limited. Third, from a methodological position, the empirical evaluation of
functional shifts highlights the importance of adopting an intensive, corporate-specific
approach to the studyof powerrelationships within large business organisations.
Clearly, a diverse range of processes was responsible for the small number (N=42)
of functional shifts identified in the manufacturing survey. Similar events such as the
takeover of a parentcompany canquiteeasilyresult in very different outcomes for branch
operations of two separate organisations. Even within oneorganisation, a single event can
generate a number of different processes which ultimately influence the balance of
functional control between the head office and branch enterprises. For example,
restructuring subsequent to Repco Corporation's closure of a Melbourne manufacturing
facility resulted both in responsibilities for market research being transferred out of the
Launceston operation and inresearch facilities being transferred into the Tasmanian plant.
Both the direction and magnitude of functional shifts between head offices and branch
plants depend upon the corporate objectives, perceptions, and opportunities available to
seniormanagement of the parent company.
Summary
In evaluating the power relations which exist between Tasmania's 85 non-locally
owned manufacturing enterprises andtheir parent companies located outside the state, it is
concluded that the majority oflocal managers are given minimal control over key functions
involving production, labour, investment, and the accumulation of capital resources. The
absence of these functions, at the local level, suggests that most non-locally owned
enterprises holda subordinate position within theirparent organisation.
Local control indecision-making is limited primarily toroutine functions involving
production, and labour turnover. Key decisions inareas ofproduct design, pricing policy,
andexecutive recruitment, in particular, are either made jointly between local andexternal
management, or by inter-state executives of the parent company. In general, laggard
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segments are given more authority over decisions related to product marketing, attributable
largely to their focus upon the local market Intermediate segments, often relying upon the
established marketing and distribution networks of their parent organisations, are less
autonomous in these areas.
A high percentage of non-locally owned enterprises are also dependent upon their
parent companies for their finance, business service, and to a lesser degree, material
linkage requirements. Control over the financing of investments is especially critical in
establishing the power networks between Tasmanian enterprises and their parentcompany.
Nearly 90 per cent of manufacturing enterprises rely upon their parent company for the
majority of investment finance. In addition, less than 40 per cent of business service
requirements are undertaken in-house within Tasmania. Local control over service
functions is lowest in key areas such as market research and R&D. Intermediate segments
are somewhat more autonomous in carrying out their business service requirements, as
they are typically larger than laggard segments, and employ more administrative staff
locally. Usage of local business service firms is extremely low, and limited primarily to
payroll requirements among both laggard and intermediate segments.
Power networks between Tasmanian enterprises and their parent companies outside
the state have changed very little since 1980. Approximately 20 per cent of local
enterprises either lost or gained a degree of control over the functions of economic
ownership and possession between 1980 and 1985. The majority of functional shifts both
into and out of Tasmania were in routine areas of accounting, with a fewer number of
shiftsinvolvingmanagerial, production, and technical activities. The participation of local
management in decisions relating to the transfer of control functions is typically minimal
In fact, the majority of events identified as leading to the transfer of functions were not
even directly related to the performance of the local operation. The level of control
functions held by managers in Tasmania is often the result of restmctming undertaken at
the group level, following either the takeover of the parent firm, the closure of mainland
establishments, or the centralisation of administrative and production activities.
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The final section of the chapter examines the differentiation among Tasmania's 374
indigenous manufacturing enterprises. Enterprisesare classified as either owner-managed
or manager-operated, as this distinction is seen as critical to the evaluation of processes
underlying change within the state's economy.
5.2 DIFFERENTIATION AMONG INDIGENOUS MANUFACTURING
ENTERPRISES
5.2.1 Theoretical Considerations
In evaluatingthe factors whichdifferentiate locallyownedenterprises, consideration
is given to theparticular expression ofindigenous capital within Tasmania's manufacturing
sector. As demonstrated in Chapter 3, nearly three-quarters of all manufacturing
enterprises within Tasmania are indigenous operations employing fewer than 50 persons
(see Figiue 3.14). Evidence from the survey indicates that all but a few of these firms are
owned by either the original founder or one of his descendants. In fact, the majority of
large indigenous enterprises are also owned privately by members or descendants of the
founding family. Although the relation between indigenous capital andfamily ownership
is certainly not unique to Tasmania (for example, see Johns et al. 1983), the survival of
most indigenous firms is clearly influenced by the goals andabilities of the few family
members who own and perhaps manage the business.
While the physical link between indigenous capital and family ownership is well
established, the relationship between family ownership and managerial control is much
more complex. It is this relationship, however, which is seen as crucial to the
understanding of indigenous enterprise within Tasmanian manufacturing. The following
paragraphs examine the character of indigenous manufacturing operations, conceptualising
enterprises in terms of owner-managed andmanager-operated firms. Specifically, owner-
managed enterprises are defined as operations in which a single owner (or family
representative) also acts aschief executive of the firm, making virtually allroutine andkey
operating decisions on hisown behalf. Enterprises areclassified as manager-operated if
the majority of both routine and key decision-making functions are held by either an
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appointed manager who is not a major shareholder in the company or by a management
team, which may include the firm's majority owner.
Of central importance to most owner-managers is the retention of ultimate authority
over all aspects of the enterprise. Both physicalexpansion and the divisionof managerial
authority are likely to be perceived as a threat to the owner's control over the business.
Within small owner-managed firms, in particular, the long-term survival of the business is
often linked to problems associated with managerial succession. In cases where there is
not a suitable second-generation family member to carryon as manager, theoperation is
often dissolved following thedeath or retirement of its founder. Owner-managers who do
in fact wish to expand the scale of operations, without relinquishing anyof theircontrol,
are faced with a number of other internal constraints. Most important is the level of
business expertise held by the owner. Successful expansion requires that the owner is
competent in not only production, but also in areas of design, marketing, and finance.
Even if the owner possesses these skills, he must then coordinate his activities so that
certain areas of the business are not neglected.
Manager-operated firms are able to avoid many of these problems byestablishing a
division of authority in which individual managers possess specialised skills (eg.
marketing, finance, or technical), and are responsible foronly a particular segment of the
overall process of accumulation. While theowner of thefirm may act as chiefexecutive,
the decision-making process for most major decisions involves contact with amanagement
team, themajority of whom are notmajor shareholders in the company. Thesecurity of
their positions within thefirm is linked primarily to their managerial performance. Given
the greater range ofexpertise generally available within manager-operated firms, they are
more likely to undertake and survive expansion than are owner-managed operations. In
addition, having already surrendered a portion of functional control to other managers,
owners of manager-operated firms are less likely to resist expansion on the basis of a
perceived loss of authority over the operation.
Discussions held with senior executives of indigenous firms indicate strongly that
whetheror not there is separation of ownership and managerial control is most critical to
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understanding the relevant processes of change within indigenous capital. Other
approaches, including Taylor and Thrift's (1982a) segmented economy framework, are
less suitable for examining indigenous firms within the local capitalist environment. The
particular character of indigenous capital within Tasmania is, in a number of ways,
different from the operating segments described by Taylor and Thrift. For example, as
demonstrated in Chapter 4, only a handful of indigenous manufacturing firms in Tasmania
operate as satellites to large business organisations. In addition, both the small size of the
local market and virtual lack of competition betweenindigenous and non-locaUy owned
manufacturing enterprises makes the distinction between laggard and loyal opposition
segments (see Figure 1.4) extremely problematic within Tasmania. Clearly, however,
there are a numberof closelinks between the notion of segmentation developed by Taylor
and Thrift, and the conceptualisation of owner-managed versus manager-operated
enterprises adopted for the Tasmanian study. For instance, the character of Taylor and
Thrift's laggardsmallfirm segment, incorporating craftsman and satisfied firms, is aligned
closely with the small owner-managed enterprises described above. Such firms are
typically satisfied with the profits realised from existing products and markets, and
expansion, involving a reduction in owner-autonomy, is often resisted.
The following paragraphs discuss the prevalence and nature of owner-managed and
manager-operated indigenous enterprises within the state's manufacturing sector. In this
section, the population of firms represented by the 81 interviewed is used so that
comparison with other descriptions of aggregate structures within the state's
manufacturing economy (eg. section 3.4) is possible. Subsequent discussion of processes
within owner-managed and manager-operated firms, however, is based solely upon the
sample of firms interviewed.
5.2.2 The Character of Owner-Managed and Manager-Operated
Indigenous Enterprises Within Tasmanian Manufacturing
Results from the survey of indigenous manufacturers indicate that 82.6 per cent
(N=309) of all indigenous enterprises are owner-managed operations (Table 5.13).
Together, these operations employ 53 per cent of the indigenous manufacturing
Table 5.13: Number of Enterprises and Employment Control Among Owner-Managed and Manager-Operated Indigenous
Enterprises, 1985
Number of Enterprises Persons Employed
Owner-Managed Manager-Operated Total Owner-Managed Manager-Operated Total
Employment
Group No. (%) No. (%) No. (%) No. (%) No. (%) No. (%)
1-9 182 100
-
-
182 100 891 100 - - 891 100
10-25 64 63.4 37 36.6 101 100 1,146 60.8 736 39.2 1,182 100
26-50 45 88.3 6 11.7 51 100 1,667 88.0 227 12.0 1,894 100
51-99 16 66.7 8 33.3 24 100 1,118 62.7 663 37.3 1,781 100
100+ 2 13.4 13 86.6 15 100 656 16.9 3,244 83.1 3,900 100
Total 309 82.6 65 17.4 374 100 5,479 52.9 4,870 47.1 10,349 100
Source: Tasmanian Manufacturing Survey, 1986
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workforce. Owner-managed firms are typically small, accounting for 87 per cent of
indigenous enterprises employing fewer than 50 persons. In fact, all of the 182
indigenous firms employing fewer than 10 persons are owner-managed. Manager-
operated enterprises are typically larger, employing an average of 75 employees. A total of
13 manager-operated firms employ more than 100 persons, compared to only two owner-
managed enterprises. As expected, manager-operated firms tend also to be longer
established than those owner-managed. The average time manager-operated enterprises
have been operating is 36 years, compared to 22 years among owner-managed firms.
In addition to being small employers, three-quarters of all owner-managed firms are
single-site operations, and less than 10 per cent operate from more than two
establishments. Most owner-managed firms also contain a single-divisional structure
within which a narrow range of products is manufactured. In contrast, manager-operated
firms are likely to manufacture a wider range of products. Over one-half of all manager-
operated firms are multi-site operations, 40 per cent of which comprise at least three
establishments. Eight of the 12 indigenous enterprises described in Chapter 4 as following
a strategy of multi-regional expansion are thus manager-operated. Although the majority
of large indigenous manufacturing firms are manager-operated, most are still held under
private family ownership. Of the 65 manager-operated enterprises only eight, including
six public companies and two co-operatives, are owned by a large number of
shareholders. Even among these eight companies, one-half of all chief executives are
descendants of the founding Tasmanian family.
The following chapter examines the nature of growth strategies adopted by
Tasmanian manufacturing enterprises between 1980 and 1985, and structural changes
taking place within the state's manufacturing economy. Particular emphasis is given to the
development objectives of indigenous and external capital, and the processes by which
these objectives are reached given the constraints imposed by the capitalist system within
which firms operate.
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Figure 5A.1: Reporting Structures of Non-Locally Owned Manufacturing Enterprises, 1985
Australian Parent Firm
(Australian Head Office)
Operating Division
(Divisional Head Office)
Tasmanian Enterprise
CTasmanianHead Ofilce)
Tasmanian Pftxlucts/
Services
Rcdiclndustrles Ltd
(Melbourne)
Tasbond Pty Ltd
(Launceston)
liquid organic fertiliser,
domestic chemicals
Segment Intermediate
Case I
Source: Tasmanian Manufacturing Survey, 1986 and companyreports
R. J. Gilbertson Ud
(Melbourne)
LongfordMeatCo
(Lcmgford)
Frozen meat products
Intermediate
Stramit Ltd
(Melbourne)
Stramit Industries
(Hobart)
Modular wall and
roof systems
Intermediate
Clifton Brick Holdings Ltd
(Melbourne)
Clifton Bricks (Tasmania) Ltd
(Longford)
Qay building bricks
and pavers
Intermediate
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Figure 5A.1 (continued)
Australian Parent Firm
(Australian Head Office)
Operating IXvision
(Divisional Head Office)
TasmanianEntopxise
^ CTasmanian Head Office)
^ TasmanianProducts/
Services
Segment
Case
Dover Fisheries Ltd
(FuUerton, S.A.)
Dover Fisheries Pty Ltd
(Dover)
Fresh & canned seafood
products
Intennediate
Source: Tasmanian Manufacturing Survey, 1986 and company reports
Marine Management Ltd
(Perth)
Tasmanian Marine Products
(Hobait)
Fresh & frozen seafood
products
Intennediate
S.D. Hillas Pty Ud
(Melboume)
Box & Hillas Timber
(Launceston)
Kilndried and dressed
timber products
Lilermcdiate
Coca-Cola Bottlers Ltd
(Adelaide)
Coca-Cola Bottlers CTasmania)
(Launceston)
Soft drink products
Intermediate
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Figure 5A.1 (continued)
htemadonal Holding Company
(Country of IncoiporaticRi)
Australian Parent Firm
(Australian Head O01ce)
OperatingDivision
(Divisional Head Office)
Tasmaman Enteq)iise
^ (Tasmanian HeadOffice)
H Tasmanian Products/
Services
Segment
The East Asiatic Co Ltd
(Denmark)
Kauri Timber Co Ltd
(Smithton)
Timberproducts
Intermediate
Case 9
Source: Tasmaman Manufacturing Survey, 1986 and company reports
The Robblns Company
(USA)
Robbins Pty Ltd
(Kingston)
Mechanical excavatim
equipment
Intermediate
10
Tloxide Group PLC
(UK)
Tioxide Australia
(Bumie)
Titanium dioxide
pigments
Intermediate
11
Bongrain SA
(France)
Lactos Pty Ltd
(Bumie)
Speciality cheeses
Intomediate
12
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Figure 5A.1 (continued)
Australian Parent Firm
(Australian Head Office)
Operating Division
(Divisional Head Office)
Tasmanian Enterprise
(Tasmanian Head Office)
Tasmanian Products/
Services
Sanitarium Health Food Co
(Sydney)
Sanitarium Health Food Co
(Hobazt)
Breakfast cereals
Laggard
Case 13
Source: Tasmanian Manufacturing Survey, 1986 and company reports
James Nelson Pty Ltd
(Melbourne)
James Nelson (Tasmania)
(Launceston)
Lightweightfilament
fabrics
Laggard
14
A.E. Smith & Son Pty Ltd
(Melbourne)
A£. Smith & Son Pty Ltd
(Hobart)
Ducting & air
handlingumts
Laggard
15
Joe White Mailings Ltd
(Melbourne)
Joe WhiteMaltingsLtd
pevonport)
Malt, barleyscreenings,
malt combings
Laggard
16
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Figure 5A.1 (continued)
Australian Paroit Firm
(Australian Head Office)
Operating Division
(Divisional Head Office)
TasmanianHitezpiise
(Tasmaman Head Office)
Tasmanian Products/
Services
Segment
Case
Honan Holdings Pty Ltd
(Auburn, N.S.W.)
Tasman Starches
(Devonport)
Industrial stardies
17
Matthews Timber Co
(Melbourne)
Ma^^ePty Ltd
(Launcesttm)
Pine timber products
18
Source; Tasmaman Manufacturing Survey, 1986 and companyreports
R. Cornall & Son Ltd
(Bruthrai, ^^c)
Dowell Australia Ltd
(Melbourne)
Paper Converting Co (Vic)
(Melbourne)
R.Coma]l&SonPtyLtd Dowell Aluminium Windows Paper Converting Co (Tas)
(Launceston) (Hobart) (Hobarl)
Wood tuming, furniture
componentry
19
Wmdows& shopfittings
Laggard
20
Paper towels,bags, and
lunchwraps
Laggard
21
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Figure 5A.1 (continued)
Australian Parent Firm
(Australian Head Office)
Operating Division
(Divisional Head Office)
TasmanianEnterprise
(TasmanianHead Office)
^ Tasmanian Products/
Services
S^m^
Boral Limited
(Sydney)
Ccmstruction Materials
(Sydney)
BMG Resources
(Launceston)
Ready-mix concrete
Quarry products
Laggard
Energy
(Sydney)
Gas Coiporationof Tasmania
(Launceston)
Industrial Gases
Laggard
i-ase 22 23
Source: Tasmanian Manufacturing Survey, 1986andcompany reports
NEning& Smdting
(Mdboume)
EZ Industries Ltd
(Risdon)
Refined zinc
Sulphuric acid
Fertiliser
Intermediate
24
North Broken Hill Holdings Ltd
(Mdboume)
Products
(Mdboume)
APPM Forest Products
RUndried Timb^ Eidustiies
Bumie Timber
(Launceston)
Sawn timber
Particle board
Woodchips
Intermediate
25
PapCT
(Melbourne)
APPMPaper
(Bumie)
Coated and imcoated
writingpapers
Intermediate
26
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Figure 5A.1 (continued)
AMCOR Ltd
(Melbourne)
Australian P^irent Firm
(AustralianHead Office)
Containers Packaging
g
(Melbourne)
a
a
s
OperatingDivision
(Divisional Head OfBce)
Taananian Enterprise
^ (Tasmanian Head Office)
1
B
a
H Tasmanian Products/
Services
Contains Packaging Pty Ltd
(Devonport)
St Regis-Bates
(Devraiporl)
Composite fibre containers
Segment Laggard
Case 27
Source: TasmanianManufacturing Survey,1986 and companyreports
Multi-wall paper
Laggard
28
Johns Perry Ltd
(Melbouine)
Engineering
(Melbourne)
Johns Perry Castings
(Launcesttm)
Steel casting
29
Johns Peny Hayward
(Launceston)
Steel fabrication and
section
Intermediate
30
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Figure 5A.1 (continued)
Australian Parent Him
(Australian Head Office)
ACI International Ltd
(Melbourne)
Operating Division
(Divisional Head Office)
Tasmanian Enterprise
(Tasmanian Head Office)
1
B
i
" Tasmanian Products/
Services
Packaging
(Melbourne)
Australian Glass
Manufacturers
^obart)
Glass bottles
Pak Pacific
Corporation
(Ulverstone)
Paper tubes
Segment Intermediate Laggard
Case 31 32
Source: Tasmanian Manufacturing Survey,1986and companyreports
Building Products
(Mdboume)
S&B Stegbar
(Hdiart)
Aluminium windows &
shopfionts. Rat glass
supply
Laggard
33
Steel Mains Ply Ltd
(Melbourne)
Steel Mains Ply Ltd
(Hobart)
Sted pipe
fabrication
34
Humes Limited
(Mdboume)
Humes Concrete
(Melbourne)
Humes Concrete & Plastics Ltd
(Hobart)
Concretepipes and tanks,
PVC piping, brassfittings
35
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Figure 5A.1 (continued)
Australian Parait Him
(Australian Head Office)
Operating Division
(Divmonal Head Office)
Tasmanian Enteipnse
^ Ci*asmaman Head Office)
*3
C1
S
i^ Tasmaman Products/
Servdces
Segment
Case
Building Products
(Melbourne)
Hardielplex Plastics
(Launceston)
PVC pipes and fittings
Laggard
36
Building Products
(Sydney)
Mon^dier Foundry
(Hobart)
Cast iron pipe
fittings
Laggard
37
Source: Tasmanian Manufacturing Survey, 1986and companyreports
James Bardie Industries Ltd
(Sydney)
Packaging
(Sydney)
Tasmanian Containers Pty Ltd
(Launceston)
Conugated and solid
fibre cartons
38
James Hardie Spicers
(Launceston)
Pap» bag manufacture.
Paper products distribution
Laggard
39
Technology & Snvices
(Sydney)
F.F.E. LovettPty Ltd
(Hobart)
Fire fightingequipmrat
manufactureand suji^ly
Laggard
40
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Figure SA.1 (continued)
Australian Parmt Flim
(Australian Head Office)
operating Division
(Divisional Head Office)
Tasmanian Enterprise
CTasmanianHead Office)
^ Tasmanian Products/
Services
General
(Melb
Products
oume)
RMAX
(Launceston)
Expanded polystyrene
insulation materials
Laggard
Olympic Hunt & Baird
(Launceston)
Coolrooms & insulated
pands
Case 41 42
Source: Tasmanian Manufacturing Survey, 1986 and company reports
Pacific Dunlop
(Melbourne)
Bedding
(Mdboume)
DunlopBedding
(Launceston)
Mattresses& pillows
Laggard
43
Qothing & Footwear
(Melbourne)
Sheridan Textiles Ltd
(Hobart)
Plain & printed
bed ImCT
Intermediate
44
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Figure 5A.1 (continued)
Australian Parent Hrm
(Australian Head Office)
OperatingDivision
(Divisional Head Office)
Tasmanian Entopiise
JS (Tasmanian Head Office)
Tasmanian Products/
Services
S^ment
Case
Minerals
(Melbourne)
TEMCO
(Bell Bay)
Feno alloys
45
The Broken Hill Proprietary Co Ltd
(Melboume)
Wire Products
(Mdboume)
Titan Manufacturing Co Ltd BuUivantsPty Ltd
(Hobarl) (Hobart)
Nails, wire and
steel fencing
46
Rope, fishing
nets
Laggard
47
Engineering
(Melbourne)
Rheem Australia Ltd
(Launceston)
Steel drum manufacture
48
Source: Tasmanian Manufacturing Survey, 1986 and company rq)orts
Brownbuilt
(Melbourne)
Lysaght Brownbuilt Industries
(Hobart)
Sted roofing& guttering,
Sted office fiiimture
Laggard
49
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Figure 5A.1 (continued)
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Australian Parent Firm
(Australian Head Office)
OperatingDivision
(Divisional Head Office)
Martin Wells Holdings Ltd
(Sydney)
Martin Wells Pty Ltd
(Mdboume)
Tasmanian Enteiprise Tasmanian Optical Co. Edgell-Biids Eye
gy (Tasmanian Head Office) (Hobaxt) ^evonpoit)
H Tasmanian Products/
Services
Segment
Case
Opticallens manufacture Caimedandfrozrai
and distribution
Laggard Intermediate
50 51
Source: TasmanianManufacturing Survey, 1986 and company reports
The Adelaide Steamship Company
(Adelaide)
Petersville Sleigh Ltd
(Mdboume)
QUF Industries Ltd
(Brisbane)
50%
50%
Food
(Mdboume)
Resources & Industries
(Melbourne)
Edgell-BirdsEye GeneralJones Pty Ltd Forest Resources
(UlvCTstone) (Scottsdale) (EastTamar)
Canned and frozen
potato products
Intermediate
52
Canned and frozoi
green vegetables
Inteimediate
53
Woodchips
Laggard
54
Tasmanian Board Mills Australian United Foods
(Launceston) (Launceston)
Sawn timber products Ice-cream products
Litennediate
55 56
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Figure 5A.1 (continued)
Intematicmal Holding Company
(Country of Incorporation)
Australian Parent Firm
(Australian Head Office)
Opoating Division
(IXvisionalHead Office)
TasmanianEnterprise
(Tasmanian Head Office)
Tasmanian Products/
Services
Segment
Case
Cadbury Schweppes PLC
Cadbury Schweppes Australia Ltd
(Mdboume)
Drinks
(Melbourne)
Cadbury Schw^es
Drinks Division
(Hobart)
Soft drink products
Intermediate
57
Ccnfectioneiy
(Mdboume)
Cadbury Schw^pes
Cadbury Division
(Claiemont)
Confectionery
Intermediate
58
Source: TasmanianManufacturing Survey, 1986and companyreports
Bricrley Investments Ltd
(New Zealand)
Industrial Equity Ltd
(Sydney)
Southern Fanners Ltd
(Adelaide)
Safcol Holdings Ud
(Adelaide)
Safcd (Tas) Pty Ltd
(Margate)
Seafoodprocessmg and
exporting, frozoi foods
wholesaling
59
CascadeBrewwy CoLtd
(Hobart)
Beer production, liquor
wholesaling,Four Seastms
accommodationgroup
Intermediate
60
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Figure SA.l (continued)
Australian Patent Him
(Australian Head Office)
Operating Division
(Divisional Head Office)
TasmanianEnteipiise
.S (Tasmanian HeadOffice)
Tasmanian Products/
Seivices
Segment
Case
Permodalan Naslonal Bhd
(Malaysia)
Gutherie Operations Ltd
(Melbourne)
Tascot Templeton Pty Ltd
(East Devonport)
Carpet manufacture
Intermediate
61
Source: Tasmanian Manufacturing Survey, 1986 andcompany reports
Wander Ltd
(Switzedand)
Wander Australia Ltd
(Melbourne)
Wander (Australia) Ltd
(Devonport)
Ovaltine, malt
extracts
Inteimediate
62
McCain International
(Canada)
McCain Foods (Aust) Ltd
(Ballarat, Vic)
McCainsFoods (Aust)Pty Ltd
(Smithton)
Frozen green vegetables
Intermediate
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Figure SA.l (continued)
Eitemational HoldingCompany
(Country of Incorporation)
Australian Parent Hrm
(Australian Head Office)
Operating Division
(Divisional Head Office)
TasmanianEnterpnse
CTasmanianHead Office)
Tasmanian Products/
Services
Segment
Case
HOC Holdings Ltd
(UK)
Commonwealth Industrial
Gases Ltd
(Sydney)
QG Tasmania
(Hobart)
Lidustnal gases,
distribution of welding
eguipmoit
Intermediate
64
Source: Tasmanian Manufacturing Survey, 1986 andcompany reports
Coats Vlyella PLC
(UK)
Bonds Coats Patons Ltd
(Camperdown, N.S.W.)
Coats Patons Handknitting
(Campderdown)
Coats Patons Ltd
(Launceston)
Domestic hand
knitting and craft
yams
Liteimediate
65
RIo-Tinto Zinc Corp PLC
(UK)
CRA Limited
(Melbourne)
Smdting
(Melbourne)
ComalcoAluminium(Bdl Bay)Ltd
(Bell Bay)
Pnmaiy aluminium production,
aluminiumpowderandpaste
Litermediate
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Figure 5A.1 (continued)
Litemational Holding Company
(Country of Incoipoiation)
Australian Parent Finn
(Australian Head Office)
Operating Divisicm
(£)ivisional Head Office)
TasmanianEnterprise
.2 (Tasmanian Head Office)
§
a
Tasmanian Products/
Services
Seg^ient
Case
Liquid Air SA
(France)
Liquid Air Australia Ltd
(Melbourne)
Liquid Air (Tasmania)
(Launceston)
Food and industrial
gases
Laggard
67
Source: Tasmanian Manufacturing Survey, 1986 and companyreports
The Stanley Works
(USA)
Stanley Works Pty Ltd
(Melboume)
Stanley Works Pty Ltd
(Hobart)
Hand tools
Intermediate
68
Mobil Corporation
(USA)
Mobil Oil Australia Ltd
(Mdboume)
Emoleum (Australia) Ltd
(Melbourne)
Emoleum (Australia) Ltd
(Launceston)
Bitumm ^ulsimi
road surfaces
Laggard
69
ICIPLC
(UK)
ICl Australia
(Mdboume)
ICI Explosives
(Buxnie)
WatKgel explosives
70
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Figure 5A.1 (continued)
Australian Parent Firm
(Australian Head Office)
Operating Divisim
(Divisional Head Office)
Tasmanian Enterprise
(Tasmanian Head Office)
Tasmanian Products/
Services
Linter Group Ltd
(Sydney)
National Textiles Pty Ltd
(Rutherford, N.S.W.)
National Textiles Ply Ltd
(Devonport)
Beach and bathrotnn
towds
Segment Intermediate
Case 71
Source: Tasmanian Manufacturing Survey, 1986 company reports
Transfield Pty Ltd
(Sydney)
Transfidd (Vic) Pty Ltd
(Melbourne)
Reinforced Plastics
(Melbourne)
Transfield Pty Ltd
(EastDevonport)
Moulded and fabricated
fibreglassproducts
Laggard
72
Repco Corporation Ltd
(Mdboume)
Engine Parts
(Mdboume)
R^co Powder& Metallurgy
(Launceston)
Automotiveengine
bearings,copperalloy
powders
73
Monier Ltd
(Sydney)
Roofing
(Melbourne)
Monier (Tas) Ltd
Concrete roof tiles
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Figure 5A.1 (continued)
Australian Parent Fiim
(Australian Head Office)
OperatingDivision
Q>ivisional Head Office)
TasmanianEnteipnse
CTasmanianHead Office)
Tasmanian Products/
Services
Aluminates Chemical Industries
(Sydney)
Aluminates (Victoria)
(Melbourne)
Aluminates (las) Pty Ltd
(Buxnie)
Industrial chemicals,
bleaching agents
Hunter Douglas Ltd
(Sydnqr)
Luxaflex Victoria Ltd
(Mdboume)
Luxaflex Pty Ltd
^obait)
Blinds, awnings, doors
& screens
Segment Intermediate Laggard
Case 75 75
Source: Tasmanian Manufacturing Survey, 1986 and company reports
Entrad Corporation Ltd
(Sydney)
Bradmill Group Ltd
(Melbourne)
SterlingClothingCo
(Devonpoit)
Doum jeans
Intermediate
77
GrilTin Holdings Ltd
(Perth)
Claude Neon Industries
(Sydney)
Claude Neon Ltd
(Hobart)
Advertisingsigns
Intermediate
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Figure 5A.1 (continued)
Australian Parent Finn
(Australian Head Office)
Operating Division
(Divisional Head Office)
Tasmanian Enterprise
CTasmanianHead Office)
Tasmanian Products/
Services
Segment
Case
S.A. Brewing Holdings Ltd
(Adelaide)
J. Gadsden
(Melb
Vustralia Ltd
oume)
Open Top and General Cans
(Mdboume)
J. GadsdenPtyLtd
(Devonport)
Three piece steel
cans
Laggard
79
Pioneer Concrete Services
(Sydney)
Constructira Materials
(Melbourne)
PioneerConcrete (Tas)Pty Ltd
(Hobart)
Pre-mixed concrete,
quarry products
Laggard
80
Source: Tasmanian Manufacturing Survey, 1986 and company reports
Vita Paciflc Ltd
(Melbourne)
(Melbourne)
Vita Pacific Ltd
(Kingston)
Polyurethane foam &
fibre products
Intermediate
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Figure 5A.1 (continued)
Australian Parent Firm
(Australian Head Office)
Operating Division
(Divisional Head Office)
TasmanianEnterprise
(Tasmanian Head Office)
Tasmanian Products/
Services
Segment
Case
Amatil Ltd
(Sydney)
Inghams Enterprises
(Sydney)
50% 50%
Golden Poultry Industries
(SoreU)
Poultry products
Intermediate
82
Source: Tasmanian Manufacturing Survey, 1986and companyreports
John Fairfax & Sons Ltd
(Sydney)
50%
Heraid & Weekly Times Ltd
(Melbourne)
50% —
AustralianNewsprintMills Ltd
(Hobart)
Newsprintand
printingpapers
Intermediate
83
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Figure 5A.1 (continued)
InternationalHoldingCompany
(Countryof Incorporation)
Australian Parent Firm
(Australian Head Office)
Operating Division
(DivisicmalHead Office)
TasmanianEnterprise
(Tasmanian Head Office)
Tasmanian Products/
Services
Segm^t
Johnson & Johnson
(USA)
Tasmanian Alkaloids Pty Ltd
(Westbury)
Poj^y straw,poppy
seed, manufacture of
opiates and derivatives
Laggard
Case g4
Source: Tasmanian Manufactuiing Survey, 1986 andcompany reports
Glaxo Holding PIX
(UK)
Glaxo Australia Pty Ltd
(Port Fairy, Vic)
Glaxo Australia Pty Ltd
(Latiobe)
Pq>pystraw, seed and oil
Laggard
85
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CHAPTER 6
STRATEGIES OF GROWTH WITHIN THE TASMANIAN
MANUFACTURING SECTOR
343 -
Following from the discussion in Chapter 5 of enterprise differentiation among the
state's indigenous and non-locally owned manufacturing firms, the present chapter
evaluates the growth strategies adopted by enterprises, and the natureof structural change
withinTasmania's manufacturing economy between 1980and 1985. A central argument
of the chapteris that the processes of growth and decline within the state's manufacturing
sector are best understood in relation to the power and organisational relationships
identifiedearlier in the thesis. Thus,changes takingplace within laggard and intermediate
non-locally owned firms, and in owner-managed and manager-operated indigenous
enterprises are considered most relevant.
The chapter is divided into four main sections. First, the constraints to growth
influencing indigenous and non-locally owned enterprises within Tasmania are
summarised. Second, given the constraints to growth, the various strategies available to
manufacturing enterprises in Tasmania are discussed. Third, the actual growth strategies
adopted by Tasmanian enterprises between 1980 and 1985 areevaluated, emphasising the
varying complexity of processes operating among indigenous and extemal capital. The
chapter concludes with an examination of structural change within the state's
manufacturing economy between 1980 and 1985. Most important are changes involving
employment, investment, and the physical output ofmanufactured product. Theaggregate
structural changes taking place arerelated to thedifferent growth strategies beingfollowed
by manufacturing enterprises.
The chapter will show that constraints to growth vary enormously between the
different modes of capitaloperating within the state. Within smallowner-managed firms,
constraints internal to the enterprise such as management ability, negativeperceptions of
growth, and the ability to raise finance capital, are most important. Among medium to
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large-sized indigenous firms, the potential for growth offered by the local market and the
difficulties involved in servicing markets outside the state are most relevant. Among
virtually all non-locaUy owned enterprises, growth is constrained primarily by the lack of
control functions held by Tasmanian managers. Among laggard segments, in particular,
strategies adopted locally are dependent upon those formulated at the national level. An
external constraint affecting many intermediate segments is the limited availability of
natural resources.
Given these constraints, a wide range of strategies have been adopted by the state's
manufacturing enterprises. The largest number of manufacturers, including most small
indigenous firms, have donevery little to expand the scopeof their operations since 1980.
The majority of investment within these firms has focused upon either the maintenance of
existing activities or the reduction of variable operating costs. A smaller number of
enterprises have expanded their manufacturing operations, centring primarily upon the
development of existing product lines and markets. A number of firms, mostly large
indigenous operations, have diverted capital out of production activities into areas such as
retailing, trade services, and equity investment. The movement away from production
activities by several of the state's oldest and largest indigenous manufacturers highlights
both the limitedpotentialfor expansion of manufacturing within the local market, and an
attempt to diversify out of resource-based industries characterised by declining levels of
natural resources. Most ofTasmania's largest non-locally owned enterprises have adopted
growth strategies aimed at significant reductions invariable production costs, particularly
in terms of labour input. Within an increasingly difficult export trading environment,
managers of these firms perceive the reduction of labour costs as a central element in
determining their long-term competitiveness.
A third theme of the chapter is that structural change within thestate's manufacturing
economy between 1980 and 1985 reflects thedominant strategies adopted by indigenous
andnon-locally owned enterprises. In terms of employment, the majority of job losshas
occurred within large non-locally owned resource-based enterprises oriented toward export
markets. Non-locally owned laggard segments, selling primarily within the localmarket.
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have also decreased employment over the five yearperiod as the level of business activity
has declined within several of these operations. Among indigenous enterprises, most job
loss has taken place within a few large resource-basedfirms. The most stable employers
within the state's manufacturing sector have been small to medium-sized indigenous
operations which have increased their level of production activity, and a small number of
large indigenous firms which have generated employment through expansions outside
manufacturing.
6.1 CONSTRAINTS TO GROWTH AMONG INDIGENOUS AND
EXTERNALLY OWNED ENTERPRISES
At any given time in its history, thestrategies adopted by a manufacturing enterprise
are determined by the abilities and goals of management, as well as the opportunities and
restrictions of the capitalist systemin whichthe firm operates. The relationship between
structiu-e and agent is central to the dynamics of change within capitalist economies. As
suggested in Chapter 1, this important relationship was underplayed in many of the
behavioural studies of the early 1970s which focused upon the agent as the dominant
influence in economic change. Conversely,many of the Marxist studies written in the late
1970s virtually ignored therole of individual agents, emphasising instead thecontrolling
influence of capitalist structures themselves. The current view is that a balance of the
influence of structure and agent must beaddressed; on the onehand individual agents are
constrained by the capitalist systemyet on the otherthey have some freedom to act within
and even change the local expression ofcapitalism. The following paragraphs discuss the
dominant constraints to growth within the state's manufacturing sector, emphasising
processes which originate both within and external to business enterprises. Discussion
extends the summary of literature presented in Hikanson (1979). Following Hikanson,
the constraints to growth are categorised as four dominant types. They are managerial,
demand, financial, and locational.
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6.1.1 Managerial Constraints
Of the dominant constraints facing the state's manufacturing enterprises, a number
are related primarily to the intemal conditionsof the firm itself. Managerial constraints to
growth involve both the goals of those owning an enterprise, and the abilities of enterprise
managers to plan and undertake expansion programs. As demonstrated in Chapter 5,
management and ownership are virtually synonymous among the majority of indigenous
manufacturers, whereas the two are very much divided within non-locally owned
enterprises. Assuming thatopportunities existfor anenterprise to expand the scope of its
operations, those owning the firm will not actually increase the level ofbusiness activity or
undertake physical expansion without first having decided to pursue growth related
strategies.
Clearly, the process of capital accumulation is guided by the social character of
enterprises operating as individuals within the capitalist production system. In Massey's
(1984) terms, the intemal social structure of capitalist production comprises a number of
classes differentiated in terms oftheir position in the relations ofeconomic ownership and
possession of capital. The bourgeoisie, representing the capitalists, makes the majority of
decisions relating to the accumulationprocess as it maintains full control over economic
ownership and the relations of production (Figure 6.1). Below the bourgeoisie, control
over the ownership and possession ofcapital declines from top to bottom managers who
each possess varying degrees of power within the capitalist organisation. Like the
bourgeoisie, thepetit-bourgeoisie maintains both ownership of capital and control over the
physical means ofproduction. However, the petit-bourgeoisie are different in that they are
typically self-employed and do not have much control over the labour process. Many of
these have chosen to operate small family enterprises because they wish to avoid both the
loss ofautonomy associated with working for others, and the complications ofemploying
persons outside their immediate family. Enterprises falling somewhere between thepetit-
bourgeoisie and the bourgeoisie maintain full ownership ofproduction capital, and employ
wage labour. However, they differ in relation to their direct involvement in the
accumulation process. Firms closely aligned with the bourgeoisie are typically larger
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employers, and pursue strategies which seek to accelerate the rate of accumulation. Firms
closer to the petit-bourgeoisie maintain less involvement in the labour process and are
generally less concerned with the maximisation of surplus-value.
Figure 6.1: Social Structures in Capitalist Production
BOURGEOISIE
Top managers
Middle managers
Bottom managers
Foremen and
line supervisors
PROLETARIAT
Small employers
PETIT-BOURGEOISIE
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Source: Massey, 1984, p. 31.
Rather, they are characterised by a much broader range of attitudes toward growth and
expansion.
Evidence from the survey of Tasmanian manufacturers suggests that the goals of
enterprises are strongly linked to their relative positions within these social structures.
Within the state's manufacturing sector, the smallest family owned indigenous enterprises
typically operate as part of the petit-bourgeoisie. For these firms, most of which are
owner-managed, the small profits available from existing products and markets are
considered adequate. Expansion of activities, altering their position within the social
structure of production, is not an option frequently chosen by the owners of these
enterprises. In fact, 10 of the 23 indigenous enterprises employing fewer than 26 persons
which were surveyed, stated explicitly that the physical expansion of their firm was not a
strategy which they intended to pursue. Four managers of firms employing fewer than 10
persons indicated that they had originally established, and intended to maintain, the
enterprise as a part-time 'hobby' interest. Managers of two other small enterprises,
manufacturing stained glass and window frames, explained that their firm was set up to
provide self-employment, and that it was unlikely they would ever employ workers
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outside their immediate family. Managers of the four remaining enterprises, each
employing between 10 and25persons, have purposely limited the sizeof theiroperations
in order to avoid state payroll tax. Under the present tax legislation, firms which have an
annual wage bill in excess of $300,000 are required to pay a 6 per cent taxon total wages.
By maintaining wages below the $300,000 exemption, enterprises are able to realise an
effective cost savings of 6percent against manufacturers subject to the tax. Although only
four managers stated explicitly thattheimposition ofpayroll taxwastheprime motivation
for theirremaining small, a much larger number of respondents notedthat theeffect of the
taxis oneof several keyfactors which determine their attitude toward expansion.
The majority of the state's medium to large-sized indigenous firms fall somewhere
between the petit-bourgeoisie and the bourgeoisie. The attitudes to growth among these
firms are dependent upon a number of factors specific to each operation. In general,
however, the largest indigenous firms are intent upon identifying and pursuing growth
related strategies. As indicated inChapter 5, these enterprises are predominantly manager-
operated, with key operating decisions being made by a management team rather than only
one individual. However, the direct involvement ofowners within most privately owned
manager-operated firms is very high. While most decisions involve the consultation of
management, it is in fact the single owner who has the final say in directing the broad
growth policies of the enterprise (see section 5.2). Only a handful of indigenous firms are
publicly owned, and follow growth strategies which aim to maximise the returns to
shareholders who, by their voting rights, maintain ultimate control over the company.
With respect to the state's 85 non-locally owned manufacturing enterprises, attitudes
toward growth are formulated largely by managers of the parent company located outside
Tasmania. As suggested in Chapter 5, local managers typically possess minimal control
over key operating decisions, particularly those related to corporate growth policy. This is
especially true for laggard operating segments which, in most cases, account for only a
small percentage of their parent company's total capitalisation, employment and output
within Australia. Although the majority ofnon-locally owned enterprises operate as part
oflarge business organisations which, as public corporations, follow strategies attempting
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to maximise the return to capital and labour inputs, the parent company's attitude toward
the growth of its individual operating units is highly variable. In thisrespect, thevisibility
of local operations within their parent organisation is very important. The visibility of
most laggard segments within Tasmania is low, as they either manufacture products or
operatein marketswhich generateonly minimal profits for their parent company. Given
their marginal role in the overall accumulation process, these segments are unlikely toplay
a major part in their parent company's expansion programs. On the other hand, severalof
the state's large intermediate segments which generate considerable profits for their parent
company are likely to play a more central part in thegroup's expansion.
Assuming that management in control of indigenous or non-locally owned
enterprises decides to expand operations within Tasmania, a second possible managerial
constraint to growth involves the ability of managers to carry out the tasks associated with
expansion. Depending upon the nature and scale of the proposed developments,
successful expansion requires that management beproficient in matters such as product
development, marketing and advertising, finance, and quality control. In addition,
expansions may generate changes within the social relations ofproduction, transforming
the processes of both labour and management organisation. Among indigenous
enterprises, such constraints are most relevant to smaller owner-managed firms which
must rely upon the abilities of a single person to carry out all functions associated with
expansion. Although some owner-managers are certainly able toperform these required
tasks, the vast amount ofresearch into failures among small firms clearly demonstrates that
a strong relationship does in fact exist between business failure and a lack ofmanagement
ability (Brough, 1970; Johns, etd, 1983; Thompson and Leyden, 1983; Mason, 1984).
Results from theTasmanian survey indicate that managers of most indigenous firms,
particularly those which are both small and owner-managed, lack the skills necessary to
enter successfully into major expansion programs. This is especially true among
craftsman-based enterprises which are typically operated by an individual who is
competent in areas of design andproduction, butlacks any practical experience in areas of
accounting, finance, and market development. For many small indigenous firms, the only
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source of information in these key areas is occasional advice gained from external
accountants who prepare their company's income tax returns. Medium to large-sized
indigenous enterprises typically possess a wider range of expertise. Within the few
indigenous firms employing a number of managers, each responsible for only a particular
segment of the total operation, expansion is muchmorefeasible in terms of management's
ability to divide responsibilities and deal effectively with thechanges brought about by the
frrm's expansion. However, several managers of these firms suggested that their growth
options were generally committed to existing product lines, as strategies of diversification
away from established products were in fact beyond theexpertise of themanagement team.
The constraints imposed by managers having only limited experience in product
development are critical in industries suchas sawmilling where the movement into value-
addedprocessingwould perhaps allow a firm to diversify out of a market in which it can
not compete against larger capital-intensive producers.
Asdemonstrated in Chapter 5,the functional control of most Tasmanian managers of
non-locally owned enterprises is hmited primarily toroutine production andadministrative
activities. The expertise of local managers in areas outside these routine functions is thus
extremely narrow. However, the expertise available within the parent company outside the
state is often extensive, especially within large multi-divisional or transnational
organisations. Expansion undertaken by the Tasmanian operation would thus draw
heavily upon the abilities of managers, and technical andsupport divisions based outside
the state. Much of theprevious research into extemal ownership has concluded that such
links also provide a means by which indigenous enterprises within less developed areas
are able to gain access to specialist information based outside the region (for example, see
Watts, 1981). Evidence from the Tasmanian study indicates that there is virtually no
transfer of information between indigenous and non-locally owned enterprises as only a
handful ofindigenous and non-locally owned operations, engaged insubcontract relations,
are operationally interdependent. However, it is clear that expertise held by the parent
company outside the state has historically played a major role in facilitating developments
within Tasmania which would otherwise have not been possible given the character of the
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local manufacturing economy.
6.1.2 Demand Constraints
In addition to managerial constraints, a number of factors related to the demand for
products manufactured are also relevant in shaping the nature of corporate growth
processes within Tasmania's manufacturing economy. For the majority of enterprises
undertaking expansion within their present range of manufactured products, the decision to
expand is not made by senior management unless it is first believed that either the market
in which the firm currently operates is growing, or that the physical expansion of
production operations will somehow enable the enterprise to gain a larger share of the
existing market.
In Marx's terms, expansion will only take place if capitalists believe they can realise
an increase in the surplus-value generated during the production process. If the market
itself is expanding, the rate at which the accumulation of capital takes place may be
increased by management raising the physical output of the plant, thereby generating
additional absolute surplus-value. For a firm to gain a larger share of an existing (stable)
market, management must restmcture production operations in order to become more
competitive against other producers. Increasesin productivity are typically broughtabout
through reductions in the firm's variable cost structure. Such reductions often involve the
adoption of technologies which lowerthe necessary labour timerequired to manufacture a
given product unit. In this instance, the rate at which capital is accumulated is increased
through changes in the relative surplus-value generated during theproduction process.
Within Tasmania's manufacturing sector, several important situations exist in which
demand constraints influence the additional level of surplus-value which can be realised
from existing product lines. First, growth among some enterprises is constrained as
markets, for which they are manufacturing products, are declining. For firms
manufacturing products for final demand markets, reductions in demand are generally
associated with changes in consumer behaviour brought about by both changing social
conditions and the introduction of new products which compete against those currently
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available. For products such as ice cream, soft drinks, and confectionery, manufacturers
must constantly be aware of, and revise products in accordance to, changes taking place
within the consumer market. Firms must be able to adapt quickly to changing market
conditions, and be able to finance the capitaldevelopments required to remain competitive
against other producers. Tasmanian enterprises operating in consumer markets
characterised by rapid changes are predominantly non-locally owned, and rely heavily
upon theirparent company's expertise in productandmarket development.
Demand constraint among enterprisesoperating within intermediate demand markets
is often associated with a reduction in the number of customers available within the local
region. Within Tasmania, several enterprises dependent upon formal or informal
subcontract arrangements, in particular, have suffered in recent years as the number of
customers has declined. For example, a non-locally ownedfirm manufacturing multi-wall
paper sacks in Devonporthas, since the mid-1970s, lost a significant portion of the local
packaging market which it onceheld. During the 1960s, the companywas estabhshedto
supply paper sacks for EZ Industries' fertiliser plant, Tioxide's pigment factory near
Bumie, and the Goliath cement works near Devonport. In the past ten years, EZ
Industries has changed its packaging to plastic bags manufactured on the mainland,
Tioxide has begun exporting much of its product in steel drums, and Goliath has become
increasingly involved in bulk exports ofcement. Although the packaging firm has recently
picked up a minor amount of business firom the state's largest dairy co-operative, the loss
of much of its established clientele has very much threatened its viability. During the
interview, the company's manager stated that the plant's closure was likely if any further
business was lost within Tasmania.
In addition to the constraints imposed by markets which are actually declining, the
possibilities for expansion within a large number of Tasmanian enterprises are limited
simply by the small size and slow growth of the state market. As shown in Chapter 2,
Tasmania's population of 442,100 persons represents only 2.8 per cent of the Australian
total. More importantly, the local market is virtually stagnant, as the annual percentage
increase in Tasmania's population has notbeenabove 1 per cent since 1969. The limited
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opportunity for expansion within the local market is critical, as 90 per cent of indigenous
and 55 per cent of non-locally owned enterprises are largely dependent upon sales within
the state (see Figure 3.15). The level of exports from Tasmania's indigenous
manufacturers is extremely low, especially within non-resource based industries. Among
non-locally owned enterprises, most laggard segments are tied to the state market as then-
parent company operates similar establishments in most mainland capital cities. The small
size of the Tasmanianmarkethas, in some instances, shelteredlocal producers from larger
mainland manufacturers which have not marketed their products aggressively within the
state. However, it has also encoiu-aged the development of a small-scale, inefficient
indigenous manufacturing sector which is generally ill-equipped to compete against
extemal producers which do in fact bid for a controlling share of the Tasmanian market.
Another form of demand constraint influencing the growth potential of local
enterprises involves market restrictions imposed by governments outside Tasmania.
Within Australia, such restrictions have historically taken the form of state preference
purchasing schemes for both public and private sector tenders. Under these schemes, state
governmentshave effectivelysubsidised local manufacturers by awarding them contracts
in instances where extemal producers have actually submitted lower bids. It might be
assumed that state preference purchasing schemes are potentially more detrimental to
manufacturers in Tasmania than to those in other states, particularly Victoria and New
South Wales. Clearly, Tasmanian manufacturers have more to loseby not being awarded
tenders in Melboume than do Melbourne firms not being awarded much smaller and less
frequent contracts in Hobart. In practice, however, the system of preference purchasing
has probably been to the benefit of the majority of Tasmanian manufacturers. Discussions
with local management suggestedthat the removal of preference schemes on the mainland
would do little to alter the frequency with which local firms would submit tenders
interstate. In addition, many managers of indigenous firms, particularly within heavy
engineering and fabricated metals industries, felt that preference purchasing by the
Tasmanian government didin fact play an important role in maintaining their viability as
manufacturers.
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In addition to the direct market restrictions imposed by state governments, the
foreign trade policies of the Australian federal government may indirectly influence the
potential forgrowth among Tasmanian manufacturers by altering their competitive position
against foreign producers within the domestic market. Perhaps themost dramatic example
of this took place in 1973 when thefederal government reduced tariffs on textile imports
by 25 per cent. As demonstrated in Chapter 3, the tariff reductions and other economic
changes (eg. fluctuating wage levels and exchange rates) led to a massive restructuring
within the domestic textile industry, resulting in significant employment loss within centres
such as Launceston. Although tariff reductions were not as dramatic between 1980 and
1985, the domestic market conditions for several Tasmanian industries were affected by
changes to thefederal government's trade policies. Most relevant were developments of
trade links between Australia and New Zealand, and changes affecting foreign trade within
the automotive industry. In 1983, the Closer Economic Relations trade agreement (CER)
was established between Australia and New Zealand, in order to encourage trade and the
efficient allocation of resources between the two countries. The objectives of the
agreement are gradually to eliminate trade restrictions onvirtually all goods, effectively
integrating segments of the two economies. In its first few years of operation, the
influenceof CER upon trans-Tasman trade remained unclear, as neither the Australian or
New Zealand government established a central authority to monitor CER's impact upon
trade relations (Financial Review. 16 April, 1985). Rather, the program's assessment was
left to individual industries within the two countries. Under such conditions, allegations
of unfair trade practices became routine occurrences, and the corporate support upon
which CER depended gradually weakened.
During thesis interviews, managers of each of Tasmania's four major vegetable
processing operations indicated that CER has adversely affected their volume of sales
within the domestic market, as New Zealand manufacturers were far more efficient
producers, benefited from the continuation ofNew Zealand performance-based export
incentives, and had gained increasing support from Australia's few powerful supermarket
retailers. For example, in 1985 the New Zealand frozen food processor Wattle Pict
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launched a massive $1 million marketing campaign on the Australian mainland for its
range of frozen green vegetables. Subsidised heavily by a New Zealand government
export marketing development grant, Wattle Pict increased substantially its Australian
marketposition as a favourable exchange rate encouraged Australian retailers to purchase
the company's products. As a partial result of the New Zealand firm's success,
Tasmania's vegetable processors were each forced to cut production and maintain high
levels of finished stock which they were unable to sell. Inparticular, McCain's processing
facility in Smithton was forced toreduce its contract tonnage for green peasby 30percent
the following year, while reducing its peak-season manufacturing workforce by 70
persons.
As part of the federal Labor government's restructuring of the motor vehicle
industry, local manufacturers which increase their exportperformance have, since 1982,
been allowed to import automotive componentry atlower rates ofduty. Under this Export
Facilitation Credit Scheme, the local content of Australian-made vehicles reduced steadily
overthenextfew years (The Australian. 30October, 1985). Therapid changes within the
competitive environment of thedomestic automotive components industry led to a number
of local adjustments. Among these were Repco's decision to divest the majority of its
component-based divisions, including itsbearing facility in Launceston (Repco, 1985; and
see section 5.1.1). As Australia's six car manufacturers scrambled to reduce the number
of models produced, very little effort was devoted toward communication with domestic
component manufacturers. In a climate of uncertainty, component manufacturers
including Repco were unable to generate design and production strategies for original
equipment components within the domestic market.
Finally, the market restrictions imposed upon Australian manufacturers from foreign
sources also influence the potential for growth among a number of industries based within
Tasmaitia. Market restrictions can take a number ofdirect forms such as the imposition of
tariffs and quotas, or indirect forms including producer subsidies granted to foreign
manufacturers, and production ceilings set by international regulatory agencies.
Tasmanian manufacturers most affected by such restrictions operate within textiles, meat
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processing, and pharmaceutical industries. For example, growth within Tasmania's textile
industry has been limited, in part, by tariffs and quotas set by foreign governments,
particularly the US and Japan. However, since a reduction in US tariffs on various
textiles took place in 1982, two non-locally owned Tasmanian manufacturers have
developed additional product lines, and marketed them successfully within the American
market. Several forms of restrictions have influencedTasmania's meat export industry,
including quotas set by foreign govemments and thedumping of subsidised meatproducts
by the EEC. The influence of the EEC has been especially negative since 1982 when
increased pressure was applied upon Canada, Korea and Japan to take up the
Community's surplus production. In 1985, the Pacific basin accounted for over one-third
of Australia's beef exports (The Australian. 10 September, 1985). As demonstrated in
Chapter 5 (see section 5.1.1), both the production ceilings set by the International
Narcotics Control Board, and quota restrictions by foreign govemments, are largely
responsible for establishing the rate of growth within Tasmania's poppy and
pharmaceutical industries.
Thus, several different forms of demand constraints are influencing the growth of
Tasmania's manufacturing economy. Given that the largest number of both indigenous
andnon-locally ownedmanufacturers areoriented primarily towardtheTasmanian market,
the constraints related to the limited population size and slow growth of the local region are
most critical.
6.1.3 Financial Constraints
Of theconstraints to capital growth and accumulation, theinability of firms tofmance
investment is perhapsmost important. Assuming thatmanagement hasboth the desire and
ability toexpand within a growing market, the factor ultimately influencing the success of
a development program is thefirm's ability to organise the required finance. Anenormous
amount of literature on business finance has emphasised the differences in financial
constraints between small and large firms (for example, see Renfrew, et al 1985; and
Copeland, 1983). Survey evidence from the Tasmanian manufacturing sector suggests
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that, in particular, financial constraints vary according to both the size and ownership of
enterprises.
Discussions with managers of indigenous enterprises, the majority of which are
small to medium-sized operations, highlighted a number of key constraints. First,
managers of many businesses in a position to undertake investment know little about the
types of financing available to them. In particular, most owner-managers making key
investment decisions have little or no formal training in areas of financial management.
Knowledge of finance sources is especially limited in terms of government agencies and
programs which are available to private enterprise. They include Commonwealth sources
such as the Australian Industry Development Corporation, Export Finance and Insurance
Corporation, Management and Investment Company Program, and the Commonwealth
Development Bank. While most indigenous firms were aware that local state-based
development programs were initiated by the Tasmanian Development Authority, only a
small percentage of managers interviewed have ever approached the Authority for
information or assistance.
Given the dominance of small indigenous firms within the state's manufacturing
economy, it is not surprising that the largest number of these enterprises (46.6 per cent)
relied upon internal funds as the largest single source of finance for all investments
between 1980and 1985 (Figure 6.2). A further 41.7 per cent of indigenous firms relied
primarily upon institutional sources of finance including banks and finance companies,
while a much smaller group of enterprises utilised other sources including the Tasmanian
Development Authority. Power networks involving a reliance upon trade customers or
suppliers for finance capital are essentially non-existent within Tasmania. This is in fact
not surprising given thatonly a few indigenous firms are largely dependent upon larger
business organisations through subcontract and franchise arrangements (see Chapter 4).
The reliance of indigenous enterprises upon internal funding of investments reflects the
reluctance ofmany firms toobtain finance from outside sources, and the inability ofothers
to provide the capital necessary to secure institutional loans. Enterprises reliant solely
upon internal funds for investment are clearly limited by their cash flows and levels of
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retained profits. Moreover, survey evidence strongly suggests that a large number of
indigenous firms make poor use of their working capital, and are slow to collect
outstanding debts owed to the business.
Figure 6.2: Primary Source of Finance for Indigenous
Manufacturing Enterprises, 1980-1985
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Forexample, a small Devonport firm manufacturing sports uniforms and school jumpers
maintains approximately one-quarter of its net assets in idle stock, as the few mainland
fabric mills the company is forced to deal with will sell only in bulk quantities. The
manager of thefirm stated thatwhile trade was good, expansion was virtually impossible
since the enterprise presently operates from rented premises and has little collateral
available to secure a bank loan.
The state's 85 non-locally owned enterprises have very different financial
constraints. As outlined in Chapter 5, all but a handful of these operations are dependent
upon their parent companies for the majority offinance capital (see Figure 5.5). Virtually
all non-locally owned enterprises operate as part of large business organisations which
have access to financial resources adequate to expand their operations in Tasmania.
However, the financial constraints influencing Tasmanian plants are associated largely
with the degree of intra-organisational competition for operating resources between
segments of the parent company. In this respect, intermediate segments are more likely to
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have greater access to the financial resources of the parent firm than are laggard segments
which contribute less to the overall profitability of the organisation.
6.1.4 Locational Constraints
The final of the four dominant types of constraints influencing the growth of
Tasmanian enterprises are those attributable largely to theconditions of the localcapitalist
environment within which firms operate. As argued in Chapter 1, social relations of
production vary over both time and space, as well as between individual business
enterprises. Theway in which firms organise their activities over space is influenced bya
hostof factors such as market character, access to resources, transport andlabour markets,
thesupport available from government, andthenature of industry competition. These and
other factors vary between locations, representing different sorts of opportunities to
different firms. The growth ofestablished operations of business enterprises is certainly
influenced by many of these same factors. Within Tasmania's manufacturing sector,
several locational factors are particularly relevant asconstraints to enteiprise growth within
the current capitalist environment.
Perhaps the most important and certainly most visible locational constraint is the
limited availability of resources within the state's forest products, fishing, and meat
processing industries. Within the state's forest products industry, evidence demonstrates
that sawlog cut from Crown forests has been above sustainable yields since the early
1950s (Walker, 1981). Between 1980 and 1985, the Tasmanian Forestry Commission
reduced significantly its allocation of Crown sawlogs, replacing the system ofExclusive
Forest Permits with a more stringent system of annual sawlog allocation. In addition to
the reduction of sawlog allocations by the Forestry Commission, the availability of
sawlogs has also been threatened by APPM's and ANM's premature utilisation ofpotential
sawlogs within their pulpwood concession areas (Kemp, 1981). As the availability of
sawlogs from Crown forests has declined, greater pressure has been placed upon the
exploitation of private timber resources. The long-term prospect forprivate resources is
questionable, however, as less than one-third of the private forests cut is subsequently
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regenerated. In a bid to secure its sawlog resources, APPM's Forest Products division
has, since the late 1970s, bought out a large number of smaller indigenous sawmills
operating in its Wesley Vale concession. Similar activity has occurred elsewhere within
the industry, with the usual result being the closure of the acquired mill, reductions in the
workforce, and the centrahsation of production capital.
In addition to a decline of sawlog resources, fears have arisen concerning the
availability ofminor species such as sassafras, myrtle, and blackwood used extensively in
Tasmania's expanding timber furniture industry. At present, these species are taken
primarily from private land, and very little information exists on whether the statewide
resource is being managed properly. Although the long-term growth of Tasmania's
furniture industry depends heavily upon the availability of these species, interviews
undertaken with owner-managers of several furniture enterprises demonstrates that there
exists a general ignorance of the problem within the industry itself. Most firms
manufacturing wooden furniture are small, locally owned, second or third generation
operations. The owner-managers running these enterprises are typically highly skilled
craftsmen. However, their historical dependence upon wholesalers for timber resources
has meant that most know very little about either where the resource actually comes from
or how much of it is available.
Within the state's fish processing industry, declining stocks have already resulted in
a numberof major rationalisations, and will dictate the nature of growth within several
segments of the industry for many years to come. Inparticular, stocks oforange roughy,
abalone, rocklobsterand scallops have fallen rapidly since the late 1970s as catches have
been well above sustainable yields. In 1984, the state agency responsible for fisheries
management, the Tasmanian Fisheries Development Authority (TFDA), declared that the
scallop catch that year was the best ever, and that the industry would 'continue to grow
rapidly' ("Australian Fisheries. 1983, p. 44). Within a year, it was apparent thatthe state's
scallop industry was in severe trouble, due both to over-fishing and to the devastating
effects of scallop dredging. In 1985, theTFDA stopped granting new licences andclosed
several major scallop beds offnorth east Tasmania. In that same yeartheTFDA itselfwas
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dismantled as it was clearly unable to manage effectively the state's fisheries resource.
Similar problems have occurredwithinTasmania's abalone industry. Currently, nearlyall
abalonecaught in Tasmanian waters is sold in Japan for approximately $15 per kilogram in
the sheU. As abalone diving has become an increasingly lucrative occupation, the priceof
licences sold between divers has risen to well over $900,000. Between the late 1960s
when abalone was firstcaught commercially andthe early 1980s, littlepressure was put on
divers to stay under catch levels recommended by the state government. As a result,
abalone stocks were depleted and the industry was forced to introduce lower catch levels.
Between 1980and 1988, catch limits per diverwere reduced by 56per cent to just over 16
tonnes annually. While the lower catch levels still enable most of the state's 125
commercial divers to reap substantial profits, new divers who have taken out loans to
finance the purchase of theirlicense are in a much less favourable position.
Since the late 1970s, growth within Tasmania's meatprocessing industry has also
been restricted bydeclining stock levels. In theearly 1970s, theindustry reached itspeak
with four majorexport processing operations slaughtering nearly 1.4 million sheep and
350,000head of cattleannually (Tasmanian YearBook, 1978). By 1980Tasmania's meat
processing industry accounted fornearly 70percent of the state's agricultural production.
Since then stock levels have fallen byapproximately one-third. Principal reasons for the
decrease in stock include competing land uses for vegetables, poppies and wool, an
increase in live sheep and cattle exports, and severe drought conditions experienced
between 1981 and 1983. Under the Tasmanian Freight Equalisation Scheme, farmers
shipping livestock toMelbourne for slaughter receive $2.10 perhead of sheep and $12.00
per head of cattle (Department of Transport, 1985). Between 1981 and 1983, in
particular, abattoirs in Melboume were paying prices for Tasmanian livestock which were
higher than those offered locally. In 1986, the continuation of declining stock levels
forced Tasmania's largest meat processor, Richardson's Meat Industries, into
receivership. As a result, nearly 300 jobs were lost. The future of the state's three
remaining export processors remains in doubt, as their manufacturing facilities are
operating well under capacity. The inefficient use of capital resources has reduced the
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competitiveness of Tasmanian producers, especially against smaller slaughterhouses on the
mainland selling within the domestic market.
In addition to locational constraints associated with a limited availability of material
resources, expansion within a large number of Tasmanian manufacturing enterprises is
constrained by the difficulties involved in sellingto markets outside the state. Although
the influence of Tasmania'sphysical separation from mainland markets has perhaps been
over-emphasised by some commentators, there is little doubt that many of the state's
manufacturers are disadvantaged compared to similar operations in Melbourne and
Sydney. The great distances between Tasmania and major interstate markets means that
most small to medium-sized indigenous firms must rely upon wholesale sales agents on
the mainland. Fewindigenous firms are ableto generate sufficient output, or possess the
managerial and financial resources required, to deal directly with large retailers outside
Tasmania. The reliance upon wholesale agents in export markets reduces the ultimate
control which local manufacturers possess over the marketing of their own products.
While theresponsibihties for keyfunctions such as interstate marketdevelopment areoften
granted to wholesalers on the mainland, managers in Tasmania are forced to spend a
considerable portion of their time with administrative matters involved in shipping goods
to the mainland.
Among many of Tasmania's non-locally owned enterprises, growth is limited bythe
implicit or explicit market constraints imposed by their parent companies. As
demonstrated in Chapter 5, a large number of non-locally owned enterprises are allowed
by their parent firm to sell only within Tasmania as similar plants operate within several
other Australian states. Most enterprises influenced by such constraints are laggard
operating segments following a strategy of Tasmanian market entry. Growth strategies
adopted are thus limited to the opportunities presented within the state market. The
'default' market constraints imposed byparent companies arelikely to change overtime as
both the number of plants within the group, and products manufactured at various
locations, are altered. In addition, as parent companies acquireother firms, or are taken
over themselves, the market constraints placed upon Tasmanian enterprises may change.
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For example, a Devonport firm manufacturing fibreglass products was forced to abandon
product sales to the mainland following its parent company's decision to sell the
Tasmanian operation. Operating previously as the sole Australian subsidiary of the US
building products company Ceilcote Limited, the Devonport plant marketed fibreglass
products within each mainland state. In 1984, Ceilcote phased out its fibreglass activities
worldwide. The Tasmanian enterprise was purchased by the Sydney-based construction
group Transfield Limited. At the time of the purchase, Transfield's reinforced plastics
divisionoperatedplants similar to Devonport in Perth,Melbourne, and Sydney. Interstate
sales of fibreglass products from Devonportwere subsequently discontinued. As a result,
production workforce at the Devonport plant was cut by one-half, and two marketing
executiveswere transferred to other locationswithin the Transfield group.
Given the constraints influencing the growth of Tasmanian manufacturing
enterprises, the following sectionsummarises the growth strategiesadoptedbetween 1980
and 1985. Discussion first outlines a conceptual model of corporate growth within the
state's manufacturing economy. Fromthis conceptualisation, the actual strategies being
followed by enterprisesare highlighted. Particular attention is given to the characteristics
of enterprises following different strategies.
6.2 STRATEGIES OF GROWTH WITHIN THE STATE'S MANUFACTURING
ECONOMY: 1980-1985
6.2.1 Conceptualisation of Growth Strategies
From the constraints to growth originating both within and external to business
enterprises, managers adopt strategies which coincide with their objectives, as well as with
managerial andphysical resources. The particular nature of constraints operating within
Tasmania's manufacturing economy suggests that four general strategies of growth and
accumulation are available tomanagment. Two of these involve thephysical growth of the
enterprise. In Figure 6.3 they areshown asexpansion within andoutside manufacturing.
A third possible strategy involves therationalisation of existing operations, andthefourth
Figure 6.3: Conceptualisation Of Growth Strategies Availabie to Tasmanian Manufacturing Enterprises
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is simply to maintain the enterprise's existing operations.
Expansion-Based Strategies
Management of enterprises expanding within manufacturing have a number of
options available to them. These are expansion through market penetration, market
development, product development, and product diversification (Hakanson, 1979 p. 127;
Figure 6.3). Firms may choose either one ora combination of these aspartof a strategy to
develop their production base. Through a strategy ofmarket penetration, firms expand by
selling their manufactured products in new locations. New markets may be served from
either existing production locations orfrom new plants established by the enterprise. In
addition, new geographic markets may be entered following the acquisition of, ormerger
with, another company. Strategies ofmarket development involve afirm's attempt to gain
a larger share of its existing market. This is typically accomplished through the
enterprise's existing plant structure. The success of market development strategies is
dependent largely upon the abihty ofmanagement inareas ofmarketing and advertising, as
well as the potential for an increased market share given the demand constraints faced by
the enterprise. Compared to other strategies ofexpansion within manufacturing, market
development is often chosen since it involves less risk (eg. major investment in fixed
capital) to the enterprise.
By comparison, strategies of product development and diversification generally
represent greater risk to the firm, requiring at least moderate investment in fixed capital.
Moreover, the short-term benefits ofproduction-based strategies areoften less than those
reahsed from market-based strategies, since the introduction ofnew orimproved products
requires considerable time. Research by Steed (1971) and Healey (1981), however,
demonstrates the importance ofproduct changes to the long-term survival and growth of
manufacturing enterprises. In particular, the introduction of new process and product
technologies is vitalwithin firms operating in highly competitive markets. Asindicated in
Chapter 5, product developments represent an important form of locational adjustment
within multi-site firms, and may alter the power structures within organisations by
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increasing or reducing the level of control functions maintained by branch managers.
While product developments are likely to be accomplished through internal expansion of
the enterprise, the diversification of manufactured products often involves external
expansion through either merger or acquisition. External expansion is often undertaken as
a means to acquire a level of expertise not currently held within the firm. Product
diversification is oftenassociated witha scarcity of material resources necessary to support
growth of a firm's establishedproduct lines. By diversifyingtheir existing product base,
firms may increase the value of the final product, reducing the volume of raw materials
required to generate a given value of sales. Forexample, localsawmillers presently selling
rough sawn timber to manufacturers in Victoria may, in the future, diversify into areas
such as furniture manufacture.
As an alternative to expansion within manufacturing, enterprises mayadopt strategies
of growth in areas such as retailing, wholesaling, trade services, and equity investment
(Figure 6.3). Possible reasons forexpanding in areas other than manufacturing are many
andvaried. Firms constrained by a lackof locally available raw materials may havelittle
choice but to diversify out of resource-based production to ensure their survival. Other
enterprises may choose to expand outside manufacturing as a means to supplement then-
production activities. This strategy is particularly attractive to smaller enterprises since
expansion may be undertaken with only minimal investment. For example, a firm may
establish a smallretail outletat thefront of its factory, whileotherfirms withunder-utilised
storage or transport facilities may supplement their production activities byexpanding into
wholesaling and distribution.
Expansion outside manufacturing is also likely among enterprises manufacturing
products in markets characterised by a high level of demand constraint. For some
enterprises in Tasmania, further growth ofmanufacturing is impossible without adopting
a strategy of market penetration which usually requires movement into interstate markets.
Rather than expand outside the state, manufacturers may diversify into non-production
activities within their local region. In certainmanufacturing industries such as fabricated
metals, electrical goods andjoinery, enterprises are often able to expand thelevelof trade
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services offered to their customers. Such services include design, installation,
maintenance and repair activities.
Equity investment in non-relatedcompanies is an option more commonly available to
larger manufacturing enterprises which possess the ability to raise the required capital
funds. While some firms may convert existing non-trading assets into equity finance,
others may actually divest segments of their production activities in order to fund such
investments. Equity investment is attractive to firms for a number of reasons. First,
through equity investments firms are ableto share in the profits of non-related companies
without having to carry the responsibilities associated with direct management. Second,
by acquiring partial ownership of non-related companies, investors are able to increase
their level of power over other business organisations. In this respect, firms may increase
their influence overtrade customers or suppliers, as well as firms providing competition
within themarketplace. Equity investments may also be undertaken aspartof a long-term
strategy culminating in the eventual takeover of another company.
Strategies of Rationalisation and Survival
In contrast to enterprises adopting strategies of growth either within or outside
manufacturing, theconstraints to growth may be such thatexpansion itselfis notpossible.
In this case, firms willattempt either to maintain their existing operations or to reduce the
level ofactivities currently being carried out (Figure 6.3). Depending upon the severity of
constraints influencing an enterprise, rationalisation may involve only one segment of a
firm's operation or the entire operation itself. As part of a rationalisation strategy, firms
are likely to close establishments, abandon particular products, or undertake significant
reductions in processing, distribution, storage and maintenance activities. Central to most
rationalisation within manufacturing is an immediate reduction of the firm's production
cost structure, particularly in terms of the amount of labour required to produce a given
rate of surplus-value.
Thelowering ofproduction costs is also aprimary objective among many enterprises
working simply to maintain their existing operations. In contrast to firms in which cost
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reductions are focused upon reduced levels of business activity in the short-term, firms
seeking to maintain their level of physical output are often able to plan and implement cost
reduction programs over a much longer period. Since these firms are working to maintain
the level of business activity, they are more likely to be able to raise the financial capital
required for critical investment in improved process technology. However, not all
manufacturing enterprises seeking to maintain their current level of business activity will
undertake major cost-saving investments. Among many small to medium-sized firms, in
particular, the level of existing production can be supported through minimal investment.
As long as the firm is able to maintain its current market share, those in control of the
operation are unlikely to undertake investments involving significant risks.
Changes in the Social Relations of Production
As segments within the business organisation are continually subjected to various
strategies of expansion or decline, the socialrelations of production within the firm may be
altered. Within multi-site firms the growthor rationalisation of individual operating units
may lead to a subsequent shift in the balance of control functions and power held by
managers of various plants within the group. Similarly, the establishment of new branch
locations will lead to the creation of new control functions. Within single-site enterprises,
the strategies adoptedmay alterthe relations between capital and labour, as capitalbecomes
either more or less directly involved in the accumulation process. As the activities
undertaken by enterprises changeover time, changesin the social relations of production
will ultimately influence the constraints facing capital throughout subsequent rounds of
new investment (Figure 6.3).
Following on from the constraints to growth and strategies available to
manufacturing firms, the next section details the actual growth strategies adopted by
Tasmanian enterprises between 1980 and 1985. Discussion highlights the different
strategies adopted by indigenous and non-locally owned enterprises. Survey evidence
demonstrates that most manufacturing firms have adopted more than one strategy, as both
the constraints to growth and opportunities for expansion vary between individual
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operating segments. It is thus inappropriate to classify individual firms on the basis of a
single growth strategy. It is possible, however, to analyse enterprises in terms of the
dominant and minor strategies which theyare following. Within virtually all enterprises
following multiple strategies, the long-term viability of the firm is dependent largelyupon
a singleoperating segment to which the majority of financial and managerial resources are
committed. The 'dominant' strategyof eachmanufacturing enterprise is thereforedefined
on this basis. As well as the dominantstrategy being followed by enterprises, discussion
highlights the nature of other strategies adoptedby fums which are somewhat less critical
to the performanceand long-term development of the operation.
A number of general conclusions can be drawn from the survey data. First, among
indigenous firms only a small number have committed a major percentage of their
resources to expansion-based strategies since 1980. Rather, most expansion-based
strategies being followed have requiredonly minimal capital investment, and are oriented
toward the development of existing facilities within the firm. Secondly, much of the
expansion undertaken by indigenous capital has been in areas outside manufacturing.
Among non-locally owned enterprises serving the Tasmanian market, most have either
rationalised their operation or attempted tomaintain existing levels of activity with only
minimal capital investment. A higher percentage ofnon-locaUy owned enterprises oriented
toward markets outside the state have expanded the scope of their production operations,
although a considerable portion of investment within Tasmania has focused upon the
reduction of labour costs rather than increased business activity.
6.2.2 Strategies Adopted By Indigenous Enterprises Between 1980-
1985
Discussion of the growth strategies adopted byindigenous enterprises between 1980
and 1985 is based solely upon an intensive investigation of the 81 locally owned
operations included in the manufacturing survey. Ofprimaryconcernis the identification
of processes relevant to these enterprises. Although the 81 firms represent a sample of
only 22 per cent of all indigenous manufacturers (seeTable 2.4), the firms includedin the
survey account for the majority of employment andoutput within the state's indigenous
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manufacturing sector. Processes are thus identified for those enterprises most likely to
have the greatest influenceover the growth or declineof indigenousmanufacturing. In the
following paragraphs, reference is often made to small, medium and large firms. As
defined in section 3.4, small firms employ fewer than 26 persons, medium-sized firms
employ between 26 and 99 persons, and large firms employ 100 or more workers.
Expansion Within Manufacturing
Between 1980 and 1985, only 29 (36 per cent) of the 81 indigenous enterprises
included in themanufacturing survey adopted dominant strategies which were expansion-
based (Table 6.1). Expansion within manufacturing represented the dominant strategy in
18 of these 29 firms. Of these 18 enterprises, seven focused their activities upon the
development of existingproductlines, six expanded into new geographic markets, three
worked primarily to increase further their share of existing markets, and two diversified
into new product areas.
Development of Existing Product Lines
The seven enterprises developing their existing product lines manufacture a wide
range of items including table wines, food products, office furniture, moulded plastics,
and industrial footwear. Each of these is a medium to large-sized operation which has
injected considerable funds into product developments. Six of these firms operate inlocal
product markets dominated by large mainland-based manufacturers while one, a
manufacturer ofindustrial footwear, sells the majority ofitsmanufactured products outside
Tasmania. Given the competitive nature ofthe markets inwhich they are operating, these
firms must continually improve or expand their range of manufactured products. Within
all seven firms, product developments have been undertaken atexisting facilities operated
by the enterprise.
Typical of the six firms operating in the state market is a Hobart manufacturer of
meat pies and pastry which has operated independently within Tasmania since 1949.
Constantmarketpressureby the two largestmainland manufacturers, HerbertAdams and
Table 6.1: Dominant and Minor Growth Strategies Adopted by Indigenous Manufacturing Enterprises, 1980-1985
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The Adelaide Steamship Company, has forced the Tasmanian company continually to
improve its products. The focus upon product quality is especially critical as the
Tasmanian firm is unable to compete against the majorproducers in terms of advertising
and the volume of product marketed through the state's two largest retailers, Coles-Myer
and Woolworths. Instead, the Tasmanian firm has captured a major share of the state's
corner store and take-away food markets in which the major producers are less
competitive.
Expansion Into New Markets
The six enterprises expanding into new markets include four which have entered into
new regional markets within Tasmania, a manufacturer ofmining vehicles which expanded
into several mainland markets, anda major Hobart publishing andprinting company which
established a manufacturing facility overseas. The fourenterprises adopting a strategy of
multi-regional expansion within Tasmania are small to medium-sized firms which, after
establishing themselves in their local region, have attempted to increase sales of
manufactured products by expanding in at least one of the state's other two regional
markets. They include a Hobart-based fruit juice company, a Devonport joinery firm, and
two Launceston companies manufacturingmarine electronics and cellulose fibre insulation
respectively. The firms manufacturing joinery and insulation expanded into the state's
southern market by establishing a branch production facility in Hobart. The marine
electronics firm also entered the Hobart market, but chose to increase its production
facilities in Launceston and rely uponretailers in Hobart for product sales. The Hobart
fruit juice company expanded into the north and north west regions ofthe state after taking-
over the Tasmanian operations of a non-locallyowned manufacturer in Launceston. The
Devonport manufacturer of mining vehicles hasexpanded its productsales into a number
of mainland markets since 1980, selling directly to mining companies requiring
underground vehicles. The Hobart publishing and printing company, Davies Brothers
Ltd, established a joint venture colour sign operation in Singapore as part of a strategy
whichis expectedto lead to further factory expansions outsideAustralia.
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Development of Existing Markets and Product Diversification
Of the five remaining indigenous firms which have adopted a dominant strategy of
expansion in manufacturing, three haveput considerable effort into developing further the
existing geographic markets in which they operate, and two have diversified into new
areas of product manufacture. Only one of the three firms focusing upon market
development, a cement manufacturer based in thenorth westregion, sells primarily outside
Tasmania. Employing over 400 persons in Tasmania, the company has become more
aggressive in bidding against major cement producers on the mainland for inter-state
contracts. The strategy has paid off as the firm was awarded several large contracts in
Melbourne between 1980 and 1985. Prior to 1980, the company's marketing philosophy
was to sell primarily within market niches not served by the major national producers.
Blue Circle Southern Cement Ltd, Pioneer Concrete Services Ltd, and Boral Ltd.
Between 1980 and 1985 the Tasmanian companyincreasedits share of the national cement
market firom 6 to 10per cent. The other two enterprises focusing primarily upon market
development are a Launceston timber company which has switched its main market from
Victoria to Tasmanian retailers, and a Launceston manufacturer of shopfittings which
expanded its sales within the Hobart market.
The fact that only two firms have adopted a dominant strategy of product
diversification highlights the reliance ofindigenous firms upon existing products. One of
the two manufacturers adopting a strategy of diversification is a Launceston firm
manufacturing domestic chemicals for the Tasmanian market. In 1982 the company
purchased a factory, producing plastic bottles, owned by the mainland-based company
ACI Industries Ltd. The purchase was arranged when ACI announced its intention to
closethe facility. The acquisition wasimportant to the local chemical manufacturer sinceit
relied upon the plant for its plastic packaging requirements. The continuation of the
plastics operation was also important to theTasmanian government which, at the time, was
attempting to develop the state's packaging industry. Consequently, the Tasmanian
Development Authority provided aconsiderable portion ofthe finance needed tocomplete
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the purchase. The other enterprise diversifying into new products is a medium-sized
Hobart marineengineering company which designed and now builds a range of domestic
wood heaters. Expansion of the firm's established marine products such as winches and
steering gear is constrained by both the limited local market and difficulties involved in
marketing these productsoutsideTasmania. The decision to diversify into wood heaters
was made on the basis that it wouldutilise the skills available within the enterprise, and
allow the firm to sell the product locally in what appeared to be a growing market.
However, the enterprise's commitment to the new product has yet to produce substantial
profits, as the growing local market has been exploited by a number of larger mainlanrl
manufacturers selling through local retail outlets.
Expansion WithinManufacturing as a MinorStrategy
In addition to the 18 indigenous enterprises which adopted a dominant strategy of
expansion within manufacturing, a further 26 locally owned enterprises undertook minor
expansion of their manufacturing operations between 1980 and 1985 (Table 6.1). Not
surprisingly, these expansions were limited to the development of either existing markets
or products, requiring only minimal capital investment from most firms. In total,
therefore, only 44 (54.3 per cent) of the 81 indigenous manufacturing enterprises included
in the survey undertook some form ofexpansion within manufacturing over the five year
period.
Expansion Outside Manufacturing
Between 1980 and 1985, a total of29 indigenous enterprises undertook expansion
outside manufacturing (Table 6.1). Expansion outside production represented the
dominant strategy within 11 of these 29 firms. Of these 11 firms nine focused then-
expansion upon retailing and two centred expansion upon equity investments.
The nine firms undertaking significant expansion within retailing are three timber
companies, three plant bakeries, two furniture manufacturers and a clothing & textile
company. The three timber companies are each large manager-operated, family-owned
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firms which have been establishedin Tasmania for more than 50 years. They are Risby
Forest Industries, E.G. Clennett, and Kemp & Denning Ltd (see Figure 3.12), Between
1980and 1985, each of these companies constructed a large retail establishment selling
timber and hardware to both the trade and the home handymanmarkets. Within each firm,
diversification outside of forest-based activities has been encouraged by an increasing
scarcity of timber resources, ongoing difficulties in transporting and marketing timber
outside the state, and severe fluctuations in timber demand experienced within the
Australian building market. ForKemp &Denning, theexpansion intotimber retailing was
a continuation of a diversification strategy first adopted in the early 1970s. As a publicly
listed company, Kemp &Denning has also diversified intothemanufacture of claybricks,
joinery and shopfittings, and automotive retailing. By comparison, E.G. Clennett's
hardware and timber facility was only its second attempt at diversification outside timber
production, its first retail outletin 1979 having beenestablished. Risby's retail centrewas
established in 1984 following the company's decision to relocate and expand a smaller
existing facility located in inner Hobart.
Three plant bakeries, two in Hobart and one in Bumie, have also diversified into
retail activities. All three have established hotbread shops in their local region since 1980.
Inparticular, one company has set up four small retail outlets in the Hobart area. Locating
small stores in Hobart's largest pedestrian shopping areas, the firm has captured a major
share of the hotbread market which has only recently been developed within Tasmania.
During the interview, the company's manager indicated that the success of the operation
has led them toinvestigate the possibility offranchising additional outlets inother regional
centres within Tasmania. The other two bakeries have expanded into retailing ona much
smaller scale, operating only one sales outlet each. The Bumie plant bakery set up its first
retail outlet, in the city centre, in 1983. The second bakery, located in Huonville 45
kilometres south ofHobart, constructed a combined warehouse/retail facility justnorth of
the Hobart city centre in 1984. The remaining firms undertaking major retail developments
include a Launceston furniture company which opened a showroom in Hobart, a Hobart
furniture company which opened a retail shop adjacent to its small factory, and a
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Launceston manufacturer of woollen garments which expandedinto retailing both at its
Launceston factory and in Hobart. Diversification was undertaken by the garment
manufacturer after the company was taken over by a family which transferred its business
interests from Victoria to Launceston.
In addition to the nine enterprises expanding primarily within retailing, two
indigenous firms have focused their expansion in areas of equity investment. They are a
Hobart firm engaged primarily in the processing of animal hides and skins, and a
Launceston flour miller and stock feed merchant. As indicated in Chapter 4, expansion
within the firm processing hides and skins is constrained by a shortage of animal stock.
Further expansion within manufacturing could only occurin areas whichwouldincrease
the value-added component of the semi-processed products currently being produced.
However, as indicated by the company's owner-manager, such expansion is unlikely
given the limited expertise available within thefirm. Expansion since 1980 has taken the
form of increased equity shareholdings in Tasmania's two largest pastoral companies,
Roberts Ltd and Webster Ltd. Since 1980, the Launceston flour miller has raised
considerably its shareholding in two ofthe state's three largest plant bakeries, the largest
flour miller in southern Tasmania, Gibson's Ltd, and a Devonport manufacturer of
industrial flour for the paper industry. By obtaining shares in these businesses, the
Launceston company has increased its power over both its major customers and
competition within Tasmania.
Expansion Outside Manufacturing as a Minor Strategy
As well asthe 11 enterprises focusing the majority of their expansion in areas outside
manufacturing, an additional 18 enterprises have adopted minor strategies of growth
outside production-based activities. The largest number of these firms (N=7) have
increased the level of business activity in areas of trade services such as maintenance,
storage, installation, anddesign engineering. Two of these enterprises, the manufacturer
ofunderground mining vehicles and an engineering firm, have expanded their trade service
activities as part of a more general strategy of diversification within the local market.
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Having established themselves as local market leaders within their particular area of
manufacture, the two companies expanded into trade services in order to generate activity
during periods when the firm was manufacturing below capacity. For each of the five
remaining enterprises expanding within trade services, however, expansion outside
manufacturing has been forced by stagnant or declining markets for the firm's
manufactured products. Manufacturing for the local market, these companies produce
goods which include automotive batteries, protective pipe coatings for themining industry,
electronicscoreboards, block and party ice, and burglaralarm systems. All five firms are
small owner-managedoperations with limitedcapitalresources. Given the severe demand
constraints influencing growth within manufacturing, and the inability of most firms to
compete against large inter-state producers, these firms have expanded within trade
services as part of a survival strategy.
Six indigenous enterprises have undertaken minor expansion within wholesaling.
The owner-manager of one of thesefirms, a Hobart manufacturer of automotive trailers,
indicated that the barriers to operating a medium-sized manufacturing operation convinced
him to scale down production activities and concentrate on wholesaling. The main
competition of the company, which employs approximately 35 persons, is from smaller
and possibly informal local operators, many of which operate under the payroll tax
exemption limit (see section 6.1.1), and avoid sales tax by selling manufactured products
on a cash only basis. The strategy adopted by the firm in 1985 was eventually to cease
manufacturing altogether, reducing itsworkforce by 20persons.
The five remaining enterprises undertaking minor expansion within wholesaling
include two manager-operated, and three owner-managed medium-sized companies. Each
firm sells exclusively within the Tasmanian market, manufacturing products including fruit
juices, domestic chemicals, food products, and brassware. The local market for eachof
these goods is dominated by inter-state manufacturers, with locally manufactured products
accounting for only a small share of all product sales. As an alternative to competing
directly against mainland producers, the strategy adopted by these five local enterprises is
towholesale their competitors' products within Tasmania. This arrangement benefits both
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the mainland producers which avoid the cost of having to establish their own distribution
facility within Tasmania, and the indigenous manufacturers which receive a moderate
return from theiractivities aswholesale agents. The share of themarket controlled by the
five indigenous firms is small enough not to influence significantly the level of profits
gained bythemainland producers within the Tasmanian market. Given their importance as
wholesale distributors, the Tasmanian companies are unlikely to be forced out of the
market by their inter-state rivals.
The final seven enterprises undertaking minor expansion outside manufacturing
comprise four medium-sized owner-managed firms which have built small retail
showrooms adjacent to their factory location, and three large manager-operated companies
which diverted a portion of their expansion resources into equity shareholdings and
property investments.
Rationalisation of Existing Operations
Between 1980 and 1985, 14 of the 81 indigenous enterprises surveyed rationalised
segments of their existing operation. For 12 of these firms, rationalisation was the
dominant strategy adopted over the five year period. Ten ofthe 12 companies rationalised
their operation by closing at least one establishment within Tasmania, while the remaining
two undertook substantial restructuring programs which resulted in a reduction of
manufactured output within several of their production segments.
Establishment Closure
Of the 10 companies closing branch establishments between 1980 and 1985, the
largest number (N=6) did so because of poor trading conditions within the Tasmanian
market. These operations are small to medium-sized owner-managed firms manufacturing
metal-based products such as heating and air conditioning systems, shopfittings, vehicle
trailers, electroplating, and custom automotive suspensions. The firms manufacturing
vehicle trailers and shopfittings each closed aretail establishment, and the four remaining
firms closed small branch manufacturing facilities. The constraints to growth vary
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considerably among these six enterprises. The manufacturers of vehicle trailers,
shopfittings, and automotive suspension systems are constrained largely by the intense
competition provided bylarger manufacturers located either in Tasmania or inter-state. By
comparison, the enterprises manufacturing heating/air conditioning units, and
electroplating are constrained primarily by a static or declining local market for then-
products.
Three indigenous timber companies headquartered in the north of the state also
closed establishments, although for very different reasons. First, a sawmill formerly
owned by a Victorian company solda subsidiary sawmilling operation on Tasmania's east
coast. The Victorian parent firm sold the subsidiary in 1983 to a Tasmanian company as
part of a strategy aimed at selling-off local capital to provide funds for additional
investment on the mainland. One year later, the Victorian parent sold the remaining
segment of the operation, a timber mill in Launceston, to local management. While the
mill is now in the hands of indigenous capital the loss of the east coast subsidiary, and
particularly its timber allocations instate forests, has constrained further development due
to a lackof material resources. A second sawmilling company to close anestablishment is
a family owned and operated enterprise located north east of Launceston. Between 1972
and 1982, the Launceston firm operated a branch production facility in south east Victoria.
TheVictorian mill, managed by thefather of the Launceston chiefexecutive, was closed
following the father's decision to retire in 1983. Athird company, Launceston's largest
indigenous sawmilling group, closed two establishments between 1980 and 1985. In
1981 the firm was forced to close a sawmill in Devonport due to adeclining availabihty of
timber resources. Oneyearlater thecompany alsoclosed a hardware and timberretail store
inBumie which had operated ata loss for several years. Although these two segments of
the company were rationalised, the firm has expanded successfully in other areas. Itsretail
establishments in Launceston currently hold a majority market share of the Launceston
home hardware market. In addition, since the interview was completed in 1985, the
company has merged with a former Launceston production segment of APPM's forest
products division to form the state's largest indigenous sawmilling group, Gunns
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Kilndried Timber Industries Ltd.
The final indigenous company to rationalise segments of its operation by reducing
the number of establishments is Clements Marshall Consolidated Ltd, a large publicly
owned, manager-operated firm based in Devonport. Employing nearly 300 persons
throughout Tasmania, thecompany is engaged in a wide range of activities including flour
and stockfeed milling, fruitprocessing, timber processing, and transport anddistribution.
Until 1984 the firm also operated 13 rural merchandising outlets statewide, selling farm
machinery, hardware and other rural supplies. Following a decision to rationalise less
productive segments of its operation, Clements Marshall sold the 13 retail centres to a
competitor located in Hobart. The sale of the 13 outlets decreased Clements Marshall's
workforce by over 120 persons. The funds generated by the sale were subsequently used
for other investments considered to be more profitable by the firm's board. Investments
undertaken included the upgrading of the firm's timber production facilities, and the
purchase of additional shares in a number of large companies operating in Tasmania
including ENT Ltd, Richardson's Meat Industries Ltd, and Gunns Kilndried Timber
Industries Ltd.
Reduced Employment Through Investment inImproved Process Technology
In addition to the 10 enterprises which rationalised segments of their operation
through either the sale or closure ofestablishments, two firms rationalised production
segments by investing heavily in process technology, reducing the labour-time required
per unit ofmanufactured output. As part oftheir rationalisation programs, both firms also
reduced the level ofmanufactured output within particular segments oftheir production
operation. The first ofthese two firms, Cripps Bakery Pty Ltd, is the largest plant bakery
in southern Tasmania. Between the mid-1940s and 1975, Cripps held avirtual monopoly
over the sale offresh bread in the Hobart area. In 1975, however, a second plant bakery,
Wilson's Huon Bakery, was established 45 kilometres south of Hobart. As indicated in
Chapter 4,Wilson's mounted anaggressive campaign to establish itselfin the Hobart area.
By 1983 Wilson's had captured 40 per cent of the southern bread market. In order to
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survive, Cripps injected several million dollars into automated production equipment
between the late-1970s and mid-1980s. As a result of both factory automation and the
company's declining share of the Hobart bread market, Cripps reduced its workforce by
more than 40 persons between 1980 and 1985. Over the period, production levels also
declined as part of the company's rationalisation program.
The second firm both to rationalise segments of its production operation and invest
heavily in process technology is the state's largest dairy co-operative. United Milk
TasmaniaLtd (UMT). Following the amalgamation of threeco-operatives to form UMT in
1981, the company movedquickly to rationalise its least efficient production segments,
and divert capital resources into areas more likely to retum higher profits. In particular,
the co-operative's dependence upon butterproduction was lessened considerably as the
number of butter factories was reduced from three to one. Investment focused upon the
manufacture of speciality milk powders andwhey protein concentrates for export markets.
In contrast to the three previous independent co-operatives, UMThas put a much greater
effort into marketing its products on the mainland and, more importantly, overseas. The
majority of investment in production capitalhas resulted in lowering the total labour-time
required in the manufacturing process. Between 1981 and 1985, UMT's factory
workforce declinedby more than 100persons, nearly50 per cent.
Rationalisation of Existing Operations as a MinorStrategy
Apart from the 12 indigenous enterprises which adopted a dominant strategy of
rationalising theirexisting operation, only two firms areidentified ashaving rationalised
operating segments as part of a minor strategy between 1980 and 1985. First, a large
owner-managed cement producer, Goliath Portland Cement Ltd, rationalised its segment
producing fibreboard building sheets utilising asbestos cement. The company ispresently
researching the development of non-asbestos cement products for the building industry, a
project supported financially bythe Tasmanian Development Authority. Second, a family
owned fishing company inDevonport rationalised a major export segment ofits operation
following quota restrictions placed upon orange roughy caught in Bass Strait. Having
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investedmore than $1 millionin capital equipment, the family company had specialised in
processing orange roughy, exporting more than 30 tonnes a week to the US. Quota
restrictions were ultimately set by the Commonwealth government at 1,000 tonnes per
annum, and the company was forced to restructure a major segment of its production
operations.
Maintenance of Existing Operations
Of the 81 indigenous enterprises included in the study, the largest number of firms
(N=51) are identified as having done very little to alter the existing rate of expansion
among at least some of their operating segments (Table 6.1). In fact, the maintenance of
existing operations represented the dominant strategy adopted by one-half (N=40) of all
indigenous enterprises. Thirty-eight of these 40 companies maintained theiroperations
with only theminimal investment required in replacement capital. Included among these
companies are 29 firms in which senior management is satisfied with the level of business
activity currently being undertaken, a further six firms operating in declining markets, and
three enterprises in which management indicated that they wanted to expand but were
constrained by a lack of material resources.
Firms Satisfied With the Current Level of Business Activity
All of the 29 companies controlled by senior managers who are satisfied with
existing profits sell only within the Tasmanian market. Twenty-two of these firms are
identified as operating in either static or highly competitive markets in which further
expansion would most likely require expertise or financial resources which are beyond the
means of theenterprise. Withveryfewexceptions these companies are small to medium-
sized, owner-managed operations. Eleven of these 22 enterprises compete primarily
against other indigenous firms of similar size. The product markets in which they operate
include advertising signs, printing, shopfittings and joinery. The remaining 11 firms
compete mostly against larger externally owned companies, some of which have
production facilities located within Tasmania. The product markets inwhich they operate
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include concrete water tanks, domestic chemicals, clothing, table margerine, and paints.
Most of these indigenous companies control only a small share of the Tasmanian market,
often occupying segments of the market least serviced their larger non-locally owned
competitors. For example, a small company in Hobart has captured a profitable share of
the local paint market for industrial coatings. The close contact with local industry has
given theHobartfirm a competitive advantage in a market where meeting specific customer
requirements is often critical.
In each of the remaining seven firms in which owners are satisfied with existing
profit levels, expansion is constrained primarily by the desire of owner-managers to
remain small, rather than by the competitive pressures of the markets in which they
operate. Four of these companies are very small family operationswhich are involved in
manufacturing onlittle more than apart-time basis. They produce sports jumpers, wooden
toys, laboratory glassware, and sandstone building blocks. The other three companies are
medium-sized operations manufacturing qualitywooden furniture, steel boats, and school
clothing.
Firms Operating in Declining Markets or Constrained by a Lackof Material Resources
Thesix firms operating in declining markets include four owner-managed andtwo
manager-operated enterprises which sell manufactured products only within Tasmania.
Products manufactured by these firms include rubber pipe coatings, steel cranes,
automotive batteries, block and party ice, electronic scoreboards, and industrial flour.
Given that there exists little potential for expansion within manufacturing, each firm
invested only a small amount of capital in itsproduction facilities between 1980and 1985.
Four of the companies undertook minor expansion in areas outside manufacturing,
involving either storage, repair, ordesign activities. However, these expansions were all
small in scale, requiring virtually no additional investment by the fmm.
The final three enterprises adopting adominant strategy ofmaintaining their existing
operation arefamily ownedtimber companies constrained by a lackof material resources.
The owner-managers of each of these firms indicated that they would like very much to
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expand, but had little other choice than to continue operating at a static level of
manufactured output.
Maintenance of Existing Operations as a Minor Strategy
As well as the 40 indigenous companies following a dominant strategy involving the
maintenance of existing operations, 11 other firms were identified as having merely
maintained particular operating segments within their organisation. Of these firms, eight
adopted dominant strategies which were expansion-based, and three were engaged
primarily in the rationalisationof their operation between 1980and 1985.
6.2.3 Strategies Adopted by Non-Locally Owned Enterprises Between
1980-1985
At a general level, the strategies adopted by Tasmania's 85 non-locally owned
manufacturing enterprises between 1980 and 1985 were quite similar to those followed by
the 81 indigenous firms surveyed. In total, thedominant strategies of less than one-half of
all non-locally owned firms were expansion-based. Over 64 per cent of non-locally
owned operations were engaged primarily in either the rationalisation of operating
segments, or the maintenance of existing activities (Table 6.2). In contrast to the 81
indigenous firms surveyed, however, only a handful of non-locally owned operations
expanded outside manufacturing. Inaddition, a higher percentage ofnon-locally owned
fums primarily maintaining their existing level of business activity were simultaneously
investing large sums of capital in their production operations in orderto lower overall costs
and, more importantly, the labour-time required per unit ofmanufactured output
Expansion Within Manufacturing
Between 1980 and 1985, 49 (58 per cent) of the state's 85 non-locally owned
manufacturing firms undertook some form ofexpansion within manufacturing (Table 6.2).
Of these 49 fums, however, only 19 adopted expansion within manufacturing as their
dominant strategy over the five year period. Expansion undertaken by these 19 enterprises
was largely product rather than market-based. Specifically, 12 firms focused their
Table 6.2: Dominant and Minor Growth Strategies Adopted by Non-Locally Owned Manufacturing Enterprises,
1980-1985
Expansion Within Expansion Outside Rationalisationof Maintenanceof
Manufacturing Manufacturing Existing Operations ExistingOperations Total
Dominant Strategy
No. 19 2 13 51 85
22.3 2.3 15.2 60.0 100
00Enterprises oo
cn
Minor Strategy
ri
% 35.2 7.0 10.5 4.7
Total
Enterprises
No. 30 6 9 4 48
Enterprises
No. 49 8 22 55 134
% 57.6 9.3 25.7 64.7
Source: Tasmanian Manufacturing Survey, 1986
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expansion on the development of existing product lines, six enterprises diversified their
product base, and one company expanded its manufacturing activity by entering new
geographic markets.
Development of Existing Product Lines
Each of the 12 firms developing existing product lines undertook expansion at
establishments already established within Tasmania. Allbutoneof the 12enterprises are
intermediate segments of their externally-based parent organisation. Six of these
intermediate branches manufacture primarily for export markets. Theyinclude fourrural-
based processors manufacturing frozen potato products, green vegetables, organic
fertiliser and canned fish products and two filtered-down plants manufacturing
confectionery and carpeting respectively. The companies manufacturing potato and
vegetable products, Edgell-Birdseye and McCains Ltd, undertook major expansions which
resulted in a number of additional product varieties being produced. The manufacturer of
organic fertiliser expanded itsproduct range after its previous parent company was taken-
over by another mainland firm in 1983. A fishing company southof Hobartswitched its
main product from frozen tocanned abalone following the company's takeover bya Perth-
based company. Capital provided by the new parent firm enabled the small processing
operation toinstall a $100,000 canning line. Notwithstanding quota restrictions placed on
abalone, sales ofthe canned product have been exceptional, enabling the company to sell
within a broader segment of the Asian market.
The two large filtered-down companies focusing investment upon the development
ofexisting product lines are Cadbury-Schweppes and Tascot Templeton. Between 1980
and 1985, Cadbury's confectionery plant near Hobart invested several million dollars in
plant upgrades, particularly in its boxed chocolate facilities. Although considerable
rationahsation took place atthe Hobart plant during the late 1970s (see section 3.3.4), and
the plant lost its cocoa processing operation in 1984 following the parent company's
establishment of a centralised production facility in Singapore, the overall level of
chocolate production has increased in Tasmania since 1980. Tascot Templeton's major
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development has been to establish a range of bonded carpets targeted at the luxurysegment
of the floor coveringmarket both within Australiaand overseas. The gradual reductionsin
preference purchasing schemes among mainland states has aided greatly the company's
success in marketing interstate, while the fall of the Australian dollar has increased the
firm's competitiveness overseas. In 1985 Tascot was awarded its largest ever overseas
contract, after underbidding both American and other Australian manufacturers for the
supply of bonded carpets to Sheraton Hotels in the US.
The five remaining intermediate segments which expanded their existing product
lines manufacture products primarily for the local market. They include Cadbury-
Schweppes' soft drink plant in Hobart, the Cascade Brewery Company's breweries in
Hobart and Launceston, and three smaller firms manufacturing foam furniture, building
products, and clay building bricks. Cadbury's soft drink operation expanded significantly
its range of carbonated beverages between 1980 and 1985. The largest single expansion
occurred in 1985 when the Hobart plant acquired the Tasmanian franchise to manufacture
products for the Pepsi-Cola company. Cascade's two major product developments
included theintroduction of a low alcohol beer fortheTasmanian market, anda premium
lagerfor mainland markets. As a minor growth strategy. Cascade alsopenetrated the US
market with beer sold under the Launceston plant's 'Boags' label. Since the interview
with senior management in 1985, however. Cascade has taken more seriously itspush into
the US market. In 1987 the company announced it would injectmore than$2 million into
theLaunceston plantin orderto increase export-based production.
The one laggard segment toincrease substantially itsrange ofmanufactured products
is a Hobart-based building products company. Operating previously as a branch of a small
Victorian firm, the Tasmanian operation was purchased by ACI Industries in 1981.
Between then and 1985, the operation's establishments in Hobart, Launceston and
Devonport have all been upgraded to produce an expanded product range. Subsequently,
thecompany opened a newproduction andretail facility in Burnie in 1987.
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Product Diversification
Between 1980 and 1985, the dominant strategy adopted by six non-locally owned
enterprises was to diversify outside their existing range of manufactured products. The six
companies operate in a wide range of industries, manufacturing poultry, seafood products,
speciality cheeses, pharmaceuticals, textiles, and newsprint. The reasons for diversifying
their production operations are varied. Three companies, Lactos Pty Ltd, National Textiles
Ltd and Extal Pty Ltd, diversified their productionbase following a change in their ultimate
ownership. Two other firms. Golden Poultry Industries and Australian Newsprint Mills
Ltd (ANM), diversified their Tasmanian operations in order to utilise more fully the
physicalandmanagerial resources available to themwithin the state. The final enterprise,
Safcol Pty Ltd, diversified into new products almost entirely as a response to the
increasing levelof resource constraints within the state's fish processingindustry.
Established as an indigenous company in 1955, Lactos developedas an exporterof
traditional cheeses (eg. Cheddar, Edam and Gouda) and butter. Following the retirement
of its original founder in 1981 the company was purchased by a French cheese
manufacturer, Bongrain S.A., which was seeking to enter the Australian market. Since
1981, Lactos has drawn heavily upon Bongrain's expertise to diversify away from
traditional cheeses into speciality products including Brie, and Geramont Camembert
which have thepotential to generate a much greater profit for the Tasmanian company.
The Australian market for speciality cheeses is currently dominated by products
manufactured in Europe and marketed locally by Kraft Foods Ltd. Lactos is focusing
upon sales on the mainland with the intention of capturing a large share of the Australian
market. To do so, however, the company must increase substantially its production
volume.
National Textiles diversified its product-base away from a general range of blended
fabrics after itsparent firm Tootal Australia sold its Devonport plant to the Linter group of
companies in 1983. Within 12 months, Linter purchased two mainland fabric milk
owned byBradmill Australia Ltd in addition to the Devonport facility. In the company's
subsequent restructuring program, the group's facilities for the weaving and finishing of
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fabrics were centralised at Linter's plants in Victoria and New South Wales. The
Devonport plant diversified into the production of bathroom and beach towels, and nearly
$3 million was injected in new capital equipment between 1983 and 1985. Over one-half
of the finance required for the new equipment was provided by the Tasmanian
Development Authority in the form of a low interest loan. The movement into towel
production allowed the Devonport plant to concentrate on a segment of the textile market in
which the nature of competition is based primarily upon product quality and is less
influenced by fluctuations in the federal government's system of quota protection. By
1985 the Devonportplant was producing 26,000 towelsper week, and planned to increase
this by 30 per cent by the end of 1988.
The final company to diversify its productrangeafter a change in ownership was one
of the state's two manufacturers of pharmaceutical products, Extal Pty Ltd. In 1977 the
company began harvesting and processing poppies under the direction of its Chicago-
based parent organisation, Abbott Laboratories. At the time, Abbott's facilities for
producing refined codeine were based in Sydney, and the Tasmanian plant was
manufacturing only crude alkaloids. In 1982 Abbott divested a number of its foreign
subsidiaries. The Australian operations of Abbott were purchased by the Johnson &
Johnson Company. Within six months of the purchase, Johnson & Johnson centralised
its Australian production facilities by closing theSydney plantand transferring all codeine
refining to Tasmania. The volume of products manufactured in Tasmania trebled within
three years, with thenumber ofproduction employees increasing from 24 to 39.
By making betteruse of existingphysical andmanagerial resources, both ANMand
Golden Poultry Industries diversified their production activities. Controlling virtually all
of the Tasmanian poultry market in 1980, Golden Poultry could expand only in areas
which were primarily outside its existing product base. In 1981 the Hobart-based
enterprise purchasedboth the state'slargest egg farm and a feed mill near Launceston from
a large indigenous firm. The purchase of these two operations was a logical expansion
strategy given that Golden Poultry already operated several small breeder hatcheries and
feed mills for its internal stock requirements. Of the state's four largest non-locally owned
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manufacturing enterprises (APPM, ANM, EZ Industries and Comalco), only ANM
adopted a dominant strategy between 1980 and 1985 which was expansion-based. In
1983 the company announced it would spend $2.4 million to expand its sawmill
operations, and construct a woodveneer plant adjacent to its Boyer newsprint mill. The
sawmilling extensions and veneer plant were completed in 1984, and employed 50
additional persons. The resource utilised for veneer manufacture is harvested from
ANM's pulpwood concession area by thecompany's contract tree-fellers. Theexpansion
of ANM's sawmilling operation, in particular, was valuable from the perspective of
Tasmania's indigenous sawmillers. Upon its completion, ANM increased its output of
sawn flitches to be sold to indigenous sawmills by 6,000m3 annually, or nearly 50 per
cent.
The diversification strategy adopted by Safcol Pty Ltd between 1980 and 1985 was
asmuch based on survival asexpansion. At the start of the 1980s, Safcol was encouraged
by a previous decade of growth within Tasmania's fishing industry. However,
overfishing of the state's fisheries resources virtually wiped out segments of Safcol's
export processing operations within only a few years. Faced with an almost certain long-
term decline in the state's established fisheries, Safcol adopted a growth strategy under
which the fisheries resource base of the state would become far less important. The
company diversified into three separate areas, two of which are production-based. First,
one of Safcol's former fish processing facilities east of Hobart was converted into a small
plant processing quail for the local restaurant industry. Second, the firm invested more
than $2 million to develop a sea farm for rainbow trout in the south east of Tasmania.
Safcol's sea-raised trout venture represents a major part of the state's growing
acquaculture industry, and has been a huge success to date. Tasmanian trout sells for
nearly $6 per kdogram in mainland restaurant markets, and is highly competitive against
species of similar quality including barramundi and King George whiting. In addition to
its diversification within manufacturing Safcol alsoestablished a food service division near
its state headquarters in 1982, selling a range of frozen foods to hotels and restaurants in
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southern Tasmania. Together, Safcol's three new ventures greatly strengthened the
company's performance in what would otherwise have been a disastrous trading period.
In addition, the three major developments generated more than 200 new jobs in southern
Tasmania, most of which were part-time positions in rural areas.
Market Penetration
Only one non-locally owned enterprise adopted a dominant strategy of market
penetration between 1980 and 1985. The company, Tasmanian Marine Products,
purchased a small Hobart-based indigenous fish processor in 1983. At that time, the
enterprise operated on a very small scale, selling fish only to local hotels and restaurants in
the Hobart area. In 1983, when the Perth owned company bought out the indigenous
operation, it planned both to expand the range and volume of fish processed, and to focus
upon markets outside Tasmania. By 1985, 75 per cent of all product sales were outside
Tasmania, including 15per cent soldin overseas markets. However, the rapid decline in
the availability of several species of fish and crustaceans prohibited the company from
greatly expanding the scale of the processing operation.
ExpansionWithin Manufacturing as a Minor Strategy
As well as the 19non-locally owned enterprises following a dominant strategy of
expansion within manufacturing between 1980 and 1985, 30 other non-locally owned
firms undertook minor expansion of their production operations. The largest number of
these (N=24) are firms which undertook minor developments of existing product lines.
They include 15 intermediate and nine laggard enterprises. A smaller number of
enterprises (N=4) diversified their production base. They include a large intermediate
textile firmin Launceston which switched from lightweight to medium fabric manufacture,
andthree small laggard operations which diversified a small segment of their production
activities. Finally, two companies are identified as having worked to develop existing
markets for their manufactured products. They are a large Launceston manufacturer of
knitting yarn which secured long-term supply contracts with Coles-Myer, and EZ
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Industries which actively strengthened its market position within the US following the
devaluation of the Australian dollar.
Expansion Outside Manufacturing
Quite unlike the indigenous manufacturing sector, only a handful of non-locally
owned enterprises expanded their Tasmanian operations in areas outside manufacturing
between 1980 and 1985. In part, this reflects the dominance of large non-locally owned
enterprises which are engaged solely in the semi-processing and exportof resource-based
materials. In addition, many laggard branches selling within the Tasmanian market are
constrained by the policies of theparent companies to which theybelong. As indicated in
Chapter 5, survey evidence suggests that the policies dictating growth among non-locally
owned enterprises are typically formulated by executives outside the state, with only
minimal input from local management. Consequently, competitive strategies adopted
within theTasmanian market areoften similar to those followed by otherbranches of the
parent organisation interstate. Given that most branches on themainland are both larger in
size and are serving larger markets than those inTasmania, it is likely that a single strategy
imposed upon the two operations would yield very different results. In particular, it is
concluded that many parent organisations on the mainland have failed to recognise the
importance of, andpotential for, service-based expansion withinTasmania.
In total, 44of the 47 laggard branches operating inTasmania were established prior
to the mid-1970s. At the time of their initial development most of these operations were
established to capture a share of what was considered to be a growing (albeit small) state
market. Most operations were thus built on a scale which would enable them to serve the
entire state. In some markets such as building products, PVC pipe manufacture, quarry
products, and heavy engineering, more than one large mainland manufacturing group
estabhshed aTasmanian production facility. As a result, Tasmania was overserviced (and
overcapitalised) in a number of product markets. Both a slower than expected rate of
population and sales growth within Tasmania and generally poor trading conditions since
the mid-1970s have seriously eroded profit levels within many ofthese fums. Due largely
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to the constraints imposed by their parent companies, most laggard segments have been
slow to respond to the changing market conditions within the state. As demonstrated in
theprevious section, many indigenous firms have been able to survive within a declining
product market byexpanding in areas outside production. However, theparentcompanies
of manylaggardbranches appearunwilling to focus upon broaderproduction activities in
the state. Local managers have neither the power or resources to generate changes
themselves, and must hve with the ofteninflexible policiesdictated by their external head
office.
In total, only eight non-locally owned firms undertook expansion outside
manufacturing between 1980 and 1985 (Table 6.2). Only two of these adopted expansion
outside production as their dominant strategy. They are a Launceston branch of Boral
Ltd's energy division which manufactures and distributes industrial gases, and a Hobart
subsidiary of James Hardie Industries which produces fire fighting equipment. Both are
laggard operating segments of their respective parent organisations, and sell only within
the Tasmanian market. In 1982 Boral Ltd purchased the Launceston Gas Company which
had been in operation since 1858, serving the local market forreticulated gas. In the two
years before Boral's takeover, the indigenous manufacturer had amassed operating losses
ofmore than $300,000 as it was unable to finance the capital investments necessary to
expand beyond the dwindling market for reticulated gas. Boral's strategy after purchasing
the company was virtually to cease production ofreticulated gas, and concentrate upon the
distribution ofLP gas for agrowing industrial market throughout the state. To pursue that
strategy, Boral undertook two major investments between 1983 and 1985. First, the
company purchased the Hobart-based energy division of its major competitor
Commonwealth Industrial Gases Ltd (GIG) for $5.5 million. GIG was willing to abandon
its energy division within Tasmania as its strategy overtheperiod was to concentrate on
themanufacture of gases for the food andmedical markets. Second, Boral constructed a
$3.7 million bulk storage facility for LP gas at the port of Dcvonport. All LP gas
purchased is manufactured by BHP's petroleum division on the mainland and transported
to Tasmania in a ship ownedand operated by Boral.
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The James Hardie subsidiary manufacturing fire fighting equipment operates a
branch in Launceston in addition to the state head office in Hobart. Originally an
indigenous electrical contractingoperation, the companywas purchased by James Hardie
in 1980. Although the fabrication of fire fighting systems has been introduced since 1980,
the main strategy adopted by the firmhas been to increase its activities outside production,
including the maintenance of fire protection equipment, and the provision of design
engineering services to local electrical firms.
In addition to the operations of Boral andJames Hardie, six othernon-locally owned
manufacturers have undertaken minor expansions outside manufacturing. Products
manufactured by these companies include processed seafood, beer, industrial gases,
dressed timber, domestic paper products, and ice cream. Each firm has expanded its
wholesale activities throughout the state, increasing the utilisation of existing storage and
distribution facilities. In fact, only one of these enterprises, the Cascade Brewery
Company, expanded its physical operations in order to increase the amount ofwholesaling
undertaken. Between 1980 and 1985 Cascade expanded its number of wholesale liquor
facilities in Hobart and Launceston.
Rationalisation of Existing Operations
Twenty-two of the state's 85 non-locally owned manufacturing enterprises
rationalised segments of their operation between 1980 and 1985. For 13 of these firms,
rationalisation ofactivities represented the dominant strategy followed during the five year
period. Included among the 13 companies are 10laggard and three intermediate branch
segments of mainland-based parent organisations. All but one of the laggard segments
sells manufactured products only in Tasmania, as do two of the three intermediate
operations. Of the 13companies rationalising, sixworked primarily to reduce the scale of
their manufacturing operations, while rationalisation among seven enterprises took the
form of establishment closures.
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Reduction in the Scale of Manufacturing Activities
The six firms which reduced significantly the scale of their production activities
include two filtered-down operations which export their manufactured products and four
firms manufacturing durable goods for the Tasmanian market. In 1982, a Launceston
textile firm manufacturing lightweight filament fabrics was targeted for closure by its UK-
based parent company Courtaulds Hilton, which claimed that its Tasmanian operation,
James Nelson Pty Ltd, no longer fitted into its core product area. As an altemative to the
plant's closure, the Departmentof Industrial Development (the Tasmanian government's
predecessor to the Tasmanian Development Authority) organised an Australian buy-out
involving James Nelson's major competitor (OmnitexIndustries) and four executives from
the Launceston mill. Withfinancial assistance provided by the Tasmanian govemment, the
Launceston facility became part of Omnitex in 1983. As part of Omnitex, James Nelson's
operation was integratedinto a multi-plant production system involving three other fabric
mills on the mainland. To fit into this new system, the Launceston operation was
rationalised considerably. Rather than manufacturing finished products as it had done
under the ownership of Courtaulds, manufacturing was limited to the weaving of semi-
processed materials which were transferred to other plants outside Tasmania.
Manufactured output, product sales andfactory employment were all reduced aspartof the
restructuring. Events taking place since theinterview in 1985, however, suggest a major
reversal in Omnitex's strategy. Early in 1986, thecompany announced it would spend $8
million upgrading the Launceston plant, increasing both the value-added and finished
product component of fabrics produced in the state. The dramatic change in Omnitex's
strategy highlights the dynamic nature of corporate decision-making, and the need to
continuallymonitor changestakingplace at the plantlevel.
A second textile manufacturer, Sheridan Textiles Pty Ltd, reduced the scale of its
manufacturing activities just prior to 1980. In 1978 the plant's parent company Pacific
Dunlop announced a planned restructuring within its textile division. As part of the
restructuring, all weaving and apparel printing facilities were transferred from the
Tasmanian operation to other branches within the group outside the state. Production in
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Hobart became highly specialised, and only bedding linens were manufactured. As a
result of the restructuring, employment at the Hobart plant was reduced by nearly one-half,
to 300 persons. In 1986 Pacific Dunlop divested its Sheridan Domestic Textiles division
in a move to raise additional capital needed to fund major investments undertaken in New
Zealand and the US. The Hobart plant was purchased by Bruck (Australia) Ltd, a
privately ownedcompany based in Melbourne. Within one year, Bruckwas taken overby
another private company Brenmoss Pty Ltd. In addition to Sheridan in Hobart, Brenmoss
operates two plants in Melbourne and one in Adelaide. Although Sheridan continues to
concentrate upon manufacturing bedding linen, Brenmoss' strategy is eventually to
recommission the Hobart plant's apparelweaving and dyeing facilities.
In addition to the two textile manufacturers, four branchoperations manufacturing
durable goods for the Tasmanian market have also reduced markedly the scale of their
manufacturing activities. Thesefourfirms comprise an intermediate segment operating in
thestate's heavy engineering industry, and three laggard segments manufacturing products
including heating and air conditioning units, steelpipes, and iron castings. Between 1980
and 1985 all four enterprises realised considerable trading losses, associated largely with
the severe downturn in the state's construction industries. As partof a survival strategy,
eachoperation reduced its workforce and attempted to divest a portion of its production
capital. Although each operation continued to trade through 1985 when the thesis
interviews were completed, the firms manufacturing steel pipes and iron castings have
since been closed by their parent companies.
Establishment Closure
Thedominant strategy among seven laggard non-locally owned enterprises involved
the rationalisation of their operation via the closure of individual establishments. In
particular, four medium-sized branches which closed establishments operate in product
markets in which sales were stagnant and competition from indigenous capital was
especially strong between 1980 and 1985. The four firms manufacture products including
aluminium windows, window furnishings, fishing and sports nets, and advertising signs.
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Typical of most laggard segments established in Tasmania prior to 1975, these operations
were located in the state to service the entire Tasmanian market. Based in Hobart, with
additional branches operating in the north and north west regions, each firm traded
profitably until the late 1970s when their markets stabilised. The building recession of the
early 1980s led to a reduction within each firm's market. Most critical was a sharp
reduction in the availability of medium and large-scale building contracts within both the
public and private sector. Withoutthese majorcontracts, the four branch operations of the
two building firms were forced to compete against smaller indigenous producers for a
larger share of the one-off product market. Operating with much higher overhead costs,
the non-locally ownedcompanies found themselves unable to compete successfully against
the indigenous firms (Hood, 1987). Consequently, each of the four firms eventually
closedits branches located in thenorth andnorth west regions of the statein an attempt to
centralise production capital, reduce the overall scale of manufacturing activities, and
emerge as more viable competitors within their respective markets.
Two other large non-locally owned manufacturers also closed establishments in
response to decliningmarket conditions. First, a subsidiary of Boral Ltd, manufacturing
ready-mix cement and quarry products, closed two cementplants in southem Tasmania as
the demand for cementwithin the state fell dramatically during the building recession of the
early 1980s (see Figure 6.4). Second, a manufacturer of corrugated paper containers
closed its manufacturing and distribution centre in Devonport, centralising allproduction
activities at its state head office in Launceston. The final enterprise to reduceits number of
operating establishments was aDevonport firm manufacturing a range ofreinforced plastic
products. Following the decision of its US-based parent company to sell the group's
Australian division, the Tasmanian enterprise was purchased by a Sydney-based company
Transfield Ltd (see section 6.1.4). Prior to the purchase, theTasmanian enterprise acted
asthehead office foradditional plants located inMelbourne, Sydney andSingapore. After
the Tasmanian operation was sold, the Launceston plant lost its authority over the three
plants as they were amalgamated into Transfield's organisation.
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Rationalisation of Existing Operations as a Minor Strategy
A total of nine non-locally owned manufacturers rationalised segments of their
existing operation as part of a minor strategy between 1980 and 1985. One firm, a large
Devonport-based textile company, rationalised its production of blended fabrics in order to
accommodate its diversification into towel manufacture (see discussion earlier in this
section). Each of the eight remaining companies abandoned one or moreproducts which
were manufactured in 1980. For all but one of these companies, the decision to abandon
products was made on the basis of their declining profitability in final demand markets.
Products abandoned comprised goods for the packaging, optical, hand tools, paint, and
food products markets. One enterprise, Cadbury's confectionery operation near Hobart,
abandoned its processing of cocoa beans after the parent company centralised the
productionof cocoamass for the Pacificregionin Singapore.
Maintenance ofExisting Operations
Like the state's indigenous manufacturing sector, the largest number of non-locally
owned enterprises (N=51) adopted a dominant strategy of merely maintaining their
existing operations between 1980 and 1985 (Table 6.2). Of these 51 enterprises, two
groups offirms are identified. First, 33 companies maintained their existing operations by
injecting only a small amount ofcapital into their plant facilities. Incontrast, the remaining
18 enterprises invested heavily innew process technology to lower the cost ofproduction.
A central objective of most firms investing in newtechnology was to lower the levelof
labour inputs requiredin the manufacturing process.
Firms Undertaking Only Minimal Investment
The 33 companies undertaking only minimal investment include 25laggard and only
eight intermediate operating segments of externally-based parent organisations. The
laggard segments are predominantly small to medium-sized operations oriented toward
sales of manufactured products within the limited local market. Specifically, 16 laggard
segments are constrained primarily by the lack of growth or actual decline in the
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Tasmanian market for their products. Product markets in which they operate include
building products, bedding materials, industrial explosives, breakfast cereals, and optical
lenses. In addition, six of the laggard segments manufacture packaging materials for
which there is a extremely limited market. A further four firms are constrained by either
market dependencyor subcontract relationships which they have entered into with larger
non-locally owned enterprises. Two of these companies, manufacturing liquid starches
and bleaching chemicals, are dependent solely upon the state's two paper producers,
APPM and ANM, for all product sales. A third firm supplies malt extracts to Wander
Ltd's Ovaltine factory in Devonport, while the fourth company manufactures food gases
for the statewide softdrink operations of Coca-Cola and Cadbury-Schweppes.
Figure 6.4: Cement Production, Tasmania, 1975-85
300
Source: ABS data.
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Year
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Other companies investing only a minimal amount of capital in their operations
include the state's two largest manufacturers of ready-mix cement, seven enterprises
constrained by a lack of resource-based materials, and three filtered-down operations.
Between 1981 and 1984 when the building market was severely depressed, annual
production of cement for local consumption in Tasmania fell by over 25percent (Figure
6.4). As the number of major cement contracts declined, the two major ready-mix
companies, Boral Ltdand Pioneer Concrete Services Ltd, competed more intensely against
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the state's smaller indigenous cement manufacturers for a larger share of the one-off
private sector market. Pioneer retained all of its production facilities, but Boral closed two
of its cement plants. The seven companies constrained by a lack of material resources are
engaged in the manufacture of timber, fish and meat products for markets outside
Tasmania. Given the uncertainties of future resource availability, their parent companies
were reluctant to invest heavily into process technology. Finally, the three filtered-down
firms manufacture denim jeans, wire products and mining equipment. Using standard
process technologies, each firm realises moderate profits in mainland markets and has
done little to alter the character of the local operation since 1980.
Firms Investing Heavily in Process Technology
In contrast to the 33 enterprises maintaining their operations with only limited
investment, 18 non-locally owned firms undertook major investments in process
technology in order to reduce manufacturing costsand increasetheir competitive position
vis a vis other firms. An objective central to most firms was to reduce the amount of
labour input into the manufacturing process. Of the 18 enterprises, 11 are intermediate
operating segments undertaking production activities which are central to those of the
parent organisation to which they belong. In addition, 16of the 18 are large employers,
maintaining a Tasmanianworkforce of more than 100persons.
A total of 10 enterprises are resource-based operations manufacturing for export
markets. These firms manufacture within a narrow range of product groups, including
timber products, processed vegetables and metallic and non-metallic minerals. Included
among them are three of Tasmania's four largest manufacturers, APPM, EZ Industries,
and Comalco. Investment undertaken by these three companies illustrates the general
tendency among most large resource-based firms to maintain or increase output while
lowering the direct labour inputs to the production process (Figure 6.5). With the
exception of APPM's forest products division, Tasmanian production segments within
each of the three firms have maintained their level of output but have reduced labour
inputs. Within EZ and APPM's paper division, in particular, reductions in the workforce
Figure 6.5: Shifts in Employment and Output Within EZ, Comalco, and APPM, 1970-1985
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between 1980 and 1985 represented the continuation of labour reductions taking place
since the early 1970s. In 1987 EZ announced it would spend nearly $250 million to
increase the capacity at Risdon by 50 per cent, to 320,000tpa. The investment program,
scheduled for completion in 1990, will result in the Risdon plant becoming the largest zinc
smelter in the western world. Although production will increase by one-half, the factory
workforce is expected to fall by a further 350 persons by the time expansions are
completed.
At Comalco's Bell Bay aluminium smelter, employment increases between the mid-
1970s and 1980 were associated with major investments which increased the plant's
production capacity by more than 25 per cent, to 117,000tpa. Between 1980 and 1985,
however, Comalco reduced its factory workforce while production levels remained
relatively constant. In 1985 the future of Comalco's Bell Bay facility appeared uncertain
as the plant was grossly inefficient compared with the parent company's smelters in
Queensland and New Zealand. In March 1988, Comalco unexpectedly announced that it
planned to estabhsh a plant adjacent to the smeltermanufacturing aUoy wheels for use as
original equipment in overseas automotive markets. When the plant is completed, it is
expected to employ approximately 150 persons. Although not as yet committed to
additional investment, Comalco also announced its intention eventually to expand the
facility to include the manufacture of alloy engine blocks and cylinder heads for theworld
car market.
APPM's forest products division has reduced its factory workforce through
investment in automated production and handling equipment for its timber operations. The
employment increase shown in Figure6.5 during the late 1970s simplyreflects additional
workers acquired following APPM's takeover of two indigenous timber companies in the
north of the state. Between 1980 and 1985, however, employment loss within the
company's timber operations was largely the result of reduced output resulting from the
national recession in the building industry.
In addition to the 10 resource-based companies, four filtered-down operations and
four firms manufacturing for the Tasmanian market have also undertaken major
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investments in process technology. The filtered-down operations are the Coats Patons
domestic knitting yam factory in Launceston, Repco's bearing plant in Launceston, the
Devonport operation of Wander Ltd, and the Hobart hand tool manufacturer Stanley
Australia Ltd. Each operates in highly competitive markets outside Tasmania, and has
undertaken major investments aimed at reducing local production costs. With the
exception of Wander, each plant has reduced its production workforce by more than 50
persons since 1980. The four companies selling within the Tasmanian market manufacture
ice cream, soft drinks, medical and food gases, and bitumen road surfaces. Each of these
firms modernised its production operation by investing in improved technology, and also
retained its employment levelbetween 1980 and 1985. Typical of thesecompanies is the
manufacturer of Peters ice cream products, Australian United Foods Ltd. In the course of
replacing outdatedequipment at its Launceston plant, the firm has purchaseda number of
machines which have both improved theefficiency of existing production andprovided a
more flexible processing system from which a broader range of products can be
manufactured.
6.2.4 Summary
From the surveyof indigenous and non-locally owned enterprises it is clear that the
processes underlying strategies of growth, rationalisation, and survival are enormously
complex, andcanonly be examined properly in light of thecorporate-specific situations in
which they occur. Although a number of firms may adopt a similar strategy of
development, the constraints to growth among them may be entirely different, depending
upon the nature ofproduct demand, the availability ofmaterial resources, and the ability of
management to respond to changing conditions both within and external to the firm.
Conversely, management ofdifferent firms often responds to similar constraints invery
different ways. A prime example of this is the wide range of responses made by
Tasmanian manufacturers to decreasing levels of resource-based materials (eg. timber,
fisheries, andlivestock) between 1980 and 1985. Faced with a decline in these resources,
some frnns diversified into other areas of manufacture, while others either undertook
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expansionoutside manufacturing or simply reducedthe overall level of activity within the
enterprise. A number of general conclusions can be drawn from processes identified as
underlying the dominant and minor strategies adopted by manufacturing enterprises
between 1980 and 1985.
Expansion was undertaken as a dominant strategy by slightly more indigenous than
non-locally owned firms, and was oriented primarily toward either the improvement of
existingproducts or the introduction of newproducts withinexistingproduct lines. While
expansion within manufacturing among indigenous firms was evenly balanced between
owner-managed and manager-operated enterprises, non-locally owned firms undertaking
expansion werepredominantly intermediate segments of theirparentorganisation. Market-
basedexpansion of manufacturing activities wasmore prevalent among indigenous firms,
involving eitherexpansion into new markets, or a strengthening of theirposition within
existing markets. Strategies of product diversification were more often adopted by non-
locally owned enterprises as a result of an ownership change in the parent company
outside Tasmania leadingto restructuring of group production operations.
A much higher proportion of indigenous than non-locally owned firms expanded
outside manufacturing. As a dominant strategy, expansion outside manufacturing by
indigenous capital centred upon the establishment of retail activities by medium-sized
owner-managed companies. Newestablishments were set up in all cases but few of these
companies expanded outside the local region in which they are based. As a minor
strategy, expansion outside manufacturing among indigenous firms focused upon
wholesaling, trade services, and equity investment. Expansion of wholesale and trade
service operations was especially attractive to owner-managed firms as growth was often
achieved with only minimal commitment ofcapital investment. Byinvesting in corporate
equities, several medium to large-sizedmanager-operatedfirms have increased their level
of authority over trade customers, suppliers, andmarket competitors. Equity investment
was also attractive to several firms as it provided a means of receiving profits without the
firm havingto incur additional managerial responsibilities.
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A similar number of indigenous and non-locally owned firms adopted dominant
strategies which resulted in the rationalisation of their Tasmanian operations. Among
indigenous firms, rationalisation tj^ically involved the closure of establishments within
both owner-managed andmanager-operated multi-site operations. Most of the non-locally
owned enterprises which undertook major rationalisation are medium-sized laggard
operating segments of their parent company, oriented toward the limited Tasmanian
market. Among these enterprises, establishment closure was often associated with
declining market conditions within the durable goods sector, and the inability of non-
locally owned operations to compete successfully against smaller indigenous operations
within one-off product markets.
By far, the majority of both indigenous and non-locally owned firms adopted a
dominant strategy of merely maintaining existing production and non-production activities.
Most indigenous firms injected only minimal levels of capital into the business between
1980and 1985. Most of these are smallfirms in which management is satisfiedwith the
levels ofprofit available within existing product markets. A small number of indigenous
frnns have struggled to maintain their level of operations within declining markets or
where the enterprise is constrained through a declining availability of resource-based
materials. Non-locally owned firms merely maintaining production are predominantly
laggard segments constrained by either Tasmania's small final market or a dependency on
intermediate markets for goods such aspackaging, industrial gases and chemicals. More
importantly, however, 18 ofTasmania's largest enterprises have maintained their existing
operations while investing heavily in new processed-based technology aimed atreducing
production costs, especially labour. Most of these enterprises are intermediate segments of
their parent organisation, selling resource-based and filtered-down products within highly
competitive markets outside Tasmania. In order to survive, long-term strategies
incorporate theadoption of new technologies to improve thecompetitive positions of these
firms internationally. The reduction of labour-input perunit of manufactured product is
critical to this competitiveness.
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6.3 STRUCTURAL CHANGE IN THE TASMANIAN MANUFACTURING
ECONOMY 1980-1985
The final section of the chaptersummarises thenatureof structuralchangewithin the
state's manufacturing economy between 1980 and 1985. Of particular concern are
changes which have taken place in employment, investment, and the volume of
manufactured output. In order to provide a comparison between the performance of
indigenous andnon-locaUy owned enterprises over thefive yearperiod, structural change
data for the 40 single-site indigenous firms employing fewer than 100 persons are
weighted to approximate the population of firms (see section 2.2.7, and Appendix 2).
Applying weights to these firms is intended to give a broadindication of changes for the
state as a whole. It is not assumed that the processes influencing the growth or decline of
the population of small indigenous firms are the same as those identified in the interview
sample. However, a detailed knowledge of the state's manufacturing economy suggests
that the range of strategies adopted by the 40 small and medium-sized single-site
indigenous firms which were interviewed isgenerally representative of the strategies being
followed by small indigenous firms as a whole.
This is certainly not to say that all small to medium-sized indigenous firms are
following strategies identified from the interviews. For example, among the 81
indigenous firms interviewed, none could be identified as 'leader' small firm business
organisations likely to establish themselves as major elements within national markets, or
likely to develop into large business organisations (Taylor and Thrift ,1981a, 1982a). At
least two small Tasmanian owned firms not included in the interview sample, however, do
operate as leader segments. The first, a manufacturer of radio antennae, has captured 75
percent of theAustralian marine radio antennae market since it began operations in 1978.
Employing less than 20 persons, the company also markets successfully in a number of
Asian countries. Within thepastfew years thefirm has developed a number of successful
products, and employs two full-time engineers in product development. The second
company, also established in 1978, designs and manufactures wave-piercing catamarans
for the world market. In the past 10 years, the Tasmanian company has built more than 35
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twin-hulled femes at shipyards in Queensland, New Zealand, Singapore, Hong Kong,
Seattle and Hobart. In 1984 the company signed its biggest deal to date, to supply a
number of 500 seat ships for the UK-based Sealink Ferries group.
By weighting the 40 single-site indigenous firms employing fewer than 100 persons
which were interviewed, the following discussion is based upon the total Tasmanian
population of 374 indigenous and 85 non-locally owned manufacturing firms described in
section 3.4.
The analysis of changes in employment, investment and the volume of manufactured
output within the state's manufacturing economy between 1980 and 1985 leads to a
number of important conclusions. Aggregate patterns of change clearly result from, and
reflect the dominant strategies identified at theenterprise level. In particular, strategies of
expansion haveresulted in increasing employment levels within both owner-managed and
manager-operated enterprises oriented towardthe local market. Conversely, strategiesof
rationalisation andcapital intensification of existing operations have reduced employment
within both laggard and intermediate non-locally owned operations. Capital investment
within the state's manufacturing sector between 1980 and 1985 was dominated by a few
large non-locally owned firms. Within small and medium-sized indigenous owner-
managed and non-locally owned laggard enterprises, expansion of physical output was
especially low over the period, attributable mostly to stagnant or declining local market
conditions. Enterprises oriented toward markets outside Tasmania increased physical
output, although a number of constraints such as the availability of resource-based
materials andincreasing foreign competition in mainland markets limited thepotential for
expansion within production-based activities.
6.3.1 Employment Change
Between 1980 and 1985, Tasmania's 459 manufacturing establishments realised a
net loss of 337 full-time employees (- 1 per cent) and a net gain of 504 part-time
employees, representing a 47percentincrease in part-time employment (Figure 6.6). As
demonstrated elsewhere, the decline in full-time employment represents a continuation of
Figure 6.6: Employment Change by Market Orientation of Manufacturing Enterprises, 1980 - 1985
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job loss which has occurred since 1970 when nearly 32,000 persons were employed
within Tasmania's manufacturing sector (Hood, 1987, p. 154). Survey evidence suggests
two primary reasons for the marked increase in part-time employment between 1980 and
1985. First, many enterprises which have rationalised their operations over the period
have transferred some workers to part-timeemployment as an alternative to redundancy.
Second, part-time employment has become more attractive from the employer'spoint of
view as it avoidsmany of the on-costs which apply to full-time wage and salary earners,
and maintains their ability to decrease staffing levels at a later date withoutincurring the
full costof redundancy payments. This has been especially important among many of the
large non-locally owned intermediate manufacturers which have either rationalised
segments of their operation or invested heavilyin process technology, reducing the firm's
labour input into manufacturing activities.
Ownership and Industrv
Only the indigenousfirm sectorrealised a net gain in employment between 1980and
1985, with an increase of 797 full-time (9 per cent) and 294 part-time (51 per cent)
employees (Figure 6.6 and Table 6.3). Net growth was highest among the state's 309
owner-managed enterprises (864 persons), although the overall rateof growth was fairly
even between owner-managed and manager-operated firms. Among owner-managed
firms, over 85 per cent of employment growth occurred within small and medium-sized
operations manufacturing products for the Tasmanian market. Employment growth among
firms selling locally is even more evident among the state's 127 manager-operated
enterprises. In total, 441 jobs were created within manager-operated firms manufacturing
forthelocal market, while manager-operated companies manufacturing for markets outside
the state reduced their net employment by 214 jobs. Employment growth within manager-
operated companies selhng locally is attributable primarily toa few medium and large-sized
firms which have undertaken expansion outside manufacturing. Many ofthe jobs created
are in activities such as retailing, transport and distribution, and various trade services.
Net employment loss within export-oriented, manager-operated enterprises reflects both
Table 6.3: Employment Change in Tasmanian Manufacturing by Industry, 1980-1985
Industry Locally-Owned ^ Non-locally Owned Total
Full-time Part-time Full-time Part-time Full-time Part-time
Net
chg
%
chg
Net
chg
%
dig
Net
chg
%
chg
Net
chg
%
chg
Net
chg
%
chg
Net %
chg chg
Food& beverage
products - 92 -5 77 28 312 10 196 88 220 5 273 57
Textiles 44 258 9 800 -55 -4 -58 -28 -11 -1 -49 -24
Clothing& footwear 91 38 14 460 35 36 1 100 126 37 15 500
Wood, wood products
and furniture 2 n.p. n.p. 20 29 -218 -13 11 73 329 10 31 32
Paper, paper products
publishing &printing -3
-
71 124 -389 -9 34 680 -392 -9 105 62
Chemical, petroleum
& coal products 27 12 26 38 -39 -6 8 64 -12 -2 34 41
Non-metallic
mmeralproducts -27 -4 1 20 9 2 -1 -12 -18 -2
-
Basic metal
products -11 -15 10 800 -437 -11
- -
-448 -12 10 566
Fabricated metal
products 97 17 16 145 -202 -26 9 800 -105 -9 25 184
'Bansport equipment ^ n.p. n.p. 18 105 -106 -19 1 50 94 11 19 85
hidustrialmachinery
& equipment -95 -15 10 900 19 29 1 100 -76 -4 11 800
Miscellaneous
manufacturmg 19 5 22 29 -63 -34 8 116 -44 -5 30 36
Totalmanu&ctrrring 797 9 294 51 - 1,134 -7 210 43 -337 -1 504 47
Figuresfor locallyownedfirmsemployingless than 1(X) arebased on a sample(seeTable2.4)
2 Thelarge percentage ofsmall enterprises wilhmtheseindustrial groups resulted in
estimates ofemployment changebasedonthefirmsinterviewed (11& 3 respectivdy)
beingunrebable. Althoughtheestimates correctly identifyan employment mcrease
witlw eachindustry,the figure is not pubhriied.
Source: TasmanianManufacturingSurvey, 1986
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rationalisation taking place among medium to large-sized firms constrained bydeclining
levels of localresources (eg. timber andlivestock), andthe decision by a few other large
manufacturers to divest segments of their production operations in order to accumulate
additional capital for expansion outside production.
Between 1980 and 1985, non-locally owned manufacturing firms, in aggregate,
decreased full-time employment by 1,134 persons (-7 per cent) while part-time
employment increased by 210 persons (43 per cent) (Figure 6.6 and Table 6.3). Net
employment loss was highest among the 26 intermediate segments engaged in resource-
based and filtered-down manufacturing for markets outside Tasmania. Job loss among
these firms, some of thestate's largest employers, totalled 823 persons over the period. In
fact, over three-quarters of the net employment loss within the non-local sector was
accounted for by three of Tasmania's four largest resource-based firms, APPM, EZ and
Comalco. As described earlier in the chapter, the dominant strategy adopted by each of
these firms has been tomaintain orincrease the level ofoutput while reducing considerably
their factory workforce (Figure 6.5). As a result, employment within Tasmania's paper
and basic metals industries declined considerably (Table 6.3). The only group of non-
locally owned enterprises which, in aggregate, maintained itsemployment level since 1980
comprises the 12 intermediate segments manufacturing for the Tasmanian market.
Although expansion among these firms is constrained by the state's limited population,
most operate inproduct markets (eg. soft drinks, beer, and glass packaging) inwhich they
have secured dominant trading positions, and face only minimal competition from
indigenous capital.
Non-locally owned laggard enterprises manufacturing for both local and export
markets decreased full-time employment by a total of375 persons over the period (Figure
6.6). As noted in the preceding section, laggard segments manufacturing durable goods
for the local market have performed poorly in the face of increased competition from
smaller indigenous producers since 1980, especially in the fabricated metals sector where
full-time employment has fallen by more than 200persons (Table 6.3). Theloss of 180
full-time jobs among Tasmania's nine laggard segments manufacturing for export markets
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is associated primarily with investment aimed at reducing production costs at Repco's
bearing plant in Launceston and Tioxide's Bumie factory manufacturing titanium dioxide
pigments for the paint industry. The increase of 216 part-jobs among export-oriented
laggard segments is primarily the result of Safcol's diversification of its food-based
activities both within and outside manufacturing (Table 6.3).
Emplovment Tvpe
Table 6.4 identifies changes in employment byownership andoccupational category.
Of the 871 jobs shed by the four largest manufacturers, most were within areas of
production, engineering and maintenance. The largest single loss of employment (606
jobs) occurred at APPM's Bumie paper mill, where thecompany hasundertaken a number
of major investments in production, packaging and transport segments of its operation.
APPM, EZ and Comalco have reduced the numberof engineering and maintenance staff,
as investments undertaken have lowered employment requirements in these areas. A
senior manager at APPM indicated that the company has also adopted a policy of
subcontracting out an increased proportion of engineering and maintenance services to
local indigenous companies. By subcontracting out such services, andreducing its direct
current employment, APPM is in a better position to reduce further its non-production
workforce once additional capital investment is undertaken. In effect, APPM has
externalised the burden of possible future employment loss to indigenous capital. Other
changes among the four largest resource-based firms include a net loss of 14 research
positions, mostly within APPM's paper division which transferred a portion of its R&D
facilities to Melbourne. The apparent increase of 55managerial positions in Table 6.4 is
actually the result of a restructuring of intemal reporting structures within Comalco and
EZ. Within both organisations, separate functional segments of the firm involving
administrative (eg. personnel and purchasing) and production (eg. casting and leaching)
activities have been restructured into semi-autonomous departments. As a result, the
number of 'managers' has increased as the person responsible for each department has
been given greater working autonomy and participates in most management decisions at
Table 6.4; Change in Employment Type Within Tasmanlan Manufacturing, 1980-1985 ^
Ownership Managerial Clerical Production
Research &
development Other 2 Total
Net
change
%
change
Net
change
%
change
Net
change
%
change
Net
change
%
change
Net
change
%
change
Net
change
%
change
4 largest 3 55 30 -70 -13 ^88 -10 -14 -9
-354 -12
-871
-11
Other non-local 6 1
-25 -3 -164 -3 19 27 49 3
-115 -2
Local 13 2 83 9 626 11 11 55 115 7 848 9
Total 74 6 -12 -1
-26 -1 16 8 -190
-3
-138
-1
1 Includes full-time equivalents for part-time employees.
2 Includes transport, engineering, maintenance and retail employees.
3 APPM, ANM, EZand Comalco.
Figures forlocally owned firms employing lessthan100arebased ona sample (seeTable 2.4)
Source: TasmanlanManufacturingSurvey, 1986.
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the plant level.
Net employment loss among the state's other 81 non-locally owned firms has
occurred in areas of both production and administration (Table 6.4). Employment loss
within production activities was greatest in medium-sized laggard segments selling within
the local market, and large resource-based and filtered-down organisations manufacturing
for export markets. Employment within Tasmania's indigenous firm sector increased
within each occupational category, totalling 848 persons (including both full andpart-time)
between 1980 and 1985. The majority of net employment growth (626jobs) within the
indigenous sector was in productionactivities. In addition, 115jobs were created in areas
outside production and administration, as a number of bothowner-managed andmanager-
operated enterprises undertook expansion in areas of retailing, wholesaling, and trade
services.
Regional Change
Decentralisation and specialisation within Tasmania's manufacturing economy have
contributed to thevulnerability of the state's three principal industrial regions (focusing
upon Hobart, Launceston and Bumie/Devonport) to changes in a few particular industries
whichcontrola largeportionof the localworkforce (Wilde, 1981a; Figure6.7). Evidence
from the manufacturing survey indicates that total manufacturing employment has
remained stable within the southern and northern regions of the state while firms in the
north west region have decreased full-time employment by 6 per cent (466 jobs) and
generated significantly fewerpart-time positions than firms in theother tworegions. This
is not surprising, given that manufacturing in the north west region is characterised by
higher levels ofexternal ownership, resource-based industries and a greater percentage of
large firms relative to other regions of the state. In fact, a mere six resource-based
enterprises control almost 60 per cent of the region's manufacturing workforce. Since
1980, major employment losses have occurred within the region's dairying, paper and
meat products industries. Another important industry, vegetable processing, has
maintained employment levels since 1980 despite increasing competition from New
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Figure 6.7: Regional Employment Change in Tasmanian Manufacturing,
1980-1985
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Zealand producers in mainland markets. In 1987, two years after the thesis interviews
were completed, the Canadian-based McCains Ltd established a second vegetable
processing facility in the north west region, employing nearly 100 persons.
The stability of employment within the northern and southern regions of the state is
attributable largely to the highernumber of smallindigenous firms andless severe job loss
among non-locally owned enterprises. In northern Tasmania, indigenous employment
growth of over 500 persons was concentrated in food products, fabricated metals and
clothingindustries. Employment loss among non-locally ownedenterprises was heaviest
in textiles, basic metals and transport equipment industries, all of which are dependent
uponmainland markets characterised by increasing foreign competition since 1980. In the
south of the state, indigenous employment growth (493 persons) was highest in food
products and wood products industries, including 118 persons employed in timber and
hardware retailing, by manufacturers expanding their retail operations in the Hobart area.
6.3.2 Capital Investment
A substantial section in the manufacturing survey was devoted to questions regarding
the level and nature of capital investment (including investment in land, buildings,
machinery, transport andancillary equipment) between 1980 and 1985 (see Appendix 1).
Over the five year period, investment in the state's manufacturing sector totalled an
estimated $705 million. The state's 85 non-locally owned firms accounted for 81 per cent
ofthis investment, while the 374 indigenous manufacturers accounted only 19 per cent. In
fact, Tasmania's four largest resource-based enterprises were responsible for 47 per cent
of all manufacturing investment (Figure 6.8). The substantial proportion of investment
undertaken by these fotu" firms overthefive yearperiod highlights boththeirmassive level
ofcapitalisation inrelation to other manufacturers, and their decision to invest heavily in
new technology as a means of reducing unit production costs and maintaining their
international competitiveness. Ata local level, anumber of smaller (and primarily locally
owned) manufacturers and service firms are dependent upon the four major companies for
a considerable portion of their annual trading income. Inparticular, local firms engaged in
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activities including engineering and surveying, electrical design and materials supply, and
plastic fabrication are frequently nominated as contractors and suppliers for portions of
major developments undertaken by each of the four largest enterprises.
Figure 6.8: Capital Investment in Tasmanian
Manufacturing, 1980-19851
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For example, one of APPM's major investments between 1980 and 1982 involved the
conversion of its Burnie mill's steam generating plant from oil fuels to a combination of
coal and woodwaste firing. The completion of that project alone involved contracts
totaling $23 million awarded to 28 Tasmanian-based manufacturers andsuppliers.
Together, the state's four largest manufacturers and34 otherintermediate operating
segments accounted for 67 per cent of all investment over the period (Table 6.5). By
comparison, only 14 per centof total investment wasundertaken by the 47 laggard non-
locally owned enterprises. Byindustry, the percentage of investment undertaken bynon-
locally owned enterprises was highest in paper, basic metals, chemicals, textiles, and food
products industries (Table 6.6). With the exception of the food and beverage industry,
investmentwithin each of these industrial groups was dominatedby fewer than 10 non-
locally owned enterprises. The survey results suggest that among indigenous firms, 62
per cent of all investment ($11.8 million) was undertaken by the state's 65 manager-
operated enterprises (Table 6.5). The largest single group of firms, Tasmania's 309
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Table 6.5: Capital Investment in Tasmanian Manufacturing by
Enterprise Segment, 1980-1985
Enterprise Number of Investment 1 % of Total
Segment Enterprises (SmUlion) Investment
Locally-Owned 2
Owner-Managed 309 50.695 7.2
Manager-Operated 65 83.347 11.8
Total 374 134.042 19.0
Non-Locally Owned
Laggard 47 98.770 14.0
Intermediate 38 472.572 67.0
Total 85 571.342 81.0
Total Manufacturing 459 705.384 100.0
1 Includes total investment in land, buildings, machinery, transport and ancillary
equipment. Figures do not include equity investment.
^ Figures for locally owned firms employing less than 100 are based on a sample
(see Table 2.4)
Source: Tasmanian Manufacturing Survey, 1986.
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Table 6.6: Capital Investment by Manufacturing Industry Within Tasmania, 1980-1985
Number of Enterprises Investment 1 % of Total Investment
Industry
Locally ^
Owned
Non-Locally
Owned (SMllion) %
Locally ^
Owned
Non-LocaUy
Owned
P^er, paper products,
publishing & printing 27 6 231.367 33 5 95
Basic metal products 11 4 114.314 16 1 99
Wood, wood products,
& furniture 67 10 103.713 15 33 67
Food & beverage
products 54 19 101.858 14 28 72
Chemicals, petroleum
and coal products 21 9 48.188 7 5 95
Non-metaHic mineral
products 42 7 44.912 7 76 24
Textiles 9 5 26.326 4 1 99
Transport equipment 21 1 12.497 2 42 58
Fabricated metal
products 38 13 10.673 2 45 55
Miscellaneous
manufactured produets 35 7 6.761 1 86 14
Qothing & footwear 8 1 3.413
-
88 12
Industrial machinery
& equipment 41 3 2.181
-
89 11
Total manufacturing 374 85 706.203 100 19 81
1Includes total investment inland, buildings, machinery, transport and ancillary equipment
Figures do not include equity investment.
2 Figures for locallyownedfirmsemploying lessthan100arebasedupona sample (seeTable2.4).
Source: Tasmatuan Manufacturing Survey, 1986.
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indigenous owner-managed operations, invested only $50.7 million over the period,
representing less than 8 per cent of total investment within the state's manufacturing
sector. Moreover, indigenous capital accounted for more than one-half of total investment
within only four of the 12 primary industry divisions (Table 6.6). Included among these
are the three lowest ranking industries in terms of total investment over the five year
period; miscellaneous manufactured products (ie. plastics, advertising signs, rubber and
leather products), clothing and footwear, and industrial machinery and equipment.
6.3.3 Volume of Manufactured Output
Due to the diverse industrial structureof the state'smanufacturingeconomy,changes
in the volume of manufacturedoutput can be observed, at an aggregate scale, only in terms
of the percentage change between 1980 and 1985. Evidence from the survey of
manufacturers indicates that, as a group, indigenous firms performed somewhat better than
those non-locally owned. In particular, one-quarter of all non-locally owned laggard
operations decreased their level of outputby more than 20 per cent over the period (Table
6.7). By comparison, over one-half of all intermediate segments increased their
manufactured output by more than 20 per cent. Within the indigenous firm sector,
manager-operated enterprises performed slightly betterthanowner-managed operations on
a percentagechange basis. On a net changebasis, however, it is virtually certain that this
difference is even greater since nearly 60 per cent (N=182) of owner-managed firms
employ fewer than 10persons and anylargepercentage change figures are likely to reflect
relatively moderate increases in physical output.
The processes underlying strategies of growth and decline within the 166
manufacturing enterprises includedin the study, and structuralchangesoccurring within
the state's manufacturing economy as a whole having been described, the final chapter
summarises the thesis research. Discussion highlights the position of Tasmania's
manufacturing economy within the context of the Australian and capitalist production
systems, the level and nature of power relationships within indigenous and external
capital, and the dominant strategies and constraints influencing change within the local
Table 6.7: Change in the Volume of Manufactured Output, 1980-1985
Percentage Change in Manufactured Output
More Than Between More Than
20% 20%
Decrease -19 and 19% Increase Total
Enterprise Enterprises Enterprises Enterprises Enteiprises
Segment No. % No. % No. % No. %
Locally-Owned ^
Owner-Managed 33 10.6 150 48.5 126 40.9 309 100
Manager-Operated 2 3.2 20 30.7 43 66.1 65 100
Total 35 9.5 170 45.4 169 45.1 374 100
Non-Locally Owned
Laggard 12 25.5 22 46.8 13 27.7 47 100
Intermediate 7 18.4 11 28.9 20 52.7' 38 100
Total 19 22.3 33 38.8 29 38.9 85 100
Total Manufacturing 54 12.7 203 44.2 198 43.1 459 ICQ
F^igures for locally owned firms employing less than 100 are based on asample (see Table 2.4).
Source: Tasmanian Manufacturing Survey, 1986.
bO
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state region. Finally, comments are made regarding the importance of a process-based
approach to empirical studies within dynamic capitalist systems, and the utility of
conceptual frameworks such as Taylor and Thrift's (1981a,1982a) segmented economy
approach to study undertaken at a regional level.
CHAPTER 7
REVIEW AND IMPLICATIONS
OF THE RESEARCH
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7.1 THEORETICAL STRUCTURE OF THE RESEARCH
The objectiveof this thesishas beento analyse Tasmania's manufacturing sectorin
terms of enterprise size, location of ownership and control, and other attributes of
enterprises which arerelevant to the understanding ofmanagement behaviour andstrategy
within Tasmania between 1980 and 1985.
To satisfy this objective, it was necessary that the study was grounded in theories
which most adequately conceptualise the dynamics ofcapitalist production and the ways in
which individual business organisations interact within the capitalist economic system.
Hence, research has accepted the basic elements of Marx's conceptualisation of the
capitalist system, and developments of his position, as the most useful framework to
examine thenature of capitalist production. Neo-Marxist theory is extremely useful in an
analysis of capitalist economies, as it emphasises important dynantic issues of crisis,
conflict, and power relations between different social classes. Individuals and groups
having control over the ownership and possession of capital are able to assert their
dominance over others by employing them as wage labour and accumulating the surplus-
value generated during the production process. Given that the accumulation ofcapital is
both the driving force within capitalist production, and determines the nature ofunequal
power relationships between social classes, the way inwhich production isorganised over
space iscritical to the understanding ofeconomic and social disparities between regions.
Only recently have studies made a valid attempt to investigate regional disparities
from a neo-Marxist perspective (for example, see Clarke, 1982a, 1984b; Dargavel, 1984;
Pagan, 1984). Each of these studies has adopted a process-based approach to
investigation, emphasising the specific historic, social and spatial mechanisms producing
change within regional economies. Through a process-based approach, research is able to
provide a balance between the influence of economic and socialstructures, and the actions
of individual agents within capitalist economies. Thus, the abstract power relations
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developed at a theoretical level, such as those between capital and labour, are examined in
relation to the specific conditions in whichthey operate. By undertaking a process-based
approach of the investigation of manufacturing enterprises within Tasmania, this thesis
buildsupon the developing literature of theoretically-informed studieswhichfocus upon
the role of enterprise managers as individual and dynamic actors in generatingstractural
change.
As a conceptual structure through which to undertake thisprocess-based approach to
business organisations within the study area, the segmented economy framework
developed by Taylor andThrift (1981a, 1982a) has been expanded by focusing upon the
dynamics of a regional manufacturing economy. Through a segmented economy
framework, whichrecognises the importance of powerrelationships within and between
business enterprises, research has been able to identify many of the concrete forms
through which the more general economic and social relations ofproduction are operating
within the study area. In the Tasmanian study, the focus ofresearch has been placed upon
thelocal operational unit, and the decisions affecting it, rather than on thelarger business
organisation at a national level. Empirical research has centred upon three levels of
enterprise relations, including those between Tasmanian establishments of multi-site
enterprises, those between individual business enterprises, and relations between non-
locally owned enterprises andestablishments of their parent organisation outside the state.
At each level of investigation, research has highlighted the nature and implications of
power relations influencing the growth ofTasmanian manufacturing enterprises.
7.2 MANUFACTURING IN TASMANIA
7.2.1 Summary of Empirical Research
As a background to the local study, it has been demonstrated that since the mid-
1970s, changes taking place within the Tasmanian economy have largely reflected those
occurring at the national andinternational levels. In particular, employment in service
industries has risen, manufacturing has declined in importance, and the overall rate of
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growth in trade and investment has fallen well below levels achieved during the 1960s.
The current structure of Tasmania's economy, and the problems associated with it, reflect
the history of Australian economic development in which Tasmania has always played a
minor role. Both Tasmania's narrowly-based industrial structure and reliance upon
resource-based activities have tended to exacerbate instability within the local capitalist
environment.
Enterprise Differentiation
Because of Tasmania's reliance upon resource-based industries, and its non-
metropolitan character in general, its economy differs greatly from other regional
economies in which most research on firm size, ownership and enterprise segmentation
has been undertaken. The current stmcture of Tasmania's manufacturing sector is one in
which the numerically dominant unit of production is the small indigenous firm.
Indigenous manufacturersare often engagedin a numberof functions outside production
including retailing, wholesaling, installation and maintenance activities. Empirical
research has suggested that, within Tasmania, it is difficult to differentiate indigenous
firms on the basis of the current pattern of segmentationdescribed by Taylor and Thrift
(1981a, 1982a; see Figure 1.4). In particular, many small indigenous firms which could
be classified as laggard are also operating as niche fillers or 'loyal opposition' firms to
larger business organisations within the local market (see section 5.2.1). Differentiation
of indigenous firms on the basis of owner-managed andmanager-operated enterprises was
found to be a much more useful causal classification. Most indigenous firms are owner-
managed, operating from a single establishment and manufacturing non-resource based
products which are sold in only one of the state's three regional markets. A smaller
number of indigenous manufacturing firms are manager-operated. In contrast to most
owner-managed firms, manager-operated enterprises are typically larger, and contain a
division of authority in which individual managers possess specialised skills and are
responsible for only a particular segment of the overall process of accumulation.
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The majority of the state's manufacturing workforce is employed by a few large, and
predominantly non-locally owned, enterprises. Most of these large enterprises
manufacture resource-based products for markets outside Tasmania. Non-locally owned
firms have been differentiated in terms of Taylor and Thrift's (1981a, 1982a)
conceptualisation of segmentation within large business organisations. In identifying
Tasmanian enterprises in terms of their role within the parent organisation to which they
belong, none of the state's non-locally owned firms was classified as a leader operating
segment. Over one-half of the state's non-locally owned enterprises are laggard segments
of their parent organisation. Such segments are typically small to medium-sized
operations manufacturing for the limited local market. Relative to other branches of the
parent organisation outside Tasmania, the state's laggard firms are generally characterised
by lower levels of capitalisation, sales volumes, product independence and profits. In
addition, laggard firms typically maintain low levels of visibility within their controlling
organisation. In contrast, intermediate operating segments maintain a much higher degree
of visibility within the parent company, as they typically account for a higher proportion of
both group capitalisation and sales volume. Compared to laggard segments, intermediate
firms also play a greater role in the overall process of accumulation within their parent
organisation, as they generate higher rates of profit.
Power Relations
Three levels of power relations within the state's manufacturing sector have been
identified. First, the examination of power relations between establishments of multi-site
Tasmanian enterprises demonstrated that branch establishments of both indigenous and
non-locally owned enterprises possess only minimal power within the Tasmanian
operation. In general, indigenousand non-local branches are both small and functionally
dependent upon the Tasmanian head office for their operational resources. In terms of
decision-making, branch managers are grantedvirtually no autonomyin key areasrelating
to the design, production, pricing and marketing of goods manufactured. In addition,
branch management has virtually no control over the allocation of investment finance
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within the Tasmanian operation. Control held at the branch level is primarily restricted to
routine decisions in areas such as stock levels, labour replacement, and the provision of
trade services within the local area.
Second, the examination of inter-organisational power relations within the state's
manufacturing sector focused upon the nature of subcontract, franchise, licence and
market arrangements between enterprises. Such relations within Tasmania differ markedly
from those identified elsewhere (Clarke, 1979; Storey, 1982; Mason, 1984; Imrie, 1986;
Duche and Savey, 1987). In particular, the operations of most small and medium-sized
enterprises are not influenced by operating linkagesestablished with larger firms. In part,
the lack of operational linkages between the two groups is influenced by their very
different product structures, with many indigenous firms manufacturing non-resource
based goods for the local market and many non-locally owned enterprises engaged in
resource-based manufacture for markets outside Tasmania. Thus, relatively few
opportunities exist for the development of operational linkages between small indigenous
and large non-locally owned firms. Moreover, few smallenterprises possess the specialist
skills required by larger organisations, and most large firms utilise only standard
production technologieswhich are unlikely to be extemalised to indigenous capital. Most
subcontract arrangements are informal agreements between small to medium-sized
indigenous firms. Although manyindigenous andnon-locaUy ownedfirms are engaged in
eitherformal or informal subcontract, fi-anchise or licence agreements, the powernetworks
resulting from these relationships are minimal as most firms are not reliant upon such
activities for a large portion of their total operating turnover. Research has demonstrated,
however, that a few small, and predominantly non-locally owned, manufacturers are
linked to large firms through various market dependency relationships. For most of these
small companies, the loss of only one major customer would be likely to result in the
enterprise closing its local production operations.
Third, power relations between non-locally owned enterprises and their external
head officeshave been assessed in terms of the control maintained by local management
over the relations of economic ownership and possession. Siuvey evidence demonstrated
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that the majority of local managers are given minimal control over key functions involving
production, labour, investment and the accumulation of capital. The absence of such
functions at the local level suggests that most non-locally owned enterprises clearly hold a
subordinate position within their parent organisation. Not surprisingly, local autonomy in
areas of marketing is higher in laggard than intermediate segments since laggard operations
are generally selling within the stable Tasmanian market. Both laggard and intermediate
segments, however, are largely dependent upon their parent companies for the provision
of all investment finance. The general pattern of power structures has changed very little
within non-locally owned organisations since 1980. Most shifts of control functions into
and out of Tasmania between 1980 and 1985 involved routine functions in areas of
accounting, with a fewer number of shifts involving managerial, production, and technical
activities.
Strategies of Indigenous and External Capital
The strategies adopted by indigenous and non-locally owned enterprises between
1980 and 1985 reflect both the goals and abilities of enterprise managers, and the
constraints imposed by the capitalist system in which firms operate. The constraints to
growth influencing the Tasmanianoperations of indigenousand external capital are highly
complex. Within smaU owner-managed enterprises, constraints internal to the firm such
as management ability, negative perceptions of growth and the limited ability to raise
finance capital, are most critical to the long-term development of the operation. In
particular, survey evidence indicates that most owner-managers are content with the level
of profits available from existing products and services offered by the firm within then-
local regional market. For many of these enterprises, expansion of existing activities
would be seen as a threat to the autonomy presently maintained by the owner-manager.
Although many medium and large-sized indigenous firms are thus constrained by negative
perceptions of growth among persons maintaining control over the operation, a number of
other constraints are equally important. They include the limited potential for growth
within the local market and difficulties involved in servicing markets outside the state. As
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small and medium-sized manufacturers, most indigenous firms are unable to generate the
volume of manufactured product necessary to trade profitably in external markets. Most
indigenous firms which do sell outside the state havelittle control over the marketing of
their products, as they sell goods primarily or entirely through wholesale agents.
Among non-locally owned enterprises, constraints to growth are most strongly
associated with the lack of control functions held by local management. Within all but a
few enterprises, decisions regarding long-term product andmarket developments aremade
by managers of the parent firm located outside Tasmania, with little or no input from
executives of the Tasmanian enterprise. Small-scale developments initiated by local
management are also constrained by the imbalance of power between local and external
offices of the parent firm, as Tasmanian operations are dependent upon their parent
organisation forvirtually allcapital funding. In addition to the constraints imposed upon
local managers by theirexternal head offices, the small size of localproduct markets limits
expansion among most laggard segments. Moreover, several intermediate resource-based
segments manufacturing for export markets are constrained by limitedor declining stocks
in forestry and sea fisheries.
Given the constraints facing indigenous and external capital, a wide range of
strategies has been adopted within the local manufacturing economy since 1980. The
largest number of both locally and non-locally owned enterprises adopted dominant
strategies aimed at maintaining their existing level of operations, while undertaking only
minimal investment in production between 1980 and 1985. A few large export-oriented
firms, however, have maintained their existing operations while also investing heavily in
process technology as a means to reduce unit production costs. While the investment
undertaken by these companies is seen as necessary inorder toincrease both the efficiency
of localproduction and the organisation's competitiveness in markets outside Tasmania,
the high rate of associated job loss within these firms has reduced considerably the
opportunitiesfor employment within the state's three regional labour markets.
A smaller number of indigenous and non-locally owned enterprises adopted
dominant strategies which were expansion-based. Among indigenous firms, expansion
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was split between production and non-production activities. Expansion within
manufacturing focused upon the development of existing markets and products, with only
a handful of firms entering new markets or diversifying their range of manufactured
products. Expansion outside manufacturing concentrated upon the development of retail
activities, primarily among medium and large-sized manager-operated organisations. As a
minor strategy, expansion of trade service activities was undertaken by several indigenous
firms. In contrast, expansion among non-locally owned enterprises was virtually
restricted to production-based activities. The failure of many small and medium-sized
laggard segments to expand their trade service base has adversely affected their
competitiveness against indigenous firms within the local market.
The least dominant strategy adopted by indigenous and non-locally owned firms
between 1980 and 1985 was rationalisation involving a reduction in the level of activities
undertaken in Tasmania. Most rationalisation undertaken by indigenous fimns involved
the closure of small branch establishments. The majority of rationalisation within the
state's non-locally owned sector took place among medium-sized laggard segments
competing unsuccessfully against indigenous capital within the local durable goods
market.
Structural Change
Aggregate patterns of structural change within the state's manufacturing economy
between 1980 and 1985 reflect the underlying strategies adopted by indigenous and
extemal capital. While the total numberof persons employed within manufacturing fell
only marginally throughout the studyperiod, marked differences occurred in employment
performance when measmed in terms of ownership, firm size, and the provision of full
versus part-time work within the local economy. In particular, strategies of expansion
within indigenous firms have resulted in increasing employment levels within both owner-
managedand manager-operated enterprises orientedtoward the local market Conversely,
strategies of rationalisation and capital intensification of existing operations have had a
negative effect upon employment within bothlaggard and intermediate non-locally owned
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operations. In addition, several of Tasmania's larger export-oriented indigenous
manufacturers have reduced employment over the period, as they have adopted strategies
similarto those of large non-locally ownedfirms operatingin highlycompetitiveexternal
markets.
Part-time employmentwithinmanufacturing firms increasedmarkedlybetween 1980
and 1985, with much of this growth taking place in non-production activities. From
management's point of view, part-time (and to a lesser extent casual) employment has
become increasingly attractive during the current phase of restructuring within the local,
national and globalmanufacturing economies. In particular, employment on-costs such as
redundancy payments are reduced through the provision of part-time work. Part-time
work has also increased as many large indigenous and non-locally owned firms have
transferred some workers topart-time employment as an alternative to redundancy.
Capital investment within the state's manufacturing sector between 1980 and 1985
was dominanted by a few large non-locally owned enterprises. The concentration of
investment within externally-owned fiums highlights the strategies of capital intensification
adopted by intermediate segments manufacturing within highly competitive external
markets. Within most non-locally owned laggard segments, and small to medium-sized
owner-managed indigenous firms, the majority of investment was directed toward the
replacement of outdated capital equipment without increasing the level of technology
employed in production operations. Overall, a higher percentage of indigenous than non-
locally owned enterprises increased their level of manufactured output between 1980 and
1985. Within the indigenous firm sector, in terms ofincreased physical output, manager-
operated enterprises performed better than those which areowner-managed. In addition,
non-locally owned intermediate branch plants, manufacturing for markets outside
Tasmania,performedbetter than laggardbranches dependentupon sales of manufactured
products within the limited local market.
7.2.2 Implications for Production, Employment and Government Policies
of Regional Welfare
The Tasmanian government, like those in other Australian states and many
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elsewhere, has always considered economic growth and employment to be a major
responsibility. A considerable element of this, however, is that Australian state
governments have always competedagainstone another in their attempt to attract economic
development and employment growth to their states. Within this context, Tasmanian
governments have encouraged the developmentof a manufacturingeconomy dominated
largely by branch plants. In particular, state government policies based upon the
development of hydro-electric power and the use of Tasmania's natural resources were
successful in providing employment withinthe state's manufacturing sectorbefore the mid-
1960s (see section 3.3). Virtually every large non-locally owned manufacturing enterprise
established during the period of hydro-industrialisation shed employment between 1980
and 1985. Although it is certain that Tasmania's few existing large resource-based
enterprises will continue to employ a large share of the manufacturing workforce in the
years to come, theirrelative importance is likely todecline further as themajority of these
firms continue to reduce employment while restmcturing their production operations in an
attempt to return to moreprofitable conditions of accumulation. Fromthe perspective of
the firm, employment reduction represents anintegral part of therestructuring process.
Agencies of the Tasmanian government responsible for the state's economic
development must adopt new strategies in light of recent corporate responses to crises
within Australian manufacturing. In particular, governments must accept and support
capital's attempt to increase the efficiency of its operations as a result of increasing levels
ofcompetition within both international and the Australian domestic markets. While job
loss may be an inevitable outcome of the immediate restructuring process, smaller and
more efficient production operations are certainly more attractive, to workers and
government, than plant closures.
As capital continues to increase the efficiency of its production activities,
governments are likely to increase their role as active agents in therestructuring process
itself. Asindicated in section 3.1.3, the Australian federal government has taken steps in
this direction through the establishment of industry development plans within the
automotive, steel, heavy engineering, textiles, and clothing and footwear industries.
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Taylor (1987b) has suggestedthat governments are likely to adopt strategies, at a regional
level, whereby capital is granted assistance in accordance to specific contractual
conditions. Under such conditions, the level of government assistance would be firmly
linked to the performance of the enterprise, both in terms of its direct employment and its
contribution to the social welfare of the local economy. This approach offers a wide range
of potential benefits to regions such as Tasmania which are rich in terms of natural
resources, contain manufacturing sectors dominanted by externally-owned firms, and have
been unable to encourage the development of a manufacturing economy which produces a
high percentage of finished goods.
Within Tasmania, small and medium-sizedindigenous firms have clearly been the
most stable group of employers since 1980. As large indigenous and non-locallyowned
firms continue to shed employment, it appears that the majority of future employment
growthwithin the state'smanufacturing sectoris likelyto comefrom the indigenous firm
sector. The indigenous sector, however, is only likely to generate significant employment
growth if it increases dramatically its participation in external markets. An important
feature of indigenous employment growth between 1980 and 1985 is that it occurred either
primarily within local product markets relatively sheltered from competition provided by
mainland producers, or in areas outside manufacturing. The current participation in
markets outside Tasmaniaby indigenous firms is generally very low, and those which do
export have tended to follow employment strategies similar to those adopted by external
capital.
While it appears that Tasmania's indigenous sector holds the best prospects for
future employment growth, it would be foolish to suggest that development incentives
should be targeted solely to these firms. Evidence from the manufacturing survey
highlights a number of problems likely to arise from a policy focus dependent solely upon
small firms. First, most managers of smallfirms are satisfied with profits availablewithin
the local market, and do not want to expand markedly the scale of their operation.
Second, by themselves, small firms are typically unable to generate the volume of
manufactured outputnecessary to gaiu sufficient exposure and operate profitably within
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external markets. Furthermore, the strong desire by many owner-managers to retain full
control over their operation means that few are willing either to manufacture or market
goods on a collective basis, with other small producers, as a means to generate the volume
of output necessary to compete in markets outside the state. Third, survey evidence
clearly highlights the lack of managerial expertise in most small firms. Given the
constraints to growth relating to the physical limitations of small companies, managers of
small firms must possess the ability to recognise potential markets and organise the firm's
limited resoiffces in such a way as to trade profitably within those markets. Finally, fi:om
a political perspective, small firm policies are problematic in that significant employment
growth can only be realised on a long-term basis, often beyond the periods of leadership
of the political parties which create them.
Within regions such as Tasmania, governments acting as agents in the restructuring
process must certainly seek to develop the local potential of both indigenous and extemally-
based capital. In order for governments to implement regional policies which are effective
in promoting the efficient use of capital resources on the one hand, and employment
stability on the other, regional economies must be continually monitored at the enterprise
level so that processes underlying growth and decline within the local capitalist system can
be identified. Only after identifying these relevant processes can policies be constructed
which seriously address the causes rather than the symptoms of regional economic
decline.
7.3 CONCLUDING REMARKS
An inevitable outcome of any research project is that it is unable to answer all the
questions one would wish. One of the early decisions in the current research was to
interview Tasmanian managers of all large and non-locally owned firms, but the time
available precluded comprehensive coverage of the state's small and medium-sized
indigenous manufacturers. The survey base of this part of the analysis had implications
for both extensive generalisation and for intensive conceptualisation of processes. First, it
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must be remembered that the range of processes identified in the study reflects only those
enterprises included in the manufacturing survey. Although it was suggested in section
6.3 that the processes underlying growth and decline within the small indigenous firms
surveyed are believed to be generally representative of most small locally owned
manufacturers, aggregate comparisons between indigenous and non-locally owned firms
must be made cautiously. The limitations of interviewing only a portion of all Tasmanian
manufacturers were minimised by ensuring that all large and the majority of medium-sized
enterprises were surveyed. By including these 'prime-mover' firms, the thesis has
identified the relevantprocesses influencinggrowthamongenterprises most important to
the developmentof the local manufacturing economy in the coming decade (Lloyd and
Shutt, 1983, p. 25).
The aimof the thesis hasbeento identify processes operating in a locahty andperiod-
specific context, rather than to undertake an analysis oriented toward generalisation and
prediction. The dominantprocessesunderlying changewithinTasmania's manufacturing
sector between 1980 and 1985 reflect, in part, the uniqueness of the state's economy in
which resource-based activities represent a major share of manufacturing employment and
output, and large business organisations are primarily represented through the
establishment of branchplants. Although the processes identified in the current studyare
based upon an intensive investigation of Tasmanian firms, it is very likely that similar
processes are operating in small resource-based economies elsewhere.
Following from this study, future research into the dynamics of regional
manufacturing economies could take a number of worthwhile directions. First, additional
research could focus upon the natme of organisational and power relationships between
small or medium-sized firms. As demonstrated in Chapter 4, most inter-organisational
relations within Tasmania's manufacturing sector are between firms of similar size.
Previousresearchhas focused almostentirely upon the relations between small and large
firms, and has paid only minimal attention to the nature of subcontract and franchise
relationships within the small firm sector itself. While theTasmanian studyconcluded that
such relationships were not important in terms of creating power networks, they were
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important in terms of how small and medium-sized firms organise their production and
marketing operations within their local area. Second, future research evaluating the
implications of non-local ownership within regional economies must emphasise the role of
individual branch plants within their parent organisation. Changes taking place within
branch plants are likely to reflect a number of processes in addition to those associated
with the performance of the plant within the local region. Finally, future studies of
manufacturing change must consider the implications of enterprise restructuring for other
sectors of the economy. As shown in this study, much of the expansion undertaken by
indigenous manufacturing firms within Tasmania has been in activities other than
production. Developments outside manufacturing are likely to compete with existing
service-based activities within the local economy. Research must try to pinpoint the inter-
sectoral movements in employment and output resulting from the restructuring of
production capital.
This thesis has attempted to highlight important aspects of enterprise relationships
and behaviour which help to explain changing patterns of industrial activity and
employment in Tasmania. The adoptionof a process-basedapproach within an explicitly
capitalist conceptual framework is consideredto be a crucial element in understandingthe
dynamics of regional economies. Within a capitalist framework the concept of a
segmentedeconomy approach to businessorganisation proved valuable and illuminating
rather than restricting. Its extension to an empirical regional studyis one of the generally
valuable aspects of this thesis, and has provided a basis from which important regional
investigation could be undertaken elsewhere.
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A1 DETAILS OF THE TASMANIAN MANUFACTURING SURVEY
Appendix A1 presents information relative to the manufacturing survey used in the
thesis research. Three specific items are included:
1. The cover letters sent to each local manager, by the Tasmanian
Development Authority and the Tasmanian Chamber of Industries,prior to
scheduling the interview.
2. The Tasmanian Manufacturing Survey. For administrative purposes separate
questionnaires wereprintedfor indigenous and non-locally owned enterprises.
The questionnaire presented in thisappendix applies specifically to non-locally
owned firms. The questionnaire used during interviews with indigenous
managers is identical apart from references made to the 'parent firm based
outside Tasmania'.
3. Promptcards used during eachinterview to facilitate responses to several
detailed questions.
Additional details concerning the administration of the survey are provided in section 2.8.
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TASMA3\aaAi\a
AUTHORITY
Dear Mr.
I am writing to inform you that Mr. David Hood is currently undertaking a
survey of manufacturing firms in Tasmania, and will soon be in touch to
arrange an interview with your firm. The survey is supported by both the
Tasmanian Development Authority and the University of Tasmania, where Mr.
Hood is completing his postgraduate studies.
The purpose of the survey is to discover the ways in which the operation
and organization of firms has changed over the last five years, and what
factors have helped or hindered growth. The improved understanding of
these issues which will result from the project should be of value to us
all.
Your firm was included as one of 150 manufacturing firms in Tasmania randomly
selected. The interview, which should take no more than an hour, would best
be carried out with either yourself or another senior executive who would be
knowledgeable of the firm's operations since 1980. All information gathered
in the survey will be considered strictly confidential and under no circum
stances will any details concerning individual firms be given out or published
in any way.
Mr. Hood will contact you soon, in order to arrange a suitable appointment
for the interview. I would be most grateful if you would help him in every
way possible.
Yours sincerely,
Philip Chapfdler
Managing Director
134 Macquarie St, Hobart,Tasmania, 7000 Postal Address G PO Box 646G, Hotiart,Tasmania, 7001, Australia Telephone (002) 30 8011, TELEX AA583I2
facsimile number 233535
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tasmanian chamber of industries
Northern Office 93 Cameron St, Launceston
P O Box 1086 Launceston 7250
Telephone (0,03) 31 6744
HOBART OFFICE
Registered Office 242 Liverpool St, Hobart
G P O Box 793H, Hobart, Tasmania 7001
Phone (002)34 5933 Telex 57210
Please note that Mr. David Hood is currently conducting a survey
of manufacturing firms in Tasmania.
The survey is supported by the Tasmanian Development Authority
and the University of Tasmania where Mr. Hood is completing his
post-graduate studies.
The purpose of the survey is to discover the ways in which the
operation and organisation of firms has changed over the last
five years, and what factors have helped or hindered growth. The
improved understanding of these issues which will result from the
project should be of value to us all.
Your firm was included as one of 150 manufacturing firms in Tasmania
randomly selected. The interview, which should take no more than
an hour, would best be carried out with either yourself or another
senior executive who would be knowledgeable of the firm's operations
since 1980. All information gathered in the survey will be considered
strictly confidential and under no circumstances will any details
concerning individual firms be given out or published in any way.
The Tasmanian Chamber of Industries supports Mr. Hood's survey and
we seek your co-operation in assisting him in this study programme.
Mr. Hood will contact you soon, in order to arrange a suitable
appointment for the interview. I would be most grateful if you
would help him in every way possible.
Yours
E. c:
Executive
ECI;ec
rector
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The University of Tasmania
?ATV7r
TASMANIAN MANUFACTURING SURVEY
Date of interview:
Firm name:
Address/phone:
Person(s) interviewed:
Position in firm:
Non-local
TASIVIAI\]IAI\I
DEVELOPMEfNIT
AUTHORITY
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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this survey is to gain information about manufacturing in
Tasmania, focusing upon the operations of individual establishments within
firms. The survey is primarily concerned with changes in activity since
1980. At present, very little is known about the processes underlying growth
or decline in various types of firms. The ultimate goal of the survey is to
better understand what factors contribute to the growth of firms in Tasmania.
The survey is part of a larger study being undertaken by myself at the
University of Tasmania, and is partly financed by the Tasmanian Development
Authority .
Your firm was choosen as part of a random sample of 150 firms in Tasmania.
All information gathered in this survey will be considered STRICTLY
CONFIDENTIAL and under no circumstances will details concerning individual
firms be given out or published in any way.
Throughout the survey there are three items which are often refered to;
The Tasmanian operation, the establishment and the firm.
Tasmanian operation - consists of all activities (eg. mfg, retail, wholesale,
etc.) undertaken by this concern and its subsidiaries
in Tasmania.
The establishment - refers to a specific site location at which the
Tasmanian operation has a plant, retail outlet,
office, storage facility, etc. Thus, the Tasmanian
operation may consist of several separate
establishments, consisting of either branches or
subsidiaries .
The Firm - defines the company or group of companies which may
own or control the Tasmanian operation.
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To begin the survey. I would like to talk about the basic structure of the
Tasmanian operation.
Is the Tasmanian operation a:
1. [ ] Branch of a firm registered outside Tasmania
2. [ ] Subsidiary of a firm registered outside Tasmania
3. [ ] Other (specify)
(a) How many establishments does the Tasmanian operation have in
Tasmania, on the mainland and overseas?
No.
(b) Where is each of these establishments located?
(c) When was each establishment made a part of the Tasmanian operation?
(d) Is each establishment a branch or subsidiary of the Tasmanian
operation?
(e) Does the Tasmanian operation own, lease or rent each of these sites?
(f) What activities are undertaken at each establishment? (CARD 1)
(g) What products are produced at each establishment which is involved
in manufacturing activities?
(b)
Establishment
Location
(c)
Date
(d)
Branches or
Subsidiaries
(e)
Own, rent or
Lease?
(f)
Activity
Code
(g)
Products
Establishment Location:
1. Hobart (southern/eastern)
2. Launceston (northern)
3. Burnie/Devonport (N.W., west)
4. Mainland
5. Overseas
Branch/Subsidiary:
1. Head office
2. Branch
3. Subsidiary
Activity Code:
1. Manufacturing
2. Retail
3. Storage/transport
4. Office
5. Subcontracting
6. R & D
7. Other
Site Control:
1. Own
2. Rent/Lease
1._
2._
3._
A._
5._
6..
7._
8-.
9..
10.
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3. (a) How was the Tasmanian operation initially established? (CARD 2)
1. [ ] Originated in Tasmania
2. [ ] Relocated in Tasmania from elsewhere
3. [ ] Established as a branch/subsidiary of a firm located outside
Tasmania
4. [ ] Other (please state)^
(b) Has the current ownership or structure of the Tasmanian operation
been altered by takeover or merger since the Tasmanian operation
was initially established?
[ ] yes [ ] no
If yes, provide details
(c) Have manufacturing activities always been an important part of
your operations in Tasmania?
[ ] yes [ ] no
If no, which other activities was the Tasmanian operation primarily
concerned with?
(d) How long has the Tasmanian operation acted as a manufacturer in
Tasmania?
years months
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(BRANCHES ONLY)
4. (a) Where is the office or offices outside Tasmania, to which the
Tasmanian operation or individual establishments are directly
responsible? (GO TO 5)
(SUBSIDIARY ONLY)
(b) What is the name of the FIRM, under which this subsidiary operates?
5. Where is the Australian head office of this FIRM located?
Which of the following best describes the legal status of the FIRM,
to which the Tasmanian operation belongs? (CARD 3)
1. [ ] Single proprietor
2. [ ] Partnership
3. [ ] A registered company
( ) privately owned
( ) publicly owned
A. [ ] A subsidiary
( ) privately owned
( ) publicly owned
5. [ ] Other (specify)
The next two questions concern the types of inputs used (for example,
whether they are raw materials, semi-manufactured components, etc.),
the level of processing undertaken and the form of the final products
as sold by the Tasmanian operation.
I would like to ask these questions based upon what you consider to be
your basic product groups rather than about individual products.
(PROMPT)
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7. What was each product group's percentage contribution to the total value
of sales of products (including transfers) manufactured by the Tasmanian
operation in;
(a) 1984-85
(b) 1979-80
1 .
2 .
3.
4.
5.
6.
Product Group
% Of Total Sales
1984-85 1979-80
8. Within each product group:
(a) Are the inputs to the manufacturing process primarily raw materials,
semi-manufactured or finished components?
(b) What % of the material inputs (by value) are purchased in Tasmania?
(c) What level of processing is involved? (CARD 4)
(d) What form is the product in when sold or transfered out, by the
Tasmanian operation? (CARD 5)
(e) What % of the manufactured output is sold in the following areas?
(CARD 6)
1.
2.
3.
4.
3.
6.
(e)
Product
Group
(a)
Input
Form
(b)
%
Purchased
Tasmania
(c)
Process
Level
(d)
Final
Form
%
Sold
Tasmania %
Sold
Mainland
%
Sold
OverseasS N NW
Product group: 3 digit code Final Form:
Input form: 1. raw material
2. semi-manufactured
3. finished components
Processing: 1. continuous, standardized
2. batch production
3. one-off, small scale orders
4. other (including combinations)
1. semi-sianufactured to be
further processed else
where.
2. fabricated components to
be assembled elsewhere.
3. final product.
Primary
Secondary
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9. Concerning the material inputs used by the Tasmanian operation in 1984-85:
(a) What were the 2 inputs accounting for the largest share of the total
cost of all inputs purchased?
(b) What %of t'otal material costs did each of these inputs represent?
(c) For each input, how many suppliers were used?
(d) Where are these suppliers located?
(e) What % of each input did you purchase from each supplier?
(f) How long has the Tasmanian operation used each supplier?
1.
2.
3.
(a)
Input
(b)
% Share
Tot. Cost
(c)
# Of
Suppliers
(d)
Supplier's
Location
% (e)
Purchased From
This Supplier
(f)
How
Long
Supplier's Location: 1. Northern Tasmania
2. Southern and eastern Tasmania
3. Northwest and western Tasmania
4. Mainland
5. Overseas
How Long; Years
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10. Is there another branch of the FIRM outside Tasmania that produces the
same product or products as the Tasmanian operation?
[ ] yes [ ] no (If No, Go To 11)
(a) If yes, what are these products?
(b) Where else are these products produced?
(c) Why are these products produced at both/several locations?
11. Does the Tasmanian operation produce any products which other branches
of the FIRM do not produce?
[ ] yes [ ] no (If No, Go To 12)
(a) If yes, what are these products?
(b) Why are these products only produced in Tasmania?
(c) What % of your total sales in 1984-85 were accounted for by these
products?
12. Does the Tasmanian operation use any inputs supplied by this FIRM's
branches located outside Tasmania?
[ ] yes [ ] no (If No, Go To 13)
(a) If yes, what are these inputs?^
(b) What Z of the total value of inputs did these represent in 1984-85?
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13. Do any branches of the FIRM located outside Tasmania use Inputs supplied
by the Tasmanian operation?
[ ] yes [ ] no (If No, Go To lA)
(a) If yes, what are these inputs?
(b) What Z of your total turnover did these transfers represent in
198A-85?
N2 14. Within the Tasmanian operation, are there establishments which supply
other establishments with inputs?
[ ] yes [ ] no (If No, Go To 15)
(a) If yes, what are these inputs?
(b) Which establishments do they come from?
(c) Which establishments use them?
Input Source Estabs. User Estabs.
1.
2.
3.
4.
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15. Since 1980, have any new products been added to the Tasmanlan
operation's product line?
[ ] yes [ ] no (If No, Go To 16)
(a) If yes, what are these products?
(b) When were they first introduced?
(c) Were they previously produced elsewhere in the FIRM, outside
Tasmania ?
2.
3.
A.
5.
(a)
Products
(b)
Date
(c)
Source Products: 1. within current product line.
2. new product group
Source: 1. Transfer of product
2. Branch of product
3. First produced in Tasmania
16. Since 1980, have any products been discontinued by the Tasmanian
operation?
[ ] yes [ ] no (If No, Go To 17)
(a) If yes, what were these products?
(b) When were they discontinued?
(c) Why were these products discontinued?
1.
2.
3.
A.
5.
(a)
Products
(b)
Date
(c)
Reason Products: 1. within major product group
2. outside major product group
Reason: 1. part of larger rationalization
2. not profitable/low demand
3. expansion into new products
A. following establishment closure
5. other
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One of the survey's objectives is to establish how different kinds of firms
sell their products, and why they have their current pattern of sales. The
next few questions concern the method of sales used by the Tasmanian operation.
17. Which of the following sales methods did the Tasmanian operation
in 1984-85? (CARD 7)
1. Wholesalers
[ ] yes [ ] no
If yes, how many wholesalers were used?
What % of total sales were taken by wholesalers?_
Where did they sell your products?
2. Direct to Retailers
[ ] yes [ ] no
If yes, how many retailers handled your products?
What % of total sales were taken by retailers?
Where did they sell your products?
Direct to Public by The Tasmanian Operation
[ ] yes [ ] no
What % of total sales were direct to the public?
Does the Tasmanian operation normally carry out the installation
of Its products?
[ ] yes [ ] no
4. Government Agencies in Tasmania
[ ] yes [ ] no
What % of total sales were taken by govt. agencies in Tas.''
5. Government Agencies on the Mainland
[ ] yes [ ] no
What % of total sales were taken by govt. agencies on the
mainland'
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6. Other Manufactuirng Firms Not Associated With The Tasmanian
Operation.
[ ] yes [ ] no
What % of total sales were taken by these firms?
Were goods sold to manufacturing firms in Tasmania, on the mainland
or overseas?
[ ] Tasmania [ ] Mainland [ ] Overseas
7. Other Establishments Within The Firm, Located Outside Tasmania.
[ ] yes [ ] no
What % of total sales were transfered to these establishments?
18. Why does the Tasmaian Operation have this current pattern of sales?
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The survey is also interested in several aspects of investment by the
Tasmanian operation.
19. Has the Tasmanian operation made any major investments since 1980?
[ ] yes [ ] no (If No, Go To 20)
(a) If yes, did this include investment in:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
land (Go To g)
building (Go To g)
transport equipment (Go To b)
production machinery (Go To b)
other non-production machinery
other (specify)
(Go To b)
(PROMPT)
(b) Did this involve the replacement of older equipment or adding
additional equipment to your operations?
[1] replacement [2] additional
(c) Did this equipment result in upgrading the technology used in your
operations?
[1] yes [2] no
(d) Was output increased as a result of this investment?
[1 ] yes [2] no
(e) How, if at all, did this investment affect your employment level?
(PROMPT)
(f) Was this equipment new or used?
[1] new [2] used
(g) Was this investment purchased or leased?
[1] purchased [2] leased
What was the value of this investment? (CARD 8)
1- [ ] < $5,000 7. [ ] 75-100,000
2. [ ] 5-10,000 8. [ ] 100-250,000
3. [ ] 10-20,000 9. [ ] 250-500,000
4. [ ] 20-30,000 10. [ ] 500-750,000
5. [ ] 30-50,000 11. [ ] 750 - 1 million
6. [ ] 50-75,000 12. [ ] > 1 million
(i) At which establishment was this investment undertaken?
(j) At which establishment was the decision made to undertake this
investment ?
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(k) What was the major source used to finance this investment? (CARD 9)
1.
2.
3.
A.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
internal funds of the Tasmanian operation
funds from the FIRM, to which the Tas. operation belongs
new partners or shareholders
trading bank
finance company (including hire-purchase)
Commonwealth Development Bank
assurance society or supperannuation fund
savings bank or building society
merchant bank
government agency or department
personal loan (from a person not assoc. with the Tas. op.)
trade customer or trade supplier in Tasmania
trade customer or trade supplier located outside Tasmania
other (specify)
(1) What other sources of finance were used?
7.
(a)
Invest.
Type
Cb)
Replace/
Add.
(c)
Upgrade
Tech.
(d)
Output
Change
(c)
Employ.
Change
Cf)
New/
Used
(8)
'urchasedy
Leased
(h)
Value
CD
Invest.
Location
(j)
Source
(k-1)
Finance
Haj Hln.
Replace/Add: 1. replacement
2. addition
New/Used: 1. new
2. used
Purchased/leased: 1. purchase
2. lease
Upgrade Technology:
Increased Output:
Employment Change:
1. yes
2. no
1. yes
2. no
1. decrease
2. increase
3. no change
Location: 1. head office
2. branch
3. subsidiary
Decision source: 1. the FIRM
2. Tas. H.O.
3. at invest, location
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20. Has a firm decision been made Co undertake any major investments in the
near future?
[ ] yes [ ] n^ (If No, Go To 21)
(a) If yes, what type of investment is it?
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
1.
2.
3.
I*.
5.
6.
land (Go To d)
building (Go To d)
transport (Go To d)
production machinery
other, non-production machinery or equipment
other (specify)
Will this involve replacement of older equipment or adding
additional equipment to your operations?
[1] replacement [2] additional
Will this equipment result in upgrading the technology used in
your operations?
[1 ] yes [2 ]no
Will your level of output change as a result of this investment?
[1] increase
[2] decrease
[3] no change
How, if at all, will your employment level change as a result of
this investment?
[1] increase
[2] decrease
[3] no change
What will be the total value of this investment? (CARD
1. [ ] < $5,000 7. [ 75-100,000
2. [ ] 5-10,000 8. [ 100-250,000
3. [ ] 10-20,000 9. [ 250-500,000
A. [ ] 20-30,000 10. [ 500-750,000
5. [ ] 30-50,000 11. [ 750 - 1 million
6. [ ] 50-75,000 12. [ > 1 million
2.
3.
(a)
Invest.
Type.
(b)
Replace/
Add.
(c)
Upgrade
Tech.
(d)
Output
Change
(e)
Employ.
Change
(f)
Value
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21. What is the current total value of assets (Including land, buildings,
machinery and equipment) in Tasmania? (CARD 10)
1. [ ] < $10,000 8. [ ] 300- 500,000
2. [ ] 10-25,000 9. [ ] 500 - 1 million
3. [ ] 25-50,000 10. [ ] 1 - 2 million
•i. [ ] 50-75,000 11. [ ] 2 - 5 million
5. [ ] 75-100,000 12. [ ] 5 - 10 million
6. [ ] 100-200,000 13. [ ] 10 - 20 million
7. [ ] 200-300,000 lA. [ ] > 20 million
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22. Since 1980, have specific functions such as sales, promotions, personnel
etc., been shifted from the Tasmanian operation to other branches or
subsidiaries of the FIRM located outside Tasmania?
[ ] yes ( ] no (If No, Go To 23)
(a) If yes, on how many occasions?
(b) Which functions were involved?
(c) Where were they transfered from?
(d) Where were they transfered to?
(e) What was the resulting employment change here in Tasmania?
(f) Why were these functions moved out of Tasmania?
1.
(a)
Date of
EvenC
(b)
Functions Involved
(c)
Trans*
From
(d)
Trans•
To
(e)
EmployoienC Change in Tasmania
Hanager* Admin* Prod. Other
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23. Since 1980, have specific functions such as sales, promotions,
personnel, etc., been shifted from branches or subsidiaries of the FIRM
located outside Tasmania to the Tasmanian operation?
[ ] yes [ ] no (If No, Go To 24)
(a) If yes, on how many occasions?
(b) Which functions were involved?
(c) Where were they transfered from?
(d) Where were they transfered to?
(e) What was the resulting change in employment here in Tasmania?
(f) Why were these functions transfered to Tasmania?
1.
M
Date of
Event
(b)
Functions Involved
(c)
Trans.
From
(d)
Trans.
To
(e)
Employment Change In Tasmania
Manager. Admin. Prod. Other
N2 21*.
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Since 1980, have specific functions within the Tasmanian operation
been shifted between establishments?
[ ] yes [ ] no (If No, Go To 25)
(a) If yes, on how many occasions?
(b) Which functions were involved?
(c) Where were they transfered from?
(d) Where were they transfered to?
(e) What was the resulting change in employment at both the origin and
destination of the transfer?
(f) Why were these functions transfered between establishments?
1.
Resulting Employment Change
Date of
Functions Involved
Trans.
From
Trans.
To
Mnr. Adn in. PrnH. Dfhpr
0» D» 0 D 0 D 0 D
The next few questions deal with the usta^e of computers and communications
equipment. The study is interested in determining how this equipment benefits
firms.
25. Are any of the establishments of the Tasmanian operation linked to the
FIRM outside Tasmania via a computer based network?
[ ] yes [ ] no (If No, Go To 26)
(a) If yes, where is the host computer located?
(b) Which establishments in Tasmania have access to this network?
1.
2 .
3.
4.
(c) What activities is this network primarily used for?
1.
2 .
3.
4.
(d) How long has this network been in operation? years
(e) When this system was installed, how did it affect the structure of
the Tasmanian operation?
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N2 26. Are any of the establishments within the Tasmanian operation linked to
one another via a computer based network?
[ ] yes [ ] no (If No, Go To 27)
(a) If yes, where is the host computer located?
(b) Which establishments have access to this network?
1.
2.
3.
A.
(c) What activities is this network primarily used for?
1.
2.
3.
4.
(d) How long has this network been in operation? years
(e) When this system was installed, how did it affect the structure of
the Tasmanian operation?
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27,(a)Which of the following communications technologies does the Tasraanian
operation use on a regular basis? (CARD 11)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
telex
facsimilie
computer based text transmission
private phone line (Go To c)
postal bag/air courier (Go To c)
telecom datel service (Go To c)
none (Go To 28)
(b)Is this equipment located on-site?
l.[ ] yes 2l ] no
If yes, where is it located?
(c)What activity is this primarily used for' (CARD 12a)
1. [ ] contact with trade customers
2. [ ] contact with trade suppliers
3. [ ] contact with other establishments within the Tas. operation
4. [ ] contact with the FIRM, located outside Tasmania
5. [ ] other (specify)
(d)How long has this been used'
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
(a)
Type
(b)
On-Site?
(c)
Activity
(d)
How Long
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The next section of the survey deals with business services. Of particular
concern is who undertakes them (the Tasmanian operation, the mainland Head
Office, or another firm), and where they are done.
28. Where is each of the following services normally carried out for the
Tasmanian operation? (CARD 12b)
Tasmania Mainland
Advertising
In-House Other Firm In-House Other Firm Don't Use
Accounts Payable
Accounts Receivable
Other Accounting (tax.)
Payroll
Personnel Recruitment
Market Research
R&D
29 Since 1980 how, if at all, has the responsibility for these services
changed? (STILL CARD 12b)
RESPONSIBILITY LOCATION
External to
In-House
In-House to
External
No
Change
Tas. to
Mainland
Mainland
Tasmania
No
Change
Advertising
Accounts Payable
Accounts Receivable
Other Accounting
Payroll
Personnel Recruitmeit
Market Research
R&D
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30.(a)Where within the organization are the following decisions made
concerning: (CARD 13)
TAS.
ESTABS. TAS H.O.
Tas. Op.
With
H.O.
APPROVAL
NON
LOCAL
H.O. OTHER
85 80 85 80 85 80 85 80 85 80
Number of shifts
Level of production
Location of
product sales
Sales method
Source of inputs
Level of raw stock
Level of
fini.shed stock
Product design
Advertising
Pricing policy
Executive recruitment
Labour replacement
Labour redundancy
Choice of
subcontractors
Choice of firms to
supply business servs.
(b)If the place within the organization where these decisions are made was
different in 1980, please give details.
31.
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Does the Tasmanlan operation have any specific dollar purchasing limits,
above which requires approval from the mainland head office?
[ ] yes [ ] no (If No, Go To 32)
(a) If yes, to what types of purchasing does this apply? (eg. raw
materials, business services, use of subcontractors, etc.) and what
are the limits?
Purchasing Dollar
Types Limits
1.
2.
3.
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The next group of questions have to do with the nature of subcontract and
franchise activities undertaken by the Tasraanian operation.
32. Does the Tasmanian operation take on subcontract work?
[ ] yes [ ] no (If No, Go To 3A)
(a) If yes, what was the % of total turnover resulting from subcontract
work in:
(b)
198A-85
1982-83
1979-80
(if < 102, Go To 34)
In 1984-85, what was the total % of subcontract income represented
by the five most important customers?
% (If > 50%, Go To 33) [If <50%, Go To 34]
33. Concerning the five customers accounting for the largest % share of
subcontract income realized by the Tasmanian operation in 1984-85:
(a) Who were these five firms?
(b) Where are they located?
(c) What was each customer's % share of the total subcontract income
realized by the Tasmanian operation?
(d) How long has each customer been an important source of subcontract
income?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
(a)
Customer
(b)
Location
% Share Of (c)
Subcontract Income
How Long As (d)
Subcontract Customer
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34. Does the Tasmanian operation subcontract work out to other firms'
[ ] yes [ ] no (If No, Go To 36)
(a) If yes, what was the %of total production costs resulting from
work subcontracted out, in:
1984-85
1982-83
1979-90
(if < 10%, Go To 36)
(b) What %of total subcontracting costs were taken by the five firms
accounting for the largest % share of work subcontracted out by
the Tasmanian operation in 1984-85?
% (if > 50%, Go To 35) [if < 50%, Go To 36J
35. Concerning the five firms accounting for the largest %share of work
subcontracted out by the Tasmanian operation in 1984-85:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Who were these five firms?
Where are they located?
What was each firm's % share of the total cost of all work
subcontracted out by the Tasmanian operation?
How long has each firm been an important agent for work
subcontracted out by the Tasmanian operation?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
(a)
Firm
(b)
Location
% Share Of (c)
Subcontract Costs
How Long As (d)
Subcontract Agent
36.
37.
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Does the Tasmanian operation act as a franchisee (or other similar
function for another firm?
[ ] yes [ ] no (If No, Go To 37)
(a) If yes, how' long has it been operating in this way?
(b) Who is the franchisor?
years
(c) In 1984-85, what % of your total sales were accounted for byproducts produced under this arrangement? ^
Does the Tasmanian operation act as franchisor (or other similar
function) to other firms?
[ ] yes [ ] no (If No, Go To 39)
(a) If yes, which firm or firms act as a franchisee to the Tasmani
operation?
(b) Where are these firms located?
(c) How long has each firm acted as a franchisee to the Tasmanian
operation?
(a)
Firm
(b)
Location
(c)
Time
1.
2.
3.
38. In 1984-85, what was the value to the Tasmanian operation of all firms
acting as franchisees or related functions? (CARD 14)
1. [
2. [
3. [
4. [
5. [
< $10,000
10-25,000
25-50,000
50-75,000
75-100,000
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
100-250,000
250-500,000
500-750,000
750 - 1 million
> 1 million
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39. Which of the following categories approximates the total value of sales
(including products not produced by the Tasmanian operation) in:
(CARD 15)
(a) The last financial year (1984-85)
(b) 1979-80
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
(a)
1984-85
(b)
1979-80
40. What would the
periods'
< 10,000
10-25,000
25-50,000
50-75,000
75-100,000
100-200,000
200-300,000
300-500,000
500 -.1 million
1-2 million
2-5 million
> 5 million
change in sales have been between the two time
( + V (-) %
41. In 1984-85, approximately what % of total sales were accounted for by
goods actually produced by the Tasmanian operation?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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The final two questions concern changes in employment at each establishment
of the Tasmanian operation.
42. For each establishment, what was the average FULL-TIME and PART-TIME
male and female employment for the year ending:
(a) 30 June 1985
(b) 30 June 1980 (5 years ago)
30 June 85*
FULL-TIME PART-TIME
Location M F T M F T
• Figures Used: ( ) actual( ) class (CARD 17)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
30 June 80 •
FULL-TIME PART-TIME
Location H F T M F T
Figures Used: ( ) actual
( ) class (CARD 17)
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(CARD 16)
A3. What was the total* average male and female employment In managerial,
clerical, production, research and development, and other activities
at each establishment for the year ending:
(a) 30 June 1985
(b) 30 June 1980
♦including full-time equivalents for part-time employees.
30 June 85*
Location
Managerial Clerical Production R&D Other
M F T M F T M F T M F T M F T
•Figures Used: ( ) actual
( ) class (CARD 17)
30 June 80
Location
Managerial Clerical Production R&D Other
M F T M F T M F T M F T M F T
•Figures Used: ( ) actual
( ) class (CARD 17)
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Information Cards
During each interview, the respondent was handed the following cards in order to either:
1. clarify a particular question (cards 1-4,7, 9, 12a, 13, and 16)
2. provide a range of responses from which an answer was to be selected (cards 5-6,11,
and 12b)
3. obtain a catagorised response to sensitive questions (such as those relating to
employment, turnover andinvestment) which the respondent declined toprovide more
detailed information (cards 8,10,14-15, and 17)
Cardsgiven to respondents from locallyownedenterprises were identical, however:
- Responses on cards 7, 9,12a, 12b, and 13which refer to 'the parentcompany
outside Tasmania' were omitted.
- Card3 was given only to respondents from non-locally ownedenterprises
CARD 1
ACnyiTffiS UNDERTAKEN AT EACH ESTABTJSHMENT
1. Manufacturing
2. Retail
3. Storage/transport
4. Office
5. Subcontracting
6. Research and development
7. Other (specify)
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CARD 2
INITIAL ESTABLISHMENT OF THE TASMANIAN OPERATION
1. Originated in Tasmania
2. Relocated in Tasmania from elsewhere
3. Established as a branch or subsidiary of a firm located outside of Tasmania
4. Other (please state)
CARD 3
LEGAL STATUS OF THE FIRM. TO WHICH THE TASMANIAN OPKR ATTON BELONGS
1. Single proprietor
2. Partnership
3. A registered company
3a. privately owned
3b.publicly owned
4. A subsidiary
4a. privately owned
4b.publicly owned
5. Other (specify)
CARD 4
LEVEL OF PROCESSING
1. Continuous standardised production
2. Batch production, dependent upon product orders
3. One-off, small scaleproduction suited to individual productorders
4. Other [including combinations of above] (specify)
CARD 5
FORM OF FINAL PRODUCT
1. Semi-manufacturedproducts to be furtherprocessedelsewhere
2. Fabricated components to be assembled elsewhere
3. Final product
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CARD 6
T.OCATTON OF SALES. 1984-85
1. Southern and eastern Tasmania
2. Northern Tasmania
3. Northwest and western Tasmania
4. Mainland
5. Overseas
CARD 7
SALES METHODS
1. Wholesalers
2. Direct to retailers
3. Direct to the public by the Tasmanian operation
4. Government agencies in Tasmania
5. Govemment agencies on the mainland
6. Other manufacturing firms not associated with the Tasmanian operation
7. Other establishments within the parent firm, located ouside Tasmania
8. Other (specify)
CARD 8
VALUE OF THE INVESTMENT
1. < $5,000 7. 75 - 100,000
2. 5 - 10,000 8. 100 - 250,000
3. 10 - 20,000 9. 250 - 500,000
4. 20 - 30,000 10. 500 - 750,000
5. 30 - 50,000 11. 750 - 1 million
6. 50 - 75,000 12. > 1 million
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CARD 9
FINANCE SOURCE
1. Internal funds of the Tasmanian operation
2. Funds of theparent firm, to which theTasmanian operation belongs
3. New partners or shareholders
4. Trading bank
5. Finance company (including hire-purchase)
6. Commonwealth Development Bank
7. Assurance society or supperannuation fund
8. Savings bank or building society
9. Merchant bank
10. Government agency or department
11. Personal loan (from a person notassociated with theTasmanian operation)
12. Trade customer or trade supplier in Tasmania
13. Trade customer or trade supplier locatedoutside Tasmania
14. Other (please specify)
CARD 10
CURRENT TOTAL VALUE OF CAPITAL INVESTMENT TNTASMANIA RY THE TASMANIAN
OPERATION (including land, buildings, machinery andequipment)
1. < $10,000 8. 300 - 500,000
2. 10 - 25,000 9. 5(X) - 1 million
3. 25 - 50,000 10. 1-2 million
4. 50 - 75,000 11. 2-5 million
5. 75 - 100,000 12. 5-10 million
6. 100 - 200,000 13. 10 - 20 million
7. 200 - 300,000 14. > 20 million
COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGIES
1. Telex
2. Facsimilie
3. Computer based text processor
4. Private phone line
CARD 11
5. Postal bag/air courier
6. Telecom datel service
7. None of the above
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CARD 12a
COMMTINTCATTON ACTTVT'nF.S
1. Contact with trade customers
2. Contact with trade suppliers
3. Contact with other establishments within the Tasmanian operation
4. Contact with the parent fum, located outside Tasmania
5. Other (please specify)
CARD 12b
WHERE SERVTCHS ARE UNDERTAKF.N
1. Tasmania, in-house
2. Tasmania, by another firm
3. Mainland, in-house
4. Mainland, by another firm
5. Do not use this service
CARD 13
LOCATIONS OE DECISIONS WTTHTN THE ORGANTSATTON
1. Individual Tasmanian establishments
2. Tasmanian head office
3. Tasmanian operation, based upon non-local headofficeapproval
4. Non-local head office
5. Other (please specify)
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CARD 14
VALUE OF FRAHCNTSHES. 19R4-R5
1. < $10,000 8. 100 - 250,000
2. 10 - 25,000 9. 250 - 500,000
3. 25 - 50,000 10. 500 - 750,000
4. 50 - 75,000 11. 750 -1 million
5. 75 - 100,000 12. > 1 million
CARD IS
VALUE OF TOTAL SALES FOR THE TASMANTAN OPER ATTON
(includes manufactured goods, services to other firms including subcontract work,
and wholesale orretail sales ofgoods notproduced bytheTasmanian operation)
1. < $10,000 7. 200 - 300,000
2. 10 - 25,000 8. 300 - 500,000
3. 25 - 50,000 9. 500 -1 million
4. 50 - 75,000 10. 1-2 million
5. 75 - 100,000 11. 2-5 million
6. 100 - 200,000 12. > 5 million
CARD 16
EMPLOYMENT TYPES
Managerial: Those directly involved in decision making activities.
Clerical: Typists, receptionists, administrative employees.
Production: Those physically involved in production activities.
Research and Those primarily involved inproduct design and improvement, or
Development: theadvancement ofproduction technology.
Other: Those primarily involved in transport, storage, retailing or
maintenance activities.
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CARD 17
EMPLOYMENT CATEGORIES
1. 1-2 9. 35-39 17. 100-124 25. 400-449
2. 3-4 10. 40-44 18. 125-149 26. 450-499
3. 5-9 11. 45-49 19. 150-174 27. 500-549
4. 10-14 12. 50-59 20. 175-199 28. 550-599
5. 15-19 13. 60-69 21. 200-249 29. 600-649
6. 20-24 14. 70-79 22. 250-299 30. 650-699
7. 25-29 15. 80-89 23. 300-349 31. 700-749
8. 30-34 16. 90-99 24. 350-399 32. 750 +
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APPENDIX A2
DETAILS OF THE WEIGHTING PROCEDURE APPLIED
IN THE ANALYSIS
Table A2.1 shows the weighting factors applied to single-site indigenous firms
employing fewer than 100 persons. Weights are applied in sections 3.4,
5.2.2 and 6.3 in order to estimate the population of indigenous firms. Discussion
of processes throughout the thesis, however, is based upon only the 81
indigenous enterprises included in the manufacturing survey. Details of the
weighting procediue are provided in section 2.7.
Table A2.1: Population Sample and Weighting Factors
Data Base
Local Population
Local Sanple
Weighting Factor
1-9
Head Office Location
Statistical Division
South North N.W.
96
9
51
4
10.66 12.75
35
4
8.75
Source: Tasmanian Development Authority (1985)
Tasmanian Manufacturing Survey, 1986
Employment Group
10-25
Head Office Location
Statistical Division
South North N.W.
47
10
4.70
31
6
23
2
5.16 11.50
26-50
Head Office Location
Statistical Division
South North N.W.
24
6
4.00
15
7
2.14
12
2
6.00
51-99
Head Office Location
Statistical Division
South North N.W.
13
7
7
5
1.85 1.40 1.00
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